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PREFACE

This text is a somewhat expanded version of lecture notes written dur�
ing� and directly after� a course at MIT in the Spring of ����� Most of
the participants had attended a course the preceding Fall on pseudodif�
ferential operators on compact manifolds without boundary� including the
Hodge theorem and the construction of the fundamental solution for the
wave equation� Approximately this level of sophistication is assumed of
the reader� The intention of the second course was to embed the Atiyah�
Patodi�Singer index theorem in an analytic framework analogous to that
provided by the theory of pseudodi�erential operators for the Atiyah�Singer
theorem� Since this treatment leads to a variety of current research topics
it is presented here in the hope that it will be of use to a wider audience�
There are many people to thank� Foremost I am grateful to the members

of the audience of the course for their tolerance and enthusiasm� I am
especially grateful to Paolo Piazza for his comments during the course and
also as a collaborator in work related to this subject� Others from whom I
have learnt in this way are Xianzhe Dai� Charlie Epstein� Dan Freed� Rafe
Mazzeo and Gerardo Mendoza� To the last of these I would like to take this
opportunity to apologize for my part� whatever that was� in the somewhat
mysterious non�appearance of the paper ���� on which a considerable part
of Chapter �� and indeed the general �b�philosophy�� is based�
More generally I am happy to acknowledge the in�uence� through con�

versation� on my approach to this subject of Michael Atiyah� Ezra Getzler�
Lars H�ormander� Werner M�uller� Bob Seeley� Iz Singer and Michael Tay�
lor� I am indebted to Ant�onio s�a Barreto� Xianzhe Dai� Charlie Epstein
and Maciej Zworski who tolerated my neglect of other projects during the
process of writing� to Tanya Christiansen� Xianzhe Dai� Andrew Hassell�
Lars H�ormander� Gerd Grubb� Rafe Mazzeo� Paolo Piazza and Lorenzo
Ramero for comments on the manuscript and especially to Jillian Melrose
for her forbearance� To Judy Romvos special thanks for turning my rather
crude scrawlings into the original lecture notes�
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Introduction and the proof

The Atiyah�Patodi�Singer index theorem �APS theorem� is used in this
text as a pivot �or maybe an excuse� to discuss some aspects of geometry
and analysis on manifolds with boundary� This volume does not contain a
general treatment of index theorems even though they are amongst the most
basic analytic�geometric results one can �nd� The power of such theorems
in applications largely lies in their simplicity and generality� In particular
the statement of the APS theorem is quite simple� In practice a great deal of
e�ort� by many people� has gone into simplifying the proofs� This has lead
to� and been accompanied by� a much wider understanding of the analytic
framework in which they are centred� In fact� from an analytic perspective�
index theorems can be thought of as much as testing grounds� for methods
and concepts� as ends in themselves� The Atiyah�Singer theorem� which is
the boundaryless precursor to the APS theorem� is intimately connected to
the theory of pseudodi�erential operators� This volume is intended to place
the APS theorem in a similar context� the 	b
 category and related calculus
of b�pseudodifferential operators on a compact manifold with boundary�

The basic approach adopted here is to 	state
 and 	prove
 the APS theo�
rem immediately� being necessarily super�cial on a variety of points� The
subsequent nine chapters consist largely in the �eshing out of this proof�
Just as the initial discussion is brief� the later treatment is discursive and
aims at considerably more than the proof of the index theorem alone� The
proof given here is direct in two senses� The written proof itself is quite
straightforward� given some conceptual background� and in particular the
terms in the �nal formula come out directly in the course of the proof� The
model here is Getzler
s proof ����� of the Atiyah�Singer theorem for Dirac
operators on a compact manifold without boundary�
The second sense in which the proof is direct is closely connected to the

main thesis of this text� Namely that the APS theorem is the Atiyah�
Singer theorem in the b�category� which is to say the category of compact
manifolds with boundary with metrics having complete cylindrical ends�
These metrics are called here �exact� b�metrics� This is by no means a
radical position �since it is at least implicit in the original papers� but it is
a position taken with some fervour� One consequence of this approach is
the suggestion that there are other such theorems� especially on manifolds
with corners� It is hoped that the context into which the APS theorem is
placed will allow it to be readily understood and� perhaps more importantly�
generalized� Of course extensions and generalizations already have been
made� see in particular the work of Bismut and Cheeger ����� Cheeger �����
Moscovici and Stanton ����� M�uller ���� and Stern ����� see also Wu ����
and Getzler ����

�



� Introduction and the proof

A review of the proof below� annotated with references to the intervening
chapters to make it complete� can be found in x���� Towards the end of
this Introduction there is an outline of the content of the later chapters�

�� The Atiyah�Singer index theorem�

Consider the Atiyah�Singer index theorem on a compact manifold with�
out boundary� The version for Dirac operators is necessarily proved along
the way to the APS theorem� It can be written in brief ������

�In��� ind�g�E� �

Z
X

AS �

Here g�E is a twisted Dirac operator� with coe�cient bundle E� on the
compact even�dimensional spin manifold X and AS is the Atiyah�Singer
integrand� This is the volume part �form component of maximal degree�

of the product of a characteristic class on X� the bA genus� and the Chern
character of E �

�In��� AS � EvdimX

� bA�X� �Ch�E�� �

Here EvdimX evaluates a form to the coe�cient of the volume form of the
manifold which it contains� A fundamental feature of �In��� is that the left
side is analytic in nature and the right side is topological� or geometric�
One point in favour of Getzler
s proof of the index formula is that it is
not necessary to understand the properties of �In��� independently� i�e� the
theory of characteristic classes is not needed to derive the formula �although
it certainly helps to understand it�� The left side of �In��� is� by de�nition�

ind�g�E� � dimnull�g
�
E�� dimnull�g�E�

where g�E and g
�
E act on C� sections of the appropriate bundles� g�E being

the adjoint of g�E � and the �nite dimensionality of the null spaces follows by
ellipticity� The direct proof of �In��� simpli�es the original proof of Atiyah
and Singer ������ ����� ����� and the modi�cations by Patodi ������ Gilkey
����� and Atiyah� Bott and Patodi ������ Full treatments of proofs along
these lines can be found in Berline� Getzler and Vergne ����� Freed ���
H�ormander ����� Roe ���� and Taylor �����

�� The Atiyah�Patodi�Singer index theorem�

The APS theorem ���������� is a generalization of �In��� to manifolds
with boundary� There are two� complementary� ways of thinking about a
compact manifold with boundary� The most familiar way is to think of
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X as half of a compact manifold without boundary by doubling across the
boundary� The other approach is to think of the boundary as at in�nity
or at least impenetrable� The latter approach is the one adopted here�
whereas in �������� both approaches are used and the celebrated Atiyah�
Patodi�Singer boundary condition �see the discussion in x below� comes
from the interplay between them� More precisely this means that

�In��
g�E is a twisted Dirac operator with

respect to an exact b�spin structure on X�n�

The reason that X is assumed to be even�dimensional is that in case dimX
is odd and �X � � the index vanishes� There is an index theorem in the
odd dimensional case but� for Dirac operators� it is relatively simple� For
the moment� the notion of a spin structure is left unde�ned� as is the Dirac
operator associated to it�
The exact b�metrics on a compact manifold with boundary are complete

Riemann metrics on the interior which make the neighbourhood of the
boundary into an asymptotically cylindrical end� More precisely� an exact
b�metric is a Riemann metric which takes the form

�In��� g �

�
dx

x

��

� h

near �X� with h a smooth ��cotensor which induces a Riemann metric on
the boundary and x � C��X� a de�ning function for the boundary� It is
important to emphasize that this notion of a b�metric is taken seriously
below� For example� the frame bundle of a metric of this type is a smooth
principal bundle up to the boundary� An exact b�spin structure is simply a
spin structure for an exact b�metric� i�e� a re�nement of the frame bundle
to a principal Spin bundle� where Spin��n� is the non�trivial double cover
of SO��n��
One important property of an exact b�spin structure �which exists pre�

cisely when a spin structure exists� is that it induces a spin structure on
the boundary� The corresponding Dirac operator on the boundary will be
denoted g��E� A useful assumption� which will be removed later� is

�In��� g��E is invertible�

In fact g��E is elliptic and self�adjoint so �In��� just means that its null
space reduces to f�g� As a consequence of �In���� g�E is Fredholm on its
natural domain �the Sobolev space de�ned by the metric� and the APS
theorem states that

�In��� ind�g�E� �

Z
X

AS��
�
��g��E��
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Here the Atiyah�Singer integrand� AS� is the same as before� manufactured
from differential�geometric information in the spin structure and auxiliary
bundle by local operations� On the other hand the ��invariant is a global
object constructed from g��E� so �xed purely in terms of boundary data�
In fact it is a spectral invariant of g��E� This decomposition into a 	local
interior
 and a 	global boundary
 term is fundamental to the utility of the
result�

�� Boundary conditions versus b�geometry�

The boundary of a compact manifold with boundary always has a collar
neighbourhood� i�e� a neighbourhood of the form ��� r�x��X� say for r � ��
An exact b�metric �In��� is �or gives the manifold� a cylindrical end if� on
the collar� h is simply the pull�back of a metric on �X� Often �although
not so often here� the end is considered as unbounded in that t � logx is
introduced as a variable� putting the boundary at t � ��� The manifold
X� � X n ���� ��� �X� is di�eomorphic to X�
The spin bundles �S on X can be identi�ed on the collar neighbourhood

of the boundary� since they can be identi�ed over the boundary� by an
isomorphism with the spinor bundle of the boundary� Then �see x���� the
Dirac operator becomes

�In��� g� �M��
� �

�
x

�

�x
� g�

�
�M��

where M� are the isomorphisms between the spinor bundles �S on the
collar and S�� the spinor bundle of �M and and g� is the Dirac operator
on the boundary� The null space of g� acting on distributions on the collar
can then be examined in terms of the eigen�decomposition for g�� which
is self�adjoint� Thus the solutions of g�u� � � are superpositions of the
special solutions

u � x�zM��
� v� g�v � zv�

This solution is square�integrable with respect to the metric if and only if
z � ��
The APS boundary condition for the Dirac operator restricted to the

region x � �� i�e� t � � is

�In��� Q� �M�u�x��� � ��

where Q� is the orthogonal projection onto the non�negative eigenspace of
g�� This projector is a pseudodi�erential operator and g� with the bound�
ary condition �In��� can be considered as an elliptic boundary problem� In
particular there is an associated Fredholm operator and the analysis can
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be carried out using the theory of elliptic boundary problems introduced
by Calder�on ������ and developed further by Seeley ���� �see also Boutet de
Monvel ���� and Grubb ������
With the APS boundary condition� the appearance in �In��� of the eta

invariant is a little less striking� since it represents just a part of the in�
formation in the projection Q�� The condition �In��� re�ects the square�
integrability of an extension of the solution into t � �� i�e� to the whole
of the original manifold X� It will not be encountered below�� As already
noted� the invertibility of the operator g�� which in general for an exact
b�metric is not quite as simple as �In���� is attacked directly and its gener�
alized inverse and the associated heat kernels are shown to be elements of
the appropriate space of b�pseudodifferential operators�

�� Preliminaries to the proof�

Let �S be the two spinor bundles over the compact� even dimensional�
exact b�spin manifold� X� The idea� used already in ��� and in a related
manner by McKean and Singer ���� and dating back� in other contexts� at
least to Minakshisundarum and Pleijel ���� is to consider the heat kernels

�In��� exp��tg�Eg
�
E�� exp��tg�Eg

�
E��

where the Dirac operator is

g�E � C��X��S 	E� �
 C��X��S 	 E�

and g�E is its adjoint� Suppose for the moment that �X � � and consider the
Atiyah�Singer theorem� Both g�Eg

�
E and g

�
Eg

�
E are elliptic� self�adjoint and

non�negative so the heat kernels �In��� are� for t � �� smoothing operators�
The fact that � is an isolated spectral point of both means that

�In����
lim
t��

exp��tg�Eg
�
E� � �null�g�

E
�

lim
t��

exp��tg�Eg
�
E� � �null�g�

E
�

where �N is orthogonal projection onto the �nite dimensional subspace
N � L��X�L�� for the appropriate bundle L� The convergence in �In����
is exponential� within smoothing operators� The trace functional� just the
sum of the eigenvalues of a �nite rank operator� extends continuously to
smoothing operators� so from �In���� it follows that

�In���� lim
t��

Tr�exp��tg�Eg
�
E�� exp��tg�Eg

�
E �� � ind�g

�
E ��

� The expunging of the APS boundary condition� in explicit form� is a �feature� of this
proof which is fundamental� although not universally welcomed�
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The extension of the trace to smoothing operators is described by Lid�
skii
s theorem� Namely smoothing operators are those with C� Schwartz
kernels ������� i�e� they can be written as integral operators

Ku�x� �

Z
X

K�x� x��u�x�� with K � C��

Then

�In���� TrK �

Z
X

K�x� x��

The single most important property of the trace functional is that it van�
ishes on commutators�

�In��� Tr�K��K�� � ��

as follows readily from �In����� This remains true if K� is a di�erential
operator� provided K� is smoothing�
At least formally consider �since the operators act on di�erent bundles�

�In����

d

dt

�
exp��tg�Eg

�
E� � exp��tg�Eg

�
E�
�

� � �g�Eg�E exp��tg�Eg
�
E�� exp��tg�Eg

�
E �g

�
Eg

�
E

�
� ��g�E � g�E exp��tg�Eg

�
E���

Here the identity

�In���� exp��tg�Eg
�
E�g

�
E � g

�
E exp��tg�Eg

�
E��

which follows from the uniqueness of solutions to the heat equation� has
been used� With the trace taken in �In����� �In��� and �In���� together
give the remarkable identity of McKean and Singer

�In���� ind�g�E� � Tr
�
exp��tg�Eg

�
E� � exp��tg�Eg

�
E�
	 � t � ��

The formul� �In��� and �In��� arise from a clear understanding of the be�
haviour of the heat kernels as t  �� i�e� from the local index theorem �proved
by Gilkey ��� and Patodi ������

�In���� AS�x� � lim
t��
tr
�
exp��tg�Eg

�
E�� exp��tg�Eg

�
E�
�
�x� x��
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where the 	little
 trace� tr� is just the trace functional on the bundles �S 	
E� The direct proof of �In���� is Getzler
s rescaling argument� The �nal
formula �In��� arises by applying �In���� to �In�����
So� to prove �In���� in which the ��term should appear as a defect� it is

natural to look at the heat kernels �In��� when �X �� �� The fundamental
problem with the generalization of the proof outlined above is that� when
�X �� � in the 	b�
 setting�

exp��tg�Eg
�
E�� exp��tg�Eg

�
E � are not trace class�

Indeed the Atiyah�Patodi�Singer boundary condition was introduced to re�
place these by trace class operators� There is however a direct general�
ization of the statement that these exponentials are smoothing operators�
which they still are in the interior� Namely there is a calculus of pseudodif�
ferential operators ������ ����� ���� x����� ������ denoted here  mb �X�L�� L��
for any bundles L�� L�� which captures appropriate uniformity of the ker�
nels up to the boundary� The assumption �In�� implies that the Dirac
operator is in the corresponding space of di�erential operators

g�E � Di��b�X��S 	 E��S 	 E� �  �
b�X�

�S 	E��S 	E��

it is elliptic� It follows from constructions essentially the same as in the
standard case that

�In����
exp��tg�Eg

�
E� �  ��b �X��S 	 E�

exp��tg�Eg
�
E� �  ��b �X��S 	E�

in t � ��

As already noted� these conditions do not mean that the operators are
trace class� Despite this there is an extension of the trace functional to a
linear functional

b�Tr� �  
��
b �X�L� �
 C �

This extension depends on 	� a trivialization of the normal bundle to
�X� and is de�ned simply by regularization of �In����� as in the work of
Hadamard ���� If x � C��X� is a de�ning function with dx � 	 � �� the
b�trace is

�In���� b�Tr��K� � lim
���


� Z
x��

trK�x� x� � log 
 �fTr�K�
� �

The logarithmic term removed in �In���� is precisely what is needed to

regularize the integral and this �xes the coe�cient fTr�K��
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The appearance of the defect in the index formula is directly related to
the failure of �In��� for the b�trace� There is an algebra homomorphism in
the calculus

�In����  mb �X�L�� L��
� ����  m��X�L�� L���

where the image space consists of the pseudodi�erential operators on the
boundary acting on the restrictions of the bundles to the boundary� This
map is de�ned by restriction�

A�u � A!u��X if !u � C��X�L��� !u��X � u�

The homomorphism �In���� can be extended by noting that the calculus is
invariant under conjugation by complex powers of x �a boundary de�ning
function�

 mb �X�L� � A�
 x�i�Axi� �  mb �X�L��
Then

�In���� I�A� �� �
�
x�i�Axi�

�
�
�  m��X�L�

is an entire analytic family of pseudodi�erential operators� the indicial fam�
ily of A� Moreover

K �  ��b �X�L� is trace class �� I�K��� � �

and

I�K��� � � �� b�Tr��K� � Tr�K��

The coe�cient of the singular term in �In���� is actually given by

fTr�K� � �

��

Z
R

Tr �I�K���� d��

The fundamental formula for the b�trace is�

�In���� b�Tr���A�B�� �
i

��

Z
Tr
�
��I�A� �� � I�B� ��

�
d��

The integral on the right converges absolutely� This formula follows directly
from �In����� �In���� and the de�nition of the b�calculus� i�e� it is elementary�
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�� The proof�

First some bald facts� which need to be interpreted slightly but are 	true

enough� In terms of �In�����

�In���

�����
I�g�E � �� �M��

� �i� � g��E�M�

I�g�E � �� �M��
� ��i� � g��E�M�

I�exp��tg�Eg
�
E �� �� � M��

� exp��t��� � g���E��M��

HereM� are isomorphisms of �S restricted to �X and S�� the spinor bundle
over �X� withM��

� M� being Cli�ord multiplication by idx�x�The identity
�In���� still holds� so now taking b�traces it follows from �In���� that

�In����

d

dt
b�Tr�

�
exp��tg�Eg

�
E� � exp��tg�Eg

�
E�
�

�
�

��i

Z
Tr
�
��I�g

�
E � �� � I�g�E exp��tg�Eg

�
E�� ��

	
d��

Using the fact that I is a homomorphism and �In���� the right side of
�In���� can be rewritten

�In���� � �

��

�Z
��

Tr
�
�i� � g��E� exp��t��� � g����

	
d��

The � integral can be carried out� replacing the integrand by its even part
and changing variable to t

�
��� to give

�In���� � �

�
p
�
t�

�
� Tr

�
g��E exp��tg���E�

�
�

As t 
� �In���� still holds in case �X �� �� with Tr replaced by b�Tr�
�the limit is independent of 	 because the limiting operator is trace class��
Similarly Getzler
s scaling argument carries over to this setting to give
�In����� uniformly in x� Finally a similar scaling argument applies to �In����
�as shown by Bismut and Freed ����� ������ This allows �In���� to be inte�
grated over ����� giving the limiting formula�

�In����

lim
t��

b�Tr�
�
exp��tg�Eg

�
E� � exp��tg�Eg

�
E�
�

� lim
t��

b�Tr�
�
exp��tg�Eg

�
E� � exp��tg�Eg

�
E�
�

� � �

�
p
�

�Z
�

t�
�
� Tr

�
g��E exp��tg���E�

�
dt�
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This then gives �In��� provided the eta invariant is de�ned to be

�In���� ��g��E� �
�p
�

�Z
�

t�
�
� Tr

�
g��E exp��tg���E�

�
dt�

where absolute convergence follows from the scaling argument� This is one
of the 	standard formul�
 for the ��invariant� so the 	proof
 is complete�

	� Weighting�

In this setting there is no explicit boundary condition on the Dirac op�
erator g�E � Rather it is� precisely when �In��� holds� a Fredholm operator
on the Sobolev space �xed by the metric� In fact all exact b�metrics are
quasi�isometric� so these Sobolev spaces are intrinsic to the compact man�
ifold with boundary and are denoted Hm

b �X�L�� for sections of a vector
bundle L�
To prove the APS theorem it is illuminating to embed the index problem

in a one�parameter family� Namely the Sobolev spaces extend to weighted
spaces� xsHm

b �X�L�� for s � R�where x � C��X� is a de�ning function for
the boundary� Then

�In����
g�E � x

sH�
b �X�

�S 	 E� �
 xsH�
b �X�

�S 	E�

is Fredholm ���s is not an eigenvalue of g��E �

The eigenvalues of g��E form a discrete subset spec�g��E� � R� unbounded
above and below� so inds�g

�
E � is de�ned for �s � R n spec�g��E�� It is

convenient to extend the de�nition of the index� even to the case that the
operator is not Fredholm by setting

�In��� finds�g�E� � lim
���

�

�

�
inds���g

�
E� � inds���g

�
E�
	
�

The parameter� s� can be absorbed into the operator by observing that the
weighting factor� xs� can be treated as 	rescaling
 �in the sense of Chapter ��
of the coe�cient bundle E to a bundle E�s��
Thus the conjugated operator� g�E �s� � x�sg�Exs� is again the positive

part of a �twisted� Dirac operator� however the new total Dirac operator is
not self�adjoint� its negative part is g�E�s� � x�sg�Exs� All of the discussion
above applies� provided g�E is replaced throughout by �g

�
E�

�� except for the
local index theorem� which no longer holds� The Atiyah�Singer integrand
can still be de�ned as

�In���
AS�s� � The constant term as t  � in
tr
�
exp��tg�Eg

�
E� � exp��tg�Eg

�
E�
�
�x� x�
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and similarly the modi�ed eta invariant� is given by the regularized integral

�In��� �s�g��E� �
�p
�

�Z
�

t�
�
� Tr

�
�g��E � s� exp��t�g��E � s��

�
dt� s � R�

The meaning here is the same as in �In���� as t  � the integral

�p
�

�Z
�

t�
�
� Tr

�
�g��E � s� exp��t�g��E � s��

�
dt

has an expansion in powers of 
 and �s�g��E� is the coe�cient of the constant
term� The APS theorem then can be written in weighted form

�In�� finds�g�E� � Z
X

AS�s� � �
�
�s�g��E� � s � R�

The proof outlined above only applies directly in the Fredholm case� when
s �� � spec�g��E�� However only the discussion as t 
 � needs to be
modi�ed to give �In�� in general�

In fact finds�g�E� is locally constant on the open set of Fredholm values of
s� Its jump at a point s � � spec�g��E� can be computed using the relative
index theorem discussed in x��� or from the direct analysis of �s�g��E� in
x�����

finds�g��E� �
���
lim
r�s
indr�g��E� �

�
� dimnull�g��E � s�

lim
r�s
indr�g��E�� �

� dimnull�g��E � s��

This allows the value of find��g�E � to be computed explicitly as
find��g�E� � dimnull�g�E� � dimnull��g�E � � �� dimnull�g��E��

Here null�g�E� is the null space of g
�
E on L��X��S 	E� and

null��g
�
E� �

�
s��

�
u � xsL��X��S 	 E�� g�Eu � �

�
� This is not to be confused with the eta function of g��E which is discussed in Chapter ��
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is the 	extended L� null space�
 This gives the familiar form of the index
theorem in general� from ���� even when �In��� is not valid�

dimnull�g�E� � dimnull��g�E � �
Z
X

AS��
�
���g��E� � dimnull�g��E�� �

The integer on the left� which is just the index on xsL��X��S 	 E� for
small s � �� is sometimes called the extended L� index�
The absence of the local index theorem in the weighted case means that

the form of the integrand� AS�s�� in �In�� cannot be so easily computed�
However it is a polynomial in s� The removal of the non�constant terms
allows the general formula to be recast as

�In���� finds�g�E � � Z
X

AS��
�
��g��E� � eN �g��E � s��

Here eN �g��E� �� � � and for s �� �
�In��� sgn�s� � eN �g��E � s� � Number of eigenvalues of � g��E in ��� s��

where eigenvalues are counted with their multiplicity and an eigenvalue at
an endpoint of ��� s� is counted with half its multiplicity�
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As already noted the remaining chapters are intended to place the proof
outlined above on a �rm basis and in context� First� in Chapter �� the one�
dimensional case� or rather analogue� of the theorem is discussed� although
it is not proved� This discussion is not used later but serves to indicate the
di�erent ways of viewing a cylindrical end and introduces the power law be�
haviour of solutions� and fundamental solutions� which underlies the later
analysis� Chapter � consists of a brief introduction to Riemannian geom�
etry� the Levi�Civita connection and Riemann curvature tensor� presented
in order that the extension to b�metrics should be straightforward� Again
the point of view taken is that these metrics correspond in the category of
compact manifolds with boundary to Riemann metrics in the boundaryless
case� For example� they are �bre metrics on a vector bundle� the b�tangent
bundle� which is not quite the ordinary tangent bundle but is a perfectly
satisfactory replacement for it� The notion of a b�di�erential operator is
introduced� as is the notion of ellipticity in this setting� In Chapter  the
discussion is extended to examine the Cli�ord algebra and spin structures�
It is shown that the Dirac operator associated to an exact b�spin structure
is an elliptic b�di�erential operator�
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The analytic part of the investigation begins� very geometrically� in Chap�
ter �� with a discussion of the b�stretched product of manifolds with bound�
ary� This is the replacement for the ordinary product that it is convenient
to use in the inversion of elliptic b�di�erential operators and it leads di�
rectly to the de�nition and basic properties of the small b�calculus� In
particular the normal homomorphism underlying �In��� and the product
formula are then derived� As noted in the discussion of the composition for�
mula� there is a more elegant� and general� approach using somewhat more
di�erential�geometric machinery �see ����� Some parts of this approach
are introduced in the exercises but it is eschewed here in favour of a more
elementary treatment� An e�ort is made to emphasize the structural prop�
erties of the b�calculus� One important feature is the b�trace functional�
The commutator identity for this functional� �In����� plays an important
r"ole in the proof in that it replaces otherwise cumbersome manipulations
of the heat kernel on the cylindrical end� as carried out in ��� and in other
versions of the theorem such as �����

The small calculus of b�pseudodifferential operators reduces to the ordi�
nary calculus of pseudodi�erential operators when the compact manifold
has no boundary� Philosophically there are two main uses for the ordinary
calculus� It is used as an investigative tool �in microlocal analysis� and also
to invert elliptic operators� The fact that the same space of operators serves
both purposes� when �X � �� is somewhat fortuitous� For a manifold with
boundary this is no longer the case and to invert elliptic b�differential op�
erators it is necessary to enlarge the calculus� For this purpose� both the
	calculus with bounds
 and the 	full calculus
 are introduced in Chapter ��
Here the additional boundary terms which appear in the �generalized� in�
verse are described� The full calculus is applied to the examination of the
mapping� and especially Fredholm� properties of elliptic b�di�erential op�
erators� In Chapter � the calculus is further used to establish the relative
index theorem and to describe the holomorphy properties of the resolvent
family of a self�adjoint operator of second order� The boundary behaviour
of the resolvent is also related to scattering theory� As an application of the
relative index theorem� using an idea of Gromov and Shubin �see ������ the
Riemann�Roch theorem for surfaces is deduced� This chapter also contains
a Hodge theoretic discussion �of course from the point of view of b�metrics�
of the cohomology of a compact manifold with boundary�

In Chapter � the heat kernel of a second order operator is described�
This is done in a manner consistent with the treatment of the b�calculus�
i�e� using a blown�up 	heat space
 to de�ne the class of admissible kernels�
This approach is very similar to the calculi described by Beals and Greiner
in ����� by Taylor in ���� and more recently in ���� Here the geometric
structure is made explicit and this has the important consequence that the
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melding of the heat and b�calculi� to yield a detailed description of the heat
kernel of a b�di�erential operator �such as g�Eg

�
E� is straightforward� The

discussion of the resolvent in Chapter � is used to analyze the long�time
behaviour of the heat kernel�
Getzler
s rescaling argument is formalized in Chapter � in the notion

of the rescaling� at a boundary hypersurface� of a vector bundle� The
weighting of the Sobolev spaces in �In���� and the b�tangent bundle are
both examples of this general procedure� The local index theorem then
follows directly from this rescaling� the fundamental observation of Berezin
and Patodi on the structure of the supertrace functional on the spin bundle�
Lichnerowicz
 formula for the di�erence between the Dirac and connection
Laplacians and a generalization of Mehler
s formula for the heat kernel of
the harmonic oscillator� found by Getzler�
Finally in Chapter � the proof of the APS theorem outlined above is

reviewed and completed by annotation with references to the intervening
material� In fact the theorem is actually proved in the wider context of
the Dirac operators on Hermitian Cli�ord modules �with graded unitary
Cli�ord b�connections� on manifolds with exact b�metrics� The application
to the signature formula given in ��� is then explained� It is also shown
how the application of the b�calculus allows many of the standard analytic�
geometric objects� such as the zeta function� the eta invariant and the
Ray�Singer analytic torsion to be transferred to the b�category�
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The basic analytic tool developed below to carry out the proof of the
APS theorem is the calculus of b�pseudodi�erential operators� This allows
the mapping� especially Fredholm� and spectral properties of g�E to be
readily understood� As motivation for the analytic part of the discussion
the one�dimensional case will �rst be considered� although the result is not
proved in detail� This case is 	easy
 for many reasons� not least because
the dimension is odd� which means there is no interior contribution to the
index� and the boundary dimension is zero� so the boundary operator is a
matrix� i�e� has �nite rank� However� from an analytic point of view the
one�dimensional cases serves as quite a good guide to the general case�

���� Operators and coordinates�

In one dimension there is no spin structure to be concerned about� The
only connected one�dimensional compact manifold with non�trivial bound�
ary is the interval X � ��� ��� In particular all bundles are trivial� Of
course one should bear in mind that the boundary has two components� So
consider a �rst�order linear di�erential operator acting on k functions

����� P � A�x�
d

dx
�B�x�� A�B � C����� ���MC�k���

where MC�k� � C k� is the algebra of k � k complex�valued matrices�
The operator should be elliptic in the interior� so det�A�x�� �� � for

x � ��� ��� It should also be of 	b
 type at the end�points� This means that
P should have regular�singular points at � and � �

����� A�x� � x��� x�E�x�� E � C����� ���MC�k��� detE �� � on ��� ���
To analyze the index of P consider the adjoint� P �� and set

���� ind�P � � dimnull�P �� dimnull�P ��

or �nd some space on which P is Fredholm�

a� P � H� �
 H� continuous� H��H� Hilbert spaces

b� null�P � � H� �nite dimensional

c� range�P � � H� closed

d� range�P �	 � H� �nite dimensional

and then set

����� ind�P � � dimnull�P �� dim�range�P �	��

��
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If P is Fredholm these two de�nitions of the index are the same�
What is a reasonable space on which P can be expected to be Fredholm#

Consider the simple case

����� Pc � x��� x�
d

dx
� c� c � C �

There are two transformations of the independent variable which yield even
simpler operators� First

����� t �
x

�� x
� ����� � t ��
 x �

t

� � t
� ��� ��

and then s � log t � logx� log�� � x�� ������ � s ��
 t � es � ������
Notice that

dt

dx
�

�

��� x��
� �� � t���

dt

ds
� es � t�

so

x��� x�
d

dx
�

x

�� x

d

dt
� t

d

dt

x��� x�
d

dx
�

d

ds
�

Thus Pc in ����� becomes

Pc � t
d

dt
� c� R��invariant on �����

Pc �
d

ds
� c� translation�invariant on R�

Certainly then Pc is easy to analyze� Acting on any reasonable class
of functions� distributions or even hyperfunctions� Pc has at most a one�
dimensional null space� given in the three coordinates systems by

����� Pcu � � �� u �

�����
ax�c��� x�c

at�c

ae�cs
a � C �

Then the only question is whether or not this solution is in the domain of
Pc�
Suppose P �

c is taken to be the adjoint with respect to Lebesgue measure�
jdsj� on R

P �
c � � d

ds
� $c�

Thus ����� applies to P �
c � �P��c� It is reasonable to take the domain of

Pc to be

����� H��R� � fu � L��R��
d

ds
u � L��R�g�

the standard Sobolev space�
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Exercise 	�	� Check that if the domain of P �
c is de�ned by

Dom�P �
c � �

�
u � L��R��H��R� � v ��


Z
uPcvds

extends by continuity to L��R�g

then Dom�P �
c � � H��R��

���� Index�

Now notice that

����� exp��cs� �� L��R� � c � C �

since the exponential is always too large in one direction or the other �or
both if c � iR�� Thus� with domain ����� and de�nition ����� it is always
the case that

������ ind�Pc� � ��

which is not too interesting%
The constant in Pc can be changed by conjugating by an exponential

������ e�as
� d

ds
� c
�
easu �

� d

ds
� �a� c�

�
u�

Since the function eas is real when a is� the adjoint changes to

eas
�� d

ds
� $c
�
e�as �

�� d

ds
� �$c� a�

�
�

This corresponds to replacing the Sobolev space ����� by the exponentially
weighted space

easH��R� � fu � L�
loc�R�� e

�asu � H��R�g�

where L�
loc�R� is the space of locally square�integrable functions on R�Cer�

tainly ������ still holds on these spaces� but somehow not quite for the
	same
 reason in that the part of in�nity which causes ����� may have
changed� This suggest that a less trivial result may follow by looking at
spaces which are weighted di�erently at the two in�nities� i�e� boundary
points�
Recall that H�

loc��� �� is the space of locally square�integrable functions
on ��� �� with �rst derivative� in the distributional sense� also given by a
locally square�integrable function�
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Definition 	��� For � � � R set
x	��� x�
H�

b ���� ���

�

�
u �H�

loc���� ����

�Z
�

����x�	��� x��
u

����� dx

x��� x�
� ��

�Z
�

����x�	��� x��

�
x��� x�

du

dx

������ dx

x��� x�
� �

�
�

On passing to the variable s on R� these conditions can be written in
terms of w � H�

loc�R� as the requirements

������

�Z
��

����e�	sw�����ds�
�Z
�

����e
sw�����ds � �

�Z
��

����e�	s dwds
�����ds�

�Z
�

����e
s dwds
�����ds � ��

Thus in terms of the variable s these spaces are exponentially weighted at
in�nity� with di�erent weights�

Exercise 	�
� Check that in terms of the variable t the spaces in De��
nition ��� become

x	��� x�
H�
b ���� ����
�

v � H�
loc��������

�Z
�

����� t

� � t

��	
�� � t�
v

����� dtt � ��

�Z
�

����� t

� � t

��	
�� � t�


�
t
d

dt
v
������dtt � �

�
�

Proposition 	��� The operator Pc in ����� is Fredholm as an operator

����� Pc � x	�� � x�
H�
b ���� ��� �
 x	�� � x�
L�

b���� ���

if and only if

������  �� �Re c� � �� Re c�
its index is

������ ind�Pc� �

�����
�  � �Re c� � � Re c

�  � �Re c� � � Re c or  � �Re c� � � Re c

��  � �Re c� � � Re c�
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Proof� Certainly Pc is always a continuous linear map ����� as follows
directly from the de�nition of these spaces� To study the Fredholm prop�
erties� it is enough to invert P and then see how the inverse is a�ected by
the weighting� Using ������ the constant c can be removed since

� x

�� x

��c
� x	��� x�
H�

b ���� ����
 xa�Re c��� x�b�Re cH�
b ���� ���

for any c � C and

������
� x

�� x

�c
Pc
� x

�� x

��c
� x��� x�

d

dx
�

This reduces the problem to the special case c � ��
Now it is convenient to work in the translation�invariant picture� where

P � d�ds� An inverse is given by integration� say from � �

������ Q�g�s� �

sZ
�

g�r�dr �� d

ds
Q�g�s� � g�

Suppose f � x	���x�
L�
b���� ��� and g � L�

loc�R� is its expression in terms
of the coordinate s� From ������ it follows that

� � � ��
�Z
�

����es
Q�g�s�

�����ds � �

 � � ��
�Z

��

����e�s	Q�g�s�

�����ds � ��

Thus if Qf is Q�g expressed in terms of the coordinate x�

� � � � �� Q � x	��� x�
L�
b���� ��� �
 x	��� x�
H�

b ���� ����

In this case Pc is surjective� so certainly Fredholm� From the de�nition�
������ of the index and the fact that the null space is spanned by

� � x	��� x�
H�
b ���� ��� if  � �� � � ��

the validity of the �rst case in ������ follows�
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Figure �� The index of Pc�

Suppose � � �� then ������ does not give a solution correctly weighted

at in�nity� unless
�R
�

g�s�ds � �� However taking instead

������ Q�g �

sZ
�

g�r�dr �� d

ds
Q�g � g�

since if f � x	�� � x�
L�
b then g is integrable near s � ��� In this case

 � �� � � � �� P is surjective� ind�P � � ��

since � is no longer in x	��� x�
 &L�b � The same argument applies if  � ��
� � � by replacing x by �� x� and hence s by �s�
Finally if  � �� � � � then ������ is still correctly behaved near in�nity

but

Qf � x	�� � x�
L�
b���� ���� � � � � i�

�Z
��

f�x�
dx

x�� � x�
� ��

Certainly the constant solution is not in the domain so ind�P � � ���
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This completes the proof of the proposition except for the part of ������
which states that Pc is not Fredholm as an operator ����� if

������  � �Re c or � � Re c�

This is left as an exercise�

Exercise 	��� Show that if  � Re c or � � �Re c then P in ����� is
not Fredholm because the range is not closed� �Hint� Find a sequence of
functions in L��R� of the form duk�ds� uk � H��R� such that duk�ds �
 �
in L� but kukkL� �
 �� Use this to show that there exists f � L��R�
which is in the closure of the range but f �� du�ds� for any u � H��R���

���� General statement�

Proposition ��� can be interpreted informally as saying that the operator�
Pc� is Fredholm unless there is an element of the null space �on distribu�
tions� which is almost in the domain� but is not in the domain� Notice also
that in Figure � the index increases by � �the dimension of this null space�
every time one of the lines in ������ is crossed downward� These two ideas
will reappear in the higher dimensional setting below�
Now consider the extension of this result to the general case� ����� subject

to ������ This is the prototype for the Dirac operator�

Theorem 	��� The operator P in ������ subject to ������ is always a
continuous linear operator

P � x	��� x�
H�
b ���� ��� C

k � �
 x	��� x�
L�
b���� ��� C

k �� � � � R�

which is Fredholm if and only if

������
 �� Re� for any eigenvalue � of �E�����B���

� �� Re� for any eigenvalue � of E�����B���

and then its index is

������ ind�P � � ��
�

�
��	 � ��


�
�

where if Gi
� are� for i � �� �� the eigenspaces with eigenvalue � of the

matrices ����i�E�i����B�i��

������ �ir �
X

Re���r

dimGi
� �

X
Re���r

dimGi
��
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Exercise 	��� Try to prove this result� It is not too hard� using standard
results on solutions of ordinary di�erential equations� as in ����� It is also
illuminating to follow the lines of the proof outlined in the Introduction in
this case�

Consider how the formula ������ reduces to �In���� First note that the
Atiyah�Singer integrand� AS� vanishes identically because the dimension is
odd� It is worth noting the relationship between ������ and �In����� From
�In��� it is reasonable to expect that

g� �
 E�����B����

To make this correspondence more exact� suppose that g� � E�����B���
is a self�adjoint matrix and a � �� Then

����� tr g� exp��tg��� �
X

eigenvalues

�e�t�
�

�

where the eigenvalues are repeated with their multiplicity� By the assump�
tion �In���� or equivalently the condition ������� � should not be an eigen�
value� Then� inserting ����� into �In���� gives

��g�� �
�p
�

X
eigenvalues

sgn���

�Z
�

e�tj�j
�

�tj�j��� �
� d�tj�j��

�
X

eigenvalues

sgn����

since
�Z
�

e�s
ds

s
�
�

�
p
��

Thus ��g�� � ��� in terms of ������� This shows the relationship between
�In��� and ������� It also suggests that the eta invariant measures the
spectral asymmetry of the operator� i�e� the di�erence between the number
of positive and the number of negative eigenvalues�

Exercise 	��� Check the relationship between ������ and �In���

���� Kernels�

To �nish this look at the one�dimensional case� consider again the trivial
case ������ For  �� �� b �� � the solution operator to Pc is obtained
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�����
������
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X� X�
b
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rb�
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��b
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Figure �� Blow�up of X�� X � ��� ���

using the conjugation ������� the change of coordinates ����� and the in�
tegration formula ������� Consider this inverse in terms of the compact�
x�representation� Then it can be written

Qf�x� �

xZ
�

f�x��
dx�

x���� x��
�

Undoing ������ gives the inverse to Pc as

Qcf�x� �

xZ
�

� x

�� x

�c� x�

�� x�
��c

f�x��
dx�

x��� � x��
�

This can be written as an integral operator

Qcf�x� �

�Z
�

K�x� x��f�x��
dx�

x���� x��
�

where the Schwartz kernel is

������ Kc�x� x
�� � � xc

��� x�c
�� � x��c

�x��c
H�x� � x��

H�t� being the Heaviside function�
Consider the structure of Kc� There are� in principle� �ve singular terms�

with singularities at x � �� x � �� x� � �� x� � � and x � x� �except that
those at x� � � and x � � happen to vanish�� The singularities are simple
power type� except that at the two corners x � x� � � and x � x� � �
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two singularities coincide and things look nasty� It is exactly such kernels
that will be analyzed below� To do so� it is convenient to introduce polar
coordinates around x � x� � � and x � x� � ��
Actually� to carry out this process of blowing up� it is simpler to use the

singular coordinates �near x � x� � ��

������ r � x� x�� � �
x� x�

x� x�
�

Then x � �
�r�� � � �� x� � �

�r��� � �� Inserting this into ������ gives

������ Kc�x� x
�� �

�� � � �c

��� � �c
�H��� � � C� near x � x� � ��

Notice what is accomplished by this maneuver� The kernel now has singu�
larities at two separated surfaces� � � � and � � ��� This trick is the basis
of the b�calculus�

Exercise 	�� Write out the relationship between the coordinates r� �
in ������ and polar coordinates �� � where x � � cos �� x� � � sin � and
� � ��� �	��� Check that the map �� � �
 �r� � � is a di�eomorphism from

������ ��� �	�� onto ������ ���� ���
Exercise 	�	�� Find formul� similar to ������ for the Schwartz kernel
of a generalized inverse to Pc in the other cases in �������
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Much of this chapter is geometric propaganda� It is intended to convince
the reader that there is a 	category
 of b�Riemann manifolds in which one
can work systematically� This b�geometry can also be thought of as the
geometry of manifolds with asymptotically cylindrical ends� There are
other geometries which are similar to b�geometry �see ����� ����� ����� ����
��� and ��� for a general discussion��
Following the de�nition and discussion of the most basic elements of

�exact� b�geometry� the Levi�Civita connection is described ab initio� The
notion of a b�connection is introduced and its relation to that of an ordi�
nary connection is explained� Finally a brief description of characteristic
classes is given� For the reader familiar with di�erential geometry� the main
sections to peruse are xx���� ��� ���� ���� ���� and �����
���� Manifolds�

It is assumed below that the reader is familiar with elementary global
di�erential geometry� i�e� the concept of a manifold� However at various
points later� the less familiar notion of a manifold with corners is encoun�
tered so� for the sake of clarity� de�nitions are given here� These have been
selected for terseness rather than simplicity or accessibility%
A topological manifold of dimension N is a paracompact Hausdor� �con�

nected unless otherwise noted� topological space� X� with the property that
each point p � X is contained in an open set O � X which is homeomor�
phic to BN � fx � RN� jxj � �g� These open sets� with their maps to BN �
are called coordinate patches�
The algebra of all continuous functions� real�valued unless otherwise

stated� is denoted C��X�� A subalgebra F � C��X� is said to be a C�
subalgebra if for any real�valued g � C��Rk�� for any k� and any elements
f�� � � � � fk � F the continuous function g�f�� � � � � fk� � F � The subalgebra
is said to be local if it contains each element g � C��X� which has the
property that for every set O	 in some covering of X by open sets there
exists g	 � F with g � g	 on O	�
A manifold �meaning here always an in�nitely di�erentiable� shortened

to C�� manifold� is a topological manifold with a real� local� C� subalgebra
C��X� � C��X� speci�ed with the following property� X has a covering by
open sets O	�  � A� for each of which there are N elements f	� � � � � � f	N �
C��X� with F	 � �f	� � � � � � f	N � restricted to O	 making it a coordinate
patch and f � C��X� if and only if for each  � A there exists g	 �
C��BN � such that f � g	 � F	 on O	�

Exercise ��	� Show that this de�nition is equivalent to the standard
one involving covering by compatible in�nitely di�erentiable coordinate

��
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systems� �Hint� Show that the O	 in the previous paragraph form such a
covering� To do so �rst check that if g � C�c �BN � is a C� function vanishing
outside a compact subset of BN then for �xed �

f �

�
g � F	 on O	

� on X nO	

is an element of C��X� ' this argument uses both the C� algebra and
locality properties of C��X�� Use this in turn to show that the coordinate
patches are C� compatible since� under the transition maps� C� functions
of compact support pull back to be C���
Open subsets of manifolds are naturally manifolds� A map f � X �
 Y

between manifolds is smooth� i� e� C�� if f�g � g � f � C��X� whenever
g � C��Y �� A map is a di�eomorphism if it is C� and has a C�� two�
sided� inverse� A �nite set of real�valued functions f�� � � � � fk � C��X�� is
independent at p if there exist g�� � � � � gN�k� where N � dimX� such that
F � �f�� � � � � fk� g�� � � � � gN�k� restricts to some neighbourhood of p to a
di�eomorphism onto an open subset of RN�
In the sequel we are most involved with manifolds with boundary� A

topological manifold with boundary is de�ned exactly as for a topological
manifold� except that each point is only required to have an open neighbour�
hood homeomorphic to either BN or to BN� � fx � RN� jxj � �� x� � �g�
Since these spaces are not themselves homeomorphic� the two cases are
distinct and the subset of X consisting of the points with neighbourhoods
homeomorphic to BN� constitutes the boundary� �X�

Exercise ���� Show that the interior� X n �X� and the boundary of a
topological manifold with boundary are both topological manifolds�

In�nitely di�erentiable manifolds with boundary can be de�ned quite
analogously to the boundaryless case� However we give instead a more ex�
trinsic de�nition of manifolds with corners and then specialize� A manifold
with corners �always by implication C�� is a topological manifold with
boundary with a local C� subalgebra C��X� � C��X� speci�ed with the
following property� there is a map into a manifold eX� � � X �
 eX� for

which C��X� � ��C�� eX� and a �nite collection of functions �i � C�� eX��
i � I� for which ��X� �

n
y � eX � �i�y� � � � i � I

o
and for each J � I the

�j � for j � J� are independent at each point p � eX at which they all vanish�

The manifold eX is an extension of X�
This de�nition forces the boundary of a manifold with corners to be a

union of embedded hypersurfaces� A direct local coordinate de�nition �with
coordinate patches modeled on fx � RN� jxj � �� xi � �� i � �� � � � � kg�
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does not automatically ensure this� See ��� for a discussion of this point�
Smooth maps are de�ned as before�

Exercise ��
� Show that the product of two manifolds with corners is a
manifold with corners�

A manifold with boundary is the special case of a manifold with corners
when I can be taken to have one element� The boundary of a manifold
with boundary is necessarily a manifold without boundary�
A �real� vector bundle of rank p over a manifold with corners� Y� consists

of a smooth map f � X �
 Y of manifolds with corners where the �bres
f���y� � X have linear structures �of dimension p� which vary smoothly in
the sense that the subspace F � C��X� of C� functions which are a�ne
linear on the �bres generates the C� structure� This last condition means
that C��X� is the smallest local C� subalgebra of C��X� containing F and
furthermore f�C��Y � � F is exactly the space of �bre�constant smooth
functions�

Exercise ���� Not only check that this reduces to your favourite de�ni�
tion in case Y �and hence X� has no boundary� but show that such a vector
bundle can always be obtained as the restriction of a vector bundle from
an extension of Y to a manifold without boundary�

���� The b�tangent bundle�

Let X be a compact C� manifold with boundary� The di�erential geom�
etry of X will be developed by straightforward extension from the bound�
aryless case� which is �rst recalled succinctly� The space X comes equipped
with its algebra of C� functions� C��X�� Localizing this leads to the cotan�
gent bundle� Thus� if p � X� let

Ip�X� �
�
u � C��X��u�p� � ��

be the ideal of functions vanishing at p and de�ne the cotangent space at p
by T �pX � Ip

�I�p where I�p is the linear span of products of pairs of elements
of Ip� Clearly T �pX has a natural linear structure inherited from Ip� In
local coordinates z�� � � � � zN based at p any element of Ip is of the formPN

j�� ajz
j � modulo I�p � The constants aj therefore give linear coordinates

in T �pX� The dual space is the tangent space at p� TpX � �T �pX�
�� Both

the cotangent and the tangent spaces combine to give C� vector bundles
over X� including in the case of a manifold with boundary�

TX �
G
p
X

TpX� T �X �
G
p
X

T �pX�
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Any C� function on X de�nes a section� df � X �
 T �X� of T �X where
df�p� � �f � f�p�� � T �pX� The space of all C� sections of T �X is just the
span

C��X�T �X� � span
C��X�

fdf � f � C��X�g �

Over the boundary of X there is a natural subbundle of TX� namely

����� T�X ��
 T�XX �
G

p
�X

TpX�

This is de�ned by noting that the conormal space to the boundary

N�
p �X � fdf�p�� f � C��X�� f��X � �g � T �pX� p � �X

is a line in T �pX such that � �
 N��X �
 T ��XX �
 T ��X �
 � is
a short exact sequence� where the projection is given by pull�back to the
boundary� Then ����� follows by duality� with Tp�X the annihilator of
N�
p �X�
The space of all C� sections of TX is the Lie algebra of vector �elds� it

acts on C��X� �
C��X�TX� � V�X� � V� V � C��X� �
 C��X�

V f�p� � df�p�
�
V �p�

�
�

The Lie bracket is �xed by

�V�W �f � VWf �WV f � f � C��X��
Now the inclusion ����� allows one to de�ne the subspace of vector �elds

tangent to the boundary

����� Vb�X� �
�
V � V�X��V��X � C���X�T�X�

�
�

It is a Lie subalgebra of V�X�� The fundamental point leading to b�geometry
is that Vb�X� is itself the space of all C� sections of a vector bundle�

���� Vb�X� � C��X� bTX��

The bundle bTX� de�ned so ���� holds� is called the b�tangent bundle�

Lemma ���� For each p � X �including boundary points� de�ne the
vector space

����� bTpX � Vb�X�
�Ip � Vb�X��

Then there is a unique vector bundle structure on

bTX �
G
p
X

bTpX

as a bundle overX such that ���� holds in the sense that� under the natural
vector bundle map bTX �
 TX� Vb�X� pulls back to C��X� bTX��
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Proof� By de�nition

Ip � Vb�X� �
�
V � Vb�X��V �

X

nite

fjVj� Vj � Vb�X�� fj � Ip�X�
�
�

This is certainly a linear space for each p � X� The �rst thing to check is
that the dimension of the quotient� ������ is constant� Of course over the
interior� essentially by de�nition�

bTpX � TpX � V�X��Ip � V�X�� p � Xn�X�

Near any boundary point local coordinates x� y�� � � � � yn� where dimX �
n��� can always be introduced which are adapted to the boundary� in the
sense that

x � �� �X � fx � �g near p
and which all vanish at p� Then a C� vector �eld can be written in terms
of the local derivations

V�X� � V �� V�O � a
�

�x
�

nX
j��

bj
�

�yj
�

where O � X is the coordinate patch and the coe�cients are elements of
C��O�� From ����� it follows that

�����

V � Vb�X� �� a��X � � i�e� a � x� with  � C��X��

�� V � x
�

�x
�

nX
j��

bj
�

�yj
�

This indeed is the main content of the lemma� that x���x and the ���yj �
for j � �� � � � � n form a local basis for bTX in any adapted coordinates
�which will just be called coordinates from now on�� So bTpX always has
dimension equal to dimX� even for p � �X� It remains to check that the
transition matrix between representations ������ for di�erent coordinates�
is C�� If x�� y��� � � � � y�n are new coordinates then

x� � xA�x� y� with A��� �� � � and

y�j � Yj�x� y� with det
�Yj
�yk

��� �� �� ��

Thus

�����

x
�

�x
�
�
� �

x

A

�A

�x

�
x�

�

�x�
�

x�

A

nX
j��

�Yj
�x

�

�y�j
and

�

�yk
�
�

A

�A

�yk
x�

�

�x�
�

nX
j��

�Yj
�yk

�

�y�j
�
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This shows that the transition matrix is C�� so bTX is a well�de�ned vector
bundle over X and ���� holds�

A more general version of this construction of bTX� from TX� is described
in Chapter � as the rescaling of vector bundles� For a discussion of bTX in
case X is a manifold with corners see ���� and ����

Exercise ���� Show that there is a natural vector bundle map from the
cotangent bundle of X� T �X� to the dual bundle to bTX� denoted bT �X�
and that this map is an isomorphism over the interior of X� Near any
boundary point show that bT �X has a coordinate basis which pulls back
under this bundle map to

�����
dx

x
� dyj� j � �� � � � � n�

���� Exact b�metrics�

Now� by b�geometry is meant the analogue of Riemannian geometry for
the b�tangent bundle� bTX� Thus a b�metric on a compact manifold with
boundary is simply a metric on the �bres of bTX� Over the interior of X�

bTXn�XX � TXn�XX�

so a b�metric is a Riemann metric on the interior of X with special uni�
formity properties at the boundary� Indeed� using Exercise ���� in local
coordinates at the boundary a b�metric can be written in the form

����� g � a���
dx

x
�� � �

nX
j��

a�j
dx

x
dyj �

nX
j�k��

ajkdy
jdyk�

where the coe�cients are C� and the form is positive de�nite�

a���
� � �

nX
j��

a�j�j��
nX

j�k��

ajk�j�k � 
�j�j� � jyj�� � � � R� � � Rn�

In practice it is convenient to further restrict the class of metrics� First
note some of the intrinsic structure of bTX� From ����� the element x���x
is� at a boundary point� completely invariant�

����� x
�

�x
� TpX is well�de�ned at p � �X�

Hence its span bN�X � bT�XX is a canonically trivial line subbundle�
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Exercise ���� Show that there is a short exact sequence of vector bundles

������ � �
 bN�X ��
 bT�XX �
 T�X �
 �

where the projection is given by restriction to the boundary�

Now ����� shows the condition �a�����X � � on ����� to be meaningful
independent of coordinates� This restriction will be strengthened further�

Definition ���� An exact b�metric on a compact manifoldwith boundary
is a b�metric such that for some boundary de�ning function x � C��X�

������ g �
�dx
x

��
� g�� g� � C��X�T �X 	 T �X��

That is� for some choice of x� a�� � � �O�x�� and a�j � O�x� in ������

Exercise ��� �An intrinsic characterization of exact b�metrics�� From
one point of view ������ is rather forced since it just demands the exactness
of g� It is possible to do a little better� First notice that one can just require
that� for some boundary de�ning function x�

������ �a�����X � �� �a�j���X � ��

This means that there may be an additional singular term� �x
�
dx
x

��
in

������� However setting x� � x � �
��x

� eliminates this term� without cre�
ating any new singular terms� Thus it is only necessary to characterize
������� The �rst condition

����� g �
�dx
x

��
on bN�X

has already been discussed�
Consider the subbundle which is the g�orthocomplement of bN�X �

������
�
bN�X

�	 � bT�XX�

Going back to ����� observe that C���X� bT�XX
�
� Vb�X��xVb�X��More�

over� as already noted� Vb�X� is a Lie algebra and furthermore xVb�X� �
Vb�X� is an ideal� Thus the quotient� C���X� bT�XX�� is also a Lie algebra�
From ������ the condition

������ C���X� �bN�X�	� � C���X� bT�XX� is a Lie subalgebra

can be imposed� A metric satisfying ������ ������ might well be called a
closed b�metric� Why# Check that these conditions do not quite ensure
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������� because such coordinates need only exist locally� Observe however
that� given �������

�bN�X�	


�X

becomes a bundle with a �at connection� Show that g is exact if and only
if the connection is a product connection� i�e� has trivial holonomy�

An exact b�metric �xes a section of N��X� namely dx� up to a global
constant multiple on each component of �X by demanding that ������ hold�
Indeed if x� is another such boundary de�ning function then �dx��x��� �
�dx�x�� must be a C� quadratic ��form� Writing x� � �x� with � � �
and C�� this di�erence is �d�dx�x�� �d����� so it follows that d� � �
on �X� Thus � restricts to �X to be locally constant and positive� Such
trivializations are useful at various points below and the �rst coordinate in
any coordinate system at the boundary will be taken to correspond to one�

���� Di�erential operators�

Next elementary di�erential geometry will be developed in this b�context�
starting with forms and exterior di�erentiation� Let b�kX � �k

�
bT �X

�
be

the kth exterior power of bT �X� i�e� the totally antisymmetric part of the
k�fold tensor product� As always there is a canonical isomorphism

������ b�k
Xn�X � �k

Xn�X �

The de Rham complex on any manifold �including a manifold with bound�
ary� is

������ � �
 C��X� d�
 C��X����
d�
 � � � d�
 C��X��N � �
 ��

where N � dimX� The two main features to note are

������ d � Di���X��k� �k���� d� � ��

Recall what the �rst of these means� that d is a �rst order di�erential
operator� The simplest de�nition is just to say that P � Di�k�X�V�W � if
in any local trivializations of V and W over an open set P is given by a
matrix of di�erential operators of order at most k� For the form bundles
local trivializations are always induced from local coordinates and

������

u �
X
j	j�k

u	dz
	 ��

du �
X
j	j�k

du	 � dz	 �
X
j	j�k

NX
j��

�u	
�zj

dzj � dz	�
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Thus d is a �rst order di�erential operator� as stated in �������
The fact that the order of a di�erential operator is well de�ned depends

ultimately on the fact that V�X� � C��X�TX� is a Lie algebra� Thus for
V � W � C a di�erential operator of order k acting on functions is just
the sum of up to k�fold products of vector �elds�

Di�k�X� � span
��j�k

V�X�j � V�X�� � C��X��

Using the corresponding Lie algebra in the b setting� Vb�X�� the same def�
inition leads to b�di�erential operators�

Definition ��	�� For any manifold with boundary� the space Di�kb �X�
of b�di�erential operators of order k consists of those linear maps P �
C��X� �
 C��X� given by a �nite sum of up to k�fold products of ele�
ments of Vb�X� �and C��X��

������ P �
X

l�k��l��k

a�l� � V��l � � � Vk��l� Vj�l � Vb�X�� a�l� � C��X��

If V�W are vector bundles then Di�kb �X�V�W � consists of the operators
P � C��X�V � �
 C��X�W � which are local �i�e� decrease supports� and
given in any common trivialization of V and W over an open subset of X
by a b�di�erential operator�

The formal point is that the de Rham complex ������ over Xn�X lifts
to the 	b
 version of the de Rham complex�

������ � �
 C��X�
bd�
 C��X� b���

bd�
 � � �
bd�
 C��X� b�n��� �
 ��

where dimX � n�� and bd is just the lift of d to an operator on the b�form
bundles using ������� In fact bd � Di��b�X� b�k� b�k��� for all k� To see this�
start with the formula ������ and the basis ����� and observe that near the
boundary

u � C��X� b�k� �� u �
X
j	j�k

u	dy
	 �

X
j	j�k��

u�	
dx

x
� dy	�

with the coe�cients C�� and then

bdu �
X
j	j�k

�
x
�u	
�x

�dx
x
� dy	�

X
j	j�k

nX
j��

�u	
�yj

dyj � dy	

�
X

j	j�k��

nX
j��

�u�	
�yj

dx

x
� dyj � dy	�
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For reasons of sanity�preservation it is better to set bd � d again�
An element of Vb�X� can be viewed in several ways� In particular it

can be viewed as an element of Di��b�X�� It can also be considered as an
element of C��X� bTX� and hence as a linear function on the �bres of the
dual bundle� i�e� as an element of P �k��bT �X�� the space of C� functions
on bT �X which are homogeneous polynomials of degree k on the �bres� for
k � �� Let b���V � � P ����bT �X� denote the image of iV � Vb�X� in this
sense� The factor of 	i
 is inserted so that Dyj and xDx have real symbols�
where Dyj � �i���yj � xDx � �ix���x corresponding to normalization of
the Fourier and Mellin transforms� Since Vb�X� is a Lie algebra the map
de�ned by taking the leading terms in �������

Di�kb �X� � P ��
 b�k�P � �X
l�k��l��k

a�l�
b���V��l� � � � b���Vk�l� � P �k��bT �X�

������

is de�ned independently of the choice of presentation �������
In the interior of X where bTX is identi�ed with TX and bT �X with

T �X this gives the symbol in the usual sense� In adapted local coordinates
at the boundary

����� P � Di�kb �X� �� P �
X

j�j	j�k

pj�	�x� y��xDx�
jD	

y

and then the symbol becomes� in terms of the basis ������

������ b�k�P � �
X

j�j	j�k

pj�	�x� y��
j�	�

Here � and � are the linear functions on bT �X de�ned by the basis� i�e� a
general element of bT �X is written

�
dx

x
�

nX
i��

�idyi�

An operator P � Di�kb �X� is said to be elliptic �really b�elliptic� if b�k�P � ��
� on bT �Xr��
For an operator P � Di�kb �X�V�W �� between vector bundles� the co�

e�cients in ������ become local homomorphisms from V to W� Thus the
symbol is a well�de�ned element of the space of homomorphisms from the
lift of V to bT �X to the lift of W and is a homogeneous polynomial of
degree k on the �bres�

������ b�k�P � � P �k��bT �X�V�W �� P � Di�kb �X�V�W ��

Such an operator is elliptic if b�k�P � is invertible on
bT �Xr��
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Exercise ��		� Show that the symbol of d � Di��b�X�
b�k� b�k��� at

� � bT �X is

������ b���d���� � i� � �

���� Levi�Civita Connection�

Having dealt with the most elementary parts of di�erential geometry�
consider next the fundamental notions in Riemannian geometry� especially
the Levi�Civita connection and Riemann curvature tensor� As above this
will be developed with an eye to the generalization to the case of a b�metric�
If X is a C� manifold� then a Riemann metric on X is just a positive�
de�nite �bre metric on the tangent bundle� Since it is non�degenerate�
such a metric� g� �xes an isomorphism

TX
G�
 T �X� G�v��w� � gp�v� w� � v� w � TpX � p � X�

This means that the metric can be transferred to the dual bundle� T �X�
An obvious question to ask is the extent to which the metric can be

simpli�ed by choice of local coordinates� The metric g is said to be 	at
near p if it reduces to the Euclidean metric in some local coordinates� How
close to �at is a metric# A metric is always �at up to second�order terms
in Taylor series around any point� This is the origin of the Levi�Civita
connection�
Certainly for any point p � X there are local coordinates based at p

�meaning in which p is mapped to the origin�� z�� z�� � � � � zN � such that

������ gp � �dz
��� � � � �� �dzN �� on TpX�

In fact any basis of T �pX is given by the di�erentials at p of some coordinate
system� so one can just as well look at the space of orthonormal bases of
T �pX with respect to gp �

Fp �

���� � ���� � � � � �N ���j � T �pX and gp �
NX
j��

��j��

��� �

Notice that if � � ���� � � � � �N � is one element of Fp and O � O�N � is an
orthogonal matrix� i�e� a real N � N matrix with inverse Ot� then

������ � � ���� � � � � �N � � Fp� �j �
NX
k��

Okj�
k�
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Every element of Fp arises in this way from a �xed element and O can be
recovered from � and �� The action of O�N � on Fp given by ������

������ A � Fp �O�N � �
 Fp� ���O� ��
 �O � �

is simple and transitive� The action is on the right�

A�A���O�� O�� � A���OO��� i�e� ��O�O� � ��OO���

As p varies locally in X the metric is reduced to the Euclidean metric by
a smoothly varying basis of T �X� Thus the space

F �
G
p
X

Fp
��
 X

is itself a C� manifold such that the basis is a smooth section and the
O�N � action� given by ������ on each �bre� is C�� In fact F is just the
orthonormal coframe bundle of the Riemann manifold X with metric g� it
is a principal O�N ��bundle� The map ������ will be written as

AO � F �
 F � O � O�N ��

It is also useful to consider the closely related map L� � Fp �
 O�N �� �xed
for each p � X and each � � Fp by

����� L���� � O if AO� � ��

Going back to the question of simplifying the metric� choose any coordi�
nates based at p in which ������ holds� Thus� near p� the metric is of the
form

����� g � �dz��� � � � �� �dzN �� �
NX

i�j�k��

gij�kdz
idzjzk �O�jzj���

where gij�k � �gij��z
k at p is a constant matrix satisfying

����� gij�k � gji�k � i� j� k � �� � � � � N�

The coordinates can be modi�ed� without changing the basis at p� by adding
quadratic terms�

���� wj � zj �
�

�

NX
l�k��

�jlkz
lzk� j � �� � � � � N�
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where the coe�cients are arbitrary except for the symmetry condition

����� �jlk � �jkl � j� k� l�

The inverse of this transformation is� near p� of the form�

zj � wj � �
�

NX
lk��

�jlkw
lwk �O�jwj��

Inserting this into ����� the metric becomes

����� g � �dw��� � � � �� �dwN �� �O�jwj��
if and only if the linear terms in z cancel� i�e�

NX
i�j�k��

gij�kdz
idzjzk �

NX
j�l�k��

�jlk�dz
jzldzk � dzjdzlzk��

This is a symmetric form in dz� so� using ������ the condition can be
written in terms of the coe�cients as

����� �jlk � �ljk � gjl�k � j� k� l�

Lemma ��	�� The linear map �jlk ��
 gij�k given by ����� is an isomor�
phism of matrices subject to ����� onto matrices subject to ������

Proof� The inverse of ����� can be computed explicitly as

����� �jlk �
�

�
fgjk�l � gjl�k � glk�jg �

This means that once the basis � � Fp is chosen there is a unique way of
choosing the coordinates� up to cubic terms� so that � � �dw�� � � � � dwn� at
p and ����� holds� This information is elegantly encoded in the concept of
a connection on F� If w�� � � � � wN are the coordinates constructed so that
����� holds then the coordinate basis

dw�� � � � � dwN

can be orthonormalized� near p� by the Gram�Schmidt procedure and this
only changes it by quadratic terms� Thus there is a local orthonormal
coframe ��� � � � � �N of the form

����� �j � dwj �
NX
k��

ajkdw
k� ajk � O�jwj���
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Figure � The orthonormal frame bundle and connection�

If the �j�p� are a given orthonormal basis of T �pX then the �j are deter�
mined by ����� up to quadratic terms at p� This de�nes an N �plane in the
tangent space to F at each point �p� �� �

����� Cp�� � T�p���F� � � Fp�

The uniqueness of the planes Cp�� shows that the di�erential of the O�N ��
action intertwines the spaces

������ �AO���Cp��� � Cp��O � O � O�N �

and clearly

������ Cp�� � T�Fp � T�p���F � p� �

since Cp�� is the tangent plane to a local section of F� These are precisely
the conditions de�ning a connection on F� That is�

Definition ��	
� A connection on a principal O�N ��bundle is a smooth
N �dimensional distribution� i�e� assignment of an N �plane Cp�� at each
point �p� �� of the bundle� satisfying ������ and �������

Thus the discussion above just leads to the Levi�Civita connection�

Lemma ��	�� The prescription ����� �xes a connection �the Levi�Civita
connection� on the orthonormal coframe bundle of any Riemann manifold�

An orthonormal coframe �l is said to be covariant constant at p if the
tangent space at �p� ��p�� to the section of F de�ned by it is Cp���p��
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��	� Riemann curvature tensor�

Cartan
s reformulation of this notion of a connection is based on the
observation that� for each � � Fp� the identi�cation L� in ����� maps � to
the identity in O�N �� so if the tangent space to O�N � at Id is taken as the
Lie algebra� so�N �� then

�L��� � T�Fp �
 so�N ��

Therefore there is a well�de�ned ��form with values in so�n�

������ � � C��F ���F 	 so�N ���

which is to say N� ��forms

�ij � C��F ���F � s�t� �ij � �ji � � � i� j � �� � � � � N�

�xed by the condition that at each point of F

����� ��v� � �L���v� v � T�Fp� � � Fp

and

������ ��Cp�� � ��

That this �xes the connection form� �� uniquely follows from ������ and
then from ������ if follows that

������ �AO�
��ij �

X
p�q

OipOjq�pq � O � O�N �

gives the transformation law under the O�N ��action� Conversely if a ��form
������ satisfying ����� and ������ is given and the planes Cp�� � Tp��F are
de�ned to be the null spaces of �� so ������ holds� then the Cp�� de�ne a
connection on F�

There is another way to look at the connection forms �ij�more in keeping
with the method of moving frames� There are N natural evaluation maps
(i � F �
 T �X� just sending an orthonormal coframe to its ith element�
The cotangent bundle carries a tautological form� � given at any point
�p� �� � T �X by the pull back of � under the projection from T �X to X�
Thus F has N such tautological forms� i � (�i� i � �� � � � � N� These
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forms vanish when restricted to any �bre but are everywhere independent�
The �rst structure equation of the connection is�

������ di �
NX
p��

�ip � p � ��

Notice that this actually determines the �ij�
To prove ������ at a general point �p� �� � F consider an orthonormal

frame as in ������ near p� taking the value � at p� This gives an identi�ca�
tion over a neighbourhood U of p �

������

F�U � U �O�N �
�p�� ���
 �p�� O�� �j �

X
k

Okj�
k

as in ������� Then the tautological forms are just i �
P

l Oli�
l� Moreover�

d�l vanishes at p so di �
P

l dOli � �l at p� O�N �� Inverting ������ and
noting that the covariant constancy of the basis means that

�ij �
X
q

OqidOqj at p� O�N � � Fp�

it follows that

di �
X
l

dOli �
X
q

Olqq �
X
q

�qi �q�

This gives ������ at �p� �� and hence in general�
The second structure equation for the connection is given by computing

the exterior di�erential of the connection form�

Proposition ��	�� The Levi�Civita connection form� �� de�ned by �����
and ������� satis�es

������ d�ij �
X
q

�iq � �qj � Qij

� The convention used here for the exterior product is �xed by demanding

�� � � � � � �N �v�� � � � � vN 	 

�

N �
det��j�vk	� � �j � T �

pX� vj � TpX�
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where Qij � C��F ���F � annihilates T�Fp at each point� i�e�

������ Q�v� w� � � if v � T�p���F� w � T�Fp�

Proof� Any tangent vector v � T�F can be extended to a vector �eld� V�
near Fp� If v � T�Fp the vector �eld V can be chosen to be vertical� i�e�
tangent to the leaves of F� near p and to have

�L��V � v� � �L���v � � � F��

so constant in so�N �� This means that V generates a ��parameter subgroup
of the O�N ��action�
Suppose �rst that v� w � T�Fp are both vertical� Then� by Cartan
s

formula for the exterior derivative�

������ d��V�W � �
�

�
�V ��W � �W��V �� ���V�W ��� �

Taking V�W to be generators of ��parameter subgroups of the O�N ��action
as above makes ��V � and ��W � constant� so the �rst two terms on the right
in ������ vanish� Evaluated at �p� ��� using ������ the third term in ������
becomes

���V�W �� ��L�����V�W ��

���L���V� �L���W �

���V ���W � � ��W ���V �

since the commutator in so�N � is just matrix commutation� This gives
������ when both vectors are vertical�
Suppose next that v � Cp��� Then� using ������� the extension can be

chosen to be O�N ��invariant and must take values in Cp� for all � � Fp�
Thus ��V � � � on Fp�WithW a generator of the O�N ��action the �rst two
terms in ������ again vanish� Now �W�V � is the Lie derivative of V along
the ��parameter group generated by W� so vanishes on Fp and hence the
third term in ������ also vanishes at �� This completes the proof of �������

From ������ the form Q at �p� �� � F is determined by its restriction to
Cp��� By ������ projection to X gives an isomorphism of TpX and Cp��� so
one can de�ne

Qp��
ij � ��

pX by Qp��
ij �v� w� � Qij�v

�� w���

v�� w� � Cp��� ���v
�� � v� ���w

�� � w�

Then consider the ��cotensor at p �

������
R�p� v� w� !v� !w� �

nX
i�j��

Qp��
ij �v� w��

i�!v��j� !w��

v� w� !v� !w � TpX� � � ���� � � � � �N � � Fp�
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The notation here indicates that

R�p� � ��
pX 	 ��

pX

is independent of the choice of � � Fp involved in ������� This indeed is a
consequence of the transformation law for Q in ������ which follows from
�������

������ �AO�
�Qij �

X
p�q

OipOjqQpq

and the transformation law ������ for the �i� Thus

R � C��X���X 	 ��X�

is well de�ned by ������� It is the Riemann curvature tensor� Notice that�
as a consequence of Proposition ����� R also determines Q�

Theorem ��	�� If the Riemann curvature tensor vanishes near a point p
then the metric is �at nearby in the sense that there are local coordinates
based at p in terms of which

g � �dz��� � � � �� �dzN �� near p�

Proof �brief�� By Proposition ���� and the remarks above the vanishing
of R is equivalent to the vanishing of Q in a neighbourhood of Fp in F and
hence to

d� � �� � � near Fp�

This in turn means that the subspaces Cp�� � T�p���F form a foliation
near Fp� i�e� the space of vector �elds tangent to them at each point is
closed under commutation� So� by Frobenius
 theorem� through each point
� � Fp there is� at least locally� a smooth submanifold� X�� such that
T�p���Xe � Cp�� for each �p

�� �� � X�� The transversality condition ������
means that � � X� �
 X is a local di�eomorphism� so X� is a section of F
passing through �p� ��� i�e� an orthonormal basis �i�p�� for g at each point
p� near p� The tangency of Cp�� to X� means that each �i�p�� is actually a
closed ��form� so locally exact and this gives the coordinates in which the
metric is �at�

So this is the elementary theory of the Levi�Civita connection and Rie�
mann curvature of a Riemann manifold� Before considering the changes
needed to handle b�metrics� recall the identi�cation of the tensor bundles
as associated bundles to the coframe bundle and the extension of the con�
nection to these bundles in the guise of covariant di�erentiation�
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��
� Associated bundles�

Suppose that E is a vector space with an O�N ��action� L � O�N � � O ��

LO � Gl�E�� For example consider the standard action on RN �

����� LO�x�� � � � � xN � � �y�� � � � � yN �� yj �
NX
k��

Ojkxk�

Given any such linear action consider the space F �E with the action�

������ F �E � �p� �� u� �
 �p�AO�� L��O u� � F �E�

The quotient is a vector bundle over X� which can be denoted temporarily
as EL �

�EL�p �
�
��p� �� u����p� �� u�� � ��p� �� u�� i� � O � O�N �

with � � AO� � �O� u� � L��O u
�
�

The linear structure on �EL�p comes from the linearity of the action on E�
the C� structure projects from F �E�
Any such associated bundle has a connection induced from F�With Cp��

the N �planes de�ned above consider

CL
p���u � Cp�� � E � T�p���u��F �E� � �p� �� u� � F � E�

where the identi�cation of the tangent space of a vector space with the
vector space itself is used� Now from ������ and the fact that LO acts
on� i�e� preserves� E the di�erential of the action ������ maps CL

p���u onto

CL
p��O�L��

O
u
� Thus the spaces CL

p���u project to well�de�ned N �planes in

T�p�v�EL� which can again be denoted

Cp�v � T�p�v�EL� v � �EL�p� p � X�

The transversality condition ������ certainly persists so

������ Cp�v � Tv�EL�p � T�p�v�EL � �p� v� � EL�

Exercise ��	�� Check carefully that if the representation of O�N � is
taken to be ����� then the associated bundle is canonically isomorphic to
T �X where the isomorphism is given by mapping �p� �� u� toX

j

uj�
j � T �pX�
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���� Covariant di�erentiation�

It is more usual to rewrite the information ������ in terms of a di�erential
operator� A section� � � C��X�EL�� is said to be covariant constant at p
if its graph

Gr��� � f�p�� ��p��� � EL� p
� � Xg has tangent plane Cp���p� at �p� ��p���

More generally any section� at any point� can be compared to a covariant
constant section� Since

T�p���p�� Gr���� T��p��EL�p � T�p���p��EL�

there is a well�de�ned projection r��p� � Cp���p� �
 T��p��EL�p� Since the
projection to the base identi�es Cp���p� with TpX and the tangent space to
the �bre can be identi�ed with the �bre this means that r��p� is a linear
map TpX �
 �EL�p �xed by �� Equivalently it can be thought of it as an
element

r��p� � T �pX 	 �EL�p�

Clearly this construction varies smoothly with p so de�nes the covariant
derivative of any smooth section of any associated bundle�

������ r � C��X�EL� �
 C��X�T �X 	EL��

Lemma ��	�� The map ������ is a �rst order linear di	erential operator�

Proof� The tangent space to the section only depends on the �rst deriva�
tives of the section in local coordinates� so certainly r��p� only depends
on the �rst derivatives� and the value� of � at p� To see that the depen�
dence is linear observe that� by de�nition� if � is any section of F near p
then a local section �� of EL� determines and is determined by a map f
from a neighbourhood of p in X into E by ��p���
 ����p��� f�p����� If � is
covariant�constant at p� i�e� has graph tangent to Cp���p�� then the covariant
derivative of � is just

������ r��p� � df�p� � T �pX 	 �EL�p�

where E � e �
 ����p�� e�� identi�es E and �EL�p� The linearity is then
clear from �������

Directly from the de�nition� the zero section of the vector bundle is
covariant constant� which is to say that at the zero section Cp�� � TpX
is the tangent plane to the zero section� Note that the tangent space to
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the vector bundle has a natural decomposition Tp��E � TpX � Ep� If � is
any smooth section and f � C��X� vanishes at p then the graph of the
section f� has tangent space fdf�p� � �g � span��� at p� It follows that
the covariant derivative of such a section� at p� is just df�p� 	 ��p�� More
generally

������ r�f�� � df 	 � � fr� � f � C��X�� � � C��X�E��

Indeed this follows� at a general point p� by writing f� � f�p����f�f�p����

Definition ��	� A connection on a vector bundle� E� is a �rst order
linear di�erential operator

r � C��X�E� �
 C��X�T �X 	 E�

satisfying �������

The Levi�Civita connection on T �X is certainly a connection �an a�ne
connection� in this sense�

Exercise ����� Show that for any connection on a vector bundle over
X and each e � Ep� p � X� there is a section � � C��X�E� with ��p� � e
which is covariant constant at p� i�e� r��p� � �� �Hint� choose any section
through e at p then add to it

P
i fi�i� where the �i are a local basis of

sections and the fi � Ip� Use ������ to choose the fi so that the covariant
derivative vanishes at p�� Use this to show that a connection is equivalent to
a C� distribution of tangent planes C�p�e� � T�p�e�E which project isomor�
phically onto TpX and satisfy a linearity condition which can be written

C�p�e� �C�p�e�� � C�p�e�e�� � e� e� � Ep� p � X�

Thus if E has a connection and p � X one can always �nd a local basis
of sections of E� ej � which are covariant constant at p� Any other such basis
is necessarily of the form

������ !ej �
X
k

ajkek �
X
jk

fjkek� ajk constant and fjk � I�p �

If r� and r�� are both connections on E and � � C��X� then r �
�r� � �� � ��r�� is also a connection� Of course it is only necessary for
r� to be de�ned in a neighbourhood of the support of � and similarly
for r��� This allows one to show that any vector bundle has a connection�
For a trivial bundle� E � X � Rn� a connection is de�ned by d acting
on the coe�cients� Since any bundle is locally trivial� this means that
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a connection exists in an open neighbourhood of each point� If Oj is a
covering of X by such neighbourhoods with rj a connection on E over Oj

and �j is a partition of unity subordinate to the cover then r �
P

j �jrj

is a connection on E�
The covariant derivative can always be evaluated on a vector �eld �in the

factor of T �X in T �X 	E�� Thus if V � V�X�

rV � C��X�E� �
 C��X�E�� rV � � r��V� �� � � � C��X�E�

is always well de�ned�

Lemma ���	� Every C� bundle has a connection� If the bundle has a
�bre metric then the connection can be chosen to be orthogonal in the sense
that

������ hrV �� ��i� h��rV ��i � dh�� ��i � �� �� � C��X�E�

for all C� vector �elds V�

Proof� Using the same superposition argument it su�ces to construct an
orthogonal connection locally� assuming the bundle to be trivial� Then one
can simply demand that some orthonormal basis be covariant constant�

If E has a connection then the dual bundle E� has a natural connection
given by demanding that a section e� of E� be covariant constant at p if
and only if its pairing with any section of E which is covariant constant at
p has vanishing di�erential at p� That is� in terms of the pairing

������ dhe� e�i � hre�� ei� he��rei�

Indeed if ej is a covariant constant basis at p and e�j is the dual basis of
E� at p then e�j must be covariant constant� This �xes the connection on
E� and it is independent of the choice of basis since another choice� �������
clearly gives the same covariant constant sections at p�
Similarly the tensor product of two bundles E and F with connections

has a unique connection for which e	 f is covariant constant at p if e and
f are covariant constant at p as sections of E and F� It is determined by
the identity

������ r�e	 f� � �re�	 f � e 	 �rf��

Exercise ����� Prove these assertions carefully� in particular showing
smoothness of the induced connections�
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Exercise ���
� Show that if E and F are bundles associated to a prin�
cipal O�N ��bundle then E 	F is also an associated bundle� corresponding
to the tensor product representation� Check that the tensor product of the
connections induced on E and F� as in ������� is the induced connection on
E 	 F�

The Levi�Civita connection therefore de�nes covariant di�erentiation act�
ing on tensors on X� Actually this connection arises in two ways� directly
because the tensor bundles are associated to the orthonormal coframe bun�
dle and also through the tensor product construction from the connections
on the tangent and cotangent bundles� by Exercise ��� these are the same�
Various properties of the Levi�Civita connection are important later� First
since g� the metric� can be considered as a section of T �X 	 T �X �a sym�
metric one to be sure� its covariant derivative is de�ned� In fact rg � ��
Indeed this follows from ������ and the original de�nition of the connection�
since if g is represented in terms of an orthonormal basis which is covariant
constant at p it is given� by de�nition� by the Euclidean form up to second
order�

Exercise ����� For any form bundle� antisymmetrization gives a projec�
tion Ak � T �X 	 �kX �
 �k��X� Show that composition with covariant
di�erentiation gives� for the Levi�Civita connection�

Ak�� � r � d � C��X��k� �
 C��X��k���

for every k�

Exercise ����� Using Exercise ���� make sense of� and prove� the fol�
lowing formula for any �local� orthonormal coframe �i with dual frame
vi �

����� d� �
nX
j��

�i �rvi��

where � is a C� k�form�

��� Christo�el symbols�

The construction above can be reinterpreted in terms of the full coframe

bundle eF� Thus

eFp � �� � f��� � � � � �Ng is a basis of T �pX
�
�

The N �plane Cp�� can be de�ned at all points of eF� using ������� i�e� a
general frame is covariant constant at p if and only if it is of the form
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P
j h

i
j�

j � where �j is an orthonormal frame which is covariant constant at

p and hij is an invertible matrix with dhji � � at p� In a general coordinate
system� not assumed to give an orthonormal basis for T �pX� the formula

generalizing ����� for the coe�cients �ijk to make the coordinate basis

de�ned by ���� covariant constant at p is

������ �ijk �
�

�

NX
p��

gip fgpj�k � gpk�j � gjk�pg �

where gij is the inverse matrix to gij� Then from ����� it is easy to deduce
the local coordinate expression for the covariant derivative of a ��form�
Namely by writing

������  �
NX
i��

idz
i �

NX
i��

i�dz
i �

NX
j�k��

�ijkdz
jzk��

NX
i�j�k��

i�
i
jkdz

jzk

and using ������ the familiar expression

������ r �
NX

i�j��

�i
�zj

dzj 	 dzi �
NX

i�j�k��

i�
i
jkdz

j 	 dzk

results� The �ijk are called the Christo�el symbols and are de�ned in any
local coordinate system by the identity

������ r �

�zi
dzj � �

NX
k��

�jikdz
k�

They are not the coe�cients of a tensor�

Exercise ����� Show that the formula for covariant di�erentiation of a
p�form is determined by

r �

�xi
dxI � �

pX
l��

NX
k��

�Ilikdx
I� � � � �dxIl�� � dxk � dxIl�� � � � � � dxIp �

The identity ������ for covariant di�erentiation means that if V and W
are C� vector �elds on X then for any connection on a vector bundle

�rV �rW ��f�� �r�V�W ��f�� � f
�
�rV �rW ���r�V�W ��

�
� f � C��X�� � � C��X�E��



��� Christoffel symbols ��

Thus

������ KE�V�W �� �
�
�rV �rW ��r�V�W �

�
�

is actually a di�erential operator of order �� that is KE �V�W � is a section
of the homomorphism bundle of E� It is called the curvature operator�
For the Levi�Civita connection acting on ��forms� observe from ������

and ������ that the curvature operator evaluated on a coordinate basis is

������

K���
�

�zj
�

�

�zk
�dzp

� �
X
q

�
�

�zj
�pkq �

�

�zk
�pjq

�
dzq �

X
r

X
q

�
�qjr�

p
kq � �qkr�

p
jq

�
dzr�

If the coordinates are chosen so that ����� holds then the coe�cients �ijk
vanish at p and

K���p�
�

�zj
�

�

�zk
�dzp �

X
q

�
�

�zk
�pjq �

�

�zj
�pkq

�
dzq�

Lemma ����� The curvature operator on T �X of the Levi�Civita connec�
tion is

������ K�� �p�
�

�zj
�

�

�zk
�dzl �

NX
s�q��

glsRjkqsdz
q�

where R is the Riemann curvature tensor�

Proof� Consider the local section of )� u �
 eF given by the orthonor�
malized coordinate di�erentials� �j in ������ i�e� )�x� � ���� � � � � �N �� Lete�ij � )��ij be the pull�back of the connection forms under this section� soe�ij � NP

k��
e�ijk�k� Recalling that the �j are equal to the dzj up to quadratic

terms at p� the pull�back of the structure equation ������ then shows that

de�ij �X
pq

Rijpqdz
p � dzq�

Since the pull�back of the form j is just �j it follows from ������ that
������ holds in this case since g�p� is the Euclidean metric� As both sides
of ������ are tensors it must hold in general�
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Exercise ����� Find the curvature operator of the Levi�Civita connec�
tion on the tangent bundle in terms of the Riemann curvature tensor�

Combining ������ and ������ gives a formula for the Riemann curvature
tensor� at any point p� computed in coordinates in which ����� holds�
namely�

Rijkl �
�

�

�
� �

�zj
�

�zl
gki �

�

�zj
�

�zk
gil �

�

�zi
�

�zl
gkj � �

�zi
�

�zk
gjl

�
�

This shows that the curvature tensor has the following symmetries�

Lemma ���� The Riemann curvature tensor satis�es the identities


Rijkl � �Rjikl

Rijkl � Rklij

Rijkl � Riklj �Riljk � � ��st Bianchi identity��

Since they are coordinate�invariant they hold in any coordinates�

����� Warped products�

For later application the connection and curvature for a simple warped
product will be computed�
Thus letM be a Riemann manifold with metric h and let � � C��S�� be

a real�valued function on the circle� On X � S��M consider the metric

������ g � d�� � e�����h�

where � is the standard variable on S�� Let r be the covariant derivative�
acting on ��forms� onM�We shall also let r denote the covariant derivative
on the product when � � � since then� with respect to the decomposition

T �X � T �S�� T �M�

the covariant derivative with respect to ���� just acts on the coe�cients
and the covariant derivative with respect to a vector �eld onM acts through
the connection of h�

Lemma ��
�� The Levi�Civita connection� er� of the metric g in ������ is
given in terms of the product connection through

������

er��d� � �� er��� � ���

��
�

erV d� �
��

��
e����

erV � � rV � � ��

��
��V �d�

for any C� ��form � on M and C� vector �eld V on M� with � the dual
form to V� i�e� � � h�V� ���
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Proof� From ������ the Christo�el symbols e� for g can be computed for
coordinates z� � � and zj� j � �� � � � � n � dimM in M in terms of the
Christo�el symbols� �� of h �

�����
e�ijk � �ijk� e��jk � ���

��
e��hjk

e�i�k � e�ik� � ��

��
�ik� e���k � e��k� � e���� � ��

From these formul�� and ������� ������ follows directly�

Lemma ��
	� The curvature matrix eR of the metric ������ is given in
terms of the curvature of M through

������

eRkj�� � �� eR�j�k � hjk
����
���

� ���
��
��
�

eRkjpq � e��Rkjpq � �
��

��
��e	� �hkphjq � hkqhjq�

where j� k� p� q � �� � � � � n � dimM�

Proof� This follows by assiduous use of ������ and Lemma ����

����� Curvature formul��

If E� is the dual bundle to E then the transpose of a linear map de�nes
an isomorphism

hom�E� � hom�E��� A ��
 At�

Applying ������� repeatedly� shows that the curvature of the connection on
the dual bundle satis�es

hKE��V�W ���� �i� h���KE�V�W ��i � �
� � � C��X�E�� �� � C��X�E���

It follows easily that the curvature operator satis�es

������ KE� � �Kt
E

�which provides a solution to Exercise ������ Similarly if E and F are two
vector bundles with connections then ������ �xes a connection on E 	 F�
The homomorphism bundle of the tensor product is

hom�E 	 F � � hom�E� 	 hom�F ��
In terms of this isomorphism a similar computation shows the curvature
operator to be

������ KE�F � KE 	 Id� Id	KF �
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As a special case the homomorphism bundle of E itself acquires a connec�
tion through the identity

������ r�Au� � �rA�u�A�ru��

This is the same as the connection induced by the identi�cation hom�E� �
E 	 E�� As an operator on hom�E�� the curvature is therefore given by

������ Khom�E��V�W � � KE �V�W � � � �KE�V�W ��

for any vector �elds V�W� where the dots indicate that the two terms act
by composition on the left and right respectively� i�e�

Khom�E��V�W �A �KE�V�W �A � AKE�V�W �

��KE�V�W �� A� � A � hom�E��
It is also important later to consider the 	big
 homomorphism bundle�

Hom�E�� since this arises whenever operators on sections of E are con�
sidered� If E is a bundle over X this is the bundle over X� with �bre
hom�Ex� � Ex� at �x� x

��� This is sometimes called the exterior tensor prod�
uct�

������ Hom�E� � E �E� over X��

meaning that E should be pulled back to X� from the left factor of X and
E� from the right� i�e�

������ Hom�E� � ��LE 	 ��EE� over X��

where �L and �R are the two projections from X� to X onto the left and
right factors�
Recall that the pull�back of a bundle E over Y under a smooth map

f � X �
 Y is always a bundle over X with �bre at x just Ef�x�� A section
of E� � � C��Y �E�� de�nes a section of f�E� namely f�� � � � f� In fact
every section of f�E is locally a sum of products of C� functions on X and
these pulled�back sections�

������ C��X� f�E� � C��X� � f�C��Y �E��
This allows a connection on E to be pulled back to a connection on f�E
simply by de�ning

������

rf�E� �
X
j

�dhj 	 f��j � hjf
��rE�j��

if � �
X
j

hjf
��j� hj � C��X�� �j � C��Y �E��

Thus sections covariant constant at y � Y pull back to be covariant constant
at each x � f���y��
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Lemma ��
�� If f � X �
 Y is a C� map and E is a bundle over Y with
connection and curvature operator KE then the action of the curvature
operator of the pulled�back connection on f�E is

�����
Kf�E�V�W �� � KE�f�V� f�W �� � Ef�x� � �f

�E�x

� V�W � TxX� � � �f�E�x�
i�e� if KE is regarded as a section of ��X 	 hom�E� then Kf�E � f�KE �

Proof� It su�ces to compute the curvature operator acting on covariant
constant sections at a given point x � X� In fact it is enough to consider
sections f��� with �� � C��Y �E� covariant constant at f�x�� The second
term in ������ is therefore zero at x and the �rst evaluates at x� using
������� to f���rv�rw����� where v� w are any C� vector �elds on Y with
v � f�V and w � f�W at x� This gives ������

The decomposition ������ of Hom�E� shows that it has a natural con�
nection� Applying Lemma ���� ������ and ������ shows that the curvature
operator for this connection is

������ KHom�E��V�W � � KE

�
��L��V� ��L��W

����KE

�
��R��V� ��R��W

�
�

again the dots indicate that the terms act as operators on the left and right�

Exercise ��

� Check that the connection on Hom�E� is consistent with
that on hom�E� in the following sense� Let � � * ��
 X� be the embedding
of the diagonal� the set of points �x� x�� Projection onto either factor of X
gives the same di�eomorphism * � X� Thus pulling back Hom�E� under i
gives a bundle over X� Show that this bundle is canonically isomorphic to
hom�E� and that the pulled�back connection is the one de�ned above�

����� Orientation�

As noted already� the coframe bundle� a principal bundle with structure
group Gl�N�R�� of any compact manifold has a reduction to a principal
O�N ��bundle� namely the orthonormal coframe bundle� F� for any Riemann
metric� In fact they were de�ned above in the other order� Each �bre� Fx�
has two components� The manifold is orientable if and only if F itself has
two components �assuming X to be connected�� In this case either of the
components gives a reduction of the structure group to SO�N �� Thus an
orientation� oF � F� is simply a subbundle of the orthonormal frame bundle
which is a principal SO�N ��bundle� this subbundle is then the bundle of
oriented orthonormal frames�
If a Riemann manifold is orientable and is given an orientation then

the Riemann density becomes a form of maximal degree� Thus if �j� j �
�� � � � � N� is an oriented orthonormal frame in Fp then

� � �� � � � � � �N � �N
p �X�
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is the volume form at p� It is independent of the choice of oriented or�
thonormal frame� The choice of orientation also �xes the Hodge �star�
isomorphism�

� � �j
p�X� �
 �N�j

p �X��

for each p � X and each j� If �j is an oriented orthonormal frame then

������ ���i� � � � � � �ij � � ��ij�� � � � � � �iN

where � is the sign of the permutation ��� � � � � N � �
 �i�� � � � � iN �� The
forms on the left give a basis for �j

p�X�� so � is de�ned by extending it

linearly� The spaces �j�X� carry �bre metrics derived from the metric�
on T �X� by demanding that �� � � � � � �j should have length � for any
orthonormal basis of T �pX� In terms of this inner product on the form
bundles� the operator ������ satis�es

������ h�w� vi� � w � v�

In fact this shows that it is uniquely determined� independent of choice of
oriented frame� It is therefore a C� bundle map�
Moreover it follows from ������ that

������ �� � ����j�N�j� on �j�X��

The identity ������ makes � useful in analyzing the adjoint� �� of d� The
adjoint is de�ned by requiringZ

X

h�w� vi� �
Z
X

hw� dvi�� � w � C��X��j�� v � C��X��j����

Using Stokes
 theorem and ������ twice gives� for any C� k form u and
N � k � � form v�Z

X

h�dw� vi� �
Z
X

dw � v � ����k��
Z
X

w � dv � ����k��
Z
X

h�w� dvi��

Then using ������ it follows readily that

������ � � ����Nj�N�� � d � on C��X��j��

Whilst the Hodge star operator is real it is useful to consider� in the even
dimensional case� the complex operator

������ � � ij�j����k� � �j�X� �
 ��k�j�X�� dimX � �k�

By direct computation one then �nds�
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Lemma ��
�� If dimX � �k is even then � is an involution� �� � Id� and

� �d� �� � �d� ��� � ��

In the odd�dimensional case there is a similar operator�

� � � ij�j����k � R� � �
j�X� �
 ��k���j�X�� dimX � �k � ��

where R� is the parity involution

������ R� �

�
� on �evn

�� on �odd�

����� b�connections�

The connection on eF can be recovered from ������ by noting that a frame
is covariant constant at a point p if and only if each element of it is covariant
constant� Then ������ can be used to extend the discussion to b�metrics�
If g is a general b�metric on a manifold with boundary the problem is to
determine what happens to the Cp�� as p approaches the boundary� In the
interior� but near the boundary� local coordinates

������ z� � logx� zj � yj� j � ��

can be used� where x� y�� � � � � yn is a coordinate system up to the boundary
and the dimension is now taken to be N � n� �� By de�nition the metric
is smooth �in x� y� and non�degenerate with respect to the induced basis of
bT �X�

������ g �
nX

i�j��

gij�x� y�dz
idzj� dz� �

dx

x
� dzj � dyj � j � ��

Using the formulae ������ for the Christo�el symbols� noting that �z� �
x���x while �zj � �yj for j � � and ������ for the covariant derivative
gives�

Lemma ��
�� The covariant derivative for a general b�metric on a mani�
fold with boundary� X� extends from the interior to a �rst order di	erential
operator


�����

br � C��X� b��� �
 C��X� bT �X 	 b����
br � Di��b�X� b��� bT �X 	 b���

br�f�� � fbr�� df 	 � � f � C��X�� � � C��X� bT �X��
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In the last equation in ������ df should be interpreted as a b�form� really
bdf�

Proof� Applying ������ to the coordinates ������ gives

brdzj � �
X
ik

�jikdz
i 	 dzk�

where the Christo�el symbols are given by ������� Since gij in ������ is

non�degenerate� gij�� � x�gij��x� and gij�l � �gij��yl for l � �� the �jik
are indeed C� down to x � �� Thus the brdzj are smooth sections of
bT �X	b�� over the coordinate patch� The third part of ����� then follows
by continuity and in turn leads to the other two parts�

Reversing the arguments above shows that an a�ne b�connection in the
sense of ����� �xes the condition that a general b�frame� i�e� smoothly
varying basis of bT �X� should be covariant constant at a point� Let

bF � b eF
be the orthonormal coframe bundle for the b�metric as a subbundle �a

principal O�n � ���bundle� of the general b�coframe bundle� Thus b eFp
consists of all the bases of bT �X and bFp all the orthonormal bases� Both
are manifolds with boundary and bF is compact if X is compact� It follows
that the �n� ���planes Cp�e extend smoothly from the interior to de�ne

b eCp�� � bT�p���
b eF � �p� �� � b eF

bCp�� � bT�p���
bF � �p� �� � bF�

This is the more sophisticated formulation of the metric� i�e� Levi�Civita�
b�connection� where ������ �and its generalization to Gl�n� ��R�� and the
analogue of �������

bCp�� � T�
bFp �

bT�p�e�
bF

continue to hold by continuity�

Exercise ��
�� Show that the structure equation as in ������ holds
with Q � C��bF � b��F 	 so�n � ��� and that in consequence the Riemann
curvature tensor becomes

R � C��X� b��X 	 b��X��

Of course the symmetry properties in Lemma ���� continue to hold by
continuity�
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Now what happens if the metric is assumed to be an exact b�metric#
Taking local coordinates ������ in which ������ holds� the metric tensor
satis�es

g��� g�� �� � O�x��

g�i� g�i �O�x�� i � �� � � � � n�

Then for the Christo�el symbols� with respect to the coordinates zi intro�
duced above� ������ implies that

�ij� � O�x�� i� j � �� � � � � n�

This means that ������ can be rewritten as

r �
nX
i��

�xidz
i 	 dx�

nX
i��

nX
j��

�zjidz
i 	 dzj

�
nX

i�j��

i�
�

x
��ij�dz

jdx�
nX

i�j��

nX
k��

i�
i
jkdz

jdyk

������

and so proves�

Proposition ��
�� For an exact b�metric the Levi�Civita connection ex�
tends by continuity to a connection on the b�frame bundle� and equivalently
to a covariant derivative
������
r � C��X� b��� �
 C��X�T �X 	 b���� r � Di���X� b��� T �X 	 b����

Exercise ��
�� Does the Levi�Civita connection of an exact b�metric
de�ne a b�connection on T �X# Does it de�ne a connection on T �X#

Consider in a little more detail exactly what happens at the boundary
in the case of an exact b�metric� The b���form dx�x is well�de�ned at �X
as the section of length one of the orthocomplement in bT ��XX to T ��X�
If F ��X� is the orthonormal frame bundle for the metric h induced on the
boundary by the exact b�metric ������ then extending an orthonormal basis
by adding dx�x to it gives the embedding

F ��X� ��
 bF�X�X��

This means that the structure group of bF �X�� the orthonormal frame
bundle� reduces to O�n� at �X� It is important to see the properties of the
curvature of the b�metric which follow�
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First note that the form dx�x� always the one appearing in ������ for the
exact b�metric� satis�es

br
�
dx

x

�
� � in bT �X 	 bT �X at �X�

Indeed this follows from ������� Furthermore� from �������

brx �
�x

 � � in bT �X 	 bT �X at �X �  � C��X� bT �X��

Combining these observations with the commutation properties of vector
�elds tangent to the boundary easily gives�

Proposition ��
� The Riemann curvature tensor of an exact b�metric
is a C� tensor in the usual sense


R � C��X��� 	 ���

and has the property that its restriction to the boundary �in all arguments�
is the Riemann curvature tensor of the induced metric on the boundary�

In this sense exact b�metrics correspond to truly cylindrical ends� The
problem of the extension of all the discussion above� and the APS theorem
itself� to the case of non�exact b�metrics is quite analogous to the recent
discussion by Grubb ���� and Gilkey ��� of the extension of the more stan�
dard 	elliptic
 formulation of the APS theorem to the case where the metric
is not a product near the boundary�

Proof� The commutator of any vector �eld tangent to the boundary with
a vector �eld vanishing on the boundary also vanishes on the boundary�
so the curvature operator on ��forms vanishes at �X if either argument is
x���x� This� and the symmetry properties� show that the curvature tensor
is smooth in the ordinary sense� since any term containing dx�x vanishes
at �X� It follows immediately from the de�nition as the curvature operator
on ��forms that the pull�back to the boundary of the Riemann tensor of
the b�metric is the Riemann tensor of the boundary metric�

In general a b�connection on a vector bundle E is given by a �rst order
di�erential operator br � Di��b�X�E� bT �X 	E� which is a connection in
the interior� It therefore satis�es ������ and so by continuity

������ br�f�� � df 	 � � f�br��� f � C��X�� � � C��X�E��

where df is� as in ������ interpreted as a section of bT �X� As for the Levi�
Civita connection of an exact b�metric� one way to get such a b�connection
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is just to start with an ordinary connection and restrict its action to tan�
gent vector �elds� To characterize such connections amongst general b�
connections� consider the dual sequence to �������

� �
 T ��X �
 bT ��XX �
 bN��X �
 ��

Here bN��X is a canonically trivial bundle over �X� with dx�x a section
independent of the choice of de�ning function x� Projection onto this line
therefore de�nes a di�erential operator� namely brx���x evaluated at �X�
The identity ������ shows that this is actually of order zero�

������ brx���x � hom�E�X��

Proposition ����� A b�connection on a bundle E over a compact man�
ifold with boundary is �induced by� a connection if and only if the homo�
morphism brx���x of E�X vanishes identically�

Proof� Certainly if br is induced by a connection r then brx���x �
xrN � where for some choice of de�ning function x the C� vector �eld N
satis�es Nx � � at �X� The homomorphism ������ then vanishes� Con�
versely if this homomorphism vanishes and N is such a normal vector �eld�
any C� vector �eld on X can be written in the form

W � V � fN� f � C��X�� V � Vb�X��
The covariant derivative of a section e of E can then be de�ned by

rW e � brV �
f

x
�brxN ��

This de�nes a connection on E which induces the b�connection br�

Note that if the homomorphism brx���x is non�zero then the b�connec�
tion does not induce a connection on the boundary�

Exercise ���	� Show that a section of bT �X over X with the property
that its restriction to �X projects to the zero section of bN��X is just a
C� section of T �X� Use ������ to show that the di�erence between two
b�connections is given by the tensor product with a C� section of bT �X�
Combine these two observations to give an alternative proof of Proposi�
tion �����

Even when the homomorphism ������ for a b�connection is non�zero� it
is still possible for the curvature operator to be a smooth form in the
ordinary sense� rather than just a smooth b�form� Notice that brV u�
for V � C���X� bTX� and u � C���X�E�� is a well�de�ned element of
C���X�E�� From the discussion in x���� it follows that brV F is similarly
well de�ned if F � C���X� hom�E���
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Lemma ����� If X is a manifold with boundary and E is a vector bundle
over X with b�connection then the curvature operator KE � b��	 hom�E�
is a smooth form� i�e� KE � ��	hom�E� if and only if the homomorphism
������ is covariant constant on the boundary in the sense that

������ brV �
brx���x� � � � V � bT�XX�

Proof� The b�connection on hom�E� satis�es ������� so if A � brx���x

������ �brx���xA�u �
brx���x�Au�� Abrx���xu�

Thus brx���xA � �A�A� � �� So ������ only depends on V � V��X�� In
fact ������ just corresponds to KE �x���x� x���x� � �� by antisymmetry�
More generally if V � bT�XX then

KE�x���x� V �u �
brx���x

brV u� brV
brx���xu� br�x���x�V �u

�� �brVA�u

since �x���x� V � � � as a section of bT�XX� Thus ������ implies that� at
�X� KE�x���x� �� � � and hence KE � �� 	 hom�E� and conversely�
����� Characteristic classes�

No attempt is made to give a full treatment of characteristic classes here�
However a brief discussion of the Weil homomorphism is included so that
the integrands in �In��� and �In��� can be understood� See in particular
���� and ����� Suppose that

������� h � so�N � �
 C

is a function on so�N � which is invariant under the adjoint action of SO�N ��
i�e�

������� h�GAG��� � h�A� � A � so�N �� G � SO�N �

�or if X is not orientable under O�N ��� The assumption that h is invariant�
i�e� �������� means that the derivative satis�es

������� h��A� �A�B�� � � � A�B � so�N ��

where h��A�B� � dh�A� tB��dt at t � ��
Consider the curvature form Q in ������ for X a compact manifold with�

out boundary� It is a ��formon F which takes values in so�N �� Alternatively
it can be considered as an element of so�N �� the space of antisymmetric
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real � � � matrices� with entries which are ��forms on F� The important
point to note is that the exterior multiplication of ��forms is commutative�
Thus if h is a polynomial there is no ambiguity in evaluating h�Q� as a
form on F� In fact the wedge product of more than N�� ��forms vanishes�
so even if h is a smooth function� h�Q� is well de�ned as a ��form on F
by replacing h by at least the �rst N�� terms in its Taylor series at �� The
point of the assumption� �������� of invariance of h is that ������ shows
that

�AO�
�h�Q� � h�OQOt� � h�Q�

is actually invariant under the action of SO�N �� A form on F which is
invariant under the SO�N � action and vanishes if any one of its arguments
is tangent to the �bre of � � F �
 X is the lift of a uniquely de�ned form
on the base�

Exercise ���
� Show that if � � U �
 F is a section over some open set
of X and h � C��F ���F � is invariant� A�

Oh � h for all O � O�N �� and
h�v� �� � � � � �� � � if v � T��p�Fp then � � ��h is a smooth form on U which
is independent of the choice of � and is such that h � ����

Thus there is a well�de�ned form h�R� on X such that

h�Q� � ���h�R���

� � F �
 X being the bundle map� This form on the base represents the
characteristic class associated to the invariant polynomial h and to the
metric�

Exercise ����� Show that the notation here is a reasonable one� in
that h�R� expressed with respect to any orthonormal coframe �j is just h
evaluated on

P
pq

Rijpq�
p � �q�

The structure equation ������ has the important consequence�

Lemma ����� The form h�R� de�ned by an invariant polynomial �������
is always closed�

Proof� Since wedge product of ��forms commuteswith all forms� in partic�
ular �forms� the exterior derivative of h�Q� can be written unambiguously
as

������ dh�Q� � h��Q� dQ��

where the derivative of h� h��Q�A�� is a linear functional in A � so�N ��
From ������

dQij �
X
q

�d�iq � �qj � �iq � d�qj� �
X
q

�Qiq � �qj � �iq �Qqj� �
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since the terms with three factors of � cancel� This is just the commutator
in the Lie algebra so�N � so

������� dQ � �Q��� ��nd Bianchi identity��

Inserting ������� in ������ and using ������� shows that h�R� is indeed a
closed form�

The classic case of this construction gives the Pontriagin forms� These
arise by taking the invariant polynomial

h�A� � det�Id�
A

��
��

the invariance being a consequence of the multiplicativity of the determi�
nant� The kth Pontrjagin form is the term of degree �k in h�R�� it is easy
to see that the terms of degree �k � � all vanish�
The de Rham theorem allows h�R� to be interpreted as a cohomology

class on X� It is important to note that this class is independent of the
choice of metric� Indeed any two metrics� g� and g�� can be connected
by a smooth one�parameter family of metrics gt� The construction of the
connection is clearly smooth in the parameter� so the forms �t and Qt

depend smoothly on t� Di�erentiating the structure equation gives�

dQt
ij

dt
� d

d�tij
dt

�
X
q

�
d�tiq
dt

� �tqj � �tiq �
d�tqj
dt

�
�

Consider the one�parameter family of closed forms h�Qt� on F �

dh�Qt�

dt
�h��Qt�

dQt

dt
�

�h��Qt� d
d�t

dt
� � h��Qt�

d�t

dt
� �t � �t � d�t

dt
��

The �rst term here can be written d �h��Qt� d�t�dt�� since Qt is closed� The
second term is O�N ��invariant and only �t is non�zero on vertical vectors�
so evaluated on v � T�Fp� with A � �t�v��

h��Qt�
d�t

dt
� �t � �t � d�t

dt
��v� �� � h��Qt� �

d�t

dt
� A����� � �

by �������� Since it also vanishes with �t� i�e� on the connection planes�
this second term vanishes identically and hence

������� h�Q��� h�Q�� � dT� T �

�Z
�

h��Qt�
d�t

dt
�dt�
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This transgression formula shows that the de Rham class of h�R�� i�e� its
equivalence class up to exact forms� is independent of the choice of metric
used to de�ne it� It therefore corresponds to a cohomology class�
The nilpotence of the exterior action of a ��form means that to de�ne

h�R� it su�ces for the polynomial h to be obtained as the Taylor series
of a function which is just de�ned near the origin in so�N �� provided it
is invariant there� Such examples arise directly in the computation of the
index form� In particular the bA�genus�
������� bA�X� � det �� � R���i

sinh�R���i�

�
is a well�de�ned form� depending only on the metric and orientation� Here

det
�
� is the positive square root of the determinant of a matrix� It is de�ned

near the identity and is invariant under conjugation by O�N �� Its argument
is a formal power series with �rst term the identity matrix� so the square
root of the determinant is a well�de�ned invariant formal power series�

Exercise ����� Show that bA�X� can be expressed in terms of the Pon�
trjagin forms�

Similarly the L�genus of Hirzebruch is

������� L�X� � det
�
�

�
R���i

tanh�R���i�

�
�

It arises in the signature formula �see x����
����� Hermitian bundles�

So far we have been dealing mainly with real bundles� In practice many
of the examples below are complex� A connection on a complex bundle is
automatically assumed to be complex� i�e� C �linear� The existence of such
a connection follows as in the discussion leading to Lemma �����
A complex bundle is Hermitian if it carries a sesqui�linear inner product�

A connection on the bundle is unitary �or Hermitian� if it satis�es ������
with respect to this pairing� i�e�

������� V he� fi � hrV e� fi � he�rV fi

for all real vector �elds V�

Exercise ����� Show that the proof of Lemma ���� also implies that
any Hermitian bundle has a unitary connection�
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For Hermitian bundles with unitary connections there is a similar con�
struction of characteristic classes as in the real case� leading to the Chern
classes� The curvature operator

KE �V�W � � �rV �rW ��r�V�W � � C��X� hom�E��

takes values in the subbundle� u�E� � hom�E�� formed by the Lie algebras
of the unitary groups of the Hermitian structures� An invariant polynomial

h � u�m� �
 C � h�GAG�� � h�A� � A � u�m�� G � U�m��

where m is the �bre dimension of E� �xes a bundle map C��X� u�E�� �

C��X�� Regarding KE as a ��form with values in u�E� it follows� as in the
discussion above� that h�KE� is a well�de�ned closed form onX� Necessarily
it has only terms of even degree�

For example the Chern forms� ccj�E�� of the bundle are the terms of
degree �j in the total Chern form

cc�E� � det

�
Id�i

KE

��

�
�

There is a similar transgression formula showing that ccj�E� is well de�ned
as a cohomology class independent of the choice of Hermitian structure and
unitary connection on E� The Chern character of the bundle is de�ned as
the characteristic class

������� Ch�E� � tr
�
exp

�
iKE

��

�	
�

The term which is homogeneous of degree k in A � u��k� in the trace of
the exponential

������� Pf�A� �
�

k%

dk

drk
tr exp�rA�

is an invariant polynomial called the Pfa�an� It occurs in the Gauss�
Bonnett formula �see x�����
The combination of ������� and ������� means that the Atiyah�Singer

integrand in �In��� is now de�ned� The integral in �In��� picks out the
term of maximal form degree� dimX� and integrates it over the oriented
manifold X�
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���	� de Rham cohomology�

Before brie�y discussing the extension of the construction of characteris�
tic classes to the 	b
 setting� �rst consider the various forms of the de Rham
theorem on a compact manifold with boundary� The standard complex�
������� yields the 	absolute
 de Rham spaces�

������� Hk
dR�abs�X� �

�
u � C��X��k�� du � �

�
�dC��X��k����

On the other hand the operator d also de�nes maps

d � +C��X��k� �
 +C��X��k����

where for any vector bundle E over a manifold with boundary �or corners�
+C��X�E� � C��X�E� is the subspace of section vanishing to all orders
at the boundary� Thus u � +C��X�E� if it is the restriction to X of some

section u� � C�� eX � eE� which vanishes on eX nX� for some extensions of X
and E� The relative de Rham spaces are

������� Hk
dR�rel�X� �

n
u � +C��X��k�� du � �

o
�d +C��X��k����

Theorem ����� The absolute and relative de Rham cohomology spaces
of a compact manifold with boundary are canonically isomorphic to the
�singular� cohomology spaces of the interior� with arbitrary and compact
supports respectively�

There is also a natural b�de Rham space� Namely one can take the
cohomology of the complex �������

������ Hk
dR�b�X� �

�
u � C��X� b�k�� bdu � �

�
�bdC��X� b�k����

where the notation bd is only brie�y resuscitated for emphasis�

Proposition ���� �	� The b�de Rham spaces of a compact manifold de�
compose canonically


������� Hk
dR�b�X� � Hk��

dR ��X� �Hk
dR�abs�X��

Proof �Brief�� There is an obvious map at the level of forms from
Hk

dR�abs�X� into Hk
dR�b�X� since closed smooth sections of �

kX are natu�

rally closed smooth sections of b�kX� At the level of forms the map from
Hk��

dR ��X� is given in terms of a collar decomposition of X near �X� a

� Unpublished joint result with R�R� Mazzeo�
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boundary coordinate x and � � C��R� with ���� � � and ��x� supported
in the collar by

������� C���X��k��� �  ��
 ��x�
dx

x
�  � C��X� b�k��

At the level of cohomology these maps give �������� The inverse to �������
is given by contraction with x���x � bT�XX �

Hk
dR�b�X� � � ��
 ��x

�

�x
� �� � Hk��

dR ��X��

���
� b�characteristic classes�

Consider the alterations which must be made to the treatment of charac�
teristic classes in x���� and x���� in the case of a b�metric or a b�connection�
The formul� in x���� are local in nature and so continue to hold when

interpreted as involving b�forms� In particular� with R the curvature tensor
of a b�metric and h an invariant polynomial� h�R� is a well�de�ned smooth
closed b�form on X� which is now a compact manifold with boundary� Ap�
plying Proposition ����� such a form de�nes both an absolute cohomology
class on X and a class on �X� If the metric is an exact b�metric then R is
a smooth form and the second term vanishes� so h�R� de�nes an absolute
cohomology class�
On the other hand observe what happens in the transgression formula

�������� In the case of a general b�metric the form T is a smooth b�form on
F but� because of the presence of d�t�dt� is not necessarily a smooth form�
If the deformation is through exact b�metrics then the connection form is
always smooth� so T will in fact be smooth� In any case it follows that the
characteristic classes give well�de�ned absolute cohomology classes on X�
Thus the �rst term in �In��� is de�ned as the integral over X� a com�

pact manifold with boundary� of the volume form component of AS� given
by �In���� As distinct from the boundaryless case� this does not have di�
rect topological signi�cance� since it does not correspond to a pairing in
cohomology �as absolute cohomology classes pair with relative homology
classes�� In particular under a deformation of the metric the two terms
in �In��� need not be separately preserved� The variation of the �rst
�and hence of the second� can be obtained from the transgression formula�
�������� and Stokes
 theorem� This is discussed in more detail in x�����
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The twisted Dirac operators involved in the APS theorem� as stated in
the Introduction� are de�ned in terms of a spin structure on the manifold�
This is now discussed� as is the more general notion of a Dirac operator
associated to a Cli�ord module with connection� Needless to say these
concepts are extended to the case of compact manifolds with boundary
equipped with b�metrics�

���� Euclidean Dirac operator�

Dirac� wanting to quantize the electron� looked for a �rst�order di�eren�
tial operator with square the d
Alembertian� i�e� the wave operator� This
is just the Laplacian for a metric of signature ������� and one can as
well do the same thing for the ordinary Laplacian� The question is� Does
there exist a matrix�valued constant coe�cient operator

���� g� �
nX
j��

�jDj� Dj �
�

i

�

�xj

such that

���� �g��� � g� �
nX
j��

D�
j � �#

Here the adjoint is the usual matrix adjoint and the operator adjoint with
respect to Lebesgue measure� i�e� D�

j � Dj � Clearly ���� holds if and only
if the matrices satisfy

��� ��j �j � Id� ��j �k � ��k�j � �� j �� k� j� k � �� � � � � n�

In one and two dimensions it is easy to solve ���� If n � �� taking
�� � i gives g� � d�dx� If n � �� then �� � i� �� � �� are � � � matrix
solutions� So for n � � the ,obvious- solution �leading to complex analysis
and hence a good part of nineteenth century mathematics� is

g� � $� �
� �

�x
� i

�

�y

�
�� �g��� � �� � �� �

�x
� i

�

�y

�
� � � �� $� � g�

�
g��

Following Dirac� ��� can be solved with ��� matrices for n � �� Taking
�� � i Id� as seems reasonable� the remaining conditions become

���� ��j � �j � ��j � Id� �j�k � �k�j � �� j �� k� j� k � ��

��
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Thus the remaining matrices are self�adjoint anticommuting involutions� It
is then easy to guess a solution� for example

���� �� �

�
� �
� ��

�
� � �

�
� �
� �

�
� �	 �

�
� i
�i �

�
� i����

Exercise 
�	� Check that these Pauli matrices do solve the problem
����� ���� for n � ��

As will be shown below there is a solution of ����� ���� for n � �k
amongst �k�� � �k�� matrices� Of course having found a solution for any
one n� it works for smaller values� simply by dropping some of the matrices�
Note that the original idea was to �nd g so that g� � � � Id � If �� � i Id
and the �j for j � � satisfy ���� then �� � �i Id and �j also satisfy ����
So setting g� � g��� the operator

g �

�
� g�

g� �

�
satis�es g� � � � Id� g� � g�

It will therefore follow that for n � �k� �k�� there is a self�adjoint solution
of ���� and ���� amongst operators with values in �k � �k matrices �and
no smaller��
The construction of solutions to ����� ���� in general will be through the

Cli�ord algebra� To see how this arises� suppose g is a p� p matrix�valued
operator satisfying g� � � � Id � The symbol of g is a matrix depending
linearly on  � Rn �

��g� �
nX
i��

�i i�

IfMC�p� is the algebra of complex p�p matrices then ��g� is a linear map

���� Rn �  ��
 ��g�� � �MC�p��

such that ��g�� � � ��g�� � � j j� Id �
This must be true for all  � so replacing  by  � � and expanding gives

���� ��g�� � � ��g���� � ��g���� � ��g�� � � �h � �i Id �
This identity� derived for a linear map ����� makes perfectly good sense for
a linear map

���� c � V �  ��
 cl� � � A

if V is a ��nite dimensional� vector space with an inner product h� i and A
is an associative algebra with identity�
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Any linear map� ����� extends to a map from the j�fold tensor product

Tenj�V � � V
j factors	 � � �	 V �
 A�X

ai����ij ei� 	 � � � 	 eij ��

X

ai����ij cl�ei� � � � �cl�ei� ��

Thus such a map extends to the full tensor algebra

���� "c � Ten�V � �
�M
j��

Tenj�V � �
 A�

The identity ���� means that under ���� the ideal

����� ICl�V � �
� X


nite

u	
�
 	 	 �	 � �	 	  	 � �h 	� �	i Id

�
v	�

 	� �	 � V� u	� v	 � Ten�V �
�

should be mapped to zero� Thus the quotient algebra

����� Cl�V � � Ten�V �
�ICl�V �

has the universal property that any linear map ���� satisfying�

����� cl� � � cl��� � cl��� � cl� � � �h � �i Id

extends to an algebra homomorphism

!c � Cl�V � �
 A�

���� Cli�ord algebra�

This makes it natural to study the Cli�ord algebra of V �with inner
product h� i� de�ned by ������ ������ The Cli�ord algebra is �ltered by
the order gradation from the tensor algebra�

���� Cl�k��V � �

���u � Cl�V �� � v �
kM

j��

Tenj�V �� u � �v�

��� �

Thus the order of an element of Cl�V � is the minimum order of a repre�
sentative in the tensor algebra� Note that the relation� ������ equates the

�Many authors use a dierent sign convention� so that the square of an element of V of
unit length is � Id � This corresponds to replacing the matrices �j by i�j �
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symmetric part of an element of order � with an element of order �� Thus
the quotients are naturally identi�ed�

����� Cl�k��V �
�
Cl�k����V � � �k�V �� Ak � Cl

�k��V � �
 �k�V �� � k�

The map here is just the usual total antisymmetrization map� which means
for example that if c�� c� � V then

A��c�c�� � A��
�

�
�c� � c� � c� � c�� � �

�
�c�� c��� � c� � c��

The null space is the ideal generated by  	 � � � 	  �  � � � V�
Let e�� � � � � en be an orthonormal basis of V� As a consequence of �����

the Cli�ord algebra Cl�V � has a basis given by the products in strictly
increasing order�

ei� � ei� � � �eij � i� � i� � � � � � ij � j � �� � � � � n � dimV�

In particular

����� dimRCl�V � � �
dim V �

Thus every element of Cl�V � has order at most n � dimV �

R� Id � Cl����V � � Cl����V � � � � � � Cl�n��V � � Cl�V ��

From ����� the dimension of Cl�V � is equal to that of the exterior algebra

��V �
dimVM
k��

�kV�

In fact the exterior algebra arises as the Cli�ord algebra when the inner
product is taken to vanish identically� From the form of the relation �����

����� Cl����V � � V � �R � Id� � V � Cl����V ��

There is another close relationship between Cl�V � and ��V� namely an
action of Cl�V � on ��V �

����� c � Cl�V � �
 hom���V ��

In ������ the identity is mapped under ����� to the identity whereas

����� cl� � � i �ext� � � int� �� � ��V �
 ��V�
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The contraction or inner product with  � int� �� is de�ned by evaluation on
the vector dual to  �

v� � V �� v��w� � h � wi � w � V�

Then  � �kV can be identi�ed as a totally antisymmetric multilinearmap
and if

�����
 � V � 	 � � � 	 V � �
 R�

int� � � k%�v�� � � � � �� � �k��V�

The exterior product ext� � is just wedge product �on the left� with  �

ext� � �  � �

Exercise 
��� Show� using ������� that the action of the curvature op�
erator of the Levi�Civita connection on the exterior algebra can be written
in terms of the Riemann curvature tensor as

�����
X
ij

dzi � dzj
X
kl

Rijlk ext�dz
k� int�dzl��

Cli�ord multiplication� ������ extends to an algebra homomorphism
����� since� essentially by de�nition� it extends to the tensor algebra� as a
map into the algebra hom���V � and from ������ �����

cl� � � cl� � � ext� � int� � � int� � ext� � � j j��

Thus c projects to ������
So far the coe�cients in the Cli�ord algebra have been real� i�e� the tensor

product in ���� is over R�Even when V itself is real� it is useful to consider
the complexi�ed Cli�ord algebra

����� C l�V � � C 	RCl�V ��
This just arises by taking complex coe�cients in the de�nition of the tensor
algebra and the ideal� Since the coe�cient matrices� �i� are expected to be
complex it is reasonable to consider ������ In any case the structure of the
complexi�ed algebra is simpler�

���� Periodicity�

For each integer k � � let Cl�k� be the Cli�ord algebra generated by Rk
with the Euclidean inner product� so C l�k� is its complexi�cation� Similarly�
MC�r� denotes the complexi�cation ofM �r�� i�e� the algebra of complex r�r
matrices� The fundamental periodicity result is�
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Lemma 
�
� For any k � N
����� C l�k � �� � C l�k�	MC����

Proof� Let  �� � � � �  k�� be the natural basis of Rk��� It certainly su�ces
to show that there is a linear map

Rk�� �
 C l�k�	MC���

which extends to give the isomorphism ������ Since  �� � � � �  k can be taken
as the canonical basis of Rk� it makes sense to de�ne

����  j ��
  j 	 ��� j � �� � � � � k

and for the last two generators to take the other Pauli matrices�

 k�� ��
 Id	�

 k�� ��
 Id	�	�

with the �i �xed by ����� Of course Id � C l�k � �� is to be sent to
Id � C l�k� 	 MC���� Since it is de�ned on the generators this gives an
algebra homomorphism TenC�Rk��� �
 C l�k� 	MC���� To check that it
descends to C l�k � �� consider the generating relations� Certainly from
����

 j 	
�
� �
� ��

�
�  l 	

�
� �
� ��

�
�  j �  l

�
� �
� �

�
j� l � �� � � � � k�

The remaining relations follow from the properties of the Pauli matrices in
����� This gives an algebra homomorphism

����� C l�k � �� �
 C l�k� 	MC����

To see that this map is surjective� notice that o��diagonal elements can
be obtained as follows

�����

e �  k�� ��
 e 	
�
� �
� �

�
o �  k�� ��
 o 	

�
� �
�� �

�
e �  k�� ��
 e 	

�
� i
�i �

�
o �  k�� ��
 o 	

�
� i
i �

�
�




�
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where e is a sum of multiples of products of even numbers of the elements
 �� � � � �  k and similarlyo is a sum of multiples of products of odd numbers
of these basis elements� Similarly the diagonal elements can be obtained
by noting that

�����

e ��
 e 	
�
� �
� �

�
o ��
 o 	

�
� �
� ��

�
e �  k�� �  k�� ��
 e 	

��i �
� i

�
o �  k�� �  k�� ��
 o 	

��i �
� �i

�
�

This also shows the injectivity of the map ������ proving the lemma�

As a direct consequence of this isomorphism

C l��k� � MC��
k������

C l��k � �� �MC��
k��MC��

k�������

Indeed the block decomposition of matrices shows that

MC�r�	MC��� �MC��r� � r�

So to get ����� and ����� it su�ces to observe that

C l��� � MC���

C l��� � C � C �

The �rst of these follows from the proof of Lemma �� The second is given
by the explicit isomorphism

C l��� � span
C

f��  g ��
 span
C

�
� �  

�
�
��  

�

�
�

The proof of Lemma � also shows the importance of considering the
Z��grading of C l�k� �or Cl�k��

����� C l�k� � C l��k�� C l��k��
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where C l��k� and C l��k� are respectively the sums of multiples of products
of even and odd numbers of the generators� More generally

Cl��V � �
�M
k��

Ten�k�V �

��
ICl�V � �

�M
k��

Ten�k�V �

 

Cl��V � �
�M
k��

Ten�k���V �

��
ICl�V � �

�M
k��

Ten�k���V �

 
�

where ����� follows from the fact that ICl is graded� i�e� it is the sum of
its even and odd parts� since the relation in ����� respects parity� It is
particularly important that ����� is a grading of the algebra�

Cl��V � �Cl��V � � Cl��V �
Cl��V � �Cl��V � � Cl��V �
Cl��V � �Cl��V � � Cl��V �
Cl��V � �Cl��V � � Cl��V ��

The Z��grading de�nes� and is determined by� an involution� i�e� a linear
map

RCl � Cl�V ��
 Cl�V �

given by the obvious sign reversal�

RCl � Cl
��V � � Id� RCl � Cl

��V � � � Id �

Next note how the relationship between the two cases ������ ����� can
be understood directly� Suppose that V is a real vector space with a Eu�
clidean inner product� On V �R take the obvious extension of this

h�v� r�� �v�� r��i � hv� v�i� rr��

Then the map� at the level of the tensor algebra

����
TenC��k�V � �  ��
  � TenC��k�V �R�

TenC��k���V � �  ��
 i	 � � TenC��k���V �R��

where � � ��� �� � V �R� projects to an isomorphism

���� C l�V ��
 C l��V �R��

Exercise 
��� Prove that ���� is an isomorphism of algebras�
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���� Cli�ord bundle�

So far a general solution to ����'��� has not been obtained� Before
doing so� consider how to transfer the notions above to a general Riemann
manifold� eventually this will lead to the notion of a �generalized� Dirac
operator� Certainly if X is a Riemann manifold then T �xX is� for each x �
X� a vector space with Euclidean inner product� So Clx�X� � Cl�T �xX��
C lx�X� � C l�T �xX� �xes the real and complex Cli�ord algebra at each
point� These spaces combine into bundles of algebras over X

���� Cl�X� �
G
x
X

Clx�X�� C l�X� �
G
x
X

C lx�X��

If O � O�V � is an orthogonal transformation on V then O extends to
Ten�V � as the sum of the tensor actions� The ideal ICl � Ten�V � is invari�
ant under this action� since hOv�Ov�i � hv� v�i by de�nition� Thus Cl�V �
has a natural O�V ��action consistent both with the inclusion V � Cl�V �
and the algebra structure� i�e�

O �O� � O� � ���

In this way Cl�X� is identi�ed as a bundle associated to the orthonormal
frame bundle�

��� Cl�X� � �F �Cl�N ���O�N �� dimX � N�

As discussed in Chapter � this means that Cl�X� has a natural Levi�Civita
connection�

r � Di���X� Cl�X�� T �X 	 Cl�X���
Notice also that Cli�ord multiplication� de�ned by ������ is consistent with
the O�V � action on ��V� i�e�

cl�O � �O � O�cl� � � ��

This means that the same formula� ������ extends to de�ne Cli�ord mul�
tiplication on the manifold�

C��X� C l�X�� � C��X���X� � ��� � ��
 cl��� �  � C��X���X��

This is a tensorial operation�
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���� Cli�ord modules�

The exterior algebra� ��X� is an example of a Cli�ord module over X�
In general a vector bundle E �
 X is a Cli�ord module� if there is a
pointwise action� i�e� linear map

���� cl� Clx�X� �
 hom�Ex�

such that the resulting tensorial operator is C�� i�e�
C��X� Cl�X�� � C��X�E� �
 C��X�E�� �� e� ��
 cl��e�

Usually the bundle E will be a complex bundle and the action that of the
complexi�ed Cli�ord algebra� By convention the Cli�ord action is assumed
to be non�trivial�
By ������ in the �k�dimensional case� the complexi�ed Cli�ord algebra

is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra� It follows that for any �non�trivial�
Cli�ord action ���� the subspace of invariant elements� E�

x � Ex� is of
dimension dimEx� �k� Choosing a complementary space E��

x on which the
algebra acts �simply by taking the span of the orbit of an element outside
E�
x� gives the decomposition

���� Ex � E��
x �E�

x �� hom�Ex� � C lx	 hom�Cl�Ex��

where hom�
Cl�Ex� � hom�Ex� is the space of linear operators commuting

with the Cli�ord action� Whilst the decomposition of the space is not
unique� that of the homomorphism bundle is� It follows that the corre�
sponding decomposition of the bundle hom�E� is smooth�
Suppose that E has a connection r� The obvious compatibility condition

to demand for r to be a 	Cli�ord connection�
 is

���� rV �cl��e� � cl�rV �e� cl��rV e� � V � V�X��
where rV is the Levi�Civita connection on Cl�X��

Exercise 
��� Show that any Cli�ord module has a Cli�ord connection�
�Hint� See Lemma �����

Lemma 
��� If dimX is even then the homomorphism bundle of any
Cli	ord module over X decomposes smoothly as the tensor product

���� hom�E� � C l�X� 	 hom�Cl�E��
If E has a Cli	ord connection then the curvature operator on E also de�
composes as

���� Khom�E� � KCl 	 Id� Id	Khom�

Cl
�E��

Proof� The identity ���� has already been proved� Applying ������ to
it gives �����

�One should perhaps call these bundles of Cliord modules� but that is too clumsy�
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Definition 
��� If E �
 X is a Cli�ord module over a Riemann man�
ifold X the generalized Dirac operator associated with a connection on E
is

���� gE � �i!c � r � Di���X�E��

given by composing the connection with �i!c where

����� !c � C��X�T �X 	E� �
 C��X�E�� e 	  ��
 cl� � � e�

Notice that by taking a local orthonormal coframe� �j� and the dual
frame with respect to the metric� vj� for TX the de�nition ���� becomes

����� gEe �
X
j

cl��j�rivj �

Exercise 
��� Check directly that ����� is independent of the choice of
orthonormal basis�

The pure imaginary factor is included in the de�nition so that gE is at
least a symbolic square root of the Laplacian� More generally� if E is an
Hermitian bundle� i�e� has a smoothly varying positive�de�nite sesquilinear
inner product on the �bres� then a Cli�ord action is said to be Hermitian
�or unitary� if

cl� �� � cl� � �  � T �X�

Proposition 
�� If E is a Cli	ord module over X then the generalized
Dirac operator satis�es

����� ���gE�� � � cl� � �  � T �X�

If the bundle and Cli	ord action are Hermitian then

���� ���g
�
EgE�� � � j j� �  � T �X

and if the connection is unitary and a Cli	ord connection then gE is self�
adjoint�

Proof� The symbol map is a homomorphism so the symbol of gE is given
by the composite of the symbol of the connection� which is the tensor
product with i � and �i!c� i�e� at  � T �xX

Ex � e ��
 e 	  ��
 cl� � � e
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which gives ������ If E is Hermitian then the adjoint of gE � using the
Riemann density on X� is well de�ned and has symbol given by the adjoint
of the symbol� i�e� cl� ��� If the Cli�ord action is Hermitian this reduces to
cl� � and hence ���� follows from the multiplicativity of the symbol map
and the de�nition of the Cli�ord algebra�
The inner product on E induces a natural inner product on T �X 	 E

given by the usual tensor product formula

h 	 e� � 	 fi � h � �ihe� fi�

This has the property that if  � C��X�T �X� is real and V � V�X� is the
dual vector �eld then

hre�  	 fi � hrV e� fi�

If the connection on E is unitary� i�e� ������� holds� then it follows that the
adjoint of the connection is

����� r�� 	 e� � �rV e � �divV �e�

Here divV is the metric divergence of V de�ned as the di�erence of the
adjoint of V � Di���X� and�V� Similarly if the Cli�ord action is Hermitian
then the adjoint of ����� satis�es

h!c�e�  	 fi � he� cl� � � fi � hcl� � � e� fi�

Thus !c��e��vj� � cl��j�e if �j and vj are dual local orthonormal bases of
T �X and TX respectively� i�e�

!c��e� �
X
i

�j 	 cl��j�e�

Combining this with ������ and using ����� this shows that with respect
to such a basis

g�Ee � i
X
j

r�
vj
�cl��j� � e�

� �i
X
j

cl��j�rvj � e � i
X
j

div�vj� cl��
j� � e� ic

!"X
j

rvj�
j

#A e�

The �rst sum on the right is just gEe� The remaining part vanishes since it
must be independent of the choice of orthonormal basis and the basis can
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be chosen covariant constant at any given point� in which case both div�vj�
and rvj�

j vanish at that point� Thus gE is self�adjoint as claimed�

Particularly in the even�dimensional case it is natural to consider Cli�ord
modules which are graded� Thus the bundle has a decomposition

E � E� � E�

such that

C l�x � E
�
x �
 E�

x � C l�x � E

x �
 E�

x � x � X�

From the formula ����� and Proposition �� one easily deduces�

Corollary� If X is an even�dimensional Riemann manifold and E is
a graded Hermitian Cli	ord module with a connection which is unitary�
Cli	ord and preserves the grading then the Dirac operator is graded in the
sense that

gE �

�
� g�E
g�E �

�
� �g�E�

� � g�E �

��	� Cli�ord bundle of bTX�

The de�nitions above extend directly to the case of a b�metric� Thus
���� and ��� serve just as well to de�ne the Cli�ord bundle� over
any manifold with boundary� associated to a b�metric� now of course with
bClx�X� � Cl�

bT �xX�� The Levi�Civita connection of the b�metric extends
to a b�connection on bCl�X�� If the metric is an exact b�metric then Propo�
sition ��� shows that the b�connection is actually a connection on bT �X�
and hence on Cl�bT �X�� Simply by continuity the consistency condition
demanded of a b�Cli�ord connection should be

br�cl�� � e� � cl�br� � e � cl�� � bre�

Then the proof of Proposition �� applies� essentially verbatim� to give the
b�analogue�

Proposition 
�	�� If E is a Cli	ord module for an exact b�metric on a
compact manifold with boundary� X� the generalized Dirac operator bgE �
Di��b�X�E� satis�es

b���
bgE�� � � cl� � for  � bT �X and if the bundle

and Cli	ord action are Hermitian then b���
bg�E

bgE� � j j� for  � bT �X�
with bgE self�adjoint for a unitary Cli	ord connection�

Exercise 
�		� Go through the proof of this Proposition carefully to
make sure that you understand why this generalization to the b�metrics is
immediate
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Certainly the Corollary to Proposition �� also extends by continuity to
the case of a generalized Dirac operator associated to a graded Hermitian
Cli�ord module over an even�dimensional exact b�manifold when the con�
nection on the module is graded� Cli�ord and unitary� It is not necessary
to assume that the connection is a true connection� only that it is a b�
connection� This is especially convenient because it allows the weighting
discussed in x� to be incorporated in the general case� The assumption that
the metric is an exact b�metric and that the connection is Cli�ord means
that the part of the connection on the Cli�ord factor in ���� will always
be a true connection�

��
� Spin group�

Naturally the question arises as to the existence of Cli�ord modules� One
way these arise is through the notion of a spin structure and the associated
spinor bundles� This leads to the de�nition of 	the
 Dirac operator and more
generally the twisted Dirac operators which appear in the APS theorem of
the introduction� They were introduced in this degree of generality by
Atiyah and Singer ����
The �rst thing to consider is the relationship between the Cli�ord algebra

and the orthogonal group of a Euclidean vector space� Recall that there
is a natural embedding V �
 Cl�V �� Consider the elements of V of unit
length as elements of Cl�V �� The anticommutation relation

 � � � � �  � �h � �i Id�  � � � V

can then be rewritten

�����  � � � ��� � �h � �i � �  � �� j j � ��
since  � � Id � Notice that

"� � � � �h � �i � R��

is the re�ection of � in the plane orthogonal to  � Thus for any  � V� j j � �
����� R�v � v � �h � vi � v � V

is an element of O�V ��
The anticommutation relations amongst these orthogonal involutions are�

����� R� �R� � R�� �R� � "� � R��� j j � j�j � �
as follows directly from ������ Since these are the same relations as �����
�noting that R� � R��� and are the only relations amongst these involu�
tions� it follows that the map

����� f� � V � Cl�V �� j�j � �g �
 O�V �

can be extended multiplicatively� That is� setting

Pin�V � � fa � Cl�V �� a � �� � � � � � �p for some p� �i � V� j�ij � �g
leads to
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Proposition 
�	�� The map generated by ����� is a group homomor�
phism

����� Z � Pin�V � �� O�V �

which is a ��� covering of the orthogonal group� with kernel � Id � Cl�V ��
Proof� First observe that Pin�V � is a group� since it has an associative
product and the inverse of �� � � � �k is just �k � � � ��� Consider ����� another
way� Namely the orthogonal transformation R� can be written

V � v ��
 R�v � �� � v � �� j�j � �� � � V

in terms of Cli�ord multiplication� Indeed if v � a� � b�	� h�� �	i � ��
then

����� � � v � a� b�	 � � �� � � v � � � a� � b�	 � �R�v�

This shows directly that ������ given by ������ is a group homomorphism�
It remains to show that the map Z is surjective and to �nd its kernel�

Any orthogonal transformation can be written as a product of re�ections�
in fact a product of at most dimV re�ections�

Exercise 
�	
� Recall how to prove this� If O � O�V � then O is unitary
�being real O� � Ot � O��� so has a spectral decomposition

O �
X
j

�jPj�

where the Pj are complex projections onto the eigenspaces associated to
the �j� The �j 
s all have modulus � and� since O is real� come in complex�
conjugate pairs� or are real� and similarly for the Pj
s� This decomposes V
into a sum of one and two dimensional orthogonal spaces

V �
M
j

Vj

which O preserves� This reduces the problem to the one and two dimen�
sional cases� where it is easy enough�

If O � R�� � � � � �R�k � with j�ij � �� �i � V� then O � Z
���� � � � �k

�
as is

clear from ������ This shows the surjectivity�
Clearly Z�� Id� � Id � Conversely suppose Z�a� � Id� a � Pin�V �� From

����� this means that if a � �� � � � �k � Cl�k��V �

�� � � � � � �kv � ����kv�� � � � �k � v � V�
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Thus a must satisfy

����� a � v � ����kv � a a � Clk�V ��

Now decompose a into its unique presentation as a sum over the basis of the

subspace of Cl�k��V � of the same parity as k� given by products ei� � � � eil
i� � i� � � � � � il� l � k modulo �� where the ei � V form an orthonormal
basis�

a �
X

l�k mod �

cIei� � � � eil �

Applying ����� for each j� v � ej � shows that cI � � if ir � j for some r�
Thus a � c� Id and then ����� can hold if and only if c� � ��� k � �� This
proves the proposition�

The orthogonal group has two components�

O�V � � SO�V � tO��V �� dimV � ��

where

O � SO�V ��� O � O�V � and det�O� � ��
Since a re�ection has determinant ��� O � SO�V � if and only if it is a
product of an even number of re�ections� Thus� in ������

Spin�V �
def
� Z���SO�V �� � Pin�V � �Cl��V ��

Lemma 
�	�� If dimV � � the group Spin�V � � Pin�V ��Cl��V � is the
unique simply�connected double cover of SO�V ��

Proof� Since SO�V � is connected and Z is a double cover� Spin�V � can
have at most two components�

Exercise 
�	�� Show that SO�V � is connected� Choose an orthonormal
basis of V so that the problem is reduced to V � RN� SO�V � � SO�N ��
Given O � SO�N � let fj � O�ej� be the image of the standard orthonormal
basis� It is easy to check that SO��� is connected� Using a rotation in the
�rst two variables it can be arranged that f� � e�� Similarly a rotation
in the �rst and third variables allows one to arrange f � e�� Thus O is
connected in SO�N � to an element O� such that the corresponding basis
�f ��j � e�� j � �� This means f� � �e�� so by a further rotation in the �rst
two variables it can be assumed that f� � e�� Now proceed by induction�
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To show that Spin�V � is connected it therefore su�ces to check that ��
is connected to �� If  � �� with j j � j�j � �� then

 � � � �  �� � ���

Since� for dimV � �� the sphere is connected� a path  t in V with j tj � ��
 � � ��  � �  � can be chosen and then  t� t� connects � to ��� In fact a
similar argument shows that if dimV �  then Spin�V � is simply connected�
In this case the unit sphere in V is simply connected� Any curve in Spin�V �
can be approximated closely by a curve of the form  ��t� �  ��t� � � � � �  N �t��
where N � dimV or dimV � �� as dimV is even or odd� Each of these
 j�t� are curves on the unit sphere so can be contracted to a �xed element�
Since SO�N � is connected this shows that the double cover

����� Z � Spin�V � �
 SO�V �

is non�trivial� and in fact yields the well�known result that the fundamental
group of SO�V � isZ�� if dimV � �
The spin group of the Euclidean vector space V has been de�ned as a

submanifold of the vector space Cl��V �� so the Lie algebra must be a linear
subspace� In fact

Lemma 
�	�� The Lie algebra of Spin�V � � Cl��V � is the linear span of
antisymmetric products


���� sn�V � � span f  � �  � �  �  � � V g � Cl��V ��

Proof� Let  � V be a unit vector and choose  � �  with j �j � �� Then
setting

�����  s � ��� s��
�
�  � s � � V� j sj � � �� c�s� �   s � Spin�V ��

Moreover  � �  so c��� � Id � Thus the tangent vector at s � � to the
curve c�s� is an element of sn�V �� it is just

c���� �   � �
�

�
�  � �  � � since  �  ��

Taking linear combinations� it follows that the subset of the space on the
right in ���� with  �  � is contained in sn�V �� Since   � �� sn�V �
contains the vector space in ����� The dimensions being the same� this
proves the lemma�
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The double covering ����� gives a canonical identi�cation of the Lie
algebras� so�N � of SO�N � and sn�N � of Spin�N �� Since the former is also
naturally identi�ed with the linear space of antisymmetric real matrices�
���� gives a natural map

so�n� � fAij�Aij � Aji � �� i� j � �� � � � � ng �

span f  � �  � �  �  � � V g � sn�n� � Cl��n��

�����

Lemma 
�	�� The natural identi�cation ����� is

����� Aij ��
 �

�

nX
i�j��

Aij�
i�j�

Proof� Consider the curve ����� in Spin�N � with  � �i and  � � �j� It
has tangent vector �

���
i�j � �j�i� at �� By ����� and ����� its image as

an orthogonal transformation is

v ��
 v � �hv� esies � �hv� eiiei � �hv� esihes� eiiei� es � ��� s��
�
��i � s�j�

The tangent vector at s � � to this curve in SO�N � is just

v ��
 ��vi�j � �vj�i�

This is the correspondence ������

���� Spin representations�

Next the embedding Spin�V � �
 Cl�V � will be used to �nd the spin rep�
resentations� which are representations of Spin�V � but not representations
of SO�V �� In fact ����� already gives a representation of C l�V �� Thus� if
dimV � �k� there is an identi�cation Cl�V � � Cl��k� and then

����� c � C l��k��
MC��
k��

This gives a representation

����� Pin�V � �
 GL��k� C �� dimV � �k�

Moreover ����� must be irreducible� since the C �linear span of Pin�V � is
C l�V � which certainly has no invariant subspace �by �������
So consider what happens when ����� is restricted to the connected

component of the identity� i�e� Spin�V ��




��� Spin representations ��

Lemma 
�	�� If dimV � �k� the restriction of ����� to the spin subgroup


����� SR� Spin�V � �
 U ��k�

is a unitary representation which is the direct sum of two irreducible rep�
resentations

����� SR� � Spin�V � �
 GL��S�� C �
k

� S � �S � �S�

Proof� From ���� it follows that C l���k� �� C l��k � ��� Then �����
shows that this is isomorphic to two copies of MC��k���� The restriction
of the representation ����� to Cl���k� therefore decomposes into two rep�
resentations� where dim�S � dim�S � �k��� Since the C �linear span of
Spin��k� is C l���k�� it follows that these two representations are irreducible
and ����� holds�
Notice that the combined representation is in fact unitary� This can be

seen directly from the discussion leading to ������ In C l��k� there is a
natural involution� de�ned as the identity on V and � and extended to be
conjugate�linear and product reversing�

� �
X
I

cIei� � � �eij �� � �
X
I

$cIeij � � �ei� �

From ����� and ����� it follows that the isomorphism ����� is a ��
isomorphism� with the usual adjoint operation on MC���� Since the ele�
ments of Spin�V � are unitary� in the sense that S� � S�� if S � Spin�V ��
the representation ����� is unitary�

The odd�dimensional case is even simpler�

Lemma 
�	� If V � R�k�� the restriction of the representation

����� C l��V ��
 C l��k��
 hom�C �
k

�

to Spin�V � is an irreducible unitary representation�

Proof� The �rst identi�cation in ������ given by ����� is a ��isomor�
phism� so restriction to Spin�V � gives a unitary representation� Since
Spin�V � spans C l��V �� which is to say MC��

k�� over C the representation
is necessarily irreducible�

Alternatively the spin representation in the odd dimensional case� V �
R�k��� can be obtained from ���� as the identi�cation

C l�V ��
 C l���k � ���
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allowing either of the spin representations of Spin��k��� to be restricted to
Spin�V � where they give equivalent irreducible representations� also equiv�
alent to that above� This is discussed in more detail in x�� below�
These two lemmas �x the spin representations of Spin�Rn� and solve the

problem posed at the beginning of this chapter� Namely if n � �k the
�k�� � �k�� matrices

�j � i SR���j���� j � �� � � � � �k

de�ned by the representation satisfy ����� with �� � i Id � This gives g�

de�ned by ���� satisfying ����� In fact� just taking the �i to be SR���i�
gives a solution of ���� As the notation indicates the representation of
the Cli�ord algebra in ����� is generally written as Cli�ord multiplication�

cl�� � hom�S��  � C l��k��

Then the full Dirac operator can be written

g �
�kX
j��

cl��j�Dj �

Exercise 
���� Check that g� � � Id �

��� Spin structures�

To transfer this construction to a Riemann manifold requires the intro�
duction of the notion of a spin structure� As discussed in x���� an orienta�
tion on X corresponds to a reduction of the structure group of the coframe
bundle to SO�N �� Similarly one can ask when the bundle of oriented or�
thonormal frames can be extended to a principal Spin�N ��bundle�

Definition 
��	� A principal Spin�N ��bundle which is a double cover
s � sF �
 oF is called a spin structure if the Spin�N � action is consistent
with the SO�N � action� i�e� if A � Spin�N � and ��A� � SO�N � is its image
then the diagram

�����

sFx w

A

u

s

sFx

u

s

oFx w

��A�
oFx

commutes�




�� Spin structures ��

Exercise 
���� Recall� for example from ����� the de�nition of the Stie�
fel�Whitney classes wi � Hi�X�Z�� of �the tangent bundle of� an oriented
manifold� Show that the existence of a spin structure on X is equivalent
to the vanishing of w��

The fact that the covering map� s � sF �
 oF� is discrete means that
the Levi�Civita connection on F� which certainly restricts to oF when the
manifold is oriented� lifts to a unique� compatible� connection on sF� The
compatibility condition is just the requirement that the image of the con�
nection on sF be that on oF under s��
The existence of a spin structure on X allows the spin bundles to be

de�ned as bundles associated to the principal Spin�N ��bundle sF� Thus the
�bre at any point x � X is just

���� Sx � �sFx � S�N �� � SR� N � dimX�

where SR� Spin�N � �
 hom�S�N �� is the spin representation on S�N ��
That is�

S � �sF � S�N �� � SR

is a complex vector bundle over X of dimension �k where n � �k or n �
�k��� In the even dimensional case the splitting of the spin representation
gives a global splitting of the bundle�

����� S � �S � �S� dimX � �k�

Since the spin representations are unitary the spin bundles are Hermitian�
i�e have a natural positive de�nite Hermitian form on their �bres�
The Levi�Civita connection on sF �X� induces a connection on the spin

bundles� and this connection is unitary� It is also clear that the spin bundles
are Cli�ord modules� Certainly the spin group Spin�T �xX� acts on each �bre
Sx and by de�nition the spin representation extends to a representation
of Pin�T �xX� and to a representation of C l�T

�
xX�� Indeed this is how the

spin representations were de�ned in the �rst place� It is important to
notice for later reference that� again directly from the de�nition� in the
even�dimensional case the action of C l�T �xX� on Sx actually gives all linear
transformations�

Lemma 
��
� If X is an even�dimensional spin manifold then

����� C l�T �xX� �
 hom�Sx� � x � X

gives an isomorphism of the Cli	ord bundle and the homomorphismbundle
of the spinor bundle�
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This is a special case of Lemma ���

����� Cli�ord connections�

The spin bundle of a manifoldwith spin structure is an Hermitian Cli�ord
module� To see that the Levi�Civita connection on it is a unitary Cli�ord
connection it remains only to show that ���� holds� This follows directly
from the de�nitions� since if  � C��X���� and s � C��X�S� are both
covariant constant at a point p then so is cl��s� Using these examples we
can now easily prove�

Lemma 
���� Any Cli	ord module over an even�dimensional manifold
has a Cli	ord connection and any Hermitian Cli	ord module has a unitary
Cli	ord connection�

Proof� Suppose �rst that X is even dimensional� Lemma �� and �����
can be used to decompose the given Cli�ord bundle as a tensor product
S 	 G locally near any point� with S the spin bundle for a spin structure
near that point� This shows that there is always a Cli�ord connection
locally� superposition using a partition of unity gives a globally de�ned
Cli�ord connection� If the Cli�ord bundle is Hermitian this also allows the
connection to be chosen unitary�

Exercise 
���� Extend Lemma ��� to the odd�dimensional case�

For later computations it is also useful to have an explicit formula for
covariant di�erentiation of sections of the spin bundle� analogous to ������
for ��forms and its extension to higher forms in Exercise ����� Let �i be
an oriented local orthonormal coframe� i�e� a local orthonormal basis of
T �X which de�nes a local section of oF� and let vi be the dual orthonormal
basis of TX near some point p� Then de�ne� by analogy with ������� the
Christo�el symbols for this frame by

����� rvi�
j � �

NX
k��

�jik�
k�

Suppose f i is a local section of sF which covers �i� there are two possible
choices by ������ Then a section s � C��X�S� of S� the spinor bundle� is
locally reduced to map a sf into S�N �� the spinor space forRN by de�nition
in �����

Lemma 
���� With this notation for a section s of the spinor bundle

����� �rvis�f � visf �x�� �
�
.i�x�s� .i�x� �

NX
k�j��

�kij�
j�k�

where .i�x� � Clx acts by Cli	ord multiplication on the �bres of S�




�	�� Clifford connections ��

Proof� It su�ces to prove ����� at each point p� If the basis �i happens
to be covariant constant at p then the Christo�el symbols vanish at that
point� the spin frame f i is also covariant constant and so ����� holds at
p� In general a frame �i equal to �i at p and covariant constant at p can
always be found� Indeed

�i �
nX
j��

Oij�x��
i� Oij � �ij � Aij�x��

where Aij�p� � �� The associated frame of sF

gi �
nX
j��

Oij�x�f
j is covariant constant at p�

Thus if sf � is the map into S�N � representing s with respect to this frame
then

�rvis�f � � visf � �

Since Oij�p� � �ij

�rvia�f �p� ��rvis�f � �p� � visf � �p�

�vi �SR�O�x��sf � �p� � visf �
�

�
Gisf �

Here Lemma ��� is used to write the action of the Lie algebra� so

G �
X
pq

Gpq�
p�q

is acting by Cli�ord multiplication� where Gi
pq � viApq � To �nd the Gi

ij in
terms of the Christo�el symbols� simply use the same computation for the
connection on T �X �

rvi 
j�p� � rvi�

nX
k��

Ojk�
k�p� �

nX
k��

�viOjk��
k�p� �

X
k

viAjk�
k�

Comparing this with ����� gives the formula ������

As a direct consequence of this computation we can deduce a formula for
the curvature of the Levi�Civita connection on the spin bundle�
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Lemma 
���� For the Levi�Civita connection on the spin bundle on a
spin manifold

����� KS�v� w� � ��
�
clR�v� w��

����� Twisted Dirac operators�

De�nition �� �xes the Dirac operator g � Di���X�S� whenever X is
a spin manifold� i�e� an oriented Riemann manifold with spin structure�
This operator is often considered to be the Dirac operator� More generally
suppose that E is any other C� Hermitian bundle over X with a unitary
connection� Then on the bundle S 	 E there is both a unitary connection
and a Cli�ord action �acting purely on S�� Again using De�nition �� this
gives the 	twisted Dirac operator
 gE � Di���X�S 	E��

Proposition 
���� The twisted Dirac operator on a compact spin man�
ifold �without boundary�� X� for an Hermitian coe�cient bundle� E� with
unitary connection is a formally self�adjoint operator which� if the dimen�
sion is even� decomposes into a sum


����� gE �

�
� g�E
g�E �

�
� dimX � �k�

where
g�E � Di���X��S 	 E�S 	 E��

Proof� The self�adjointness is a special case of Proposition ��� If dimX
is even then the connection restricts to �S since both are associated bundles
to the spin bundle� The connection is therefore graded and the Corollary
to Proposition �� applies�

����� Spin structure for a b�metric�

Finally having de�ned the notion of a twisted Dirac operator on a spin
manifold consider the case of a b�spin manifold� Thus let X be a compact
manifold with a b�metric� Again the orientability of X is equivalent to the
existence of a subbundle

b
oF � bF� with structure group SO�N ��

Further consider the existence of a b�spin structure� meaning a principal
Spin�N � bundle which double covers b

oF and is consistent with it� as in
������

Exercise 
��� Show that a b�spin structure exists if and only if a spin
structure exists in the ordinary sense�




�	
� Boundary behaviour ��

The Levi�Civita connection� a b�connection� lifts to a connection on the
spin frame bundle which will be denoted b

sF� Of course over the interior
of X these notions just reduce to those discussed above� Thus the Dirac
operator� or more generally the twisted Dirac operator for a coe�cient
bundle E with b�connection� is de�ned as a di�erential operator over the
interior of X� More precisely

Lemma 
�
�� The twisted Dirac operator gE for a bundle with b�connec�
tion over a b�spin manifold is an element of Di��b�X�S 	E��

Proof� As in De�nition ��� ibgE is just the composite of the b�connection
and Cli�ord multiplication�

br � C��X�E� �
 C��X� bT �X 	 E�� br � Di��b�X�E� bT �X 	E�

!c � C��X� bT �X 	 E� �
 C��X�E�� e 	  ��
 cl� � � e�
Exercise 
�
	� Show that for any Hermitian bundle� E� with unitary b�
connection over a b�spin manifoldX �compact with boundary� the twisted
Dirac operator de�nes a formally self�adjoint element bgE � Di��b�X�S	E�
with a splitting ����� if the dimension is even�

The general case considered in Chapter � is covered by the following
consequence of this discussion�

Lemma 
�
�� Let E be an Hermitian Cli	ord bundle over a compact
manifoldwith boundary with an exact b�metric� Suppose further that E has
a b�connection which is Hermitian and Cli	ord� Then the Dirac operator in
the sense of De�nition �� is a self�adjoint element of Di��b�X�E�� If E �
E� � E� is graded� the manifold is even�dimensional and the connection
preserves the Z��grading then the Dirac operator is of the form ������

����� Boundary behaviour�

It is of fundamental importance to examine the behaviour of the Dirac
operator at the boundary�
First note that there is no completely natural way that a general b�

connection induces a connection on the boundary� This corresponds to
T�X being a quotient of bT�XX rather than a subbundle� However an exact
b�metric �see Exercise ���� gives an embedding �as the orthocomplement to
x�x� T�X �
 bT�XX which induces a Lie algebra homomorphism on
the spaces of sections� so bT ��XX �
 T ��X can be taken as orthogonal

projection� If V � C���X�T�X� let eV � C���X� bTX� be the image of
V� Then if br is a b�connection on some bundle E set

rV e � breV e� e � C���X�E��
This de�nes the induced connection on �X� corresponding to the choice of
an exact b�metric�
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Exercise 
�

� Check that if br is actually a true connection this in�
duced connection on the boundary is the usual one� More generally show
that a di�erent choice of exact b�metric changes the induced connection by
a homomorphism �cf� �������

d� 	 brx���x� � � C���X��
As in ����� the action of gE can be written in terms of any local or�

thonormal frame� vj and dual coframe �j �

����� gEu � �i
X
j

cl��j�brvju�

Recall that over the boundary the spin bundle in the even dimensional case
splits as the direct sum of two copies of the induced spin bundle� In fact
using the identi�cation ���� of the Cli�ord algebra over the boundary
with the positive part of the Cli�ord algebra of the manifold� restricted to
the boundary

����� Cl��X� �
 Cl��X X� �j ��
 i�j � dx
x

�

the spin bundle over the boundary� S�� can be identi�ed with
�S��X �Denote

this identi�cation
M� �

�S��X �
 S��

Then the other half of the spin bundle can be identi�ed with S� through
Cli�ord multiplication�

M��
� � � cl�idx

x
�M��

� � S� �
 �S��X �

Thus M��
� M� � �i cl�dx

x
�� As an operator on �S��X one then �nds

M�g�M
��
� �

nX
j��

i cl��j� cl�
dx

x
�rivj � N � n� ��

Lemma 
�
�� With these identi�cations� the restriction to the bound�
ary of the twisted Dirac operator g�E for an even�dimensional exact b�spin
manifold and coe�cient bundle with �true� connection is given in terms of
the twisted Dirac operator for the induced spin structure and connection
on the boundary by

����� �gEu���X �

�
� M��

� g��EM�

M��
� g��EM� �

�
�u��X�

for all u � C��X�S 	 E��




�	�� Dirac operators of warped products �

Proof� As usual the orthonormal basis should be chosen with �rst element
reducing to x�x at the boundary� The assumption that the connection on
E is a true connection means that brx�x vanishes at �X and then �����
follows directly from ����� and ������

In the case of a general b�connection on E formula ����� becomes

���� �gEu���X �

�
� M��

� g��EM�

M��
� g��EM� �

�
�u��X� �

Indeed the same approach works in the case of a graded Hermitian module�
De�ne

E� � E�
��X �

with Cli�ord action given by ������ Then the b�connection induces a con�
nection on E� and�

Corollary� The same result� ����� holds for the case of the general�
ized Dirac operators in Lemma ���� provided g��E is the generalized Dirac
operator induced on the boundary Cli	ord module E��

Exercise 
�
�� Check the details of the proof of this corollary�

Later this result will be extended somewhat� once the indicial homomor�
phism has been de�ned� to arrive at the �rst two parts of �In����

����� Dirac operators of warped products�

We proceed to compute the form of the Dirac operator on a warped
product� as considered in x�����
Consider the product case� Thus suppose that M is an odd�dimensional

spin manifold� with metric h and spinor bundle S�� and consider the even�
dimensional manifold X � S��M with the product metric d�� � h� The
discussion in the preceding two sections applies with minor changes� So
X has a spin structure the spinor bundle of which can be identi�ed with
S��S�� whereM� �

�S � S� is regarded as an equality andM� �
�S �
 S�

is given by M� � �iM� cl�d��� Cli�ord multiplication� cl�� on S� and
S � �S � �S are related as in ������ i�e�

����� cl���� � �i cl�d�� cl����

where in the right � � T �M is regarded as a ��form on X� The Dirac
operator on X then becomes

����� g �

�
� i
�i �

�
�

i

�

��
�

�
� �
� �

�
g��
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To generalize this formula to the metric ������ we �rst need to identify
the spin bundle over X with the bundle in the product case� To de�ne the
spin structure for the metric g� the orthonormal coframe bundle of g can be
identi�ed with that in the product case� If the �i for i � �� � � � � �k�� are a
local orthonormal frame for h onM then d�� �i is a local orthonormal frame
for X with the product metric and d�� e��i an orthonormal frame for g�
This gives a local identi�cation of the orthonormal coframe bundles� since it
is independent of the choice of the �i it extends globally� This identi�cation
extends to de�ne a spin structure for g by identifying the spin �structure�
bundle of it with the product case� Since the spinor bundles are associated
bundles of these principal bundles they too are identi�ed� Thus the Dirac
operator for the metric g acts on the same bundle as ������ so the two
operators can be compared�
To �nd the form of the Dirac operator we simply compute expressions

for Cli�ord multiplication ecl and covariant di�erentiation� er� for the metric
g� on the bundle S � S� � S�� Since Cli�ord multiplication is de�ned
algebraically

�����
ecl��� � cl�e����� � � C��M �T �M ��ecl�d�� � cl�d���

Now consider a point p � M and �x local coordinates zj near p for which
the di�erentials are orthonormal at p and covariant constant there� all with
respect to the metric h� Then combining ����� and �����

�����

er��s �
�s

��
� �k � �

�

��

��
e���s

erjs � rjs �
�

�

��

��
e� cl�dzj� cl�d���

Inserting these formul� into the de�nition of the Dirac operator gives�

Lemma 
�
�� With the identi�cation above of the spinor bundle for the
metric ������ on X � S� �M with the spinor bundle in case � � � the
Dirac operator becomes

����� eg � � � i
�i �

��
�

i

�

��
� F ���

�
� e��

�
� �
� �

�
g��

where F ��� is a function of ��

This formula is used in Chapter � in the proof of the absolute convergence
of the integral de�ning the eta invariant�

Exercise 
�
�� Show that

����� F ��� �
i��k � ��

�

��

��

�
e��� � ���



Chapter �� Small b�calculus

The next major topic is the calculus of b�pseudodifferential operators�
since this allows the analytic properties of elliptic b�di�erential operators
to be examined� The treatment starts very geometrically� In particular
Figure � of Chapter � will be explained� Recall from ������ and ������ that
the kernels of the inverses of operators such as bg��

bg��� can be expected
to be simplest when expressed in terms of the singular coordinates �������
In the one�dimensional case this is rather a minor issue� In the higher�
dimensional examples of interest here it is more signi�cant� as there will
be a countably in�nite superposition of terms like ������� with di�erent
constants c� To handle these systematically the properties of the coordinate
change ������ will be examined with some care�

���� Inward�pointing spherical normal bundle�

Let X be a compact manifold with boundary� The �rst goal is to de�ne
X�
b � obtained from X� by the introduction of singular coordinates� so that

x� x�

x� x�
� C��X�

b ��

with x and x� are de�ning functions for the boundary of X lifted from the
respective factors� x from the left and x� from the right� The space will
come equipped with a surjective smooth blow�down map

����� �b � X
�
b �
 X��

To construct X�
b as a set �i�e� independent of the choice of coordinates�

assume that �X is connected and consider

����� B � �X � �X � fx � x� � �g � X��

This is the manifold which should be replaced by a bigger set in which
some information concerning the direction of approach to B is included�
Directions are associated to curves� so consider all C� curves with only
their endpoint on B and which are not tangent to B at that point�

���� ! � ��� �� �
 X�� !�t� � B �� t � �� !���� �� T����B�

This space� although not linear� has a natural topology as a subspace of
the space of all C� curves in X�� corresponding to uniform convergence of
all derivatives on compact subsets of coordinate patches�

��
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The equivalence relation placed on these curves is�

!� � !� �� !���� � !���� � p� !����� � a!����� �mod TpB�� a � R��

This identi�es two curves if they correspond to the same end point� in
B� and have derivatives at that point which are multiples� up to a term
tangent to B� Thus the set of equivalence classes is the inward�pointing
unit �or really spherical� normal bundle to B �

����� S�Np�B� � f! in ����� !��� � pg��

and then
S�N �B� �

G
p
B

S�Np�B�

gives a bundle over B with �bre di�eomorphic to ���� ���This will be proven
directly by constructing coordinates on S�N �B��

Lemma ��	� If x � C��X� is a de�ning function for �X and !x � ��Lx�
!x� � ��Rx denote its lifts to X� from the left and right factors then for any
curve ���� the limit

����� � ��!�� � lim
t��

!�
�
!x� !x�
!x� !x�

�
exists and depends only on �!� � S�N �B�� This function gives an identi��
cation

����� S�N �B� � �!� ��
 �p � !���� � ��!��� � B � ���� ���
Another choice of x determines� through ������ a di	eomorphism of the
form

����� B � ���� �� � �p� � � ��

�
p� � � �

A�p� � �

� �A�p��

�
� B � ���� ���

where A � C��B� is given by

����� A�p� �
a�y� � a�y��

a�y� � a�y��
� p � �y� y�� � �X � �X� � � a � C���X��

Proof� If !x and !x� are the elements in C��X�� indicated then at each
point p � B� d!x and d!x� are linear coordinates in the two dimensional
space NpB � TpX

��TpB� By de�nition� in ������

S�Np�B� � f� �� v � NpB� d!x�v� � �� d!x��v� � �g�R��
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Figure �� The spherical normal �bre�

Thus there is an identi�cation

S�Np�B� � fv � NpB� d!x�v� � �� d!x��v� � �� d!x�v� � d!x��v� � �g�

With this identi�cation the function ����� is just � �v� � d!x�v��d!x��v� �
���� ���Under change of the de�ning function from x to $x � a�y�x�O�x���
� � a � C���X�� the new function ����� is

� � � lim
t��

!�

�
!$x� !$x�

!$x� !$x

 
�

a�y��� � � �� a�y����� � �

a�y��� � � � � a�y����� � �
�

This gives ����� and ������

Thus not only does S�N �B� have a C� structure� given by ������ but
the �bres have a projective structure� Indeed if  � ���� �� then

����� M	 � S�N �B� �
 S�N �B�� M	� �
� �

� � �

is independent of the choice of projective coordinate �� since

� � �
A � �

� � A� �
�� � � �

� � � �
�

A�M	�

� � AM	�
�

Using the coordinate

������ s �
� � �

�� �
� ����� on S�N �B�n��S�N �B��

the action ����� becomes

s ��
 �s� � �
�� 

� � 
� ������

That is� the interior of each �bre of S�N �B� has a natural ������action�
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Figure �� �b � X�
b �
 X��

���� The b�stretched product�

If �X is connected the b�stretched product is obtained by replacing B by
S�N �B� in X�� i�e�

X�
b � S�N �B� t �X�nB��

This is certainly well�de�ned as a set and ����� arises by letting �b act as
the identity on X�nB and taking it to be the projection from S�N �B�
to B� �b��!�� � !��� � B� It remains to show that X�

b has a natural C�
structure with respect to which �b is C�� Fix the topology on X�

b by noting
that each curve ! in ���� de�nes a map

!! � ��� �� �
 X�
b � !!�t� � !�t�� t � �� !!��� � �!��

A subset U � X�
b is open if it meets X� n B and S�N �B� in open sets

and provided that whenever ! is a curve� as in ����� such that !!��� � U
there exists 
 � � and a neighbourhood of ! amongst such curves for which
!��t� � U for all � � t � 
 and for all curves � in the neighbourhood� It
would actually be enough to take the C� topology on curves to get the same
topology on X�

b � Notice in particular that the function � � �!x � !x����!x�
!x�� on X�nB� extended to S�N �B� by ������ is in C��X�

b �� Then de�ne
C��X�

b � � C��X�
b � as consisting of those functions which can be expressed

locally near each point of S�N �B� in the form F ��� !x� !y� !x�� !y��� with F a
C� function� i�e� C��X�

b � is generated locally by � and ��bC��X��� As in
the discussion above� under a change of de�ning function to $x � a�x� y�x�
� � a � C��X�� � is transformed to

$� �
A�!x� !y� !x�� !y�� � �

� �A�!x� !y� !x�� !y���
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b ��

where

A�!x� !y� !x�� !y�� �
a�!x� !y�� a�!x�� !y��

a�!x� !y� � a�!x�� !y��
�

Thus $� � C��X�
b � and the de�nition is indeed independent of the choice

of x� As illustrated in Figure � there is a neighbourhood of S�N �B� in X�
b

of the form ���� ��� ��� 
� � �X � �X� In fact for any boundary de�ning
function x � C��X� the set G � f!x � !x� � 
g is� for small 
 � �� such a
neighbourhood� The functions � and !x� !x� on G give the desired decom�
position� It follows that X�

b is a compact manifold with corners �just as
is X�� with the blow�down map� �b in ������ C�� The construction of X�

b

from X� by blowing up B in ����� is a special case of the general process
of �real� blow�up of a submanifold� In the notation of ��� or ���

X�
b � �X

��B�

but the general construction is not needed here�
So far the construction has been carried out under the assumption that

�X consists of one component manifold� If the boundary has several com�
ponents�

������ �X � Y� t Y� t � � � t Yr

then set

������ B �
rG

j��

�Yj � Yj� � �X � �X�

The b�stretched product X�
b is de�ned by blowing up B� i�e� by blowing up

each of the components of B in �������

Exercise ���� Make sure that you understand that 	blow�up
 is just the
introduction of polar coordinates around the submanifold� In particular
check that r � �!x���!x����

�
� and � � arctan�!x�!x�� are C� functions on X�

b �
How would you express the naturality of the C� structure on X�

b from this
point of view� i�e� what would you have to do to prove it#

���� Submanifolds of X�
b �

It is important to gain a clear understanding of the geometry of X�
b �

which will be the carrier for the Schwartz kernels of the operators in the
b�calculus� The boundary hypersurfaces of X�

b will be denoted lb� rb and
bf� where

����� bf�X�
b � � S�N �B�
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is the 	new
 or 	front face
 replacing B� The left and right boundary faces�
lb and rb� are just the 	old
 boundary faces�

������ lb�X�
b � � cl

�
���b ��X �

�

X�
�
� rb�X�

b � � cl
�
���b �

�

X � �X�
�
in X�

b �

Notice that �X �
�

X � ��X �X� nB� The lift is de�ned in this way� as the
closure in X�

b of the part of the submanifold �in this case lb�X
�� � �X�X�

outside B� rather than just the preimage because

���b �lb�X��� � bf�X�
b �  lb�X�

b �

and the front face is not to be thought of as part of the left boundary�
Indeed the main idea is to separate the left and right boundaries� Observe
that �provided �X is connected�

lb�X�
b � � rb�X�

b � � ��
There is another submanifold of primary importance in the analysis of

di�erential operators� namely the diagonal

* � f�p� p� � X�� p � Xg � X�

The lifted or b�diagonal is de�ned� as in ������� by setting

������ *b � cl��
��
b �*nB�� in X�

b �

Lemma ��
� The lifted diagonal is an embedded� closed submanifold of
X�
b which is di	eomorphic to X under �b and which meets the boundary

of X�
b only in bf�X�

b �� which it intersects transversally�

Proof� Of course in X�nB nothing has been changed� so it is only nec�
essary to consider a neighbourhood of bf�X�

b �� From the de�nition of � �
�!x � !x����!x � !x�� in X�nB it follows� by continuity� that � � � on *b�
Similarly !y � !y� on *b for any local coordinates in X� This gives dimX
independent de�ning functions and shows that *b is an embedded sub�
manifold� The local coordinates x� y lift to local coordinates !x� !y on *b� so
�b � *b �
X is a di�eomorphism� Notice that

bf�X�
b � � fr � �g� r � !x� !x� � C��X�

b ��

Since dr � �d!x on *b is non�vanishing�

bf�X�
b � t *b �

f�!� � S�N �B�� � ��!�� � �� p � !��� � *�X � �X � �Xg�
This also completes the explanation of Figure � in Chapter ��
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���� Lifting vector �elds�

What has been accomplished by the introduction of X�
b # Later it will

be seen to lead to a simpli�cation of the Schwartz kernels of b�di�erential
operators and this simple characterization makes the de�nition of the b�
pseudodifferential operators reasonably obvious� The main step in doing
this is to see what happens to the elements of Vb�X� when they are lifted
to X�� to act just on the left factor� and then are further lifted to X�

b � In
general one cannot lift a vector �eld under a C� map� however�

Proposition ���� Each element of Vb�X�� as a C� vector �eld on the
left factor of X in X�� lifts to a C� vector �eld on X�

b �

Proof� As already observed� near each point of bf�X�
b � the coordinates

������ � �
x� x�

x� x�
� r � x� x�� y� y�

can be used� where �x� y� are coordinates in the left factor and �x�� y�� are
coordinates in the right factor� with x � x� � C��X�� From now on the
rather heavy�handed tilde notation used above to distinguish between a
function on X and the lift to one of the factors of X� will be dropped� A
general element of Vb�X� is of the form

V � �x
�

�x
�
X
j��

j
�

�yj
�

with the coe�cients� l� C� functions in local coordinates� Since the coef�
�cients certainly lift to be C� and the ���yj lift to ���yj only the lift of
x���x needs to be examined� From �������

������ x
�

�x
� x

�

�r
�

�xx�

�x� x���
�

��
�
�

�
�� � � �r

�

�r
�
�

�
��� ���

�

��

which is C�� proving the proposition�
Notice what has happened in ������� The vector �eld x���x vanishes

at lb�X��� i�e� fx � �g� When lifted to X�
b � near bf�X

�
b �� it again vanishes

at lb�X�
b �� but not on bf n lb � Indeed the lifts of the ���yj and x���x are

independent at each point of *b and no non�trivial linear combination of
them is tangent to *b� This can be reexpressed in the form�

Lemma ���� The lift to X�
b of Vb�X� from the left factor of X� is a Lie

subalgebra of Vb�X�
b � which is transversal to *b�
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At each point of *b the normal space is

������ Np�*b� � TpX
�
b �Tp*b� p � *b�

Thus the values at p of the elements of Vb�X� de�ne a subspace of TpX�
b

of dimension equal to that of X� By Lemma ��� this space is transversal to
*b and can be identi�ed with bTqX� where �b�p� � �q� q�� Thus

������ TpX
�
b � Tp*b � bTqX� �b�p� � �q� q�� p � *b�

Combined with ������ this gives�

Lemma ���� The normal bundle to *b in X�
b is naturally isomorphic to

bTX and dually

������ N�*b
�� bT �X�

This turns out to be important in the discussion of the symbol mapping�

Exercise ���� Prove ������ directly� in the spirit of b�geometry �see ���
for more details�� First show that the composite map ��b�L � ��L��b � X�

b �

X� where ��L � X

� �
 X is projection onto the left factor� is a b�map�
meaning that if � is a de�ning function for the one boundary hypersurface
of X then

������ ���b�L�
�� � �

e�bf�
bf �

e�rb�
rb �

e�lb�
lb �

where the �F 
s are de�ning functions for the various boundary hypersur�
faces of X�

b � In this case e�bf� � �� e�rb� � � and e�lb� � �� The reason for
considering such a condition as ������ is that it implies that under pull�back
smooth b�forms become smooth b�forms� In this case

������ ���b�L�
� d�

�
�

d�bf
�bf

�
d�lb
�lb

�

Use this to see �������
Having gone this far it is probably worthwhile to introduce the most

important notion described in ��� for maps between manifoldswith corners�
namely the notion of a b��bration� This will not be used below �but makes
for a much cleaner proof of the composition formula� etc�� For b�maps the
di�erential extends� by continuity from the interior of the manifold� to a
b�di�erential

����� ���b�L�� �
bTpX

�
b �
 bTqX� q � ��b�L�p��
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Indeed this is just the dual statement to the pull�back on bT �X� which
is expressed by ������� There are two properties of ����� which are not
possessed by general b�maps� First

������ The b�di�erential is surjective�

which is easy enough to check� A map with this property is called a b�
submersion� So check that ��b�L is a b�submersion� In addition there is

another� independent� condition satis�ed by ��b�L� Recall that at each point

of q � X�
b �or any manifold with corners� the b�normal space to the bound�

ary is a well�de�ned subspace of bTqX�
b � just given by the values at that

point of the vector �elds which vanish at the boundary in the ordinary
sense �i�e� is spanned by x���x at a boundary point of X�� It is easy to
see that the b�di�erential of a b�map must always map the b�normal space
at any point into the b�normal space at the image� The map is said to be
b�normal if

������ The b�di�erential is surjective as a map between b�normal spaces�

Check that ��b�L has this property too� A b�map with the two proper�

ties ������ and ������� i�e� a b�submersion which is b�normal� is called a
b��bration in ���� Thus ��b�L is a b��bration� Why should you care# Part
of the answer to this can be found in Chapter � �or ����� better� in ��� of
course�� Roughly speaking a b��bration has properties analogous to that
of a �bration� especially as regards the push�forward of distributions�
Check that the blow�down map �b is a b�submersion which is not b�

normal� hence not a b��bration� Give an example of a b�map which is not
a b�submersion but is b�normal�

So far only the lift of Vb�X� from the left factor has been examined�
To avoid accusations of 	handism
 �oddhandedness##� simply consider the
natural involution on X� �

I � X� � �p� p�� ��
 �p�� p� � X��

This �xes each point of B and �therefore� lifts to a di�eomorphism� Ib� of
X�
b � Indeed� in the local coordinates ��� r� y� y

�� near bf�X�
b �

Ib � X
�
b �
 X�

b � I�b � Id� I�b � � ��� I�b r � r� I�by � y��

Of course Ib interchanges lb and rb and shows that the discussion of the
lift from the left extends immediately to the lift from the right�
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Exercise ���� Show that the same isomorphism� ������� arises by using
the decomposition analogous to ������ with Vb�X� the lift from the right
factor�

Exercise ��� Justify the 	therefore
 in parenthesis above by checking
that under the blow�down map of a submanifold �or just for �b� any C�
vector �eld tangent to the submanifold blown�up �in this case B� lifts to
be C� on the blown�up manifold �see also �����

The simultaneous lift from left and right is also something to consider�
If V and W are vector bundles over X let V �W be the exterior tensor
product� namely the bundle over X� with �bres Vp 	Wq over �p� q� � X��
Then it is clear that

bTX � bTX �� bT �X��

is a vector bundle on X� with the property analogous to that for which
bTX was de�ned in the �rst place�

Vb�X�� �
�
V � C��X��TX��V is tangent to rb lb�

�� C��X�� bTX���

Another way of seeing this is to note that the sum of the lifts from left and
right of Vb�X� spans Vb�X�� over C��X�

b ��

Lemma ��	�� The lift to X�
b of Vb�X�� spans

Vb�X�
b � �

�
V � C��X�

b �TX�
b ��V is tangent to lb rb bf�

over C��X�
b � and therefore

������ Vb�X�
b � � C��X�

b �
bTX�

b � with
bTX�

b
�� ��b �

bTX���

Proof� Away from bf�X�
b � there is nothing to show because �b is a dif�

feomorphism there� Consider local coordinates x� y in the left factor and
x�� y� in the right factor ofX and corresponding coordinates ������ near the
front face of X�

b � Then the tangential vector �elds ���yj and ���y�j lift to
the same vector �elds� the lift of x���x is given by ������ and similarly

������ x�
�

�x�
� x�

�

�r
� �xx�

�x� x���
�

��
�
�

�
��� � �r

�

�r
� �
�
��� ���

�

��
�

The sum of ������ and ������ is r���r so the span of the lifted vector �elds
is the same as that of

r
�

�r
� ��� ���

�

��
�

�

�yj
and

�

�y�j
�

Since these vector �elds clearly span Vb�X�
b �� locally� this proves the lemma�
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Exercise ��		� Extend Lemma ��� to show that elements of Di�mb �X
��

lift from X� to X�
b under �b� de�ning a map

������ ��b � Di�
m
b �X

�� �
 Di�mb �X
�
b ��

Show further that the range of this map spans Di�mb �X
�
b � over C��X�

b ��

���� Densities�

The b�stretched product just discussed is the starting point for the de�
scription of the b�calculus on a compact manifold with boundary� i�e� the
calculus of b�pseudodifferential operators� This calculus is designed to in�
clude the generalized inverses of elliptic b�di�erential operators and not too
much more� The term calculus is used to indicate that the b�pseudodiffer�
ential operators do not form an algebra� However� when composition of
two such operators is possible the composite is in the calculus� The �rst
step is to de�ne the small calculus of b�pseudodifferential operators which
is an algebra�
First a few words about densities� and in particular b�densities� As a

general principle� from now on almost all analytic discussion will be carried
out for operators acting on b�half�densities� in order to reduce the book�
keeping overhead associated with bundles� The extension to the general
case is then mainly a matter of notation� Recall that if V is a vector space
of dimension n then the space of s�densities on V is� for s � R�

/sV � fu � �nV � n f�g �
 R�u�t� � jtjsu�� �  � �nV �� t �� �g �
Thus � � /sV is �xed by its value at any one � ��  � �nV � and so
/sV is always a one�dimensional vector space with an orientation� �xed by
u�� � �� Directly from the de�nition there are canonical isomorphisms�

������

/sV 	 /tV � /s�tV � s� t � R
/�V � R

�� /�sV � �/sV ���
Similarly if V and W are any �nite dimensional vector spaces there is a
canonical isomorphism

����� /s�V �W � � /s�V �	 /s�W � � s � R�
this just arises from �n�m�V � �W �� � �nV � 	 �mW � if dimV � n and
dimW � m�
If X is a compact manifold �with or without boundary� then the spaces

/sx � /
s�T �xX�

form C� bundles overX� Note that� being oriented line bundles� the density
bundles are always trivial� Only for s � � is /s canonically trivial�
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Exercise ��	�� Show that

/sX �
G
x
X

/sx

is a bundle associated to the coframe bundle of X�

Most importantly ��densities� usually just called densities with /� de�
noted simply as /� can be integrated� The integral is then a well�de�ned
linear functional

�����

Z
X

� C��X� /� �
 R�

Exercise ��	
� Local coordinates in X induce a basis of T �xX� hence the
basis element �x� � � � � � �xn in �n�TxX�� Show that

jdxjs�a�x� � � � � � �xn � � jajs� s � R

is a local basis element of /sX� Use this to show that ����� can be de�ned
as the Riemann integral in local coordinates� Thus if f � C��X� /� has
support in a coordinate patch� so f � g�x�jdxj in terms of the coordinate
trivialization with g a C� function� then

�����

Z
X

f �

Z
Rn

g�x�dx�

Check that ����� is independent of the coordinate system containing the
support of f and hence that there is a unique functional ����� extending
����� by linearity�

The most important fractional densities here are the half�densities� From
������ there is a product

���� C��X� / �
� � � C��X� / �

� � �
 C��X� /��

This extends to complex sections �i�e� sections of the complexi�ed bundles�
and hence gives a sesquilinear pairing�

����� hu� vi �
Z
X

uv� u� v � C��X� / �
� ��

If C��X� / �
� � is completed with respect to this pairing the result is the

Hilbert space of square�integrable half�densities� L��X� /
�
� �� For example
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the Hilbert�Schmidt operators �which will be useful later� can be easily
described� Thus�

�����

K � L��X�� /
�
� � �� AK � L

��X� /
�
� � �
 L��X� /

�
� ��

AKu�x� �

Z
X

K�x� y�u�y��

Here if � � L��X� /
�
� �

hAKu� �i �
Z
X�

K�x� y���x�u�y� � hK��� ui

using the �fairly obvious� form of Fubini
s theorem

L��X� /
�
� � � L��X� /

�
� � � L��X�� /

�
� ��

This can be generalized to operators on distributions� The pairing ����
invites the de�nition of the space of distributional half�densities as consist�
ing of the continuous linear maps
�����

u � C��X� / �
� � �
 C continuous and linear �� u � C���X� / �

� ��

Here continuity is with respect to the topology of uniform convergence of
all derivatives of the half�density on compact subsets of coordinate patches�
Then the pairing ���� gives an inclusion

C��X� / �
� � ��
 C���X� / �

� �

and in fact the range is dense in the weak topology� For a general vector
bundle� E� over X de�ne

C���X�E� � �C��X�E� 	 /��� �

where E� is the dual bundle� This is consistent with ����� since �/
�
� �
� �

/�
�
� from ������ so �/

�
� �
� 	/ � / �

� �
The general case of a continuous linear operator

����� A � C��X�E� �
 C���Y �F ��

where E is a C� vector bundle over X and F is a C� vector bundle over
Y� is covered by Schwartz
 kernel theorem�
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Theorem ��	�� �Schwartz� The continuous linear maps ����� are in ���
correspondence with the distributions

K � C�� �Y �X�F � �E� 	/�X��� �
where A�
 K if

hAu� �i � hK��� ui � u � C��X�E�� � � C��Y �F ���

Quite straightforward proofs of this result are now available �using the
Fourier transform� see �����

For E � F � /
�
� this simpli�es as in ������ i�e�

�����

n
A � C��X� / �

� � �
 C���Y � / �
� �� continuous and linear

o
�


n
K � C���Y �X� /

�
� �
o
�

The fact that only half�density bundles appear throughout here is one rea�
son for working with them�

��	� The space of pseudodi�erential operators�

Now recall� for later generalization� the de�nition of the space of pseu�
dodi�erential operators on X� �X � �� These spaces were de�ned by
H�ormander in ���� and by Kohn and Nirenberg in ���� although closely
related singular integral operators had been used before� These operators
can be de�ned in terms of their Schwartz kernels� using ������

�����  m�X� /
�
� ��
 Im�X��*�/

�
� ��

On the right is the space of conormal distributional sections of /
�
� of order

m associated to * � X�� In fact Im�Z� Y �E� � C���Z�E� is de�ned
for any closed embedded submanifold Y � Z� any m � R and any vector
bundle E over Z �see ������

Definition ��	�� The space Im�Z� Y �E� � C���Z�E� consists of the
distributional sections of E satisfying

������ K�ZnY � C��Z n Y �E�

and such that in any local coordinates x�� � � � � xp in Z with respect to which
Y � fx� � � � � � xq � �g and on the coordinate patch� O� over which E is
trivial�

������ K�O � ����
�q

Z
Rq

eix
���a�x���  �d �
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where x� � �x�� � � � � xq�� x�� � �xq��� � � � � xp� and a � �a�� � � � � ar�� taking
values in C r where E�O � O � C r � satis�es

������
jD	

x��D


� ai�x

���  �j � C	�
�K�� � j j�m
��j
j�

x�� � K �� O�  � Rq� i � �� � � � � r�
here m� � m � q�� � n��� n � dimZ�

The estimates ������ are the symbol estimates on the amplitude a� intro�
duced in this form by H�ormander ����� It is important that the combination
������� ������ is coordinate invariant� see ����� Thus� given ������� if ������
holds in a covering by coordinate patches it holds in any other coordinate
patch�
There are more re�ned classes of operators than those with symbols

just satisfying the estimates ������� Namely the class of one�step polyho�
mogeneous operators corresponds to symbols having complete asymptotic
expansion with integral step�

����� ai �
�X
k��

aik�x
���  �j jm��k�

Here the coe�cient functions aik are C� in  �� � and homogeneous of
degree zero and the meaning of ����� is that for each N the di�erence

ai��N��x
���  � � ai�x

���  ��
X
k�N

aik�x
���  �j jm��k

satis�es the estimates ������ in j j � � with m� replaced by m� �N� Again
the existence of such an expansion is a condition independent of coordi�
nates�
If Imos �Z� Y �E� � Im�Z� Y �E�� the subspace of one�step polyhomogeneous

conormal distributions� is used in ����� the result is what is often called the
	classical
 algebra of pseudodi�erential operators on a compact manifold�

 mos�X� /
�
� ��
 Imos �X

��*�/
�
� ��

The algebra of pseudodi�erential operators can be considered as the mi�
crolocalization of the algebra of di�erential operators� Thus for k � N

Di�k�X� /
�
� � �  kos�X� /

�
� ��

The kernels of di�erential operators are the smooth Dirac half�densities
supported by the diagonal �as discussed in x����� The passage from smooth
Dirac sections to conormal sections can be viewed as the process of microlo�
calization� It is the space  �os�X� /

�
� � which is to be generalized to compact

manifolds with boundary� by this same process of microlocalization�
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��
� Distributions�

To carry out the generalization� �rst brie�y consider distributions on
these spaces� For a fuller treatment see ���� As before the discussion
is initially restricted to half�densities� but in this case it is preferable to
consider b�half�densities� Thus for any s � R the oriented vector spaces
b/sxX � /s�bT �xX� combine to form the C� bundles

b/sX �
G
x
X

b/sxX�

There is a very simple relationship between these bundles and the bundles of
s�densities in the ordinary sense� which are also well�de�ned over a manifold
with boundary� Namely�

	 � C��X� b/s��� xs	 � C��X� /s��

In particular it follows from this that if

������ +C��X�E� � fu � C��X�E��u vanishes to all orders at �Xg

for any vector bundle E then

������ +C��X� b/s� � +C��X� /s��

Using ������ the integral ����� can be transferred to +C��X� b/�� The
product map ���� also extends to

C��X� b/ �
� �� +C��X� b/ �

� � �
 +C��X� b/�

since if one of the factors vanishes to in�nite order at the boundary so does
the product� Then the pairing ����� extends to

������ C��X� b/ �
� �� +C��X� / �

� � � ��� �� ��

Z
X

���

It turns out to be rather important to note that this bilinear form does
not extend directly to the whole of the product of C��X� b/ �

� � with itself�
since the integral in ����� does not extend directly to all of C��X� b/��
Certainly

C��X� /� � xC��X� b/�

R
X�
 R
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but in general if u � C��X� b/� the local integral diverges logarithmically
near the boundary� This is actually the reason that the trace functional is
not de�ned on the operators in �In���� and why the b�trace functional is
introduced below�
Part of the reason that the b�densities are convenient to deal with is that

there is a natural restriction map� Recall that there is a canonically trivial
b�normal line subbundle bN�X � bT�XX� spanned in local coordinates by
x���x� and the quotient is naturally

bT�XX�bN�X � T�X�

Exercise ��	�� Check that ����� is also valid when V � U is a subspace
in the sense that there is a natural isomorphism

/s�U � � /s�V � 	/s�U�V ��

Thus for any s � R
b/s�XX � /s�X 	 /s�bN�X��

Since the b�normal bundle is canonically trivial� by ������ so is its density
bundle� hence there is a natural restriction map�

������ C��X� b/s� ��X�� C���X� /s��

Exercise ��	�� Show that in local coordinates x� y�� � � � � yn near a bound�
ary point the map ������ is just

������ a�x� y�jdx
x

dyjs ��
 a��� y�jdyjs�

The subspace +C��X�E� � C��X�E� given by ������ is closed� As a
result there are two natural spaces of distributional half�densities�

������
C���X� b/ �

� � �
�
+C��X� b/ �

� �
��
�extendible distributions�

+C���X� b/ �
� � �

�
C��X� b/ �

� �
��
�supported distributions��

The second space includes distributions supported on the boundary� the
second does not� For the most part� only the spaces of extendible distribu�
tions occur below� The pairing ������ gives an identi�cation of C��X� b/ �

� �
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as a subspace of the space of extendible distributions� as in the boundaryless
case�

C��X� b/ �
� � � 	 ��
 	� � C���X� b/ �

� ��

	���� �

Z
X

	�� � � +C��X� b/ �
� ��

As usual there is rarely any point in distinguishing between a C� density
and the distribution it represents�
The corresponding construction for manifolds with corners is also needed

to a limited extent� To avoid a detailed discussion it is enough to note
that they behave locally as products of manifolds with boundary� Then
spaces such as +C��X�E� can be de�ned by reference to any local product
decomposition� For more details see ���� For a general vector bundle E
over a compact manifold with corners� X� de�ne

C���X�E� �
�
+C��X�E� 	 b/�

��
�

This reduces to the �rst case of ������ when E � b/
�
� � The Schwartz

kernel theorem extends readily to manifolds with boundary in terms of
these spaces�

Theorem ��	�� �Schwartz � There is a ��� correspondence between con�
tinuous linear maps

������ +C��X�E� �
 C���Y �F ��
where X and Y are compact manifolds with boundary and E and F are
vector bundles over them� and the space C���Y �X�F � �E� 	 b/��� the
correspondence is given by

������
A �
 K �� hA���i � hK�� � �i

� � � +C��X�E�� � � +C��Y �F � 	 b/��

Actually this result is not really used below� Rather it is of philosophical
importance� since it shows that questions about operators can always be
reduced to questions about distributions� It is worth noting the general
approach to understanding operators that underlies this discussion� As
seen in Chapter �� the kernels of operators related to b�di�erential operators
tend to have rather complicated singularities at the corner of the manifold
X� � X � X� The stretched product X�

b has been introduced� since the
kernels are simpli�ed when lifted to it� Observe that the blow�down map
has the property

������ ���b �
� � +C��X�� b/

�
� ��
 +C��X�

b �
b/

�
� ��

Exercise ��	� Check ������ in local coordinates�
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Therefore� by duality�

����� ���b �� � C���X�
b �

b/
�
� ��
 C���X�� b/

�
� ��

Thus� nothing is gained by blowing up the corner% Of course that is not
the point� The idea is that� by ����� and its extension to sections of other
bundles� one can just as well examine the kernels of operators ������ on X�

b

as on X�� There are 	more
 C� functions on X�
b � so more kernels will be

considered as admissible than on X��
A useful combination of ����� and Theorem ���� in the special case that

X � Y is�

Lemma ����� If E and F are C� vector bundles over a compact manifold
with boundary X then the continuous linear operators

+C��X�E� �
 C���X�F �
are in ��� correspondence with the elements of the space of distributional
sections C���X�

b � ��
�
b �
��F � �E� 	 b/���� where

������ A �
 " �� hA���i � h"� ���b ���� � ��i�

In particular if E � F � b/
�
� � which will be assumed until x����� then

F � �E� 	 b/� � b/
�
� �X��� Moreover it follows from the discussion above

that there is a natural isomorphism �cf� �������

������ ���b �
��b/

�
� �X��� � b/

�
� �X�

b ��

Thus� �nally� operators on distributional densities can be identi�ed with
the lifts of their kernels to X�

b �
������n

AK � +C��X� b/ �
� � �
 C���X� b/ �

� �
o
�


n
KA � C���X�

b �
b/

�
� �
o
�

���� Kernels of b�di�erential operators�

Consider ������ applied to the identity operator on b�half�densities� The
action of the identity is given in local coordinates by

Id��

����dxx dy

���� �� � � Z ��x� x����y � y����x�� y��dx�dy�
����dxx dy

���� �� �

Thus the kernel in the sense of ������ is

������ KId � x���x� x����y � y��

����dx�x�
dy�

dx

x
dy

���� �� �
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By a smooth Dirac section of order �at most� k of b/
�
� � with respect to

*b� is meant " � C���X�
b �

b/
�
� � which has support contained in *b and in

local coordinates takes the formX
p�j	j
k

ap�	�x� y�D
p
s��s � ��D	

y ��y � y��

where the coe�cients are C�� One expression of the utility of X�
b is

Lemma ���	� Under the isomorphism ������ the space Di�kb �X�
b/

�
� � is

mapped isomorphically onto the space of all smooth Dirac sections of order
k� with respect to *b�

Proof� Lifting to X�
b � where only a neighbourhood of *b needs to be

considered� the coordinates x� and x�x� � s can be used� Thus ������
becomes

��s � ����y � y��

����dss dy
dx�

x�
dy�
���� �� �

Writing P � P � Id for a general element of Di�kb �X� b/
�
� � and using ������

it follows that the lift is a smooth Dirac section and conversely that all such
sections arise in this way�

Thus the degeneracy of the kernels on X� is removed by the lift to X�
b �

The space of kernels is then much the same as in the boundaryless case and
the process of microlocalization can be applied directly�

��� The small space of b�pseudodifferential operators�

After all this preparation the �small� space of b�pseudodifferential oper�
ators can now be de�ned�

Definition ����� The �small� space�  mb �X�
b/

�
� �� of b�pseudodifferential

operators of order m� acting on b�half�densities� consists of those continuous
linear operators which under ������ correspond to conormal sections of
order m associated to the lifted diagonal and vanishing to all orders at
lb rb �

������  mb �X�
b/

�
� ��


n
" � Im�X�

b �*b�
b/

�
� ��" � � at lb rb

o
�

Here � means equality of Taylor series at the indicated set�
Often ������ will be treated as an equality� Of course the precise meaning

of the space on the right in ������ still needs to be explained� As noted
in Lemma ���� the lifted diagonal is an embedded C� submanifold� of di�
mension dimX� which meets the boundary of X�

b only at the front face�
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bf�X�
b �� Thus the vanishing conditions in ������ make sense since all ele�

ments of Im�X�
b �*b� b/

�
� � are C� in a neighbourhood of lb rb� this being

disjoint from *b�

So consider this de�nition in a little more detail� The meaning of ������
is that the kernel� "� must have the following properties�

"jX�
b
n�b

� C��X�
b n*b�

b/
�
�

�
������

" � � at lbt rb
"�z� z�� � �����n��

Z
ei�z�z

���a�z�� ��d�jdzdz�j �� near *bn bf������

"�r� �� y� y�� � �����n��
Z

ei���i�y�y
����b�r� y�� �� ��d�d�

�
����drr d�dydy�

���� �� near *b � bf �
������

In ������ z�� � � � � zn and z��� � � � � z
�
n are the same coordinates in the two

factors of X� � X�
b near *bn bf � *n��X�� and in ������ if x� y� x�� y� are

the local coordinates with the usual conventions then � � �x�x����x�x���
r � x�x�� The amplitudes a and b are also required to be symbols of order
m� as in ������� If the symbols have full asymptotic expansion as in �����
then the 	classical
 or one�step polyhomogeneous class results�

������  mb�os�X�
b/

�
� ��


n
" � Imos �X

�
b �*b�

b/
�
� ��" � � at lbt rb

o
�

For the most part the various properties of these conormal spaces �includ�
ing coordinate�invariance� will be taken for granted� since that is precisely
what is covered in a standard treatment of pseudodi�erential operators �on
manifolds without boundary�� A little enlightenment may be gained from
the exercises starting at Exercise ���� below� A safer alternative for the
uninitiated is to consult ���� Chapter ��� or one of many reasonable intro�
ductions to pseudodi�erential operators �for example ���� ������ Another
possibility is �����

����� Symbol map�

One particular property of conormal spaces is that they have symbol
mappings delineating their order �ltrations� Let S�m�

�
bT �X

�
denote the

space of C� functions� on bTXn�� which are homogeneous of degree m�
Summarizing the invariance discussion in the exercises leads to�
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Proposition ���
� The local symbols in ������� ������ together �x the
symbol map� giving a short exact sequence

����� � �
  m��b�os �X�
b/

�
� � ��
  mb�os�X�

b/
�
� �

b�m�
 S�m�
�
bT �X

� �
 ��

Exercise ����� Check that if " is de�ned by ������ or ������� where a
or b satis�es the estimates of ������� then it satis�es ������� �Hint� These
integrals are inverse Fourier transforms� Show that if m � �q � N for
the order in ������ then " is CN � Then use the standard identities for the
Fourier transform of �" and �y � y��j" to show that if j� j� � jy � y�j� �� �
then " is in CN for each N��

Exercise ����� Use Exercise ���� to show that if U � X�
b is a preassigned

neighbourhood of *b and " satis�es ������ ' ������ for some covering of *b

by coordinate patches then " � "� � "�� where "� � C��X�
b �

b/
�
� � satis�es

������ and "� has support in U and still satis�es ������ ' ������ with respect
to the same coordinate covering�

Exercise ����� Use Exercise ���� to show that " satis�es ������ ' ������
for a particular covering by coordinate patches if and only if " � "� � "���
where "�� is C� and "� is a sum of terms� each supported in one coordinate
patch and satisfying ������ or ������ in those coordinates�

Exercise ����� For distributions supported in the coordinate patch check
directly that ������ and ������ are invariant under changes of coordinates
on X�

b which are linear in z� z� or y�y� and � but arbitrary in z� or r and
y�� Show that under such transformations the symbol a or b projects to a
well�de�ned element of S�m��bT �X�� i�e� the leading part is unchanged�

Exercise ����� Finally �this is the trickiest part� show that under coor�
dinate transformations which induce a trivial transformation on N*b the
form of ������ or ������ is preserved and the symbol is �xed in S�m��bT �X��
Now check that you understand where ����� comes from�

The utility of the algebra of pseudodi�erential operators on a compact
manifold without boundary is closely linked to the symbol homomorphism�
This is a map into a commutative algebra �really a family of maps into a
family of algebras� which determines the leading part of an operator� Using
this symbol map one can readily construct parametrices for elliptic opera�
tors� For the �small� calculus of b�pseudodifferential operators there are two
such ,normal homomorphisms�- The �rst� in ������ is a direct extension of
the standard symbol map and has similar properties� The second� indicial�
homomorphismdiscussed below� takes values in a non�commutative algebra
and is therefore somewhat di�erent� Both homomorphisms are involved in
the construction of parametrices�
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����� Elementary mapping properties�

By ����� b�pseudodifferential operators do indeed correspond to linear
operators

������ +C��X� b/ �
� � �
 C���X� b/ �

� ��

but they have much better properties than this� To exploit the properties
of the kernel it is useful to have a representation of its action� as in �������
which uses the lift of the kernel to X�

b � The operator can be written out in
terms of its kernel on X�

������ A��z� �

Z
X

K�z� z����z���

Suppose that � � +C��X� b/ �
� � has support in a small� product� neighbour�

hood of the boundary where x is a de�ning function for the boundary� Then
������ can be written

������ A��x� y� �

�Z
�

Z
�X

K�x� y� x�� y����x�� y��
dx�

x�
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� � x � 
�

where the density factors have also be written explicitly�
In ������ only the properties of the kernel near x � x� � � are involved�

For simplicity assume that

supp�K� � ��� 
�� �X � ��� 
�� �X�

Then the coordinate � from ������ can be used to lift from X� to X�
b �

A��x� y� �

�Z
��

Z
�X

K�x� y� x
�� �

� � �
� y����x

�� �

� � �
� y��

d�

�� ��
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �

Since the lift of the kernel to X�
b is by de�nition

"�r� �� y� y��j d�

�� ��
drdydy�j �� � K�x� y� x

�� �

� � �
� y��jdx

x
dy

dx�

x�
dy�j �� �

this can be written as

������ A��x� y� �

�Z
��

Z
�X

"�
�x

� � �
� �� y� y����x

�� �

� � �
� y��

d�

�� ��
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �
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In the form ������ it can be seen directly how the properties of the kernel
demanded in ������ will be re�ected in the properties of the operators�
However it is usually clearer to look at the kernel as a function of the
improper variables s� x or t� x�� where s is given by �������

s �
� � �

�� �
�

x

x�
and t �

�

s
�

The coordinates s� x fail near rb and lb� bf since s � � at rb and at
lb� bf x � s�lb� where �lb is a de�ning function for lb�X�

b �� has vanishing
di�erential� On the other hand t� x� fail as coordinates at lb and rb� bf � �Of
course in all cases local coordinates y� y� in the two factors of �X are also
needed�� However� by de�nition in ������ the kernel " is C� and vanishes
rapidly at s � � and s ��� which are just lb and rb � Thus s can be used in
place of � in ������ without having to worry about convergence problems�
This leads to the two useful representations�

A��x� y� �

�Z
�

Z
�X

"��x� s� y� y����x�s� y��
ds

s
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �������

A��x� y� �

�Z
�

Z
�X

"���x�s� s� y� y����x�s� y��
ds

s
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �������

where "� stands for the kernel expressed in terms of x� s� y� y�� "�� for the
kernel expressed in terms of x�� s� y� y� and � � +C�c ���� 
���X� b/

�
� �� These

representations will be used immediately to improve �������

Proposition ���� Each A �  mb �X� b/
�
� � de�nes a linear operator

������ A � +C��X� b/ �
� � �
 +C��X� b/ �

� ��

Proof� Divide the kernel of the operator into three pieces� using a C�
partition of unity on X�� Namely

������ A � A� � A� �A�

where A has kernel supported in x � 
� A� has kernel supported in x � �
�
x� � x � 
� and A� has kernel supported in x� x� � �
�
Of the pieces� A� is the most innocuous� since the support of its kernel

does not touch the diagonal in X� and hence it is C� on X� and vanishes
to in�nite order at both boundaries� It is convenient to have a name for
such operators�
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Figure �� Decomposition in �������

Definition ��
�� The maximally residual operators� in  �����X� b/
�
� ��

are those operators with kernels in +C��X�� b/
�
� � � +C��X�

b �
b/

�
� ��

The notation here is a precursor to that for the full calculus in Chapter ��
The �� refers to the absence of any singularity at the diagonal� while the
� means that the kernel vanishes to in�nite order at all boundaries� The
absence of the� otherwise ubiquitous� subscript 	b
 is also no accident� it
refers to the fact that these kernels are characterized directly on X��
Essentially from the de�nition of the action of an operator in terms of

its Schwartz kernel and the spaces involved

������ A �  �����X� b/
�
� ��� A � C���X� b/ �

� � �
 +C��X� b/ �
� ��

Exercise ��
	� Make sure you understand why the mapping property
������ is a necessary and su�cient condition for an operator to be maxi�
mally residual�

Certainly then A� satis�es ������� Slightly more seriously consider A�
Removing another maximally residual term the kernel of A can be sup�
posed to have support contained strictly in the interior� From the de�nition
A is then simply a pseudodi�erential operator� in the usual sense� on the

interior
�
X of X with kernel having compact support in �

�
X��� One of the

standard mapping properties of pseudodi�erential operators is that they
preserve C� and taking into account the support property this means

����� A � C��X� b/ �
� � �
 +C��X� b/ �

� ��

Recall where this mapping property comes from� It is really a result on the
regularity of push�forwards of conormal distributions� More prosaically it
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follows from �and is essentially equivalent to� the fact that if K is a kernel
as in ������ �with compact support� then

������

Z
K�z� z��dz� � C��

Exercise ��
�� Show that ������ follows from ������� the properties of
symbols discussed in the exercises starting at Exercise ���� and integration
by parts�

So �nally consider A�� Here the representation ������ can be used� The
kernel " vanishes to all orders at s � � and rapidly as s �
�� so it follows
that the product

������
"�x� s� y� y����x�s� y�� is C� in js� �j �� �

and vanishes rapidly as s �
� and as s  ��

Indeed� when s �� �� " itself is C� and if s � � then so is ��x�s� y���
Since� by assumption� " vanishes rapidly as s  � so does the product�
the derivatives of ��x�s� y�� being of at most polynomial growth as s  ��
As s �
 � both factors vanish rapidly �since x is bounded�� This rapid
decrease at in�nity compensates for the non�compactness of the domain of
integration� so the integral of ������ in s and y� behaves just as for �������
Thus A�� is C�� Since ��x�� y�� is assumed to vanish with all derivatives at
x� � �� i�e� ��x�� y�� � �x��N�N �x�� y�� the same argument can be applied to

"�x� s� y� y��s�N�N �x�s� y�� and hence it follows that A�� � xNC��X� b/ �
� �

for any N� This proves ������ and therefore Proposition ��

Exercise ��

� Using a �simple� duality argument show that

������ A �  mb �X� b/
�
� � �� A � C���X� b/ �

� � �
 C���X� b/ �
� �

is a continuous linear operator�

Essentially the same argument as used to prove Proposition ���� also
leads to

Proposition ��
�� Each element A �  �b �X� b/
�
� � de�nes a continuous

linear map

������ A � C��X� b/ �
� � �
 C��X� b/ �

� ��

Proof� Using the same decomposition ������ both A� and A have the
property ������ as consequences of ������ and ������ So again it is enough

to consider A�� Notice that +C��X� b/ �
� � is not dense in C��X� b/ �

� � in the
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topology of the latter� but it is dense in the topology of C���X� b/ �
� ��

Thus the de�nition of the map in ������ follows from ������� Explicitly this
convergence follows by taking

�n�x� y� � ��nx���x� y�� � � C���������
�

��t� � �� t � �

��t� � �� t � �
� �

Inserting �n into ������ the integral remains� for x � �� absolutely conver�
gent as n �
�� Thus the remainder of the proof of Proposition ���� can
be followed since the rapid vanishing of � is only used at the very last step�
Thus ������ holds�

����� Asymptotic completeness�

A companion property to the symbol map in ����� is the asymptotic
completeness of the space� De�ne

 ��b �X� b/
�
� � �

�
m

 mb �X�
b/

�
� ��

Then� under ������� there is an identi�cation

 ��b �X� b/
�
� ��


n
" � C��X�

b �
b/

�
� ��" � � at lbt rb

o
�

Exercise ��
�� Show that� for any m � R�

 ��b �X� b/
�
� � �

�
j

 m�jb�os �X�
b/

�
� ��

Give an example to make sure you understand that this space is a lot bigger
than  �����X� b/

�
� ��

Asymptotic completeness is a general property of conormal spaces� For
the one�step polyhomogeneous spaces it becomes�

Lemma ��
�� If Aj �  m�jb�os �X�
b/

�
� �� j � �� �� � � � then there exists an

asymptotic sum A �  mb�os�X� b/
�
� � such that

������ A�
N��X
j��

Aj �  m�Nb�os �X� b/
�
� � � N�

The relationship ������ is written

A �
�X
j��

Aj

and determines A uniquely up to an element of  ��b �X� b/
�
� ��
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����� Small parametrix�

Of course there is one other important property that guided the de�nition
of the small calculus from the beginning� Namely

������ Di�kb �X�
b/

�
� � �  kb�os�X� b/

�
� � � k � N��

This will be used with the following special case of a more general compo�
sition formula �Proposition ����� proved later�

Lemma ��
�� For any k � N� m � R

������
Di�kb �X�

b/
�
� � � mb�os�X� b/

�
� � �  m�k

b�os �X�
b/

�
� �

b�m�k�P �A� � b�k�P � � b�m�A��
where b�k�P � is the symbol de�ned in ����� and b�m�A� is from ������
Since all these spaces are invariant under passage to adjoints� the same
result holds for the composite in the other order�

Proof� To prove ������ the �rst thing to check is that

������ Id �  �
b�os�X�

b/
�
� ��

This however is a direct consequence of Lemma �����
Now ������ can be deduced from ������ by trivializing the density bundles

and recalling ������� Thus it is only necessary to show that if 	
�
�

b is a non�
vanishing b�half�density

������  mb�os�X�
b/

�
� � � " ��
 	

�
�

b V 	
��

�

b � " �  m��
b�os �X�

b/
�
� � � V � Vb�X��

Here V acts on the left� The lift of these vector �elds to X�
b is described

by Proposition ���� Since the lifted vector �eld is C� on X�
b and tan�

gent to the boundary� ������ holds� as can be seen directly from the local
representations of the kernels in ������� From this ������ and ������ follow�

These elementary properties of the small calculus allow the �rst para�
metrix construction to be made� Really a parametrix should be an inverse
up to compact errors� this is not achieved yet� as discussed below� How�
ever it is worth stretching the concept a little and thinking of this as a
parametrix construction�

Proposition ��
�� If P � Di�kb �X�
b/

�
� � is elliptic then there exists

Gs �  �kb�os�X� b/
�
� � such that

����� Rs � Id�P �Gs �  ��b �X� b/
�
� ��

and Gs with this property is unique up to an element of  ��b �X� b/
�
� ��
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The subscript 	s
 is intended to indicate that the element is in the small
calculus�

Proof� This is just the standard symbolic construction� The ellipticity of
P means that there exists

q � S�k�bT �X� with q � b�k�P �� � � S���bT �X��

Indeed q can be taken to be equal to ��b�k�P � outside any compact neigh�
bourhood of the zero section of bT �X� Then the surjectivity in ����� shows
that there exists

G�
s �  �kb�os�X� b/

�
� � with b��k�G

�
s� � q�

From ������ it follows that P �G�
s �  �

b�os�X�
b/

�
� � and

b���P �G�
s� � ��

Certainly b���Id� � �� so b���R�
s� � � if

������ R�
s � Id�P �G�

s�

From the exactness in ������ R�
s �  ��b�os�X� b/

�
� �� Moreover G�

s is deter�

mined up to the addition of an element of  �k��b�os �X� b/
�
� �� Now proceed

by induction� Suppose that

������ G�j�
s �  �k�jb�os �X� b/

�
� � is chosen for j � l

so that

������ Rl
s � Id�P �

!" l��X
j��

G�j�
s

#A �  �lb�os�X� b/
�
� ��

Then ����� can be used again to �nd G
�l�
s �  �k�lb�os �X�

b/
�
� � with

b��k�l
�
G�l�
s

�
� q � b��l�Rl

s��

This means Rl
s � P � G

�l�
s �  �l��b�os �X�

b/
�
� �� so the inductive hypothesis

������� ������ is recovered�
Finally take

Gs �
�X
j��

G�j�
s �  �kb�os�X� b/

�
� ��
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Then from ������ and ������

Rs � Id�P �Gs �  ��b �X� b/
�
� ��

this proves ������ The essential uniqueness follows from the fact that if

G�
s �  �kb �X� b/

�
� � is another solution then

P � �Gs � G�
s� �  ��b �X� b/

�
� ��

Proceeding inductively shows that Gs �G�
s �  �k�jb �X� b/

�
� � for all j� i�e�

Gs � G�
s �  ��b �X� b/

�
� ��

A solution to

������ R�
s � Id� !Gs � P �  ��b �X� b/

�
� �

can be constructed by a similar argument� Moreover !Gs� constructed to
satisfy ������� is essentially equal to Gs� To show this requires a particular
case of Proposition ����� where m� or m � ��� Then�

!Gs � !Gs �Rs � !Gs � P �Gs � Gs � R�
s �Gs�

Exercise ��
� Show� directly from the de�nition� that  mb �X�
b/

�
� � is

invariant under passage to adjoints� Use this to show that a left parametrix�
as in ������� can be obtained from a right parametrix for the adjoint of P�

����� Non�compactness�

As already noted� the error terms in ����� or ������ are not really very

	small
� In particular a general element of  ��b �X� b/
�
� � is not compact on

L��X� b/
�
� � �so far it has not even been shown to be bounded� but it is��

To see why it is not compact� consider� for simplicity� the one�dimensional
case� Then if u � ��x�jdx�xj �� has support near x � � in X � ��� ���

������ Au�x� �

�Z
�

"�x� s���
x

s
�
ds

s

��dx
x

�� �� �
Here s � x�x� and " can be assumed to have support in ��� �� � � ��� � ��� i�e
� � x � �

� �
�
� � s � ��

Now in ������ consider a sequence which converges weakly in L� �

ut � ��
x

t
�
��dx
x

�� �� as t  � ut # ��
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From ������ it follows that Aut � wt�
x
t
�jdx�xj �� if

wt�x� �

�Z
�

"�xt� s���
x

s
�
ds

s
�

Thus� as t  �� wt converges in C� to

w��x� �

�Z
�

"��� s���
x

s
�
ds

s
�

It is straightforward to check that if wt �
 w� in C����� �� �� then wt�
x
t � �

Aut # � �converges weakly to �� in L��X� b/
�
� � but cannot converge

strongly to zero unless w� � ��
Exercise ����� Show that if A is compact on L��X� b/

�
� � then "��� s� �

��

����� Indicial operator�

Thus for an element of  ��b �X� b/
�
� � the whole of " � bf�X�

b � appears to
be �and is� an obstruction to compactness� This is not completely surprising
since� under �b� bf�X�

b � gets mapped into B � *� so the kernel on X� is
singular at B if " � bf �� ��
This suggests that this obstruction be looked at directly� To do so con�

sider the map

������  mb �X�
b/

�
� � � A ��
 "�bf�X�

b
� � Im� �

� �bf�*b���
b/

�
� ��

Here *b�� � *b � bf � fr � �� � � �� y � y�g� and b/
�
� is the restriction to

bf�X�
b � of

b/
�
� �X�

b � �see �������� In fact there is a canonical identi�cation

������ b/
�
� �bf� � b/

�
� �X�

b ��bf�X�
b
��

Exercise ���	� If r� �� y� y� are the usual type of coordinates in X�
b near

bf� so bf � fr � �g� show that���� d�

�� ��
dr

r
dydy�

���� ��
 ���� d�

�� ��
dydy�

����
gives the canonical isomorphism

b/�X�
b ��bf�X�

b
� � b/�bf�X�

b ��

and hence also gives �������
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The apparent increase in order in ������� from m to m � �
	 � is a �gment

of the convention for the order of a conormal distribution� in particular of
its relation to the dimension� This convention� introduced by H�ormander
in ����� may seem a little strange but it is very natural in terms of pull�back
and push�forward operations�
Recall� from ������ exactly what the front face is� A more primitive

version of ����� can be used to de�ne a compacti�ed normal bundle to �X
itself �rather than the spherical normal bundle to B � �X � �X in X��� If
p � �X then

������ �Np��X� � fv � TpX� dx�v� � �g�Tp�X

is a closed half�line� forming a bundle over �X� Since it is reassuring to
keep things� compact consider instead the product X � �����! �X � f�g
and the space

������ eXp � ��fv � TpX� dx�v� � �g � ������nf�g���Tp�X �R���

where the factor of R� acts multiplicatively on TpX�
This is very like ������� indeed

����� �Np�X � �v� ��
 ��v� ��� � eXp

embeds �Np�X in eXp� Again it follows that

eX �
G

p
�X

eXp

is a compact manifold with boundary� di�eomorphic to �X � ���� �� with a
projective structure on its �bres� it is a natural compacti�cation of �N�X�

It is useful to think of eX as a model for X near �X� It has a natural
R��action� induced by the multiplicative action on the �bres at �N�X� In
������ the R��action is therefore

������ ��v� ��� �
 ��sv� ��� s � ��

The two pieces of the boundary will be denoted

� eX � �X � f��g t �X � f�g � ���X� t ���X��

The stretching construction described above can be carried out� leading to

the model stretched product eX�
b � �

eX��b �
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Figure �� The blow�down map �b � eX�
b �
 eX� �with R��orbit��

Lemma ����� The front face of eX�
b has two pieces�

������ bf� eX�
b � � bf��X

�
b � t bf��X�

b ��

which are each canonically isomorphic to bf�X�
b ��

Proof� First observe that ����� gives a canonical identi�cation of one

part of bf� eX�
b � with bf���N�X��b�� Thus it is only necessary to show that

bf�X�
b �
�� bf���N�X��b��

This in turn is clear from ������

As already noted there is a natural R��action� Ma� on eX� coming from
the multiplicative action on the �bres of �N�X� This is generated by a
naturally de�ned vector �eld� which will be denoted

x
�

�x
� Vb� eX��

The product eX� has the product action which� being generated by x���x�

x����x�� lifts to a C� R��action� M�
a � on

eX�
b � Observe that for an operator

the equivalence of the commutation property and R��invariance�

������ M�
a �Au� � A�M�

au��� �M�
a �
�" � " � a � R��

Thus eX� can be pictured as a square� suppressing the extra factor of ��X���
The action of M�

a has orbits passing from one of the 	diagonal
 corners to

the other� Then eX�
b is the square with the two diagonal corners 	cut o��


i�e� blown up� The action of M�
a is transversal to the front faces produced�

Notice that� by assumption� the kernels of elements of the small calculus
vanish to in�nite order at boundary hypersurfaces other than the two front
faces� Let  mb�I�os�

eX � b/ �
� � �  mb�os�

eX � b/ �
� � be the subspace of invariant

elements in the sense of �������
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Proposition ���
� Restriction to the �rst piece of the front face in
������� as in ������� gives an isomorphism


������  mb�I�os�
eX � b/ �

� � �

n
" � I

m� �
�

os �bf��*
�
b�
b/

�
� ��" � � at lbt rb

o
�

Since the image space in ������ is exactly the same as for the restric�
tion map ������ �on one�step polyhomogeneous operators� this de�nes the
second 	normal homomorphism
 which will be called the indicial homomor�
phism� Notice that the null space of ������ is exactly the space of kernels

of the form �bf"� where " �  mb �X� b/
�
� � and �bf is a de�ning function for

bf�X�
b �� Similarly for one�step polyhomogeneous operators�

Proposition ����� The restriction map ������ de�nes� using ������� a
map

������  mb�os�X�
b/

�
� � � A ��
 I�A� �  mb�I�os� eX � b/ �

� �

which gives a short exact sequence

� �
 �bf 
m
b�os�X�

b/
�
� � ��
 mb�os�X� b/

�
� �

I��  mb�I�os� eX � b/ �
� � �
 �

������

where the �rst space in ������ is �xed by

�kbf 
m
b�os�X�

b/
�
� � �n

" �  mb�os�X� b/
�
� ��" � �kbfG� G �  mb�os�X� b/

�
� �
o
�

The indicial operator I�P � of P �  mb�os�X� b/
�
� � is thus an operator�

which is R��invariant� on the model space eX� As will be shown eventually�
the Fredholm properties of P� given that it is elliptic� are captured by
I�P �� Once again the map I is actually a homomorphism into the �non�

commutative� algebra  �b�I�os�
eX� b/ �

� �� For the moment the full force of this
result is not needed� however it is useful to observe�

Lemma ����� The passage to indicial operators gives a homomorphism

������� I � Di�kb �X�
b/

�
� � �� Di�kb�I� eX � b/ �

� �

such that if P � Di�kb �X� b/
�
� �� and A �  mb�os�X� b/

�
� � then

������� I�PA� � I�P � � I�A��
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Proof� For the identity it is clear that I�Id� � Id � If x� y� x�� y� are coor�
dinates as usual and s � x�x�� r � x� x� are projective coordinates near
the front face of X�

b via the left action lifted to X�
b

x
�

�x
��
 s

�

�s
� r

�

�r
�

�

�yj
�
 �

�yj
�

The same is true for operators on eX� Clearly then if A �  mb�os�X� b/
�
� � the

indicial operator satis�es

I�x
�

�x
�A� � s

�

�s
I�A�� I�

�

�yj
�A� �

�

�yj
I�A��

By specializing A to the identity it follows that

�������

P �
X

j�j	j�k

pj�	�x� y��xDx�
jD	

y ��

I�P � �
X

j�j	j�k

pj�	��� y��sDs�
jD	

y �

where the coordinates induced by x� y in eX are used� This gives �������
and ������� follows as well�

Consider for a moment where this map comes from 	algebraically
� By
de�nition Di��b�X� is generated by C��X� and Vb�X� acting on C� func�
tions onX� For the 	coe�cients
 there is a natural map de�ned by restriction
and lifting�

������ C��X� �� C�I � eX�� � ��
 ���X ��
 ������X� � C�� eX��
where the subscript 	I
 refers to invariance under the R��action on eX�
There is a similar map for Vb�X�� Since all elements of Vb�X� are tangent

to the boundary the subspace

xVb�X� � fV � Vb�X��V � xW� W � Vb�X�g
is an ideal�

�Vb�X�� xVb�X�� � xVb�X�� �V� xW � � xfW � x�V�W �� f �
V x

x
�

It follows that the quotient is also a Lie algebra

C���X� bTX� � Vb�X��xVb�X��
In local coordinates this process is just freezing the coe�cients at the
boundary� The resulting map is a Lie algebra homomorphism

������� Vb�X� I�� C���X� bTX��

The range space here can be reinterpreted�
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Lemma ����� There is a natural isomorphism


������� C���X� bTX� �� Vb�I� eX��
where eX is the compacti�ed normal bundle to �X and Vb�I� eX� � Vb� eX� is
the subspace consisting of the R��invariant elements for the action �������

Proof� Use of a partition of unity on �X reduces the question to a local
one� with coordinates x� y� Then both sides of ������� are locally spanned
over C���X� by the basis vector �elds x���x and ���yj � Moreover this
isomorphism is clearly independent of the choice of coordinates�

One can give a more invariant proof by noting that both sides of �������
have subalgebras which are commutative and isomorphic to C���X�� On
the left it is just the span of x���x� which is a well�de�ned section of
bT�XX� and on the right it is the subspace tangent to the �bres of eX as
a ���� ���bundle over �X� Both quotients are just C���X�T�X� and the
actions giving decompositions as semidirect products are also isomorphic�
Thus ������� can be written

������� I � Vb�X� �� Vb�I� eX�
giving a Lie algebra homomorphism consistent with ������� The exten�
sion of ������� to the enveloping algebras gives the indicial operator in the
di�erential case�

������� I � Di�kb �X� �� Di�kb�I� eX� � k�

Clearly ������� just gives the local coordinate form of this map�

Exercise ����� Make sure that you can visualize these operations on X�
b

and that you can see why ������� is the same map as ������� except for the
density factor�

���	� General coe�cients�

The calculus of b�pseudodifferential operators has been developed purely
for operators acting on b�half�densities� This restriction is completely arbi�
trary and was made up to this point simply to limit the notational overhead�
The extension to the case of operators on sections of general vector bundles
involves nothing essentially new and is described here as much to give a
summary of the results proved so far for the small calculus �and a few not
proved until later� as from real necessity�
Let E and F be vector bundles over a compact manifold with boundary�

Rather than repeat the de�nition by localization� one can take as the space
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of kernels the space of �nite linear combinations of products of kernels in
the b�half�density case and smooth homomorphisms� If Hom�E�F � is the
bundle over X� with �bres hom�Ez� Fz�� at the point �z� z�� � X� then

�������
 mb�os�X�E�F � �

 mb�os�X�
b/

�
� �	C��X�

b
� C��X�

b � �
�
b Hom�F 	 b/�

�
� � E 	 b/�

�
� ���

For the case E � F � b/
�
� the second factor here is just C��X�

b �� so
the de�nition reduces to the original one in that case� By localization to
neighbourhoods where the bundles are trivial it is easy to extend the results
above� Thus�

A �  mb�os�X�E�F � ��
A � +C��X�E� �
 +C��X�F �
A � C��X�E� �
 C��X�F �
A � C���X�E� �
 C���X�F ��

Composition of such operators makes sense� and the results in x��� extend
to give

 mb�os�X�G�F � � m�

b�os�X�E�G� �  m�m�

b�os �X�E�F ��

The symbol map gives a short exact sequence

� �
  m��b�os �X�E�F � ��
 mb�os�X�E�F �
b�m�


S�m��bT �X��� hom�E�F �� �
 ��

�������

where hom�E�F � is the bundle over X with �bres hom�Ez� Fz� at z � X
and � � bT �X �
 X is the projection� Furthermore the symbol map is
multiplicative

�������
b�m�m� �A �B� � b�m�A� � b�m��B��

A �  mb�os�X�G�F �� B �  m�

b�os�X�E�G��

It will be shown below that the indicial homomorphism extends to

I �  mb�os�X�E�F � �
  mb�I�os� eX �E�F ��

where in the image E and F are really the restrictions of E and F to the

boundary of X pulled back to the compacti�ed normal bundle eX by the
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natural projection from eX to �X� The corresponding short exact sequence
is

� �
 � mb�os�X�E�F � ��
  mb�os�X�E�F �

�
  mb�I�os�
eX �E�F � �
 ��

This is also multiplicative

������� I�A �B� � I�A� � I�B��

as in �������� There is a connection between the symbol and indicial ho�
momorphisms�

b�m�A��bT�
�X

X �
b�m�I�A���bT�

��X
eX

where ��X is one of the boundary faces of eX� this uses the the natural
identi�cation of the b�cotangent bundles of X and eX over their boundaries�

Exercise ����� Show that the de�nition of the indicial homomorphism
for di�erential operators� in �������� does indeed extend to a well�de�ned
map

I � Di�kb �X�E�F � �
 Di�kb�I� eX �E�F �

for any vector bundles E�F� Check that it has the composition property
�������� If E and F are Hermitian and X is equipped with a non�vanishing
b�density� 	� then the adjoint of an operator is de�ned byZ

X

hP �f� ei	 �
Z
X

hf� Pei � e � +C��X�E�� f � +C��X�F ��

Show that the boundary value of 	 �xes a non�vanishing� R��invariant�
b�density on eX with respect to which the adjoint of a di�erential operator
satis�es

������� I�P �� � �I�P ����

���
� Examples�

Having de�ned the indicial operator in general� at least for b�di�erential
operators� it is opportune to compute it for the examples considered so
far� Choosing a trivialization of N�X� i�e� the di�erential� dx� at �X of a
boundary de�ning function� reduces eX to ���� �� � �X� Reverting to the

non�compact variable x on N�X� a general element Q � Di�mb�I� eX �E�F �
is of the form

Q �
X
k�m

Qk�x
�

�x
�k� Qk � Di�m�k��X�E��X � F��X��
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Consider �rst the exterior di�erential in ������� The choice of trivial�
ization of the normal bundle �xes the section dx�x of bT ��XX which is
complementary to T ��X � bT ��XX and so gives a decomposition

bT ��XX � span�
dx

x
� � T ��X�

Taking exterior powers

������ b�k
�XX � �k�X � �k���X� u � u� �

dx

x
� u���

Using this the indicial operator of d becomes a � � � matrix �except for
k � � and k � dimX�

I�d� �

�
d �

x �
�x �d

�
�

where on the right d is the exterior di�erential on the boundary�
Applying Exercise ���� to the adjoint� �� of d with respect to an exact

b�metric it follows easily that

I��� �

�
� �x �

�x
� ��

�
�

provided the decomposition ������ is taken with respect to the form dx�x
de�ned by the metric� Here � on the right is the adjoint of � with respect
to the metric induced on the boundary�
For the Laplacian of an exact b�metric in b�forms it follows that

I�b�� �

�
�� � �xDx�

� �
� �� � �xDx��

�
�

where �� is the Laplacian on the boundary�
Next consider the Levi�Civita connection of an exact b�metric� acting on

any associated bundle� Here the trivialization should be chosen so that the
metric takes the form ������ with respect to it� Then

�������
I�r� � �x �

�x
�r�� � C�� eX �E� �
 C�� eX � bT ��XX 	 E�

� C�� eX�E�� C�� eX �T ��X 	E��

where r� is the induced connection on the boundary�

Exercise ���� Prove ��������
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From ����� the indicial operator of the twisted Dirac operator on an
even�dimensional exact b�spin manifold can be found� It is an operator

I�g�E� � C�� eX ��S� �
 C�� eX �S��
Recalling that over the boundary the spinor bundles are isomorphic to the
spinor bundle of the boundary�

M� �
�S �
 S� over �X�

In terms of this

������� I�g�E� �M��


�
�x

�

�x
� g�

�
M�

which is just as in �In����

Exercise ����� Prove ��������

This formula can be extended to the generalized Dirac operators con�
sidered in Lemma �� and the Corollary to Lemma ��� Consider the
homomorphism ������ restricted to the boundary�

������� rx���x � hom�E��X��

By assumption this preserves the grading� Moreover since the connection is
assumed to be Cli�ord� it commutes with Cli�ord multiplication by dx

x and
so induces an isomorphismon the induced Cli�ordmodule on the boundary�
denote this by �� Since the extra term in the indicial operator� as opposed
to the boundary operator computed in ������ arises from �i cl�dx

x
�rx���x

it follows that�

Lemma ���	� For the generalized Dirac operators of Lemma ���� the
indicial operator is

I�bgE� �

�
� I�bg��E�

I�bg��E� �

�
�

where in place of �������

I�bg��E� �M��


�
�x

�

�x
� � � g�

�
M��

����� Trace class operators�
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Although it is clear from the discussion in x���� that a b�pseudodifferent�
ial operator of order �� is compact only if its indicial operator vanishes�
it is very useful to extend the trace functional to these operators� Recall
that for N � N matrices the trace is the sum of the diagonal entries

������� tr�A� �
NX
i��

aii� A � �aij�
N
i�j�� �

If A and B are N �N matrices then the commutator is traceless�

�������

tr��A�B�� � �� �A�B� � AB �BA

�A�B�ij �
NX
k��

�aikbkj � bikakj� �

as follows directly from the de�nition� Thus if T is an invertible matrix
then

������� tr�TAT��� � tr�A� � A�

since TAT�� � A � �TA� T���� The trace is therefore well�de�ned as a
linear functional on the space of �continuous� linear operators on any ��
nite dimensional vector space� The Jordan normal form shows that if the
eigenvalues of A are summed with their multiplicities

m��� � lim
k��

dimnull�A � ��k� � � C
then

������� tr�A� �
X
�
C

m�����

where the sum is �nite for a linear operator on a �nite dimensional space�
On a Hilbert space� H� the �nite rank operators are those with kernels of
the form

������� A �
NX
j��

ejfj � ej � fj � H�

Conventionally they act through

A� �
NX
j��

h�� fjiej �

and hence act on the �nite dimensional subspace spanned by the ej and
fj � The trace� given by ������� on this subspace� is then

������� tr�A� �
NX
j��

hej � fji�

Exercise ����� Check that ������� holds and is independent of choices�
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The trace norm of A� of �nite rank� is

������ kAkTr � sup
NX
j��

jhAfj� ejij�

with the supremum taken over all pairs of orthonormal bases� fejg and
ffjg of H� Again ������� and ������� hold for �nite rank operators� If H
is a Hilbert space the space of trace class operators on H is the closure of
the �nite rank operators with respect to the norm �������

Exercise ���
� Check that ������ does indeed de�ne a norm� Show
that� for �nite rank operators�

j tr�A�j � kAkTr

and hence conclude that the functional tr extends by continuity in the trace
norm to all trace class operators�

If A has �nite rank and B is a bounded operator on H then both AB
and BA have �nite rank and� from �������� tr�A�B� � �� It can be shown
that

kABkTr � kAkTrkBk
with kBk the norm of B as a bounded operator� This and a simple conver�
gence argument lead to the following result�

Proposition ����� The trace class operators on a Hilbert space form
an ideal in the bounded operators with tr�A�B� � � if A is trace class
and B bounded and hence tr�TAT��� � tr�A� if A is trace class and T is
invertible�

The relevant Hilbert spaces here are Sobolev spaces� in particular spaces
of square�integrable functions� For compact manifolds without boundary
the following form of Lidskii
s theorem gives an alternative way of comput�
ing the trace�

Proposition ����� On a compact manifold without boundary� X� the
smoothing operators are trace class and

������� tr�A� �

Z
X

KA�x� x�� A �  ���X� / �
� ��

By de�nition the kernel� KA� is a C� half�density on X�� Restricted
to * � X�� the diagonal� the half�density bundle of X� is canonically
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isomorphic to the density bundle on X� so ������� makes sense� Thus

�������

/
�
� �X���� �� / �

� �*�	/ �
�


bre�N*�

�� / �
� �X� 	/

�
�


bre �TX�

�� / �
� �X� 	/ �

� �X�
�� /�X��

Here the isomorphisms for densities discussed in Chapter � are used suc�
cessively�

Exercise ����� Prove ������� following H�ormander ������� �or other�

wise�� Starting again with �nite rank operators� on L��X� /
�
� �� consider

the Hilbert�Schmidt norm�

������� kAjjHS �
!"X

i�j

jaijj�
#A

�
�

�

!"X
j

Z
X

jejj�
Z
X

jfjj�
#A

�
�

in terms of �������� ������� respectively where� in the latter case it can
also be assumed that e�� � � � eN and f�� � � � fN are �separately� orthogonal
families� Relate this to ������ by showing that for �nite rank operators

kAjjTr � kBkHSkCkHS� A � BC�

Show that de�ning the Hilbert�Schmidt operators as the closure of the
�nite rank operators with respect to ������� gives an ideal which� for H �

L��X� /
�
� �� is exactly the space of operators with square integrable kernels

and

kAk�HS �
Z
X�

jK�x� y�j��

Show that if A � BC� with B and C Hilbert�Schmidt� then A is trace class�
and

������� tr�A� �

Z
X�

KB�x� y�KC �y� x��

Check that any B �  �n
�
���X� /

�
� �� 
 � �� n � dimX� is Hilbert�Schmidt�

From the composition formula for pseudodi�erential operators �or other�

wise� show that any A �  �n���X� / �
� � is trace class and deduce �������

from ��������
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This is a lot of work� but it is important to get to the case of most interest
here� that of a compact manifold with boundary� As already observed the
direct generalization of Proposition ���� to the b�calculus does not hold�
namely the operators of order �� are not in general trace class� they are
not even compact in general�

Proposition ����� If X is a compact manifold with boundary then an
operator A �  ��b �X� b/

�
� � is trace class on L��X� b/

�
� � if and only if

������� I�A� � �

and then

������� Tr�A� �

Z
X

�KA���b
�

Similar remarks apply here as in Lidskii
s Theorem� Proposition ����� but
with an important twist� The kernel� written KA � C��X�

b �
b/

�
� �� can

be restricted to the lifted diagonal as a C� section of b/
�
� �X�

b �� Recall
that there is an isomorphism similar to that in �������� First� since *b is
transversal to the boundary �by Lemma ����

������ b/
�
� �X�

b ���b
�� b/

�
� �X� 	 / �

�


bre�N*b��

where the fact that *b
�� X has been used� In Lemma ��� the normal

bundle to *b is identi�ed with bTX and clearly

/
�
�


bre�
bTX� �� b/

�
� �X��

so from ������
b/

�
� �X�

b ���b
�� b/�X��

Thus the restriction of the kernel to *b de�nes a section

������ �KA���b
� C��X� b/��

As discussed in x���� a general smooth section of b/ cannot be integrated
over X� However the condition ������� means that in ������ the section
vanishes at the boundary� So� given �������� �KA���b

� C��X� /� and
������� is meaningful�

Proof� The most important part is the su�ciency� that ������� implies

that A �  ��b �X� b/
�
� � is trace class� From the boundedness properties
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of b�pseudodifferential operators� discussed in the next chapter� it follows
that

������ A � L��X� b/
�
� � �
 H�

b �X�
b/

�
� � � A �  ��b �X� b/

�
� ��

The vanishing condition ������� means precisely that A � xB� where B

is an element of  ��b �X� b/
�
� �� To prove that A is then trace class� it is

enough to use the obvious extension of ������� to manifolds with boundary�
Namely if p is large enough then

����� K � +Cp�X�� /
�
� � �� K is trace class and tr�K� �

Z
X

K���

Of course the problem is that the kernel of A is certainly not this smooth�
just because of �������� However there is a trick to make it so�
Given a positive integer p and a boundary de�ning function � � C��X�

for �X� set

C��Xp�� � �
�
u � X �
 C �u � F �u�� � � � � uq� �

�
p ��

u�� � � � � uq � C��X�� F � C��Rq�����
������

It is straightforward to check that this space of functions turns X into
a C� manifold� denoted Xp�� � As a point�set Xp�� and X are identical�
Di�erentially however there are 	more
 C� functions on Xp�� � it is in fact
X with the boundary blown up to pth order� Directly from ������ the
trivial map

������ �p � Xp�� �
 X is C��

Exercise ����� Show that� if p � �� ������ is not an isomorphism�
However� show that X and Xp�� are always isomorphic �but there is no
natural isomorphism��

Although ������ is not an isomorphism it does have many properties of
an isomorphism�

Lemma ���� Under �p each non�vanishing section of b/�X� lifts to a
non�vanishing C� section of b/�Xp�� �� also Vb�X� lifts into Vb�Xp�� � and
�p induces an isomorphism

������
��p � L

��X� b/
�
� ��
 L��Xp�� � b/

�
� �

��p � H
�
b �X�

b/
�
� ��
 H�

b �Xp�� � b/
�
� ��
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Proof� If � � C��X� is a de�ning function for �X then ��p� � xp� with
x � C��Xp�� � a de�ning function for �Xp�� � Thus ��p�d���� � pdx�x�

from which the statement about sections of b/ follows� If �� y�� � � � � yn are
local coordinates near �X then x� y�� � � � � yn are local coordinates in the
preimage� near �Xp�� � Then

��p���x�x� � p���� ��p����yj � � �yj �

This shows that Vb�X� lifts into �and spans� Vb�Xp�� �� Then ������ is
immediate�

From ������ and the invariance of the trace class� trace class oper�

ators are the same on L��X� b/
�
� � and L��Xp�� � b/

�
� �� From ������� if

A � x ���X� b/
�
� � then

A � L��X� b/
�
� � �
 �H�

b �X�
b/

�
� � ��

A � L��Xp�� � b/
�
� � �
 xpH�

b �Xp�� � b/
�
� ��

In fact it is easy to see that under �p

������  ��b �X� b/
�
� � �
  ��b �Xp�� � b/

�
� ��

Exercise ����� Prove ������ by showing that the blow�down map �p�
acting on each factor� extends from the interior of �Xp�� ��b to de�ne a C�
map ��p � �Xp�� ��b �
 X�

b �

Taking p su�ciently large� ����� applies to A � � ��b �X� b/
�
� � as an

operator onXp�� so A is trace class and the su�ciency of ������� for �������
follows� The necessity in Proposition ���� will be discussed below�

There are more elementary ways to prove the su�ciency of �������� How�
ever this blow�up argument seems to be appropriate technology and also
�p is an interesting example of a map which in the b�category is close to an
isomorphism�

Exercise ���	� Show that �p is a b��bration in the sense of Exercise ���
and so is the map ��p of Exercise �����

���� The b�integral�

Having observed that general elements of  ��b �X� b/
�
� � are not trace

class it is nevertheless important for present purposes to de�ne their traces%
To do this the �rst step is to de�ne an extension of the integral� a b�integral
de�ned on C��X� b/�� This is a regularization� in the sense of Hadamard�
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of the generally divergent integral� Recall that restriction to the boundary
is a natural map

C��X� b/� � � ��
 ���X � C���X� /�
� � ��dx

x
dy
�� ��
 ���X jdyj�

Lemma ����� Let 	 � C���X��N�X� be a trivialization of the normal
bundle of a compact manifold with boundary and suppose x � C��X� is a
de�ning function for �X with dx � 	 � � at �X� then

������
	Z
X

� � lim
���


� Z
x��

�� log 
 �
Z
�X

���X

�
exists for all � � C��X� b/� and depends only on � and 	� If 	� � a	�
� � a � C���X�� is another trivialization then

������
	�Z
X

��
	Z
X

� �

Z
�X

log a � ����X��

Proof� Choose � � � small so that

fx � �g �� �X � ��� ��x�
Then� in x � �� � � � � dxx �� � � C���X� /�� � � C��X�� so

Z
x��

� �

Z
x��

��

Z
�X

x��Z
x��

��x� ��dx
x

�

�

Z
x��

��

Z
�X

!" �Z
�

�
��x� ��� ���� ��

x

�
dx

#A�� �log
�



�

Z
�X

���X

since ���� ��� � ���X � Clearly the terms on the right� except the last�
converge as 
  �� so the limit in ������ does exist�
If x� � a�x� y�x is another de�ning function then

Z
x���

��
Z
x��

� �

Z
�X

xa�x�y���Z
x��

�
dx

x
� �


Z
�X

���X log a��� y� as 
  ��

This proves �������
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Exercise ���
� In x��� the indicial family of a b�pseudodifferential oper�
ator is introduced� For a b�di�erential operator it can be de�ned in terms
of the representation ������� by replacing xDx by the variable � �

I��P� �� �
X

j�j	j�k

pj�	��� y��
jD	

y �

where the su�x 	 refers to the choice of trivialization of the normal bundle
which is involved� Show that with this de�nition

�������

	Z
Pu � v �

	Z
u � P �v �

�

i

Z
�X

��I��P� ��u � v

� u� v � C��X� b/ �
� �� P � Di�kb �X� b/

�
� ��

����� The b�trace functional�

Having de�ned the regularized integral the b�trace can now be de�ned�

Definition ����� If 	 � C���X��N�X� is a trivialization of the normal

bundle then for A �  ��b �X� b/
�
� �

b�Tr��A� �
	Z
X

A��b
�

Now� from ������� observe that

	Z
X

� �

Z
X

� � � � C��X� b/�� ���X � ��

Thus from Proposition ���� it follows that

A �  ��b �X� b/
�
� �� trace class �� b�Tr��A� � Tr�A� � 	�

This means that these b�trace functionals

������� b�Tr� �  
��
b �X� b/

�
� � �
 C

are extensions of the usual trace functional in the following sense� In the
short exact sequence ������ for m � �� the trace functional is de�ned on
the �rst space� the b�trace functional is de�ned on the middle space and
vanishes identically on the space of R��invariant operators in which the
indicial operator takes values� Thus the diagramme�

�bf 
m
b�os�X�

b/
�
� � w

u

Tr

 mb�os�X�
b/

�
� � w

I

u

b�Tr�

 mb�I�os� eX � b/ �
� �

u

C w C w f�g
commutes�
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Exercise ����� Check this last statement that

b�Tr��A� � � � A �  ��b�I�os� eX � b/ �
� ��

The trace of a commutator� for trace class operators� is always zero� so
it is reasonable to expect the trace of a commutator to be expressible in
terms of the indicial operators� The fundamental identity established in
x��� shows that the b�trace does not vanish on the commutator subspace
and so implies that is not really a trace functional�



Chapter �� Full calculus

In Chapter � the small b�pseudodifferential calculus was used to carry
out the �	symbolic
� construction of a parametrix� This gives an inverse

up to errors in the small�residual space�  ��b �X� b/
�
� �� The fact that these

operators are not generally compact shows that more needs to be done in
order to understand the mapping� especially Fredholm� properties of ellip�
tic b�di�erential operators� What is required is the inversion of the other
symbol� i�e� the indicial operator� The Mellin transform can be applied� so
reducing the question to the invertibility properties of the indicial family�
For this the symbolic construction is a convenient starting point�
The structure of the inverse of the indicial operator is used as a guide

to the extension of the calculus so that it includes a parametrix� up to
compact errors� The composition properties of the extended calculus are
then analyzed and the structure of generalized inverses is discussed�
The extensive discussion of the polyhomogeneous calculus in the latter

part of this chapter leads to a quite detailed description of the kernels of
such generalized inverses� Rather little of this is needed for a minimal proof
of the APS theorem� In particular nothing from x���� onward is required�
except for the extension� as in x����� of the calculus with bounds to general
bundles�

���� Mellin transform�

To examine the invertibility properties of I�P �� the indicial operator of
an elliptic b�di�erential operator as in �������� or just an elliptic element

Q � Di�kb�I� eX�� it is natural to use the Mellin transform

����� uM����� y� �

�Z
�

x�i�u�x� y�
dx

x
� u � +C�� eX��

Here 	 � eX �
 ���� ����X is a �projective� trivialization of eX and x is the
corresponding linear coordinate� Thus some de�ning function � � C��X�
for �X �xes 	 and x is just the linear function d� on the interior of eX�
Since

u � +C�� eX��� supeX jxpDq
xTuj � � � p �Z� q � N�� T � Di����X��

the integral in ����� certainly converges absolutely� Indeed the Paley�
Wiener theorem characterizes the range�

�		
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Theorem ��	� The Mellin transform� ������ is an isomorphism

�����

+C�� eX� � u�
 uM�� �
�
U � C �
 C���X� entire�

sup
j Im�j�p

j�� � j�j�k�j�TU j � � � k� j� p � N�� T � Di����X�
�

with inverse

���� u�x� y� �
�

��

Z
Im��r

xi�uM����� y�d�

for any r � R�

Exercise ���� Review the proof of Theorem ���� First introduce s �
logx as coordinate so that ����� becomes

����� uM����� y� �

�Z
��

e�is�u�es� y�ds�

Show that u � +C�� eX� is equivalent to the faster�than�any�exponential
decay of all derivatives of v�s� y� � u�es� y�� Then recover ����� and ����
by reference to the standard results for the Fourier��Laplace� transform�

Clearly the Mellin transform satis�es the identities

�����
�xDxu�M�� � �uM�� and

�Tu�M�� � TuM��� T � Di����X��

It follows that if Q � Di�kb�I� eX�
�����

Q �
X

j�j	j�k

qj�	�y��xDx�
jD	

y �� �Qu�M�� � bQuM���

where bQ��� � X
j�j	j�k

qj�	�y��
jD	

y �

If P � Di�kb �X� is given by ������� then the operator

����� I��P� �� �
X

j�j	j�k

pj�	��� y��
jD	

y �
�I�P �

is the indicial family of P� already introduced in Exercise ���� It is a
di�erential operator on �X depending parametrically� and polynomially�
on � � C �
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���� Inversion of the indicial family�

Before proceeding to describe the basic result on the invertibility of the
indicial family� note that I��P� �� depends a little on the choice of a trivial�
ization� 	� of the normal bundle� Any other �oriented� trivialization� 	�� cor�
responds to multiplication� on the �bres ofN�X� by some � � a � C���X��
i�e� x� � x�a� Directly from ����� it follows that

I���P� �� � ai�I��P� ��a�i�

is given by conjugation with the complex powers� Thus invertibility results
will be independent of the choice of trivialization�
By the order of a pole of a meromorphic function� F� will be meant the

negative of the most singular power which occurs in the Laurent series
expansion around the singular point� i�e�

ord�z� � min
�
k � N� ��� z�kF ��� is holomorphic near � � z

�
�

Thus

����� F ��� �

ord�z�X
j��

�� � z��jAj � F����

with F� holomorphic near � � z� The residue at z is A�� On the other
hand� for a meromorphic function F ���� with values in a space of linear
operators� given as the inverse of a holomorphic family Q���� the rank of
a pole is the dimension of the singular range in the sense that

rank�z� � dim

�
u �

ord�z�X
j��

�� � z��juj �

uj � C���X��Q���u��� y� is holomorphic near z
�
�

�����

Clearly ord�z� � rank�z�� For a function with values in C the order and
rank are always equal�

Proposition ��
� If Q � Di�kb�I� eX� is elliptic then there is a discrete set

specb�Q� �
n
� � C � bQ��� is not invertible on C���X�o

and the inverse is a meromorphic family

�C n specb�Q�� � � ��
 Q����� �  �k��X�
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Figure �� specb�P �� a �� � Imspecb�P ��

with poles of �nite order and rank� with residues �nite rank smoothing
operators at points of specb�Q� �the boundary spectrum� and furthermore

�j � specb�Q�� j�jj �
� �� j Im�jj �
��

In fact the proof will give slightly more than the statement in that conti�
nuity estimates on the inverse of the indicial family arise directly from the
discussion� Nevertheless� Proposition �� captures the most important fact�
that the indicial family of an elliptic b�di�erential operator is invertible for
almost all values �all except a discrete set� of ��We shall also have occasion
to use a more precise version of specb �

������ Specb�Q� �n
��� k��� � specb�Q� and bQ�z��� has a pole of order k � � at �

o
�

To prove Proposition �� it is useful to extend the notion of the indicial
family to the small calculus of b�pseudodifferential operators� To do so �����
can �rst be interpreted in terms of the indicial operator of P� thought of
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as the restriction to the front face of the Schwartz kernel� Recall that the
kernel� in the sense of ������� of the identity is given in local coordinates by

������ "Id � ��s � ����y � y��jds
s

dr

r
dydy�j �� �

Thus the indicial family arises by taking the Mellin transform in s after
restricting to bf�X�

b �� i�e� r � x� x� � �

������ I��Id� �� �

�Z
�

s�i�"�Id��bf
ds

s
� Id �

For a general element of Di�kb �X�
b/

�
� � the kernel at the front face is just

I�P � applied to ������� From ������ it follows that

����� I��P� �� �

�Z
�

s�i�"�P ��bf
ds

s
�

Thus the indicial family� with respect to 	� of elements of the small calculus
can simply be de�ned by ����� and this is consistent with ������

Lemma ���� The indicial family of A �  mb �X� b/
�
� � is an entire family

������ C � � ��
 I��A� �� �  m��X� / �
� �

which� if m � �� satis�es the uniform continuity estimates


I��A� �� � L���X� /
�
� � �
 H�m��X� /

�
� ��

kI��A� ��k���m � CA�N � j Im�j � N � N������

I��A� �� � L���X� /
�
� � �
 L���X� /

�
� ��

kI��A� ��k��� � CA�N �� � j�j�m� j Im�j � N � N�
������

Exercise ���� Write down �and prove� appropriate continuity estimates
when m � ��
Proof� This follows from the representation ������ ' ������ of the Sch�

wartz kernel of an element A �  m�X� b/ �
� �� In ����� only the kernel at

bf�X�
b � is of interest� Away from the lifted diagonal� it is C� and vanishes

rapidly at the boundary� Thus� directly from Theorem ��� it follows that if
A �  ��b �X� b/

�
� � then I��A� �� is an entire family of smoothing operators

in  ����X� /
�
� � with kernel rapidly decreasing� with all derivatives� as
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jRe�j �
 � in any region where j Im�j is bounded� Such an operator
certainly satis�es ������ and ������ for any m�
Thus it can be assumed that the kernel of A is supported in any small

neighbourhood of the lifted diagonal and� by taking a partition of unity� in
a coordinate patch� The representation ������ arises by taking as amplitude

b�r� y�� �� �� �

Z
ei� log s�i���y�y

��k�r� s� y� y��
ds

s
dy�

since *b is locally de�ned by log s � �� y � y�� Since k has support in
s compact in ����� it follows that b�r� y�� �� �� is actually entire in � and
satis�es the symbol estimates ������� with  � �Re�� ��� uniformly in any
strip where j Im�j is bounded� In terms of the representation ������ the
kernel of the indicial family is just

������ I��A� �� � �����n
Z
Rn

ei�y�y
����b��� y�� �� ��d�

so is indeed an entire family of pseudodi�erential operators of order m
on �X� The continuity estimates on an operator ������ only depend on
the symbol estimates �and the C� estimates on the kernel away from the
diagonal� see ����� If m � � the symbol estimates ������ on b �

jDj
�D

	
y�D



� b��� y

�� �� ��j � Cj�	�
�K�� � j�j� j�j�m�j�j
j� y� � K �� Rn

give the uniform estimates

jD	
y�D



� b��� y

�� �� ��j � C	�
�K�� � j�j�m�j
j� y� � K �� Rn
jD	

y�D


� b��� y

�� �� ��j � C	�
�K�� � j�j�m�� � j�j��j
j� y� � K �� Rn�

To get the corresponding continuity estimates ������ and ������� one should

treat I��A� �� as an element of the space  m��X�/
�
� � and then as an

element of  ���X� /
�
� ��

The indicial operators for the small calculus� given as the restriction of
the kernels to the front face of X�

b � satisfy

������ I�P �A� � I�P � � I�A�� P � Di�kb �X� b/
�
� ��

From the de�nition� ������ of the indicial families it follows that

������ I��P �A� �� � I��P� �� � I��A� ���
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That is� the indicial family gives an entire family of maps

������  mb �X�
b/

�
� � � A ��
 I��A� �� �  m��X� / �

� �� � � C

which are multiplicative over Di��b�X�
b/

�
� �� The maps ������ are actually

algebra homomorphisms� a fact which will not be used for the moment
but which allows the construction below of parametrices to be extended to
elliptic elements of the small calculus�

Proof of Proposition ��
� A parametrix for P in the small calculus
was constructed in Chapter �� Namely Gs �  �kb �X� b/

�
� � is such that

P �Gs � Id�Rs� Rs �  ��b �X� b/
�
� ��

Now� using ������ to pass to the indicial families� with respect to some
boundary de�ning function�

������ I��P� �� � I��Gs� �� � Id�I� �Rs� ���

The remainder term� I��Rs� �� is� by Lemma ����� an entire family of
smoothing operators which are rapidly decreasing at real in�nity� From
������ there is a real function F � ����� �
 ����� such that Id�I� �Rs� ��

is� as an operator on L���X� /
�
� �� invertible for jRe�j � F �j Im�j�� Set

������ �Id�I��Rs� ���
�� � Id�S���� jRe�j � F �j Im�j��

Then

����� S��� � I��Rs� ���I��Rs� ���I��Rs� ���I� �Rs� ���S����I� �Rs� ��

from which it follows that S��� is also a smoothing operator depending
holomorphically on � in the region ������ and satisfying the same type of
rapid decay estimates as I��R� �� in this region�

���� Analytic Fredholm theory�

In fact by analytic Fredholm theory it follows that S��� extends to a
meromorphic function on the whole of C � with values in the smoothing op�
erators� It is perhaps worthwhile to take the time to explain this well�known
idea� First �x any �� � C at random� Since I��Rs� ��� is a smoothing op�
erator on a compact manifold the null space� N�� of Id�I��Rs� ��� acting

on L���X� /
�
� � is �nite dimensional and contained in C���X� / �

� �� Fur�
thermore the range of Id�I��Rs� ��� is closed with a �nite dimensional



��
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complement of the same dimension as N�� N� � C���X� / �
� �� Thus the

operator I��Rs� �� can be split into a �� � matrix�

I��Rs� �� �

�
R����� R�����
R����� R�����

�
acting on L���X� /

�
� � � N�N	� where N is a �nite dimensional subspace

of C���X� / �
� �� Id�R������ is invertible and all the entries are analytic

near ��� Then solving

������ �Id�I��Rs� ���u � f � L���X� /
�
� �� f � fN � f �� u � uN � u�

is equivalent to solving

������ �Id�R������uN � R�����u
� � fN � uN � �Id�R������u

� � f ��

If � is close to �� then Id�R����� must still be invertible� so u� can be
eliminated from ������ and the solvability of ������ reduces to that of

������ �Id�R�� �R�� � �Id�R���
���uN � fN � R�� � �Id�R���

��f ��

Here all the operators act on N� i�e� are �nite matrices� depending holo�
morphically on � in j����j � 
� Thus ������ is always solvable if and only
if the determinant

������ det�Id�R�� �R�� � �Id�R���
��� �� ��

The set of � for which Id�I��Rs� �� is invertible near �� is therefore ex�
actly the set at which the holomorphic function in ������ does not vanish�
Starting at the boundary of the set in ������ it follows that this must be
a discrete set� i�e� the determinant in ������ does not vanish identically�
From this discussion� and ����� as before� it follows that S��� is indeed
a meromorphic operator with �nite rank residues at the points where it is
singular� From ������ the inverse of I��P� �� is also meromorphic since it
can be written

I��P� ���� � I��Gs� �� � �Id�S�����

The composition properties of pseudodi�erential operators on �X show
that the residues of the poles of I��P� ���� are also �nite rank smoothing
operators�

Not only does this complete the proof of Proposition �� but it allows
the inverse of the indicial family to be written

������ I��P� ���� � I��Gs� �� �R����� Gs �  �kb �X� b/
�
� ��

with R���� a meromorphic family of smoothing operators having residues
of �nite rank and decaying rapidly as jRe�j �
 � in any region where
j Im�j is bounded�
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Exercise ���� Extend Proposition �� to give a similar description of the
inverse of the indicial family of an elliptic element Q �  mb�I�os�X� b/

�
� ��

���� Conjugation by powers�

There is a direct approach to the indicial family of a b�pseudodifferential
operator� as in ������� which is mentioned in the Introduction� First observe

that  mb �X�
b/

�
� � is invariant under conjugation by complex powers of a

boundary de�ning function�

Proposition ���� If x � C��X� is a de�ning function for the boundary
of X and z � C then

������  mb �X�
b/

�
� � � A ��
 x�zAxz �  mb �X� b/

�
� �

is an isomorphism

Proof� It is enough to show that the conjugated operator is in the space
 mb �X�

b/
�
� � as indicated� since the inverse map is obtained by replacing z

by �z� The Schwartz kernel of x�zAxz is � xx� �
�zK� where K is the Schwartz

kernel of A� Lifting to X�
b � the kernel in the sense of ������ is just

�����
��� �

� � �

��z
"�

where " is the kernel of A as in De�nition ����� Since the multiplier here is
C� and non�vanishing in X�

b � except at lb rb� where however all deriva�
tives have polynomial growth� the product ����� satis�es ������ � ������
too� i�e� ������ holds�

These observations can be used to obtain a result intermediate between
Proposition ���� and Proposition ����

Corollary� If k � N then each A �  �b�X� b/
�
� � de�nes a continuous

linear map

A � xkC��X� b/ �
� � �
 xkC��X� b/ �

� ��

This in turn allows ������ to be de�ned very simply when � � �� Namely

if � � C���X� / �
� � then

����� A�� � A���X � C���X� / �
� �� � � C��X� b/ �

� �� ���X � �

is independent of the choice of �� The operator A� de�ned by ����� is
equal to I��A� �� for any choice of trivialization 	� This follows from the

representation ������� which was extended to elements of C��X� b/ �
� � in
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the proof of Proposition ���� Restricting ������ to x � � shows that the
kernel of A� is just

�Z
�

"��� s� y� y��
ds

s
�

This corresponds to ����� for � � � as claimed�
More generally the indicial family of a b�pseudodifferential operator can

also be determined in this way�

Proposition ���� If x � C��X� is a de�ning function for the boundary
and dx � 	 � � then the indicial family� de�ned by ����� is also given by

����� I��A� �� � �x�i�Axi����

where the boundary operator is �xed by ������

���� Commutator identity for the b�trace�

Now that the indicial family of a b�pseudodifferential operator has been
introduced in general� the formula for the b�trace of a commutator men�
tioned in x���� can be deduced�
Proposition ��� If A�B �  ��b �X� b/

�
� � then

���� b�Tr���A�B�� � � �

��i

�Z
��

tr
�
��I��A� �� � I��B� ��

�
d��

Proof� It su�ces to prove ���� for the elements of a subset the span

of which is dense in  ��b �X� b/
�
� �� Thus it can be assumed that both A

and B have kernels with small supports in X�
b and disjoint from lb�X

�
b � and

rb�X�
b � �but not bf�X

�
b � since this would not give a dense subset�� Consider

�rst the product A �B� The b�trace is� by de�nition�

b�Tr��A �B� � lim
���

���
Z
x��

�AB��� � log 
 � �
���

for the appropriate constant �� here the kernels are again denoted as the
operators� In x � 
 the kernel is given by a convergent integral �since no
points near the corner of X� are involved��

�����

Z
x��

�AB��� �

Z
x��

!"Z
X

A�z� z��B�z�� z�

#A �
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Let R � X� �
 X� be the factor�exchanging isomorphism� R�z� z�� �
�z�� z�� Thus R�A is the kernel of At� Then ����� can be written

�����

Z
x��

�AB��� �

Z
fx��g�X�

A �R�B�

Here x is the boundary de�ning function lifted to the left factor� Since
x � � at bf�X�

b �� the lift of ����� to X�
b is trivial and

�����

Z
x��

�AB��� �

Z
fx��g�X�

b

A �R�B�

Of course the same discussion applies to B �A� Since R lifts to an isomor�
phism of X�

b exchanging x and x�� the lift of the de�ning function from the
right factor gives

�����

Z
x��

�BA��� �

Z
fx��g�X�

b

B �R�A �

Z
fx���g�X�

b

A �R�B�

The integrands in ����� and ����� are the same� only the domains di�er�
To complete the computation introduce local coordinates �as can certainly
be done by assuming that the supports of the kernels are small�� The
supports do not meet lb�X�

b � or rb�X
�
b �� so projective coordinates can be

used�

x� s �
x

x�
� y� y�� A � 

����dss dx

x
dydy�

���� �� � B � �

����dss dx

x
dydy�

���� �� �
Then the involution R is �x� s� y� y�� �
 �xs � ��s� y

�� y�� From ����� and
����� it follows that Z

x��

�AB � BA���

�

Z
�X��X

�Z
�

�sZ
�

�x� s� y� y���
�x
s
� ��s� y�� y

� dx

x

ds

s
dydy��

Here � � have compact support in ����� in s� Replacing  and � by their
values at x � � gives integrable errors which therefore disappear in the
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limit 
  �� so

�����

lim
���

Z
x��

�KAB �KBA���

� lim
���

Z
�X��X

�Z
�

�sZ
�

��� s� y� y������
�

s
� y�� y�

dx

x

ds

s
dydy�

�

Z
�X��X

�Z
�

log s � ��� s� y� y������ �
s
� y�� y�

ds

s
dydy�

exists� without regularization�
The kernels ��� s� y� y��jdss dydy�j �� and ���� s� y� y��jdss dydy�j �� are� by

de�nition� those of the indicial operators� Using the inverse of the Mellin
transform they can be written in terms of the kernels of the indicial families
as

��� s� y� y��jds
s
dydy�j �� � �

��

Z
si�I��A� ���y� y��d�jds

s
j ��

����
�

s
� y� y��jds

s
dydy�j �� � �

��

Z
si�I��B� ���y� y��d�jds

s
j �� �

The Plancherel formula for the Mellin �i�e� Fourier� transform combined
with integration by parts� shows that

�log s���� s� y� y��jds
s
dydy�j � i

��

Z
si���I��A� ���y� y��d�jds

s
j �� �

and so allows ����� to be rewritten as

�����

lim
���

Z
x��

�KAB �KBA���

� � �

��i

Z
�X��X

�Z
��

��I��A� ���y� y�� � I��B� ���y�� y�d��

The integrals over �X just give the trace of the composite operator� so this
is precisely �����

In fact it is most important to have ���� when one of the operators�
say A� is a b�di�erential operator� This is easily proved directly �see Ex�
ercise ����� but at this stage it is perhaps more enlightening to deduce it
from �����
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Figure �� The domains in X�
b for ������ ������

Lemma ��	�� The identity ���� holds if A � Di�mb �X� b/
�
� � and B �

 ��b �X� b/
�
� ��

Proof� In fact� by continuity� ���� extends to allow A �  �b �X� b/
�
� � if

B �  ��b �X� b/
�
� ��

Exercise ��		� Give a direct proof of Lemma ���� by lifting the operator
A � Di�mb �X� b/

�
� � to an operator !A � Di�mb �X�

b �
b/

�
� � from the left factor

and !At � Di�mb �X
�
b �

b/
�
� � from the right factor and observing that the

kernel of �A�B� is
!A �KB � !At �KB on X�

b �

Restrict this to the �lifted� diagonal� in x � 
� and integrate to get the left
side of ����� in this case� Now �for example working in local coordinates by
assuming that B has small support� show that integration by parts reduces
the integral over x � 
 to one over x � 
 which� in the limit as 
  ��
becomes an integral over bf�X�

b �� With a little manipulation this integral
can be brought to the form of the right side of �����

��	� Invertibility of the indicial operator�

The discussion above of the invertibility properties of the indicial fam�
ily of an elliptic b�pseudodifferential operator on a compact manifold with
boundary can be used to examine the mapping and invertibility properties
of the indicial operator itself� This in turn is the main step in obtaining an
understanding of the invertibility properties of the original operator�

Recall that the indicial family of P �  mb �X� b/
�
� � is de�ned� in ������

by taking the Mellin transform of the indicial operator� which is �xed by
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the kernel of P restricted to the front face of X�
b � To show the implications

of this for I�P �� �rst consider some Sobolev spaces on which it should act�
The Mellin transform ����� extends by continuity to an isomorphism

������ L�
� eX � b/ �

�

�
��M���
 L�

�
R� �X� jd�j �� �/ �

�

�
�

Indeed this is just Plancherel
s theorem applied to ������ This isomorphism
can be used to de�ne the b�Sobolev spaces of any order�

Hm
b � eX � b/ �

� � �

�
u � L�� eX � b/ �

� ��uM�� � L��R�Hm��X� /
�
� ���

�� � j�j��m��uM�� � L��R� �X� jd�j ��/ �
� �

�
� m � ��

������

Exercise ��	�� Show that the space de�ned by ������ is independent of
the section 	 used to de�ne the Mellin transform�

In fact this space is actually invariant under arbitrary di�eomorphisms
of eX as a compact manifold with boundary and so can be transferred to
X itself� For present purposes it su�ces to see this when m � Z� When
m � N� ������ can be directly formulated on an arbitrary compact manifold
with boundary as

Hm
b �X�

b/
�
� � �

�
u � L��X� b/

�
� ��

Di�mb �X�
b/

�
� �u � L��X� b/

�
� �
�
� m � N�

������

and the coordinate�invariance follows from that of L��X� b/
�
� ��

It is convenient to have at hand the negative order Sobolev spaces as
well� For integral orders a similar� but dual� de�nition to ������ can be
used�
�����

Hm
b �X�

b/
�
� � � L��X� b/

�
� � � Di��mb �X� b/

�
� � � L��X� b/

�
� �� m � �N�

The general case will be discussed later using the continuity properties of
b�pseudodifferential operators�
The elementary considerations of Chapter � underscore the importance

of considering weighted versions of spaces of this type� Let �i � C��X�
for i � �� � � � � J be de�ning functions for the bounding hypersurfaces �i�e�
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boundary components� of a compact manifold with boundary and for a �
��� � � � � J� � RJ set

�aHm
b �X�

b/
�
� � �

�
u � C���X� b/ �

� ��

u � �	�

� � � ��	JJ v� v � Hm
b �X�

b/
�
� �

�
� m �Z�

������

Exercise ��	
� There is a choice of ordering involved in ������ since� for
m � �� it says exactly�

u � �aHm
b �X�

b/
�
� ��� Di�mb �X�

b/
�
� ����au� � L��X� b/

�
� ��

where �	 is written for �	�

� � � ��	JJ � Show that in fact the order is immaterial
and

u � �aHm
b �X�

b/
�
� ���

Di�mb �X�
b/

�
� �u � �aL��X� b/

�
� � � �aH�

b �X�
b/

�
� ��

If m � � show that similarly ������ is just

u � �aHm
b ��

��au � L��X� b/
�
� � � Di��mb �X� b/

�
� � �L��X� b/

�
� �� m � �Z�

and that alternatively

u � �aHm
b ��

u � �aL��X� b/
�
� � � Di��mb �X� b/

�
� � � �aL��X� b/

�
� �� m � �Z�

As is to be expected b�di�erential operators are bounded on these spaces�

Lemma ��	�� For any k � N each P � Di�kb �X� b/
�
� � de�nes a continuous

linear map

������ P � �aHm
b �X�

b/
�
� � �
 �aHm�k

b �X� b/
�
� �

for any m �Zand any a � RJ where X has J boundary components�

Proof� If a � RJ then conjugation by �a gives an isomorphism �as in
�������

Di�kb �X�
b/

�
� � � P ��
 �aP��a � Di�kb �X� b/

�
� ��

Thus it su�ces to consider the case a � �� First suppose m � k� Then if u �
Hm
b �X�

b/
�
� � and Q � Di�m�kb �X� b/

�
� � certainly Q � P � Di�mb �X� b/ �

� ��
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so Q�Pu� � L��X� b/
�
� � and hence Pu � Hm�k

b �X� b/
�
� �� Continuity is

immediate from the same argument� so ������ follows� The case m � � is
similar and if � � m � k then it is enough to use ������ to decompose P
into a �nite sum

P �
X
r

PrQr� Pr � Di�k�m�X� b/ �
� �� Qr � Di�mb �X� b/

�
� �

since then each Qru � L��X� b/
�
� �� so

Pu �
X
r

Pr�Qru� � Hm�k
b �X� b/

�
� ��

Recall that the boundary of the 	model
 space� eX� is divided into two
parts� Each is isomorphic to �X�which will be assumed connected to reduce
the notational overhead� Let respective de�ning functions be �� and ���
corresponding to the zero section of N�X and in�nity in this vector bundle�

If  � R let �	Hk
b �
eX� b/ �

� � denote the space with weighting factor �	� �
�	
� �

with 	opposite
 weighing at the two boundary faces� From a functional
analytic point of view the main result concerning indicial operators is�

Proposition ��	�� If Q � Di�kb�I� eX� b/ �
� � is elliptic then

������ Q � �	Hm
b � eX � b/ �

� ��
 �	Hm�k
b � eX � b/ �

� � is an isomorphism

for some �and equivalently all� m if and only if

������  �� � Imspecb�Q� i�e�  � R�  �� � Im� � � � specb�Q��

Proof� By conjugation it su�ces to consider the case  � �� for simplicity
suppose also that m � k� Thus� under the assumption

������ specb�Q� �R� �

it needs to be shown that Q is an isomorphism from Hm
b �
eX � b/ �

� � to

L�� eX� b/ �
� �� From ����� it follows that� after Mellin transformation� Q acts

as the indicial family�Q���� Combining ������ and ������ it su�ces to show
that

������

v � L��R� �X� jd�j �� �/ �
� � ��

�� � j�j�� k� Q�����v �L��R� �X� jd�j �� �/ �
� ��

Q�����v �L��R�Hm��X� /
�
� ���
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Consider the decomposition of the inverse of the indicial family given by
������� The �rst term is the indicial family of an element of  �kb�os�X�

b/
�
� ��

so for this part the analogues of ������ follow directly from ������ and �������
The second term in ������ is non�singular precisely because of ������ and
consists therefore of a family of smoothing operators on �X� depending
smoothly on � and decreasing rapidly as j�j �
�� This proves the propo�
sition when k � m� The general case is similar�

��
� Kernel of the inverse of the indicial operator�

Although this is quite satisfactory from a functional analytic point of
view� it is important to see the speci�c nature of the Schwartz kernel of the
inverse of Q i� e� to consider the action of Q�� on Dirac delta 	functions�
 In
����� and ������ the inverse of Q is presented as the sum of a term in the
small calculus �the parametrix constructed in Chapter �� and the inverse
Mellin transform of the second term in ������� So consider the smooth
kernel� reverting to compact coordinates�

������ R�
B��� y� y

�� �
�

��

Z
Im���	

�
� � �

�� �

�i�
R���� y� y��d�jdydy�j �� ��dx

x

�� �� �
with ������ assumed so that the integral is de�ned�

Lemma ��	�� For any  �� � Imspecb�Q� where Q � Di�kb�I� eX� b/ �
� � is

elliptic� the integral ������� with R� as in ������� gives R�
B � C������ ���

��X��� b/
�
� � having asymptotic expansions at the boundaries � � �� �

������ R�
B��� y� y

�� �
X

z
specb�Q�
k�ord�z�
� Im z�	

�� � �

�� �

�iz�
log
�� � �

�� �

�	k
Az�k�y� y

���

where the coe�cients Az�k�y� y�� are �nite rank smoothing operators�

Proof� Recall the meaning of the asymptotic expansion in ������� If � �
C��R� takes the value � near � and vanishes near �� then ������ just means
that for any N � N

������

���� �

�
R�
B��� y� y

���
X

N�� Im z�	

�� � �

�� �

�iz�
log
�� � �

�� �

��k
Az�k�y� y

��

� +CN ����� ��� ��X����
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i�e� the di�erence must be N times continuously di�erentiable with all N
derivatives vanishing at the boundary� The sum in ������ is still limited to
z � specb�Q� and k � ord�z�� Of course the regularity statement is really
two separate statements� near � � � and � � ��� It is simpler to rewrite
������ in terms of s near � � ��� corresponding to s � ��
Thus it needs to be shown that

R�
B�s� y� y

�� �
�

��

Z
Im���	

si�R���� y� y��

�
X

z
specb�Q�
k�ord�z�
Im z��	

siz�log�s��kAz�k�y� y
��� as s  ��

�����

Simply estimating the integral near s � � gives��Dp
sD

�
y�y�R

�
B�s� y� y

��
�� � Cjsj	�p� s � ��

If  � N then R�
B � +CN ���� ��� ��X���� Since the integrand in ����� is

rapidly decreasing at real in�nity� the contour can always be moved from
Im� � � to Im� � �N � 
� 
 � �� and hence ensure this regularity�
except that by Cauchy
s formula the residues at all the poles

z � specb�Q�� � � Imz � �N

need to be added� These residues give precisely the sum in ������ by virtue
of the properties of R���� in ������� This shows the existence and form of
the expansion near s � �� i�e� � � ��� Changing variable in the integral
from � to �� and replacing s by ��s� the same argument can be applied to
give the expansion at � � �� i�e� s ��� This proves the proposition�

Notice that the expansion at lb�X�
b �� corresponding to � � �� arises

from the poles of R����� i�e the points of specb�Q�� in Im� � �� whereas
the expansion near rb�X�

b � corresponds to the poles in Im� � �� One
can think of the choice of weight� i�e� the choice of  � R� as splitting the
��plane in which specb�Q� is de�ned� into the upper part� corresponding to
rb and the lower part� corresponding to lb �

���� Index formula for invariant operators�

Using these results on the indicial operator a simple index formula in the
R��invariant case can be derived� It is quite analogous to that for the half

line� as described in Chapter �� Consider the space eX and let �� and ��
be de�ning functions for the zero section and ��
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Proposition ��	�� Let Q � Di�mb�I�
eX � b/ �

� � be an elliptic di	erential
operator and suppose � � � R satisfy

������  �� � Imspecb�Q�� � �� Imspecb�Q�
then

������

� � � �� Q � �	� �


�Hk

b � eX� b/ �
� � �
 �	� �



�Hk�m

b � eX � b/ �
� �

is injective with closed range of codimension
X

z
specb�Q�
Im z
��	�
�

rank�z�

and

������

� � � �� Q � �	� �


�Hk

b � eX� b/ �
� � �� �	� �



�Hk�m

b � eX � b/ �
� �

is surjective with null space of dimension
X

z
specb�Q�
Im z
�
��	�

rank�z��

In particular the index is� up to sign� the sum of the ranks of the points in
specb�Q� with imaginary parts between � and � �

ind�Q� � sgn�� ��
X

z
specb�Q�
Im z
��	�
���
��	�

rank�z��

Proof� Consider ������ �rst� Since � � � the weighting at in�nity is
	smaller
 than that at zero in the sense that

�	� �


�Hk

b �
eX � b/ �

� � � �	Hk
b � eX � b/ �

� ��

where the space on the right is the one that appears in Proposition �����
Thus the injectivity follows from ������� It remains then to show that
the range is closed and to compute its codimension� As in the proof of
Proposition ����� the Mellin transform and the inverse of the indicial family
can be used� To do so a characterization of the range of the Mellin transform
on the mixed�weight space is required� This is again a standard result of
Paley�Wiener type for the Fourier transform�

Lemma ��	�� If �� � � then the Mellin transform gives an isomorphism
������

�	� �


�L�� eX � b/ �

� � �

�
uM � R� i��� �� � � ��
 uM��� � L���X� /

�
� ��

uM ��� is holomorphic in � and sup
�	�r�


kuM��� ir� ��kL� � �
�
�
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A similar result can easily be deduced for the Mellin transforms of the
weighted Sobolev spaces� Thus the range of ������ can be found� for sim�
plicity when m � k� Namely it consists of those elements in the range of

������ which are of the form uM � Q���vM where v � �	� �


�Hm

b �
eX � b/ �

� ��
This means that

������ vM ��� � Q�����uM ��� is holomorphic in �  � Im� � �

since the regularity follows directly from the mapping properties of Q�����

as before� In fact ������ means that all the singular terms in Q�����uM���
must vanish� At each point � � specb�Q� with � � Im� � � this imposes�
by de�nition� exactly rank��� linearly independent conditions on uM ����
The conditions for di�erent points in specb�Q� are independent� To see
this it is enough to show that there exists uM having a given �nite Taylor
series at each of a �nite number of points �i� which in turn follows by
superposition with polynomial coe�cients� since one can always choose
u � +C������ ��� with uM non�zero at a given point� So the range has the
�nite codimension given in ������� and is closed�
Note that it could not be concluded that the range was closed if ������

did not hold� and in fact it is not closed unless these conditions hold�
The other case� ������� can be analyzed by duality� The details are left as

an exercise� However� note that the null space in ������ can be computed
precisely in terms of the generalized null spaces of Q��� for the appropriate
elements of specb�Q� �

������

n
u � �	� �



�Hk

b � eX � b/ �
� ��Qu � �

o
��

u �
X

z
specb�Q�� k�ord�z�
�	�Im z��


siz�log s�kuz�k�

kX
p�r

Dp�r
z Q�z�uz�p � �� � � r � k

�
�

Moreover the range of Q in ������ can be written�
f � �	� �



�Hk�m

b � eX� b/ �
� �� v�f� � �

� v � ��	� ��
� H�
b � eX� b/

�
� � satisfying Qtv � �

�
�

Here Qt is the transpose with respect to the intrinsic �real� pairing between

the spaces �	� �


�Hk

b �
eX � b/ �

� � and ��	� ��
� H�k
b � eX � b/ �

� �� Thus ������ can be
used to express these linear constraints in a precise form�
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Exercise ��	� Extend Proposition ���� to the pseudodi�erential case�

i�e� to elliptic elements of  mb�I�os�
eX� b/

�
� ��

��� Composition in the small calculus�

An argument will now be given which proves� using the standard com�
position properties of pseudodi�erential operators on compact manifolds
without boundary� the composition properties for b�pseudodifferential op�
erators already hinted at� It should noted� again� that there is a somewhat
	better
 proof �see for example ���� which is more geometric and which
generalizes more readily��

Proposition ����� If X is a compact manifold with boundary then

 mb �X�
b/

�
� � � m�

b �X�
b/

�
� � �  m�m�

b �X� b/
�
� ��

Proof� First it can be assumed that the operators� A �  mb �X� b/
�
� � and

B �  m�

b �X�
b/

�
� �� have Schwartz kernels supported in a small neighbour�

hood of the corner of X�� Indeed this can be arranged by appropriately
decomposing

A � A� �A��� B � B� � B��

where A�� and B� have the support property and A�� and B�� have kernels
which vanish near the corner� Then A�� and B�� have kernels which are C�
in a neighbourhood of the complete boundary of X�� �X �X  X ��X� It
follows� as in ������� that they in turn are the sums of a pseudodi�erential
operator� in the usual sense� with kernel supported strictly in the interior
of X� plus a smooth kernel vanishing to in�nite order at the boundary
of X�� The latter maximally residual operator maps C���X� b/ �

� � into
+C��X� b/ �

� �� and conversely this is a characterization of these operators�
From the standard theory of pseudodi�erential operators� the product of
two b�pseudodifferential operators with kernels supported strictly in the
interior of X� is of the same type� If either operator is maximally residual
then from the regularity properties of pseudodi�erential operators so is the
product� Thus it follows that A�� � B�� is the sum of a pseudodi�erential
operator supported in the interior ofX� and a maximally residual operator�
In fact the same is true for the products A� � B�� and A�� � B� since if B��

or A�� is maximally residual� so is the product �using ������� and if B�� or
A�� has kernel supported in the interior then the kernels of A� and B� near
the corner are irrelevant� i�e� they can be replaced by kernels which vanish
near the corner� Since

������ A�B � �A��A�����B��B��� � A��B��A��B���A���B��A���B��

� Such a proof can be based on the notion of a b��bration discussed in Exercise ��� and
the construction of a stretched triple product�
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it remains only to consider the product A� �B��
Let x be a boundary de�ning function� A neighbourhood of the boundary

of X can be identi�ed with ��� 
�x� �X� and hence a neighbourhood of the
corner of X� with ��� 
�x� �X � ��� 
�x� � �X� As discussed in Chapter � a
neighbourhood of the front face of X�

b can be identi�ed with the closure of

������ �����s� ��� 
�x� �X � �X� s � x�x��

Then the kernel of A is� in view of ������� of the form

"A � k�x� s� y� y��jds
s

dx

x
dydy�j �� �

where k is singular only at s � �� y � y� and is rapidly vanishing with all
derivatives as s  � or s " ��
The action of the operator can then be written� as in �������

������ A��x� y�jdx
x

dyj �� �
�Z
�

Z
�X

k�s� x� y� y����x�s� y��
ds

s
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �

Writing � in terms of its Mellin transform gives
�����

A��x� y�jdx
x

dyj �� � �

��

Z
R

Z
�X

kM �x� �� y� y
���M��� y

��xi�
ds

s
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �

where kM is the Mellin transform of k with respect to the variable s�
Using the variable x� in place of x in ������ for the kernel of B gives

������ B��x� y�jdx
x

dyj �� �
�Z
�

Z
�X

k��x�s� s� y� y����x�s� y��
ds

s
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �

Taking the Mellin transform this becomes

������ �B��M ��� y�jdyj �� �
Z
�X

k�M�x
�� �� y� y���x���i���x�� y��

dx�

x�
dy�jdyj �� �

Combining ����� and ������ expresses the composite operator as

AB��x� y�jdx
x

dyj �� �
�Z
�

Z
�X

k���x� x�s� s� y� y����x�s� y��
ds

s
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �
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where the kernel is
������

k���x� x�� s� y� y�� �
�

��

Z
R

Z
�X

kM �x� �� y� y
���k�M �x

�� �� y��� y��si�d�dy���

In this integral x and x� are simply smooth parameters� From the prop�
erties of the indicial families� as in ������ and the composition formula for
pseudodi�erential operators on compactmanifoldswithout boundary �������

it follows that k�� is indeed the kernel of an element of  m�m�

b �X� b/
�
� ��

proving the proposition�

Exercise ���	� Note that this analysis is directly modeled on one of the
standard methods of proof of the composition formula for pseudodi�erential
operators on Rn� by writing one of the operators in 	left reduced
 form
and the other in 	right reduced
 form� See if you can directly deduce the
composition formula from the composition properties of pseudodi�erential
operators on Rn� by introducing logx as a variable� and localizing in the
tangential variables�

Corollary� The product formula ������ extends to show that the map
������ is a homomorphism� hence ������� also extends to show that ������
is a homomorphism�

It is useful to record an extension of the argument used to prove Propo�
sition ����� this will be rather helpful in handling remainder terms later�

Lemma ����� There exists an integer p such that composition of operators
de�nes a bilinear map

+CN �X�
b �

b/
�
� � � +CN �X�

b �
b/

�
� � � +CN�p�X�

b �
b/

�
� � � N � p

 mb �X�
b/

�
� �� +CN �X�

b �
b/

�
� � � +CN�p�m�X�

b �
b/

�
� � � N � p�m�

Proof� See ������ � �������

����� Polyhomogeneous conormal distributions�

It has been shown above that the inverse of the indicial operator of an
elliptic b�di�erential operator has a kernel which is the sum of a term in the
small calculus� plus a C� term which has a complete asymptotic expansion
at the boundaries of bf�X�

b �� This can be taken as a strong indication of
the structure of the kernels of the generalized inverses of elliptic elements of
Di�mb �X�

b/
�
� �� The notion of a b�pseudodifferential operator will therefore

be expanded accordingly� A parametrix� modulo compact errors� can then
be found in this enlarged calculus just using the inverse of the indicial
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operator� Subsequently it will be shown that a much �ner parametrix can
be obtained by using iteration� but at some cost in terms of complexity�
Recall that X�

b has three distinct pieces of boundary� the front face�
bf�X�

b �� and the left and right boundary faces� The extra terms added to

the calculus �for the moment� will be C� sections of b/
�
� up to bf�X�

b �� but
having expansions at lb and rb � These will be polyhomogeneous conormal
distributions with respect to the boundary� This notion will be considered
in some detail� �rst with respect to a boundary hypersurface of a compact
manifold with boundary� X�
If � � C��X� is a boundary de�ning function� de�ne

������ u � AE
phg�X��� u �

X
�z�k�
E

�z�log��kak�z�

Here the coe�cients are smooth� ak�z � C��X�� The precise meaning of �
is discussed below�
Consider �rst the conditions to be imposed on E� Clearly

������ E � C � N�� N� � f�� �� � � �g

is a sort of 	divisor
 �because it will correspond to the singularities of the
Mellin transform� see Proposition ������ In order for the sum in ������ to
be reasonably sensible it is surely necessary that

������ E is discrete�

Furthermore all but a �nite number of terms should vanish to any �xed
order at � � �� Thus it is natural to require

������ �zj � kj� � E� j�zj � kj�j �
� �� Re zj �
��

Multiplying � by a positive C� function clearly produces from any power
of log� the lower powers of log �� Since the space is supposed to be inde�
pendent of the choice of � it is also natural to require

������ �z� k� � E �� �z� l� � E� l � N�� � � l � k�

Generally the space is to be a C��X��module� i�e� to be preserved under
multiplication by C��X�� and this will follow from�

������ �z� k� � E �� �z � j� k� � E� j � N��

Definition ���
� An index set �or sometimes a C� index set for empha�
sis� is a subset ������ which satis�es ������� ������� ������ and �������
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The last condition� ������ appears because the coe�cients in ������ are C�
functions� They therefore have Taylor expansions in powers of �� Thus
������ might as well be imposed since it corresponds to the 	lower order
terms
 in such an expansion� The discussion of the model problem above
takes place on a space �the normal bundle� with an R��action� Then it
makes sense to choose a homogeneous de�ning function and demand that
the coe�cients in ������ be homogeneous of degree zero� In that case it is
not necessary to impose the condition that the space be a C��X��module�
and then ������ will be dropped� A set satisfying all the conditions except
this last one will be called an absolute index set� As will become clear below�
C� index sets often arise simply by adding exponents to an absolute index
set to get ������� In doing so rather unpleasant complications arise with
������� This is the conundrum of accidental multiplicities�
If E is an index set then ������ is to be interpreted as requiring

�����

u � AE
phg�X� i� � az�k � C��X� � �z� k� � E

s�t� � N� u�
X

�z�k�
E
Re z�N

�z�log ��kaz�k � +CN �X��

where +CN �X� is the space of functions which are N times di�erentiable on
X and vanish at �X with all derivatives up to order N� The condition ������
means that the sum in ����� is always �nite� Clearly C��X� � +CN �X� �
+CN �X� so indeed

C��X� � AE
phg�X� � AE

phg�X��

for any index set because of ������� Moreover the same de�nition can be
used for the space AE

phg�X�F �� where F is any vector bundle F over X�

just replacing az�k � C��X� with az�k � C��X�F ��
It is reassuring to know that there are many functions with non�trivial

expansions and this is shown by a lemma of Borel which in present circum�
stances takes the form�

Lemma ����� Let X be a compact manifold with boundary� let E be
an index set and suppose az�k � C��X� is given for each �z� k� � E then
there exists u � AE

phg�X� satisfying ������ and if u� � AE
phg�X� is any other

element with the same expansion then u� � u � +C��X��
Proof� Choose � � C�c ������� with ��x� � � on ��� ��� It is straightfor�
ward to show that if 
z�k � ��� �� are positive constants then for each N � N
the series

������
X

�z�k�
E
Re z�N

��
�


z�k
��z�log ��kaz�k converges absolutely in +CN �X�
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provided the 
z�k decrease fast enough� More precisely there is� for each N�

a sequence 

�N�
z�k such that ������ holds for that N provided


z�k � 

�N�
z�k � Re z � N�

Since Re z � N eventually because of ������� all these conditions taken
together still reduce to only a �nite number of conditions on each 
z�k�
Therefore these constants can be chosen in such a way that ������ holds for
all N� Then the series converges�

u �
X

�z�k�
E

��
�


z�k
��z�log��kaz�k � AE

phg�X��

to an element satisfying �������
The essential uniqueness of this asymptotic sum follows directly from the

de�nition and the fact that

+C��X� �
�
N

+CN �X��

These polyhomogeneous conormal distributions are intimately associated
to the b�pseudodifferential operators� as will be seen below �see Proposi�
tion ����� since each element of the null space of a b�elliptic operator is
polyhomogeneous� For the moment consider the more prosaic fact that
the b�pseudodifferential operators act on the polyhomogeneous conormal
distributions�

Proposition ����� If X is a compact manifold with boundary then for
any index set E each A �  �b�X� b/

�
� � de�nes an operator

A � AE
phg�X�

b/
�
� � �
 AE

phg�X�
b/

�
� ��

Proof� The proof of ������ in Proposition ���� actually shows that

A � +CN �X� b/ �
� � �
 +CN �

�X� b/
�
� � where N � �
� as N �
��

Thus it su�ces to show that the structure of the �nite sum in ����� is
preserved� i�e�

������
A

!"xz
X
k�l

�logx�lak

#A � xz
X
k�l

�logx�lbl�

al � C��X� b/ �
� � �� bl � C��X� b/ �

� ��
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In case l � � ������ just reduces to

������ x�zAxz � C��X� b/ �
� � �
 C��X� b/ �

� �

and so follows from the invariance of  mb �X�
b/

�
� �� for each m� under con�

jugation by complex powers of x� as shown in Proposition ��� and from the
fact that the elements of the small calculus preserve C� regularity� shown
in Proposition ���� The general case follows by di�erentiating ������ with
respect to z�

If X is a manifold with corners various extensions of AE
phg�X� can be

de�ned� although fortunately only particular cases occur here �see ��� for
the general case�� Let H�� � � � �Hk be the boundary hypersurfaces of X�
By an index family for X is meant E � �E�� � � �Ek�� where each Ej is an
index set associated to Hj� If all but one of the Ej are the special index set
E � f�l� ��� l � N�g� which will simply be written 	�
 and corresponds to

AE
phg�X� � A�

phg�X� � C��X��

then the de�nition ����� can still be used� with � replaced by �p� corre�
sponding to the one non�trivial index set�

������

E � �E�� � � �Ek�� Ej � �� j �� p� then u � AEphg�X� ��
� az�k � C��X� � �z� k� � Ep s�t� u �

X
�z�k�
Ep

�zp�log �p�
kaz�k�

In the de�nition� ������ of � the error term should be taken as the space
of functions which are N times di�erentiable and vanish to order N at Hp�
More generally the de�nition can be extended to the case of an index family
E � �E�� � � � � Ek� with the property that the boundary hypersurfaces which
correspond to index sets other than � are all disjoint� That is�

������
E � �E�� � � � � Ek� where Ej � � for j �� I � f�� � � � � kg� and

j� k � I� j �� k �� Hj �Hk � ��

The expansions at the 	non�trivial
 boundary hypersurfaces are then inde�
pendent of one another� Choose a partition of unity

������
�j � C��X�� j � I�

X
j
I

�j � � on X

supp��j� �Hp � � if j� p � I� j �� p�
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Then set

Ej � �E�j�
� � � � � � E

�j�
k �� E

�j�
l �

�
� l �� j�

Ej l � j�
for each j � I�

This is an index family of the type ������ for each j � I� so the previous
de�nition applies and

u � AEphg�X�F ��� �ju � AEjphg�X�F � � j � I�

This is clearly independent of the choice of partition of unity satisfying
������ since for another such partition� ��j� ��

�
j � �j�u is always C� and

supported away from the boundary hypersurfaces Hj� j � I� Later a case
where the index sets on two boundary hypersurfaces which meet are both
non�trivial will have to be considered�
If E is an index family as in ������ for a manifold with corners� X� let

Y � Hj be a boundary hypersurface with j �� I� i�e� the index set for
Y � Hj is �� Then each element of AEphg�X�F � is smooth up to Y� Now
Y is also a manifold with corners where each boundary hypersurface is a
component of the intersection of a boundary hypersurface of X with Y� Let
F be the index family for Y�which associates to each boundary hypersurface
the index set of the boundary hypersurface of X from which it arises�

Lemma ����� If E is an index family satisfying ������ for X and Y � Hj�
for some j �� I� is a boundary hypersurface of X with index set � then with
F de�ned as above�

������ AEphg�X�F � � u ��
 u�Y � AFphg�Y �F �
is surjective�

Proof� The expansion for u�Y required for ������ follows immediately
from that for u� To see the surjectivity �rst extend a given element v �
AFphg�Y �F � o� Y into X to be independent of a normal variable near Y�

Multiplying by � � C��X� which is � near Y and has support su�ciently
close to Y clearly gives an element of AEphg�X�F � which restricts to Y to
give v�

����� Mellin transform and polyhomogeneity�

There is an intimate connection between the Mellin transform and poly�
homogeneity at a boundary� In Lemma ���� the Mellin transform of el�

ements of weighted Sobolev spaces on eX was considered� By choosing a
trivialization of the normal bundle these are just results about the Mellin
transform of functions on ���� ��r � �X in which �X is really a space of
parameters� A useful characterization of polyhomogeneous conormal func�
tions is easily obtained� It has really already been used in the proof of
Lemma ���� and has therefore guided the de�nition of polyhomogeneity� so
should not come as a surprise�
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Proposition ����� Let Y be a compact manifold with corners and let
E � �E� �� �� � � �� �� be the index family for ���� ��� Y which assigns index
set E to f��g� Y� the trivial index set � to f�g� Y and the C� index set
to all boundary faces of Y� then the Mellin transform

uM��� y� �

�Z
�

x�i�u�
x� �
x� �

� y�
dx

x

gives an isomorphism from AEphg����� ��� Y � to the space of meromorphic
functions with values in C��Y � having poles of order k only at points
� � �iz � C such that �z� k � �� � E and satisfying for each large N

������ kuM��� ��kN � CN �� � j�j��N in j Im�j � N� jRe�j � CN �

where k � kN is a norm on CN �Y ��
The estimates ������ are consistent with the meromorphy of uM since there
are only �nitely many poles in any strip Im� � �N�

Proof� If u � CN ����� �� � Y � vanishes with its �rst N derivatives at
f��g � Y and f�g � Y then the integral de�ning uM converges absolutely
for j Imzj � N and� using the identities as in ������ satis�es ������ with N
replaced by N � �� In particular the desired estimates hold if E � � with
uM entire� It can therefore be assumed that u has support near f��g � Y
and the variable x can be used� so that ���� ���Y is replaced by ������Y�
with u supported in x � �� The remainder terms in the expansion ������
become arbitrarily smooth and vanish with their derivatives at x � �� so
to prove ������ it su�ces to check the estimates� and the meromorphy� for
each term in the expansion�
Thus it is enough to suppose that u is of the form

u � xz�logx�k��x���y�� � � C��Y ��
where � � C�c ������� takes the value � in x � �

� � Then the Mellin transform
of u is just

uM��� y� � ik
�

�

��

�k
vM ��� iz� y�� v � ��x���y��

Thus it is enough to show that vM has only a simple pole at � � � and
satis�es ������� The meromorphy property follows by writing the Mellin
transform as

vM ��� y� � ��y��
i

�
��i� �

�Z
�
�

x�i���x�
dx

x
�
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and noting that the second term is entire� The estimates ������ follow from
integration by parts� since

�vM ��� � wM ���� w�x� � �ix
�

�x
��x���y��

This shows that the range of the Mellin transform has the properties
indicated� Moreover u can be recovered from its Mellin transform by ����
for r �� �� Thus it su�ces to show that u� given by this formula from uM
with the meromorphy property and satisfying ������ is� inAEphg����� ���Y ��
This is essentially a repetition of the proof of Lemma ����� with the terms
in the expansion arising from Cauchy
s formula� so the details are omitted�

����� Boundary terms�

With this preamble additional boundary terms can now be added to the
calculus� Let Elb and Erb be index sets associated to lb�X�

b � and rb�X
�
b �

and set E � � �Elb� Erb� ��� corresponding to the ordering lb� rb� bf of the
boundary hypersurfaces of X�

b � Then de�ne

������ e ���E
b �X� b/

�
� �

def
� AE�phg�X�

b �
b/

�
� ��

In this notation� E � �Elb� Erb� is thought of as an index family for X��
lb � �X �X� rb � X � �X� This is only part of the full calculus� there is
still just a little bit more to come� A parametrix for an elliptic di�erential
operator will be found in the space

����� e m�Eb�os �X�
b/

�
� �

def
�  mb�os�X�

b/
�
� � � e ���E

b �X� b/
�
� ��

Notice that an element A � e m�Eb�os �X�
b/

�
� �� or rather its kernel� can be

characterized by taking a partition of unity

�lb� �rb� �� � C��X�
b �� �lb � �rb � �� � �

supp��lb� � �rbt*b� � �
supp��rb� � �lbt*b� � �
supp���� � �lbt rb� � �

and then
A � e m�Eb �X� b/

�
� ���

��A �  mb �X� b/
�
� ��

�lbA � A�Elb�����
phg �X�

b �
b/

�
� ��

�rbA � A���Erb���
phg �X�

b �
b/

�
� ��

From this it follows that the intersection of the small calculus and the extra
boundary calculus is just the residual space for the diagonal symbol�

 mb �X�
b/

�
� � � e ���E

b �X� b/
�
� � �  ��b �X� b/

�
� � � m� E �
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����� True parametrix�

To get started on the parametrix construction recall what was shown
above about the inverse Mellin transform of the inverse of the indicial family
of an elliptic operator� Restating Lemma ���� in terms of the new notation
for polyhomogeneous conormal distributions
������

Q � Di�kb�I� eX � b/ �
� � elliptic�  �� � Imspecb�Q� ��

K�s� �� � �

��

Z
Im���	

si� bQ�����d� � A �B� B � AE�	�phg �bf�X
�
b ��

b/
�
� ��

Here A is just the 	crude
 parametrix discussed in Chapter �� The front
face bf�X�

b � has a natural R
��action and the index family

E�� � �Elb� Erb� � �E
���� E����

for bf correspondingly consists of two absolute index sets�

E��� �
�
�z� k�� bQ����� has a pole at � � #iz

of order at most k � � and � Im� � #
�
�

������

Recall that the order of a pole is the least integer l such that ���iz�l bQ�����
is regular near � � �iz� Using this consider the smallest C� index sets
containing E��� �

������ eE��� �
�
�z� k� � C �N�� �z � r� k� � E��� for some r � N�

�
�



��	
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A little more notation is also useful for the spaces of b�pseudodifferential
operators� Namely let

�bf e ���E
b �X� b/

�
� � � e ���E

b �X� b/
�
� ��

with a formal coe�cient �bf � stand for the subspace of operators with kernel

of the form �bfB� where B is in e ���E
b �X� b/

�
� ��

Proposition ����� If P � Di�kb �X� b/
�
� � is elliptic then for each  � R

such that  �� � Imspecb�P � there exists

������ G	 � e �k�eE�	�b �X� b/
�
� ��

where eE�� � � eE���� eE���� consists of the index sets given by ������
and

������ P �G	 � Id�R	� R	 � �bf e ���eE�	�
b �X� b/

�
� ��

Clearly it is necessary to analyze P �G	 where G	 is as in ������� Using
the decomposition ����� and ������� only the action on the new part of the
calculus is needed�

Lemma ���� For any index family E � �Elb� Erb� and P � Di�kb �X� b/
�
� �

composition gives

������ e ���E
b �X� b/

�
� � � G ��
 P �G � e ���E

b �X� b/
�
� ��

Proof� Since Di�kb �X� is generated by Vb�X� which lifts from the left
factor of X� into Vb�X�

b � �Lemma ��� it su�ces to show that

Vb�X�
b � � AEphg�X�

b � � AEphg�X�
b �

which is rather obvious� since it amounts to the observation that if k � �

x
�

�x

�
xz�logx�k

�
� zxz�logx�k � kxz�logx�k��

and of course x�xz��x � z xz� This� by the way� is a good reason for having
the condition ������ on index sets�

Not only does this argument prove the lemma but it gives a little more�
Namely just as in ������ the indicial homomorphism can be de�ned for the
boundary terms by

������ I � e ���E
b �X� b/

�
� � � B ��
 B�bf�X�

b
� � AEphg�bf�X�

b ��
b/

�
� ��
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where on the right E is interpreted as an index family for bf�X�
b �� Then

I�P �B� � I�P � � I�B�� P � Di�kb �X� b/
�
� �� B � e ���E

b �X� b/
�
� ��

Here the indicial operator of P is acting as a b�di�erential operator on the
front face of X�

b � This is enough preliminary orientation to begin the

Proof of Proposition ����� The subspace

�bf e ���eE�	�
b �X� b/

�
� � � e ���eE�	�

b �X� b/
�
� �

is just the null space of the indicial homomorphism ������� Indeed the
extension result in Lemma ���� shows that

������
� �
 �bf e ���E

b �X� b/
�
� � ��
e ���E

b �X� b/
�
� �

I�
AEphg�bf�X�
b ��

b/
�
� � �
 �

is exact� If A �  �kb �X� b/
�
� � is the 	small
 parametrix of Proposition ���

then G � A �G� satis�es ������ provided

I�P � � I�G�� � Id�I�P � � I�A��

That this has a solution of the desired type is the content of ������� i�e� it
is only necessary to take I�G�� � B� which is possible because of �������

Lemma ���� can be extended to the case that P itself is a b�pseudo�
differential operator but to do so requires a further composition formula�
at least extending ������ to the case P �  mb �X�

b/
�
� �� This is done in

Proposition ���� below�

����� Finitely residual terms�

In ������ the weighted b�Sobolev spaces were de�ned for a manifold with
boundary� The de�nition uses the Lie algebra of smooth vector �elds�
Vb�X�� in the form of its ��ltered� enveloping algebra Di�mb �X�� and the
L� space of b�half densities� The elements are well de�ned on a manifolds
with corners� such as X� and X�

b � Replacing X by either of these spaces in
������ de�nes the weighted Sobolev spaces� at least of positive order� The
blow�down map gives an isomorphism

������ ��b � L
��X�� b/

�
� ��
 L��X�

b �
b/

�
� �

because of ������ and this extends to all regularity orders�
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Lemma ��
�� The blow�down map ����� gives an isomorphism

����� ��b � H
m
b �X

�� b/
�
� ��
Hm

b �X
�
b �

b/
�
� �� � m � N�

Proof� This follows directly from ������ and Lemma �����

Exercise ��
	� Show that ����� extends to an isomorphism for all
m �Z�
Since X� has two boundary hypersurfaces �assuming that the boundary

is connected� andX�
b has three� there is a corresponding variety of weighted

spaces�

�	lb�


rbH

m
b �X

�� b/
�
� � �n

u � C���X�� b/
�
� ��u � �	lb�



rbv� v � Hm

b �X
�� b/

�
� �
o������

�	lb�


rb�

�
bfH

m
b �X

�
b �

b/
�
� � �n

u � C���X�
b �

b/
�
� ��u � �	lb�



rb�

�
bfv� v � Hm

b �X
�� b/

�
� �
o
�

������

where � � and c are real constants� Under the blow�down map

��b�lb � �bf�lb � ��b �rb � �bf�rb�

so from ������ ������ and ������ it follows that

������ ��b � �
	
lb�



rbH

m
b �X

�� b/
�
� ��
 �	lb�



rb�

	�

bf Hm

b �X
�
b �

b/
�
� ��

The elements of �	lb�


rbH

m
b �X

�� b/
�
� � can be considered as operators� In

particular the remainder term in ������ is of this type� For an index set let

������ infE � minfRe z� �z� �� � Eg
measure the smallest power which can occur� then�

Lemma ��
�� For any index family E � �Elb� Erb� for X�

������
�bf e ���E

b �X� b/
�
� � � �	lb�



rbH

�
b �X

�� b/
�
� � provided

 � infElb� � � infErb and � � � ��

Proof� If A is the kernel of an element of the space on the left in ������
then

Di��b�X
�
b �

b/
�
� �A � �	lb�



rb�bfL

��X�
b �

b/
�
� � provided

 � infElb� � � infErb�

For any 
 � �

��lb�
�
rb�

�
bfL

��X�
b �

b/
�
� � � L��X�

b �
b/

�
� ��

so A � �	��lb �
��rb ����bf � H�
b �X

�
b �

b/
�
� � and then ������ follows from �������

By de�nition the space L��X�� b/
�
� � consists of the Hilbert�Schmidt op�

erators on L��X� b/
�
� �� Conjugating by powers of � shows that
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Lemma ��

� The space �	lb�


rbH

�
b �X

�� b/
�
� � consists of Hilbert�Schmidt

operators on �	L��X� b/
�
� �� provided � � �

In particular�

Corollary� In Proposition ���� the remainder term for the parametrix
satis�es

������
R	 � �	lb�



rbH

�
b �X

�� b/
�
� � provided

 � inf E���� � � inf E���� � � � �

and is therefore Hilbert�Schmidt on �	L��X� b/
�
� ��

����� Boundedness on Sobolev spaces�

To use the parametrix e�ectively it is important to know its boundedness
properties� particularly on the b�Sobolev spaces�

Theorem ��
�� Any A � e m�Eb �X� b/
�
� �� m � Z� is bounded as an

operator

�������
A � �	HM

b �X�
b/

�
� � �
 �
HM�m

b �X� b/
�
� �� M �Z�

provided � � � � inf Erb � �� infElb � ��

Proof� The operator can be divided into a part in the small calculus and
a part of order ��� For the part in the small calculus the elegant symbolic
argument of H�ormander ������ can be used� Since the small calculus is
invariant under conjugation by complex powers of de�ning functions� it
su�ces to take  � � � � in this case and show that

������� A �  mb �X� b/
�
� � �� A � HM

b �X�
b/

�
� � �
 HM�m

b �X� b/
�
� ��

H�ormander
s argument reduces ������� to the case m � �� which will
be assumed for the moment� since it has to be checked separately anyway�
Since parametrices have been obtained for elliptic operators it is actually
enough to prove ������� for M � m � �� Then a standard symbolic argu�
ment �see ����� allows the extraction of an approximate square root� in the
sense that

������� �A�A� C � B�B � R� B �  �
b�X�

b/
�
� �� R �  ��b �X� b/

�
� ��

provided C � � is large enough that the symbol of �A�A � C is strictly
positive near in�nity �see Exercise ����� From ������� it follows that

hAu�Aui � Ckuk�� hRu� ui�
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Thus ������� needs only to be checked when m � ���
Using the general composition result it is enough to show that

������ jhRu� uij � Ckuk�� u � +C��X� b/ �
� ��

for these operators� By multiplying the operator from both left and right by
powers� it also su�ces to consider the case  � � � � with the assumption
on the index sets transformed to

infErb� infElb � ��

If the kernel vanishes at bf�X�
b � then Lemmas ��� and �� apply� Thus it

can be assumed that the kernel has support near bf � It is also convenient
to divide it again into two parts� one with support away from rb and the
other with support away from lb � In fact it su�ces to consider the �rst
one of these since the other is the adjoint of such an operator so will also
satisfy ������� Again using Lemma ��� the kernel can be supposed to
have support near bf and u in ������ can be supposed to have its support
in x � 
� Then the representation ������ can be used�

hRu� ui �
�Z
�

�Z
�

Z
�X��X

u�x� y�"�x� s� y� y��u�x�s� y��
ds

s

dx

x
dydy��

This can be estimated by the Cauchy�Schwarz inequality� using some small
r � � �

jhRu� uij� �
�Z
�

�Z
�

Z
�X��X

js�r"�x� s� y� y��u�x� y�j� ds
s

dx

x
dydy�

�
�Z
�

�Z
�

Z
�X��X

jsru�x�s� y��j�ds
s

dx

x
dydy��

Both integrals on the right are bounded by the square of the L� norm� so
the theorem is proved�

Exercise ��
�� Go through the construction of B in �������� The symbol

of B should be c� � �C � ��A���
�
� � Check that if C is large enough this

is well�de�ned as a symbol modulo S��� Find a self�adjoint operator B�

with symbol c� and check that

R� � B�
� � A�A �C �  ��b �X� b/

�
� ��
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Next look for B��� � B��B� with B� self�adjoint and or order ��� Deduce
that the symbol of B� should satisfy

�c�����B�� � ����R���

Show that this has a self�adjoint solution and that the remainder term

R� � B�
� �A�A �C

is of order ��� Now give a similar argument which serves as the inductive
step to show that for every k � N there exists a self�adjoint Bk of order �k
such that

Rk�� �


� kX
j��

Bj

�� � A�A� C �  �k��b �X� b/
�
� ��

Finally use asymptotic summation to construct B satisfying �������� mak�
ing sure that it is self�adjoint�

���	� Calculus with bounds�

Although a considerable e�ort is expended below to keep rather de�
tailed information on the asymptotic expansions of kernels� it is convenient
for various purposes to have available operators satisfying only conormal
bounds� This is quite analogous� for the usual calculus of pseudodi�erential
operators� to the relationship between the general symbol estimates ������
and the polyhomogeneous symbols in ������ Although the kernels will only
satisfy conormal bounds at lb and rb� some smoothness up to bf�X�

b � will
be maintained�
Let W be the space of C� vector �elds on X�

b which are tangent to
lb and rb but may be transversal to bf � Choose a non�vanishing section
	 � C��X�

b �
b/

�
� � and then consider

�������n
K � �

� �
�

bf H�
b �X

�
b �

b/
�
� ��K � K�	� WpK � � �

� �
�

bf H�
b �X

�
b � � p � N

o
�

The factor of �
� �

�

bf is included so as not to force any vanishing of the
elements at bf�X�

b �� Away from bf� ������� involves no further regular�

ity than H�
b �X

�
b �

b/
�
� �� Taking a product neighbourhood of bf with r a

de�ning function for it� the regularity in ������� just requires that K �

K�r� �� y� y��jdrr j
�
� � with

������� K�r� �� � C����� 
��H�
b ����� ��� ��X��� b/

�
� ��

Exercise ��
�� Show that ������� is equivalent to ������� together with

the condition that �K � H�
b �X

�
b �

b/
�
� � if � � C��X�

b � has support disjoint
from bf�X�

b ��
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Now for �� � � Rde�ne A � e�������
b�� �X� b�

�
� � as consisting of the b	half	

densities on X�
b such that for some � � 
 �depending on A� �����lb �����rb A

is in the space ����
�� The extra subscript � is supposed to indicate that
the space is de�ned by bounds and the inclusion of � � 
 gives a little
�room� in the estimates� Notice that

� � inf Elb� � � infErb �� e����E
b �X� b�

�
� � � e�������

b�� �X� b�
�
� ��

In fact the second part of the proof of Theorem ��� applies unchanged to
show that

����
��
A � e�������

b�� �X� b�
�
� � de�nes a bounded operator

A � ��
�

HM
b �� ��Hm

b � m�M if �� � � 	 
 and � 
 ���

It su�ces to have �� � � 	 
 because of the inclusion of � � 
 in the
de�nition of the kernels� Now the general calculus with bounds is the sum
of three terms�

����
��
�m����b�os���X�

b�
�
� � �

�mb�os�X�
b�

�
� � � e�������

b�� �X� b�
�
� � � ��lb�

�
rbH

�
b �X

�� b�
�
� ��

The L� boundedness in ����
�� leads to the composition properties involv	
ing the action of the �rst two summands on the third�

Proposition ����� If �� � � 	 
 and � 
 �� then composition of
operators gives

�m����b�os���X�
b�

�
� � � ���lb ��

�

rbH
�
b �X

�� b�
�
� � � ��lb�

��

rbH
�
b �X

�� b�
�
� ��

Proof� Multiplying on the left by ���
�

it su�ces to consider the case
�� � 
� Any B � ��

�

lbH
�
b �X

�� b�
�
� � can be decomposed into

����
�� B � B� � B�� B� � 	��rb�B�

where �rb is the pull	back of a boundary de�ning function� � � C��X�� from
the right factor and 	��� � C��X� takes the value � near the boundary
and has support in a collar neighbourhood� The support of B� is therefore
disjoint from the right boundary of X�� so it is of the form of a C� function
of the right variables with values in the weighted Sobolev space�

B� � b� � 
� 
 � C��X� b� �
� �� b� � �C��X� ��

�

H�
b �X�

b�
�
� ���
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The composition can then be written as the action on the left

A B� � A�b��� 
 � �C��X� ��H�
b �X�

b�
�
� �� � ��lb�

�
rbH

�
b �X

�� b�
�
� �

using ����
��� To handle A  B�� the product decomposition of the right
factor ofX near the boundary and the Mellin characterization of ����� can
be used� Taking the Mellin transform in the normal variable of a product
decomposition near the boundary of the right factor allows b� to be written
as the inverse Mellin transform of

����
�� b��M � S�R� �X� ��
�

H�
b �X�

b�
�
� �� � 
�

with 
 a b	half	density on the right factor as before� Here the notation
S stands for the space with all derivatives continuous into the target and
rapidly decreasing as the variable� � � �� Now the same argument as
above allows A to be applied on the left� meaning in the image space in
����
��� The result� by ����
��� is in the same space� with �� replaced by
�� Taking the inverse Mellin transform by ����� and noting the bound on
the support in the right variables� it follows that

A B� � ��lbH
�
b �X

�� b�
�
� ��

This completes the proof of the proposition�

There are obvious properties for the composition of the third summand
in ����
�� using this argument� In fact it is useful to prove a stronger
property� Let R be some ring and suppose I � R is a subring� Then I
will be said to be a semi�ideal �sometimes called a bi	ideal� see ����� �����
and also called a corner in ��� 	 the latter terminology being particularly
unfortunate in the present context� if

�����
� A�B � I� X � R �� AXB � I�

On a compact manifold without boundary the smoothing operators form
such a semi	ideal in the bounded operators on L�� An extension of this to
the case of manifolds with boundary is�

Proposition ����� For any � � R the subspace ��lb�
��
rb H�

b �X
�� b�

�
� � is

a semi�ideal in the space of bounded operators on ��L��X� b�
�
� ��

Proof� As usual� by conjugation� it is enough to take � � 
� So consider
A�B � H�

b �X
�� b�

�
� � and take a decomposition as in ����
�� for B and a

similar decomposition for A but with respect to the left variables �i�e� take



����� Fredholm properties ���

such a decomposition of A��� Then the composite operator is a sum of four
terms� Aj X Bk for j� k � �� �� Now

A� X B� � �C��X�� b�
�
� �

is very residual� The term A� X B� is the adjoint of a term of the type of
A� X B�� so it su�ces to consider the latter� Using the Mellin transform
in the right variables� as in the proof of Proposition ���� this is easily seen
to be an element of ��lbH

�
b �X

�� b�
�
� �� The last term� A� X  B� can be

handled similarly by taking the Mellin transform� and its inverse� in both
sets of variables� To do this� and so complete the proof� a characterization
of the Mellin transform as in ����� is needed in two sets of variables� This
is left as an exercise�

Exercise ���	� Show that the double Mellin transform

uM����� �
�� y� y�� �

�Z
�

�Z
�

x�i��x���i�
�

u�x� y� x�� y��
dx

x

dx�

x�

de�nes� for any m � R� an isomorphism

Hm
b � eX�� b�

�
� � �

�
u � L�� eX�� b�

�
� ��uM�� � L��R��Hm���X��� �

�
� ��

�� � j�j� � j��j��m��uM�� � L��R�� ��X��� jd�j �� jd��j ��� �
� �

�
�

����� Fredholm properties�

The basic Fredholm properties for elliptic operators on weighted Sobolev
spaces are now straightforward consequences of the continuity of the para	
metrix and the compactness of the error�

Theorem ��
�� If P � Di�kb �X� b� �
� � is elliptic on a compact manifold

with boundary X then for each � � R and M � R the null space

�������

n
u � ��HM

b �X�
b�

�
� ��Pu � 


o
� ��H�

b �X�
b�

�
� �

is �nite dimensional

and

�������
P � ��HM

b �X�
b�

�
� � �� ��HM�k

b �X� b�
�
� � is Fredholm

�� � � � Imspecb�P ��
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A �relative index formula� relating the index of the operator in ������� for
di�erent values of the weight � is obtained in x����
Proof� The su�ciency of the condition � � � Imspecb�P � for P to be
Fredholm follows from the existence of right and left parametrices� From
Lemma �� it follows that P is bounded as an operator �������� Moreover
from Proposition ���� and the Corollary to Lemma ����� applied to P and
to its adjoint� there are bounded maps

�������

ER� EL � �
�HM�k

b �X� b�
�
� � �� ��HM

b �X�
b�

�
� � s�t�

P ER � Id�RR� EL  P � Id�RL�

RR� RL � �
�Hq

b �X�
b�

�
� � �� ����H�

b �X�
b�

�
� ��

It follows that P is Fredholm� First the null space in ������� is contained
in the null space of Id�RL and is therefore �nite dimensional� since RL

is compact� This proves ������� when � � � Imspecb�P �� However the
general case follows since the null space can only increase with decreasing
�� Similarly the range of P contains the range of Id�RR which is closed
with �nite codimension� because RR is compact� Thus the range of P is
also closed and of �nite codimension� It follows that P is Fredholm as
stated in ��������
So it remains only to prove that the condition on � is also necessary for

P to be Fredholm� Since this is a direct consequence of the relative index
formula proved in Theorem ��� below� the proof is deferred until after this
has been established�

Exercise ��
�� Make sure that you understand why Id�R is Fredholm
if R is a compact operator on a Hilbert space�

As a Fredholm operator P has a generalized inverse� Thus for each � �
� Imspecb�P � consider the map E� which is zero on the orthocomplement
of the range of P in ������� for M � k and maps each element f in the

range of P to the unique solution u of Pu � f which is in ��Hk
b �X�

b�
�
� �

and is orthogonal to the null space with respect to the inner product on
��H�

b �X�
b�

�
� �� This de�nes an operator

������ E� � �
�H�

b �X�
b�

�
� � �� ��Hk

b �X�
b�

�
� �

which is such that

������� P E� � Id���� E�  P � Id����

where �� and �� are the orthogonal projections in ��H�
b �X�

b�
�
� � onto the

null space and orthocomplement to the range of P� The inner product on
the space ��H�

b �X�
b�

�
� � depends on the choice of de�ning function for the

boundary and so this a�ects the de�nition of E� when � �� 
 but otherwise
E� is well	de�ned�
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Proposition ��
�� The generalized inverse E� in ������� ������� for an

elliptic element P � Di�kb �X� b�
�
� � and � � � Imspecb�P � is an element of

the space of operators de�ned in ����
���

������� E� � ��k��������b�os�� �X� b�
�
� �

for some � � 
�

Proof� By conjugation it su�ces to take � � 
 as usual� Consider the
left and right parametrices in �������� These satisfy
�������
EL�ER � EL  �P ER�RR�� �EL P �RL�ER � EL RR�RL ER�

This shows that the di�erence is in the same space� as in ������� as the
error terms� Thus the left parametrix is also a right parametrix with the
same type of error term� Let E � EL be the two	sided parametrix and RR

and RL the errors as a right and left parametrix�
Now consider the same computation but involving the generalized in	

verse� E�� Notice �rst that both �� and �� are orthogonal projections
onto �nite dimensional subspaces of ��H�

b �X�
b�

�
� � for some � � 
� The

kernels of these operators are therefore sums of products of elements of this
space� so are in ��lb�

�
rbH

�
b �X

�� b�
�
� �� Now using ������� and �������

E� � E � E� RR ��� E� E �E� � E �� � RL E�

from which it follows that

E� � E � E RR ��� E �E �� RR � RL E� RR�

All terms on the right are in the space in �������� with the semi	ideal prop	
erty of Proposition ���� used on the last term� This proves the proposition�

����� Extended index sets�

Although a parametrix for any elliptic b	di�erential operator has now
been obtained� the construction will be taken somewhat further� resulting in
a �ner parametrix and thence a more precise description of the generalized
inverse� This �ner description is used in the next chapter to show the
existence of a meromorphic continuation of the resolvent of the Laplacian
of an exact b	metric through the continuous spectrum� It is not used in the
proof of the APS theorem�
Most of the work has already been done� in analyzing the solvability

properties of the indicial operator� It remains to consider the perturbation
theory which will allow this to be used to improve the parametrix con	
structed in Proposition ���� by more carefully choosing the extension o�
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the front face of X�
b � As will be seen below this is really the process of

relating a solution of the indicial operator to an approximate solution of
the operator itself�
In the construction of a �ner parametrix the index sets in ������ will

have to be replaced by somewhat bigger ones which take into account the
horrors of accidental multiplicities� to wit

bE���� �

�
�z� k� � C �N�� � r � N�� Re�z� � �� � r�

� i�z � r� � specb�P � and k � � 

rX

j��

ord��i�z � j�

�
�

�������

To understand where this de�nition comes from� start with the absolute
index sets in ������� To get to ������� consider the shifts of these sets by
integral steps in the imaginary direction�

E���� � r �
�
�z � r� k�� �z� k� � E����

�
� r � N�

Then

������� eE���� �
�
r�N�

�
E���� � r

�
are the smallest C� index set containing E����� On the other hand to
de�ne ������� the �extended� union of index sets is used�

�����
� E�F � E�F �f�z� k�� � �z� l�� � E� �z� l�� � F� k � l� � l� � �g �
Thus E�F � E � F unless E � F �� �� The extra term in �����
� just
consists of the points of E � F with multiplicity increased to the sum of
the multiplicities� plus one� Since 
 already represents a pole of some
Mellin transform �see Proposition ����� this just arises from multiplying
meromorphic functions� The operation of taking the extended union is
commutative and associative� Then ������� is just

������� bE���� � E������E���� � ����E� � ��� � � � �
These are the index sets which appear in the parametrix or the inverse

if P is invertible� If P has null space they need to be increased further to

������� �E���� � bE����� bE�����

Proposition ��
�� If P � Di�kb �X� b�
�
� � is elliptic and � � R is not an

element of � Imspecb�P � there exists

�������
bG� � e��k�bE���b �X� b�

�
� � s�t�

P  bG� � Id� bR�� bR� � �bf e�������bE�����
b �X� b�

�
� ��

where bE��� � � bE����� bE������ is de�ned by ������� or ��������
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Notice what is claimed here for the error term� as compared to R� in

������� There is no improvement at bf�X�
b �� both R� and bR� just vanish

there� The improvement is all at the left boundary� lb�X�
b �� where

bR� is to
vanish to all orders� i�e� has trivial expansion�

����� Formal solutions�

The main ingredient in the proof of Proposition ��� is a simple result
on the formal inversion of the operator P� i�e� relating to its action on
polyhomogeneous conormal distributions�

Lemma ��

� If P � Di�kb �X� b� �
� � is elliptic and E is an index set then

for each f � AE
phg�X�

b�
�
� �� there exists u � AF

phg�X�
b�

�
� � with

������ Pu� f � �C��X� b� �
� �� F � E� bE�����

using the notation of ������� provided inf E � ��

Proof� By de�nition f has an expansion ������� To solve away each term
in the expansion� a formal solution of

������� Pu � xz�logx�kv� v � C��X� b� �
� �

is needed for each � � C and each k � N�� Suppose for the moment that
k � 
� Then it is natural to look for u � xzw� w � C��X� b� �

� �� although
this will not quite work� From ������ it follows that� near �X�

������� P �xzw� � xzI��P��iz�w � xz��g�z��

where g�z� � C��X� b� �
� � is analytic in z� Here a product decomposition of

X � �
� ��x� �X has been taken to allow I��P��iz� to act on w � w�x� ���
So as a �rst step towards ������� take

w�
� �� � �I��P��iz����v�
� ���

Of course there is a problem with this in that � � �iz might be a point
of specb�P � in which case the inverse does not exist� However� in Proposi	
tion ��� it has been established that the inverse is meromorphic� so consider
instead the contour integral�

������� u���x� �� �
�

��

I
��z�

xi���� iz����I��P� ���
��v�
� ��d��
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where ��z� is a small circle with centre �iz traversed anticlockwise� Re	
placing the inverse of the indicial family by its Laurent series gives

u���x� �� �
ord��iz�X
j��

xz�logx�ju��j���� u��j � C���X� � �
� ��

Here� as in x���� the order of a regular point is taken to be 
� in which case
there are no logarithmic terms� Let u� � 	�x�u��� where 	 � C��X� has
support in x � � and 	�x� � � in x � �

��� Applying P to ������� and using
������ and ������� gives

Pu� � xzv �

ord��iz�X
j��

xz���logx�jv��j�x�� v��j � C��X� b� �
� ��

Thus� in case k � 
� ������� has been solved up to an error which is one
order lower �has a factor of x� but may have higher logarithmic order� If
k � 
 the same result can be obtained by observing that

xz�logx�jv � �
�

�z
�jxzv�

assuming v to be independent of z� The general result then follows by
di�erentiating and proceeding inductively over the power of the logarithm�
Thus ������� has an approximate solution of the form

u� �

ord��iz��kX
j��

xz�logx�ju��j���� u��j � C��X� b� �
� ��

in the sense that

Pu� � xz�logx�kv �

ord��iz��kX
j��

xz���logx�jv��j���� v��j � C��X� b� �
� ��

Of course this is the basis for an inductive solution of �������� Applying
the construction repeatedly� and in the end taking an asymptotic sum�
shows that ������� does indeed have a formal solution
�������

Pu � xz�logx�kv � f� u � AF �z�
phg �X�

b�
�
� �� f � �C��X� b� �

� ��

F �z� �

	


�


��z � r� p�� r � N�� p 
 k �
X

��j�r
�i�z�j��specb�P �

ord��i�z � j��




�


� �

To get the full result it is only necessary to sum asymptotically over the
points of E and observe that the resulting index set is given by �������
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����� Finer parametrix�

This formal solution can be used to improve the error term at lb�X�
b �

from the parametrix�

Proof of Proposition ��
�� To get ������ it was only necessary to
choose G� as in ������ with indicial operator� i�e� kernel restricted to the
front face� being the inverse of the indicial operator of P� To get ������� the
extension o� the front face� near lb�X�

b �� needs to be chosen a little more
carefully� Near lb�X�

b � take as a boundary de�ning function s � xx� and
then

lb�X�
b � � �Xy �X�

where the factor of X is just the right factor of X in X�� Thus the action
of P � Di�kb �X� b�

�
� � on a kernel on X�

b can be written near lb as

������� P��s� y� x�� y�� �
X

r�j�j�k

pk���x
�s� y��sDs�

rD�
y ��s� y� x

�� y���

In particular� as a b	di�erential operator in s� y it depends smoothly on x�

as a parameter� in the strong sense that the indicial family is just I��P� ���
and is independent of x�� This is important because it means that the proof
of Lemma �� applies uniformly� the indicial set and indicial family being
independent of the parameter�
Using this observation� Lemma �� shows that ������ can be improved

with G� still given by ������� Near lb�X�
b � one can use x� as a de�ning

function for the front face� The normal operator of G� is� by choice� a
solution of the indicial equation on bf�X�

b � near lb�X
�
b �� since the kernel of

the identity is supported at  b� Thus the extension o� bf�X�
b � can simply

be chosen to be� near lb�X�
b �� of the form 	�x�����s� y� y

��� where 	 has
small support and takes the value � near x� � 
� Then the the remainder
in ������ will improve at lb�X�

b �� i�e�

R� � �bf e�����E�����E�����
b �X� b�

�
� ��

where E���� is the smallest C� index set containing E���� � fRe z �
inf�E����g� the leading terms at lb being absent� Also the support of the
kernel of R� meets lb�X

�
b � only in a small neighbourhood of bf�X

�
b ��

Now apply Lemma �� to �������� with x� and y� as C� parameters�

The index set of the result is at worst E����� bE���� which is contained inbE����� This gives a correction term

�� � �bf e�����bE�������
b �X� b�

�
� ��
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with the index set as in the statement of the proposition and support near
bf�X�

b � � lb�X�
b �� such that if G

�
� is the corresponding operator then

�����
� P G�
� � R� � �bf e�������bE�����

b �X� b�
�
� �

since all the terms at lb�X�
b � have been eliminated� Finally then ������� is

satis�ed by taking bG� � G� � G�
�� This completes the proof of Proposi	

tion ����

Why is this parametrix signi�cantly better than the one in Proposi	
tion ����! The main reason is that an iterative argument can be used
to improve the remainder term even more� Consider the formal Neumann
series for the inverse of Id� bR� �

������� Id�
X
j	�

� bR��
j �

Theorem ��� shows that the compositions in the series are all de�ned�

Of course the powers of bR� have to be examined to get much out of this�
It follows from Proposition ���� that the vanishing of the kernel of R�

to all orders at the left boundary makes the powers much better behaved
than just for R� in ������� This said� it should still be recognized that the
main reason that the series in ������� converges asymptotically at bf�X�

b ��

which will now be shown� is that the kernel of bR� vanishes at bf�X�
b � and

this is already true for R�� The composition results above for the bounded

calculus will now be re�ned to show that the terms � bR��j in ������� are
polyhomogeneous�

����� Composition with boundary terms�

The rather inelegant and piecemeal nature of the proofs of the series of
results leading up to the general composition formula for the full� polyhomo	
geneous� calculus is one reason why it is preferable to have more machinery
�as in ����� which allows one to prove these sorts of results with equanim	
ity� Here a more elementary method is used but at the expense of some
obfuscation and the general composition result� ������� in Theorem �����
is proved in stages�
First Proposition ���� needs to be extended to include boundary terms�

Proposition ��
�� If A � e�������E�
b �X� b�

�
� � and F is an index set with

������� infE � inf F � 


then

������� A � AF
phg�X�

b�
�
� � �� AF

phg�X�
b�

�
� ��
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If A � e�����E���
b �X� b�

�
� � then for any index set

������ A � AF
phg�X�

b�
�
� � �� AE	F

phg �X�
b�

�
� ��

Proof� Consider A � e�������E�
b �X� b�

�
� �� If x� is the boundary de�ning

function on the right factor and M � infE then multiplying the kernel

B � A  �x��M � �CN �X�� �
�
� �� N � � � M � inf E�

The operator B therefore maps C��X� b� �
� � into �CN �X� b� �

� �� This takes

care of the remainder terms if u � AF
phg�X�

b�
�
� � is replaced by its expansion

to very high order�
It is therefore enough to check that Au is polyhomogeneous when u is of

the form xzv with v � C��X�� By conjugating the operator with the power
the problem is reduced to the action of A� with its index set shifted by z�
on C��X� b� �

� �� That is if infE � 
 it has to be shown that

������� A � C��X� b� �
� � �� C��X� b� �

� ��

For terms in the small calculus this was shown in Proposition ��� Thus
it can be assumed that the kernel of A has support near rb�X�

b � and� by
localizing the support� can be taken to be in a coordinate patch where
t � xx�� x and y� y� are coordinates� Since a C� factor can be absorbed in
the kernel� it is enough to consider the action on the coordinate b	density
and hence just to consider the integral of the kernel�

�Z
�

���x�
x�

x
� y� y��dy�

dx�

x�
�

�Z
�

���x� t� y� y��dy�
dt

t
�

The integral converges because of the assumption that inf E � 
 and the
integrand is C� in x and y� so ������� follows� This proves ��������

The proof of ������� when A � e�����E���
b �X� b�

�
� � is similar but a little

more involved� Using Proposition �� it can be assumed that the kernel of
A is supported near the left boundary� and also that the support is small�
Then the coordinates s � xx�� x� and y� y� can be used� The action of the
operator becomes�

Au�x� y�jdx
x
dyj �� �

Z
��x�� xx�� y� y��u�x�� y��

dx�

x�
dy�jdx

x
dyj �� �

The kernel is C� in the �rst variable� is supported in s � �� where s is
the second variable and has an expansion at s � 
� The integral certainly
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converges for x � 
� To show that the result is polyhomogeneous� Proposi	
tion ���� will be used� The Mellin transform of Au is

�Z
�

�Z
�

Z

X

x�i���x�� xx�� y� y��u�x�� y��
dx�

x�
dy�

dx

x
�

Changing variable of integration from x to s this becomes

�������

�Z
�

�Z
�

Z

X

s�i��x���i���x�� s� y� y��u�x�� y��
dx�

x�
dy�

ds

s
�

Now ��x�� s� y� y�� is polyhomogeneous at s � 
 and C� in x�� y� y�� It follows
from Proposition ���� that the s integral is meromorphic in � with poles
of order k � � only at points � � �iz for �z� k� � E� This meromorphic
function takes values in C� functions in x�� y� y�� This allows the x� inte	
gral to be analyzed using Proposition ���� too� with the essentially trivial
extension that the polyhomogeneous conormal integrand is meromorphic
in the parameter �� The result is that the integral ������� is meromorphic
with poles only at � � �iz� where �z� k� � E or �z� l� � F �which has been
normalized to 
�� If z is a power in both asymptotic expansions then the or	
der of the pole is the sum of the orders� The normalization of the index set�
where �z� 
� corresponds to a simple pole of the Mellin transform� means
that� now applying Proposition ���� in the reverse direction� the index set
of Au is at worst E�F� This proves ������ and Proposition ����
The �rst composition result is for the small calculus and the operators

de�ned in �������

Proposition ��
�� The transpose of operators de�nes an isomorphism
�������

�m�Eb�os �X�
b�

�
� ��� �m�E

�

b�os �X�
b�

�
� �� E � �Elb� Erb�� E � � �Erb� Elb�

and these spaces are two�sided modules over the small calculus�

�������
e�m�Eb�os �X�

b�
�
� � �m�

b�os�X�
b�

�
� ��

�m
�

b�os�X�
b�

�
� �  e�m�Eb�os �X�

b�
�
� � � e�m�m� �E

b�os �X� b�
�
� ��

Proof� The invariance under transpose� �������� just amounts to the ob	
servation that under the factor exchanging involution the appropriate poly	
homogeneous conormal spaces are mapped into each other� Using this ob	
servation� and the corresponding fact for the small calculus �Exercise �����
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reduces ������� to either of the two cases� Since� in Proposition ���
� the
composition properties in the small calculus have already been checked
from the de�nition� ������� it su�ces to show that the operators of order
�� form a module�

�mb�os�X�
b�

�
� �  e����E

b �X� b�
�
� � � e����E

b �X� b�
�
� ��

It is again convenient to split the second factor into pieces so that one of the
representations ����� or ����� applies� Using the composition properties
of the small calculus� it su�ces to check separately that

�mb�os�X�
b�

�
� �  e�����E���

b �X� b�
�
� � � e�����E���

b �X� b�
�
� ��������

�mb�os�X�
b�

�
� �  e�������E�

b �X� b�
�
� � � e�������E�

b �X� b�
�
� ������
�

In either case it can be assumed that infE � 
 simply by conjugating by
a power of a boundary de�ning function� Thus the representations �����
and ����� both apply and the kernel of the composite operator is given by
������� Consider ������� since it is somewhat the easier of the two cases�
The kernel of the second factor� B� can be assumed to have support in a
coordinate neighbourhood near lb�X�

b �� Thus in the representations ������
the kernel k�M �x

�� �� y� y�� is C� in x�� y� y� and meromorphic in � with poles
corresponding to the index set E� It follows that in ������ the composite
kernel kM of A in the small calculus is composed with a smoothing operator
in y� The result� k��� is therefore the inverse Mellin transform of a smoothing
kernel with the poles corresponding to E and rapid decrease in �� It follows
from Proposition ���� that k�� is polyhomogeneous at lb with index set E�
This is exactly what ������� states�
Now consider ����
�� The di�culty is that the support of the second

factor can be restricted to a neighbourhood of rb�X�
b � at which the coor	

dinates used in ������ namely x� and s � xx�� are not admissible� The
problem is x�� since s can be replaced by t � �s� This makes it di�cult
to analyze the Mellin transform of the kernel� However the kernel can be
replaced by its asymptotic expansion with error which is arbitrarily smooth
and vanishes to high order at rb�X�

b �� so Lemma ���� can be used to han	
dle it� It is therefore enough to consider B with kernel of the special form
tz�log t�k	�t���x� y� y��� where � is smooth� and has small support� and
	 � C�c ��
���� takes the value � near 
� As usual the logarithmic term can
be ignored because it can be recovered by di�erentiating in z� Then the
identity

������ tz	�t� � tz � tz�	�t�� ��
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expresses B � B��B� as a sum� the second term of which has already been
discussed in �������� The �rst term� B�� has kernel which is a product of the
form �x��zx�z��x� y� y��� Then Proposition ��� applied with parameters�
shows that the kernel of the composite operator is

A B� � x�z���x� x�� y� y���x��z�

with �� smooth� It follows that the kernel of A  B is polyhomogeneous�
with index set E at rb�X�

b �� From this argument it might seem to have
additional singularities at lb�X�

b � however it is clear that there are no such
terms away from bf�X�

b �� so they must in fact vanish identically� i�e� there
is cancellation between A  B� and A  B�� This completes the proof of
����
� and hence of Proposition ����

Next consider composition between operators as in ������ but where the
non	trivial boundary behaviour is only on the �inside��

Proposition ��
�� For index sets E and F satisfying ������� with the
composite de�ned through Proposition ����

������ �
������E�
b�os �X� b�

�
� � �����F���

b�os �X� b�
�
� � � �����F�E�

b�os �X� b�
�
� ��

Proof� Conjugating all operators by a power it can be assumed that

������ infE � 
� inf F � 
�

Using Proposition ��� to handle terms where one factor is in the small
calculus� it is enough to consider A  B where the kernels of A and B are�
respectively� supported near rb�X�

b � and lb�X
�
b �� Using a partition of unity

the supports of the kernels can also be assumed to be small� Then the
formul" ������� ������� ����� and ������ can be used� Notice that these
representations depend on the fact that x� s � x�x� y and y� are coordinates
near rb�X�

b � and x
�� s� y and y� are coordinates near lb�X�

b �� Now in �������
using Proposition ����� kM �x� �� y� y�� is C� in x� y� y� and meromorphic
with rapid decay at real in�nity in � and poles only at � � �iz� of order
k � � if �z� k� � E� Similarly k�M�x

�� �� y� y�� in ������ has poles only at
� � �iz of order l � � if �z� l� � F� This results in ������ as the formula
for the kernel of the composite� expressed as the inverse Mellin transform
of the product of the Mellin transforms� The product kMk�M has poles
corresponding to both index sets� with those from E in Im� � 
 and
those from F in Im� � 
� As in the proof of Lemma �� the contour of
integration in the representation ������ can be moved o� the real axis to
�nd the decay as s� 
 and s�� of k��� The conclusion is that k�� has an
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expansion at lb with powers from F and at rb with powers from E� This is
just the content of ������� so the proposition is proved�

Next suppose the operators both have their non	trivial boundary terms
on the same face� Using the invariance under adjoints in ������� it is enough
to consider singularities on lb�X�

b � �

Proposition ��
�� For any index sets E and F

����� e�����E���
b �X� b�

�
� � e�����F���

b �X� b�
�
� � � e�����E	F ����

b �X� b�
�
� ��

Proof� Conjugating by a power of a boundary de�ning function ������
can again be assumed� Without loss of generality the two factors� A and
B� can be taken to have small supports near lb�X�

b �� The representation
������ is therefore available for the second factor� but ������ is not directly
useful because the kernel is not supported in the region where x has non	
vanishing di�erential �on X�

b �� Initially the kernel k of A in ������ must be
treated as a function of x�� s � xx�� y� y� which is C� in s � 
� has support
in s � �� x� � � and in a coordinate patch in y� y��
As before the dependence on x� is the problem� Let 	 � C�c ��
���� be

such that 	�x� and 	�s� are both identically equal to � on the support of
k� so k can be replaced by 	�x�	�s�k� Then replace k by its Taylor series
at x� � 
� which is the front face� bf�X�

b �� The individual terms are of the
form

������ �x��pkp�
� s� y� y
��	�x�	�s�� kp �

�
�

�x�

�p

k�

The support may be larger than that of k but the explicit dependence on x�

has been removed� Let Ap � A�p  �x��p be the operator with kernel �������
The composite operator Ap B � A�p B�

p�x
��p� B�

p � �x�
p	�s�B�x���p can

now be analyzed using ������� with k replaced by kp�
� s� y� y��	�x� and k�

the kernel of B�
p� The poles of the Mellin transform� kM � arise from the

powers in E and those of k� from the powers in F shifted by k� hence also
from F� Thus the product of the Mellin transforms in ������ has poles from
both E and F� At common poles the order is at most the sum of the orders
of the poles� It therefore follows from Proposition ��� that

A�p B�
p � e�����E	F���

b �X� b�
�
� ��

This is no less true when the extra factor of �x��p is applied to the right�
Thus the contribution to the product from the individual terms� �������

in the Taylor series of the kernel of A at bf�X�
b � are all of the expected type�

So consider the remainder term� Thus it may be assumed that the kernel of
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A vanishes to some high order� N� at bf�X�
b �� Now replace k in ������ by its

expansion at lb�X�
b �� up to terms which vanish to order N� The remainder

term therefore vanishes at bf and lb to order N� Replacing N by �N the
product from the remainder can be written A�  B� where� for the kernels�
B� � xNB and A� vanishes to order N� Thus� remembering ������� both

factors now have kernels in �CN �X�
b �

b�
�
� �� Lemma ���� therefore applies

and shows that the composite is increasingly smooth on X�
b and vanishes

to high order at all boundaries�
Thus it is only necessary to consider the �nite terms in the expansion of

the kernel of A� These can be taken to be of the form

������ �x��N	�x�	�s�sz�log s�k��y� y��� �z� k� � E�

where � is C�� As usual it su�ces to take k � 
 and di�erentiate with
respect to z to recover the general case� The identity ������ replaces
A� with kernel ������� by a sum� A� � A��� where the kernel of A� is
�x��N �xx��z	�x���y� y�� and A�� has support away from lb�X�

b �� Propo	
sition ��� applies to the composition A�� B� The explicit x� dependence of
the kernel of A� can be removed� by absorbing the factor of �x��N in B� so
the composite A�� B can be analyzed using ������� The conclusion then is
that all terms are polyhomogeneous on X�

b and smooth up to bf�X
�
b �� All

the terms in the expansion at lb�X�
b � arise from E�F� There are spurious

terms at rb�X�
b � for the composite kernel� but these are certainly absent

since the kernel of the composite clearly has support disjoint from rb�X�
b ��

This completes the proof of Proposition �����

����� Residual terms�

These Propositions together handle composition of the operators de�ned
by ������ except when the �rst factor has singularities on lb�X�

b � and
the second factor on rb�X�

b �� For this case see ������� However Propo	
sition ��� does cover the terms in the series �������� Applying �����
repeatedly shows that

� bR��
j � �jbf

e�������Ej �
b �X� b�

�
� ��

where the index sets Ej are de�ned inductively�

E� � E����� Ej�� � � � Ej��E����� ���

Here� if �z� k� � F then �z � �� k� � F � � and conversely� It is important
to note that these index sets stabilize as j ��� indeed

Ej � bE���� as j ��
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meaning that eventually Ej �K � bE�����K is constant for any compact
set K� The series of kernels in ������� can therefore be summed as a Taylor
series at bf�X�

b � giving

������

S� � �bf e�������bE�����
b �X� b�

�
� � such that

S� �
pX

j��

� bR��
j � �p��bf

e�������bE�����
b �X� b�

�
� ��

This in turn means that

������ �Id� bR���Id�S�� � Id �
�
j	�

�jbf
e�������bE�����
b �X� b�

�
� ��

Here the error term is getting rather benign� so the composite operator

������ G��
� � bG�  �Id�S���

with bG� from �����
�� is a rather precise parametrix� Notice that in the

composition bG�S� there are non	trivial index sets on the �outside�� mean	
ing on the left for the �rst factor and the right for the second factor� Such
compositions have not yet been considered� To fully understand them re	
quires a little extra work even though the fact that the error term will be
as in ������ is already established� This leads to the �nal extension of the
polyhomogeneous b	pseudodifferential operator calculus that will be made
in the elliptic setting�
To make this �nal extension� the discussion of polyhomogeneous conor	

mal distribution above needs to be expanded to include a special case where
the separation condition� ������� fails� Indeed the case is X� with its two
boundaries� lb�X�� � �X �X and rb�X�� � X � �X� Let E � �E�F � be
an index family for X� with E the index set for lb�X�� and F the index set

for rb � The objective is to de�ne A�E�F �
phg �X��� The special case A���E�

phg �X
��

has already been de�ned and naturally the existence of an expansion

�����
� u �
X

�z�k��E

�zlb�log �lb�
kuz�k� uz�k � A���F �

phg �X
��

is to be expected� However the meaning of this asymptotic expansion�
i�e� the nature of the remainder terms� needs to be speci�ed carefully� The
spaces of polyhomogeneous conormal distributions have natural topologies�
given by C� norms on the coe�cients and CN 	norms on the remainders
in the expansions� Thus� using the fact that X� is a product� the space
�CN �X�AF

phg�X�� of N times di�erentiable functions on X with values in

AF
phg�X� and with all derivatives up to order N vanishing at the boundary

can be de�ned� These are the remainder terms allowed in �����
��
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Definition ��
	� The space A�E�F �
phg �X�� consists of those extendible

distributions on X� which have an expansion �����
� with coe�cients in

A���F �
phg �X

�� in the sense that

u�
X

�z�k��E
Re z�N

�zlb�log �lb�
kuz�k � �CN �X�AF

phg�X�� � N � N�

Certainly these spaces are local C��X��	modules� so it makes sense to
de�ne the spaces of conormal sections of any vector bundle over X� as the
�nite sums of products�

A�E�F �
phg �X��U � �A�E�F �

phg �X�� � C��X��U �

�A�E�F �
phg �X���C��X�� C��X��U ��

Of course it would be reassuring to know that these spaces are invariant
under di�eomorphisms and are also independent of the choice of ordering
of the two boundaries� For a more detailed discussion of these niceties
the interested reader is referred to ����� It is straightforward� just as in
the proof of Lemma ����� to show that any series of coe�cients uz�k �
A���F �
phg �X

��� �z� k� � E� can appear in the expansion �����
� of an element

u � A�E�F �
phg �X�� and that this expansion determines the sum uniquely up

to an element of
A���F �
phg �X

�� � A���F �
phg �X

���

this being the subspace with all derivatives vanishing on lb�X���

Exercise ����� Prove this asymptotic completeness result and use it
to prove that the space is indeed independent of the ordering of the two
hypersurfaces by showing that the elements always have an expansion �at
the other boundary��

Now these spaces can be used to de�ne the third part of the polyho	
mogeneous b	pseudodifferential calculus� although these kernels really have
nothing much to do with the �b� nature of the calculus but are rather uni	
versal residual terms�

����E�X� b�
�
� � � AEphg�X�� b�

�
� �� E � �Elb� Erb��

This is consistent with the notation for the maximally residual operators
in De�nition ��
� provided the superscript � is taken to mean that both
index sets are trivial� The �full calculus� is then the sum of the three terms
considered so far�
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Definition ����� The �full calculus� of �one	step polyhomogeneous� b	
pseudodifferential operators on a compact manifold with boundary corre	
sponding to an index family E � �Elb� Erb� for X� consists of the operators
of the form
�������

�m�Eb�os �X�
b�

�
� � � �mb�os�X�

b�
�
� � � e����E

b �X� b�
�
� � � ����E �X� b�

�
� ��

with the three terms de�ned in De�nition ���� ������ and De�nition ���
respectively�

Notice that in terms of the bounded calculus

�m�Eb�os �X�
b�

�
� � � �m����b�os����� ���� � � inf Elb� � � infErb�

���	� Composition in general�

So far various pieces of the composition formula have been checked� Now
they can be put together� and extended somewhat� to arrive at the general
result� First consider the action of the operators�

Proposition ����� If E is an index family for X� and F is an index set
for X with inf Erb � inf F � 
 then
�������

A � �m�Eb�os �X�
b�

�
� � �� A � AF

phg�X�
b�

�
� � �� AG

phg�X�
b�

�
� �� G � Elb�F�

Proof� The operator A is a sum of three terms as in �������� The second
term is a sum of two terms to which ������� and ������ apply� so this part
satis�es �������� The �rst term is in an element of order m in the small
calculus to which Lemma ��� applies� This reduces consideration to an
element of the third� residual� space in �������� The expansion of the kernel
at the left boundary then gives the expansion� i�e�

A � ����E �X� b�
�
� � ��

A � ��Hm
b �X�

b�
�
� � �� AElb

phg�X�
b�

�
� �� �� infErb � 
� � m�

This shows when composition is de�ned and then

Theorem ����� If E and F are index families for X� with inf Erb �
inf Flb � 
 then

�������
�m�Eb�os �X�

b�
�
� � �m��F

b�os �X�
b�

�
� � � �m�m� �G

b�os �X� b�
�
� ��

Glb � Elb�Flb� Grb � Erb�Frb�

Proof� When the two operators are decomposed as in ������� nine terms
result� The number is however easily reduced� First note�
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Lemma ���
� The space �m
��E

b�os �X�
b�

�
� � is an order��ltered two�sided

module over the corresponding small calculus ���b �X� b�
�
� ��

Proof� Proposition ��� takes care of the �rst two terms in the decompo	
sition �������� so it su�ces to consider composition of the small and residual

terms� This follows from Proposition ����� In fact if A � �mb �X� b�
�
� � and

B � �����E�F ��X� b�
�
� � then expanding B at rb�X�� expresses it as a sum

of terms in AE
phg�X�

b�
�
� �� with coe�cients in AF

phg�X�
b�

�
� � on the right

factor of X and a remainder term which is smooth with values in the poly	
homogeneous space� Thus Proposition ���� shows that A B has a similar
expansion so is also in �����E�F ��X� b�

�
� ��

Thus all the terms in ������� with one factor in the small calculus have
been controlled� leaving only four terms� Taking into account the behaviour
under adjoints� which allows the order of the factors to be changed� this
is reduced to three types of terms� The terms where one factor is residual
can be handled as in Lemma ��� with Proposition ��� replacing Propo	
sition ����
Taking into account Propositions ��� and ���� it only remains to con	

sider the case where the non	trivial expansions are on the outside and to
show that

������
e�����E���
b �X� b�

�
� �  e�������F �

b �X� b�
�
� �

� e�����E�F �
b �X� b�

�
� � � �����E�F ��X� b�

�
� ��

Note that the second� residual� term must be included here� as opposed to
������ and ������
To prove ������ it can further be assumed that the two factors have ker	

nels supported near the front face� and even near the appropriate boundary
hypersurface of the front face� left for the left factor and right for the right�
Proceeding as before the kernel of the right factor will be replaced by its
expansion� with remainder� at the right boundary� So choose a boundary
de�ning function and denote its lift from the left factor as x and from the
right factor x�� as usual� Let 	 � C�c �R� be equal to � near 
 so that
both kernels are supported in the region where 	�x�	�x�� � �� Now the
expansion gives

�������

B � B��
N �BN � B�

N

����x� �s� y� y�� � ���N �x� �s� y� y
��

�
X

Re z�N
�z�k��Flb

�
x�

x
�z�log

x�

x
�kaz�k�x� y� y

��	�x�	�x�� � ��N �x
�� s� y� y���
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�

Here the �rst term is supported near rb�X�
b �� i�e� s � �� and is N times

di�erentiable with derivatives to order N vanishing at rb�X�
b �� The sum

forming the second term is the expansion� extended as a power of s all the
way to the left boundary� The third term corrects the fact that the sum is
extended globally so in fact has support disjoint from rb�X�

b �� its ��nite�
index set at lb�X�

b � re#ects the fact that it has the negatives of the powers
from the right boundary in it�

��N � e�����GN ���
b �X� b�

�
� �� GN � f�z� k���Re z 	 �N� �z� k� � Frbg�

The point of the decomposition ������� is that Proposition ��� can be
applied to the composition with the third term to see that

A B�
N � e�����HN ���

b �X� b�
�
� �� HN � Elb�GN �

For the second term the fact that the kernel is essentially a power of xx�

can be used� This means that the variables y� can be regarded as parameters
and the composition treated as simply the action on a polyhomogeneous
conormal distribution� x�z� with an appropriate logarithmic factor� using
Proposition ���� so

A BN �
X

Re z�N
�z�k��Flb

X
��l�k

Cz�l�x
��z�logx��k�l	�x���

Cz�l � A�H�

N ���
phg �X�� b�

�
� �� H�

N � Elb�f��z� l�g�
In particular this term is residual� Finally the �rst term in ������� con	
tributes a remainder term� in the sense of an N times di�erentiable function
with values in AE

phg�X�
b�

�
� �� to the residual kernel� This proves ������

and hence completes the proof of Theorem �����

���
� General bundles and summary�

As for the small calculus� discussed in x���� the extension of both the
calculus with bounds and the full polyhomogeneous calculus to arbitrary
vector bundle coe�cients is straightforward� and essentially only a matter
of notation� Thus the spaces themselves are de�ned as in ���
�� for an
index family E for X� and any two vector bundles E and F over X �

�������
�m�Eb�os �X�E�F �

def
�

�m�Eb�os �X�
b�

�
� ��C��X�

b
� C��X�

b � �
�
b Hom�F � b��

�
� � E � b��

�
� ���

As before the shortened notation

�m�Eb�os �X�E� � �
m�E
b�os �X�E�E�



�
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is used when the two vector bundles coincide� The calculus has the obvious
transformation property under the passage to adjoints with respect to inner
products on the �bres and a b	density on X �

�������
�m�Eb�os �X�E�F � � A�� A� � �m�Fb�os �X�F�E��

E � �Elb� Erb�� F � �Erb� Elb��

Note that the behaviour of the index sets here depends on the fact that the
adjoint is taken with respect to a b	density on X�

Exercise ����� Work out the behaviour of the general calculus under
conjugation by powers of a de�ning function and deduce what happens
to the index sets if the adjoint in ������� is taken with respect to a non	
vanishing density in the usual sense�

The de�nition� ������ is the same as requiring that on subdivision by
a partition of unity on X�

b subordinate to a covering on which the bundles
are trivial the kernels become matrices with entries in the space in ��������
This localization can be used to extend all the results above to the general
case� Thus Proposition ���� gives the action on polyhomogeneous conormal
distributions and Theorem ��� on weighted Sobolev spaces�
�������

A � �m�Eb�os �X�E�F � ��
A � AG

phg�X�E� �� AH
phg�X�F �� if infG� infErb � 
� H � G�Elb�

A � ��HM
b �X�E� �� ��HM�m

b �X�F �� if �� inf Erb � 
� � � inf Elb�

Notice that the b	Sobolev spaces are based on the L� space with respect to
a b	density on X�
The composition formula then follows by localizing Theorem �����

�m�Eb�os �X�G�F � �m
��F

b�os �X�E�G� � �m�m� �G
b�os �X�E�F �

provided infErb � inf Flb � 
� G � �Elb�Flb� Erb�Frb��

Exercise ����� Strictly speaking the mapping property on Sobolev
spaces has only been proved for integral orders �including that of the opera	
tor�� This is all that is needed in the discussion of the inverses of di�erential
operators but it is worthwhile to consider the general case� to see how the b	
Sobolev spaces �t with the calculus in the same way that ordinary Sobolev
spaces mesh with the usual calculus� Using the small calculus �correspond	
ing to the index family E � ��� ��� �

�mb�os�X�E� � �
m������
b�os �X�E�



���
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�

one can set
�������
��Hm

b �X�E� �
�
u � ��H�

b �X�E�� �
m
b�os�X�E�u � ��H�

b �X�E�
�

m � 


��Hm
b �X�E� � ��H�

b �X�E� � �
m
b�os�X�E��

�H�
b �X�E� m � 
�

Using the part of ������� which has already been shown and the compo	
sition formula for the small calculus check that this is consistent with the
de�nition for integral m from ����� and ������ Deduce ������� in general�

The symbol sequence extends from ���
�� to give a short exact sequence


 �� �m���Eb�os �X�E�F � ����m�Eb�os �X�E�F �
b�m��

S�m	�bT �X��� hom�E�F �� �� 


for any index family� since the additional terms are smooth near the diag	
onal� at least in the interior� Similarly the indicial homomorphism extends
to give a short exact sequence�


 �� �bf�
m�E
b�os �X�E�F � ��� �m�Eb�os �X�E�F � ��

�m�Eb�I�os�
eX �E�F � �� 


�����
�

provided if infElb � infErb � 
�������

for each m� This is de�ned simply by restriction of the kernels to the front
face� with E interpreted as an index set for eX�� The choice of a trivialization
of the normal bundle allows the indicial family to be de�ned by Mellin
transform of the restriction of its kernel to the front face� In this case

I��P� �� � �m��X�E�F � if infElb � infErb � 


is meromorphic in � � C with poles only at the points �iz� with order at
most k if �z� k� �� � Elb or ��z� k� �� � Erb� The residues are �nite rank
smoothing operators� Notice that in general the indicial family does not
quite determine the indicial operator� since one has to decide which poles
correspond to lb and which to rb � As already noted this splitting of the
complex plane amounts to a boundary condition� As before� the symbol
map and indicial operator both give multiplicative homomorphisms when
the composition of operators is de�ned�

Exercise ����� The normal homomorphism

������� �m�Eb�os �X�E�F � �� �m�Eb�I�os�
eX �E�F �

can be de�ned even without assuming �������� although at some expense
to continuity in the index family� To do this observe that �restriction of
the kernels to the front face� can be interpreted as taking the coe�cient
of ��bf in an asymptotic expansion around bf�X

�
b �� With this more general

de�nition interpret ������� and compute the range and null space�



�
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The extension of the calculus with bounds to the case of general bundles
is completely parallel to this discussion and is therefore left as an exercise�
Since the b	trace is quite important in applications it is worth noting how
it extends to the general calculus with bounds� First� for each choice of
trivialization of the normal bundle� the b	integral in Lemma ��� extends
directly to de�ne a linear functional

�������

Z
� C��X� b� �

� � � ��H�
b �X�

b�
�
� � �� C if � � 


since the additional term is integrable� Moreover ������ still holds� Since

the restriction to the diagonal of an element of ���������
b�os�� �X�E� is just an

element of C��X� hom�E� � b�� � ����H�
b �X� hom�E � b���� it follows

that the pointwise trace on hom�E� with ������� de�nes the b	trace� just
as in ������

b	Tr� � �
��������
b�os�� �X�E� �� C if �� � � 
�

The continuity of this map in terms of the seminorms de�ning the calculus
with bounds is used in the treatment of the limit of the b	trace of the heat
semigroup as t�� in x����
Exercise ����� Extend Proposition ��� to this setting�

����� Parametrices and null space�

The constructions above can now be extended to the case of general
bundle coe�cients� More importantly the composition in ������ can be
analyzed�

Proposition ���	� If P � Di�kb �X�E�F � is elliptic there exist paramet�
rices corresponding to any � � � Imspecb�P �

EL � ��k��bE����� 
E�����
b�os �X�F�E�

ER � ��k�� 
E
�����bE�����

b�os �X�F�E��

where bE���� are the index sets de�ned by �������� �E���� those de�ned
by ������� and the full polyhomogeneous calculus is given by �������� such
that

P ER � Id�RR� RR � ��bf�
������bE�����
b�os �X�E�

EL  P � Id�RL� RL � ��bf�
����bE�������
b�os �X�E�
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�

as operators on ��H��
b �X�E�� Moreover

������ ER �EL � ���� 
E���
b�os �X�F�E��

Proof� The right parametrix is given by ������� extended to the case
of bundles� and its properties follow directly by applying the composition
formula� The left parametrix is just the adjoint of a right parametrix for P �

with respect to some inner product� That the di�erence of the parametrices
satis�es ������� and ������ follows from the composition formula�

In particular the proof of Theorem ��
 extends immediately to give�

Theorem ����� If X is a compact manifold with boundary any elliptic
P � Di�kb �X�E�F � is Fredholm as an operator P � xaHk�m

b �X�E� ��
xaHm

b �X�F � if and only if a � � Imspecb�P � and the index is independent
of m�

Observe that if P is an elliptic b	di�erential operator then the polyho	
mogeneity of Pu implies that of u�

Proposition ����� For any elliptic P � Di�kb �X�E�F �

u � ��Hm
b �X�E�� Pu � AG

phg�X�F �

�� u � AH
phg�X�E�� H � G� bE�����

Proof� If � � � Imspecb�P � apply the left parametrix from Proposi	
tion ���� and use �������� If � � � Imspecb�P � then apply the parametrix
for �� �� � � 
� Since the leading terms in the expansion of u correspond
to powers z with Re z � �� they must vanish by the assumption on u� thus
u � ��Hm

b �X�E� for some � � � and the result follows in this case too�

As a simple consequence of this regularity result the precise form of
elements of the null space of P can be investigated� Namely

�������
P � Di�mb �X�E�F � elliptic � u � ��H��

b �X�E� and Pu � 


�� u � AbE����
phg �X�E��

De�ne
null�P� �� �

n
u � ��H��

b �X� b�
�
� ��Pu � 


o
�

n
u � ��H�

b �X�
b�

�
� ��Pu � 


o
�

For an R�	invariant elliptic operator Q � Di�kb�I� eX�E� the generalized
null space associated to z � specb�Q� is

������� F �Q� z� �

	��u �
X

��j�p

xz�logx�j	j�Qu � 


�� �
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This is clearly independent of the choice of projective coordinate x� More	
over

Lemma ����� For any elliptic Q � Di�kb�I� eX �E�
������� dimF �Q� z� � rank�z�� z � specb�Q��

Proof� The �formal Mellin transform�

u ���
X
j
�

�z � il����j����jj$	j

identi�es F �Q� z� with the space in ����� of which rank�z� is by de�nition
the dimension�

Now� suppose an identi�cation of the compacti�ed normal bundle to
the boundary with a collar neighbourhood of the boundary in X is �xed�
An element u � F ��I�P �� z� can be naturally identi�ed with an element of

��H�
b �X�

b�
�
� ��a��H�

b �X�
b�

�
� � provided � � �
� �� and Im z � ��a��a�

���

Proposition ����� If P � Di�mb �X� b� �
� � is elliptic and �� � � � �����

the leading part of the expansion of u � null�P� �� at �X de�nes

������� null�P� �� ��
X

�iz�specb�P �
��Re z���

F �I�P �� z�

with null space
T

�	��
null�P� ���

This map will be used in the proof of the relative index theorem�

����� Generalized inverse�

Finally we can give a detailed description of the generalized inverse of an
elliptic b	di�erential operator�

Proposition ���
� For any P � Di�mb �X�E�F � elliptic� any weight
� � � Imspecb�P � and any boundary de�ning function � � C��X� the
generalized inverse to P� G� � ��H�

b �X�F � �� ��Hm
b �X�E� is an element

of �
�m� 
E���
b�os �X�F�E� �xed by

P G� � Id���

G�  P � Id����
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�

where �� and �� are the orthogonal projections onto the null space and
o	 the range� in ��H�

b �X�E� and ��H�
b �X�F � respectively� and where

�E��� � � �E����� �E�����

is the index family for X� de�ned by �������� If P is invertible then

������� G� � ��m�bE���b�os �X�F�E��

with the index set �xed by ��������

Proof� The generalized inverse di�ers from the parametrices constructed
in Proposition ���� by �nite rank operators� Using Proposition ���� and
������� to modify the remainders leads to ��������



Chapter �� Relative index� cohomology and resolvent

In this chapter three applications of the construction of parametrices will
be made� The �rst result is the relative index formula� Theorem ���� re	
lating the index of an elliptic di�erential operator for di�erent values of
the weighting of the b	Sobolev spaces� This was proved for pseudodi�er	
ential operators in ��� and allows the proof of the APS theorem to be
reduced to the Fredholm case� To illustrate the relative index theorem�
an idea from ���� extended recently by Gromov and Shubin �
�� is used to
deduce the Riemann	Roch theorem� for Riemann surfaces� from it� Sec	
ondly the cohomology of a compact manifold with boundary is represented
in terms of harmonic forms� That is� the Hodge theory associated to an
exact b	metric is developed� Finally the resolvent of a second	order elliptic
and self	adjoint family of b	di�erential operators is analyzed� In particular
the resolvent kernel is shown to have an analytic extension to an in�nitely
branched covering of the complex plane and this is used to give a detailed
description of the spectrum� The relationship between the extended L� null
space of a Dirac operator and its adjoint is also investigated� This applies
in particular to the Dirac Laplacian� g�E �

���� Boundary pairing�

A common feature of the proofs of the results in this chapter is that
they involve the determination of the dimensions of various null spaces or
the di�erences of such dimensions� We therefore start with some results
on the pairing of generalized boundary data which are helpful in these
computations� By generalized boundary data we mean the spaces� F �P� z��
associated to z � specb�P � in �������� There is a basic relationship between
these spaces for P and its adjoint�

Lemma ���� If E and F are vector bundles with Hermitian inner products
and 
 � C��X� b�� is a non�vanishing positive b�density then the formal

adjoint� P �� of an elliptic element P � Di�kb �X�E�F �� has the property

����� rank�P� �� � rank�P �� �� � � � specb�P ��

Proof� The de�nition ������ and the identity ������ together show that

����� I��P
�� �� � �x�iI�P ��xi �
 � ��x

�iI�P �xi���
 � I��P� ��
��

From this ����� follows�

It is useful to see ����� in a rather more constructive way� in terms of
boundary pairing� Since the indicial families at each boundary hypersurface
are unrelated it su�ces to assume� for the moment� that �X is connected�

���



���� Boundary pairing �
�

For simplicity of notation we also assume that E � F � b�
�
� � the section


 is then not needed to de�ne P ��
Choose a cut	o� function 	 � C�� eX�� with 	 � � near ��X and 	 � 


near ��X� Then consider the sesquilinear map

�����

F �P� z��� F �P �� z� � �u� v� ���
B�u� v� �

�

i

Z
eX

�
I�P ��	u�	v � �	u�I�P ���	v�

�
�

where F �P� z� � F �I�P �� z� � C��� eX � b� �
� �� the formal null space associ	

ated to z� is de�ned in �������� The integrand is a density with compact

support in the interior of eX� so the integral converges absolutely� Then
����� also follows from�

Proposition ���� The sesquilinear form ����� is independent of the
choice of cut�o	 function and when z� � z gives a non�degenerate pair�
ing for each z � specb�P �� Moreover the same integral gives the trivial
pairing

����
B�u� v� � 
 � u � F �P� z��� v � F �P �� z��

z� z� � specb�P �� z �� z��

Proof� Suppose that z � z� and consider the �rst term in the integrand
in ������ Since u is annihilated by I�P �� I�P ��	u� is compactly supported
in the interior and 	v has support bounded above with growth determined
by xiz as x � 
� Set a � � Im z then x�a���	v� is square integrable if � � 
�
Similarly for the second term� xa��	u is square	integrable and I�P ��	v�
has compact support in the interior� Plancherel�s formula for the Mellin
transform can therefore be applied� and gives

B�u� v� �
�

��i

Z
R

Z

X

� �
x�a��I�P ��	u�

�
M
����xa��	v�M ���

� �x�a��	u�M ����xa��I�P ���	v��M ���

�
d��

Since �xa��	v�M ��� � �	v�M �� � ia � i��� and similarly for the other
terms� this can be rewritten

B�u� v� �
�

��i

Z
R

Z

X

�
�I�P ��	u��M ��� ia� i���	v�M ��� ia� i��

� �	u�M �� � ia � i���I�P ���	v��M �� � ia � i��

�
d��
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By assumption u is the product of xiz and a polynomial in logx� The
Mellin transform of 	u is therefore de�ned in Im� � Im z and extends to
be meromorphic with a pole only at � � z such that I�P ��	u� has an entire
Mellin transform given by I��P� ���	u�M ���� Similar statements hold for v�
so the second term can be written as a contour integral in � � �� ia � i�
over Im � � Im z��� The same reasoning allows the �rst term to be written
as a contour integral over Im� � Imz � � �

B�u� v� �
�

��i

Z
Im �Im z��

Z

X

�I�P ��	u��M ���vM ���d�

� �

��i

Z
Im �Im z��

Z

X

uM ����I�P ���	u��M ���d��

�����

Now �I�P ��	u��M ��� � I��P� ���	u�M and similarly for the second term�
The rapid vanishing of the Mellin transforms at real in�nity permits

integration by parts in the integral over �X and hence� using ����� and
reverting to the variable �� ����� becomes

B�u� v� �
�

��i

I
Im �Im z��

Z

X

I��P� ���	u�M ����	v�M ���d�

� �

��i

I
Im �Im z��

Z

X

I��P� ���	u�M����	v�M ���d��

�����

Again the rapid vanishing of all the Mellin transforms at real in�nity� and
the fact that the only poles are at � � z� means that ����� can be rewritten
as an integral over a �nite contour�

����� B�u� v� �
�

��i

I
�

Z

X

I��P� ���	u�M����	v�M ���d��

where % is the simple closed contour on which j�� zj � �� traversed coun	
terclockwise�
If 	 is replaced by another cut	o� function� 	�� then the di�erence be	

tween the two integrals in ����� can be written

�

��i

I
�

Z

X

��	� 	��u�M ���I��P �� ���	v�M ���d�

� �

��i

I
�

Z

X

I��P� ���	
�u�M �����	 � 	��v�M ���d�
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which vanishes identically since the integrands are entire� Thus B is inde	
pendent of the choice of 	 and so is a well	de�ned form� Next we proceed
to show that it is non	degenerate in ������
If I��P� ���	u�M ��� is replaced in ����� by an arbitrary function f���

holomorphic in j�� zj � ��� with values in C���X� � �
� � then the resulting

pairing certainly has no null space on F �P �� z� since the vanishing of the
contour integral I

�

Z

X

f����	v�M ���d�

for all f implies that �	v�M is regular at z and hence that v � 
� On the

other hand if U ��� � �	u�M��� is replaced by eU ���� just such a holomorphic
function� then the integral vanishes identically since it has a holomorphic
integrand� For � � 
� small enough� I��P� ���� has only a pole at � � z in

this disk� so any holomorphic function is of the form I��P� ���U ���� eU ����
with eU holomorphic and U � �	u�M ��� for some u � F �P� z�� It follows
that B has no null space on F �P� z�� Integration by parts allows ����� to
be written

B�u� v� �
�

��i

I
�

Z

X

�	u�M���I� �P �� ���	v�M ���d��

so the same argument shows that there is no null space on F �P �� z�� Thus
B is non	degenerate� proving the �rst part of the proposition�
When z �� z� the same type of argument leads to �����

Now suppose thatX is a general compact manifold with boundary� where
�X may have several components� Then if P � Di�kb �X�E�F � is elliptic�
with E and F Hermitian and a positive section 
 � C��X� b�� is speci	
�ed the same argument applies to give a non	degenerate pairing for each
boundary hypersurface�

�����

Fj�P� z�� Fj�P
�� z� � �u� v� ���

Bj�u� v� �

Z
eXj

�hIj�P ��	u�� 	vi � h	u� Ij�P ���	v�i�
j�
Here 
j is the density induced on �jX� The analogue of ���� also holds�

Exercise ���� Go through the proof of Proposition ��� inserting inner
products and densities and so check that ����� is non	degenerate and inde	
pendent of the choice of 	�
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Next observe that� in case �X is connected� the bilinear form ����� can
also be obtained directly fromP rather than in terms of I�P � as an operator

on eX� Choose an identi�cation of eX with a collar neighbourhood of �X
and 	 � C��X� which is identically equal to � near �X with support in
the collar� Using the collar identi�cation� if u � F �P� z� then 	u can be

identi�ed with an element of x� Im z��H�
b �X�

b�
�
� �� Then

�����

F �P� z�� F �P �� z� � �u� v� ���
B�u� v� �

�

i

Z
X

�
P �	u�	v � �	u�P ��	v�

�
�

To see this it su�ces to note that in the collar P � I�P � � xP �� with

P � � Di�mb �X� b�
�
� �� The extra vanishing at x � 
 means that integration

by parts is permissible� so replacing P by xP � in ����� gives zero� proving

������ In fact by the same reasoning if u� � x� Im z��H�
b �X�

b�
�
� � and

v� � xIm z��H�
b �X�

b�
�
� � then

����
�

F �P� z�� F �P �� z� � �u� v� ���
B�u� v� �

�

i

Z
X

�
P �	u� u��	v � �	u�P ��	v � v��

�
�

If �X has several components then B is the sum of the Bj in ������
For any r � � Imspecb�P � set

������ G�P� r� � G�I�P �� r� �
M

z�specb�P �
Im z��r

F �P� z��

The bilinear form B is therefore de�ned� by ������ as a sesquilinear map

������ B � G�P� r�� G�P ���r� �� C � r � � Imspecb�P ��

For any r we shall use Proposition ���� with � � r � � and �� � r � ��
� � 
 being chosen so small that r is the only point of � Imspecb�P � in
��� ���� to de�ne

������ G��P� r� �
�
u � G�P� r�� � u� � x�H�

b �X�
b�

�
� � with

Pu� � 
� u� � 	u � x�
�

H�
b �X�

b�
�
� �

�
as the image of �������� Notice that G��P� r� may very well depend on P�
not just I�P ��
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Lemma ��
� Under the pairing B in ������� G��P� r� and G��P ���r� are
annihilators of each other�

����� G��P� r� � fu � G�P� r��B�u� v� � 
 � v � G��P ���r�g �
Proof� Conjugating by xr we may assume that r � 
� Now suppose u �
G��P� 
�� i�e� u � G�P� 
� and P �	u� � Pu�� with u� � x�H�

b �X�
b�

�
� �� Then

P �	u� can be replaced by Pu� in the �rst term in ������ Integration by part

is justi�ed since u� � x�Hm
b �X�

b�
�
� �� so the integral reduces toZ

X

�u� � 	u�P ��	v��

Then if v � G��P� 
�� i�e� P ��	v� � P ��v�� with v � x�Hm
b �X�

b�
�
� � in	

tegration by parts is again possible� so the pairing vanishes� Conversely
suppose u � G�P� 
�� Then f � P �	u� � x�H�

b �X�
b�

�
� �� The range of P

on x�Hm
b �X�

b�
�
� � is the annihilator of null�P ������ the null space of P � on

x��Hm
b �X�

b�
�
� �� Of course if w � null�P �� �� then hf� wi � 
� so it su�ces

to check that hf� vi � 
 for w � 	v�v� � null�P ������ where v � G��P �� 
�

and v� � x�Hm
b �X�

b�
�
� �� This is exactly what the vanishing of B�u� v� for

v � G��P �� 
� shows� so ����� does indeed hold�

���� Relative index formula�

The dependence of the index of an elliptic element P � Di�mb �X�E�F �
on the parameters a � Rp� in Theorem ���
� will be considered next� Here
p is the number of boundary components of X� The index of a strongly
continuous family of Fredholm operators is constant� so the function

������ ind�P� a� � dim
�
u � �aHM

b �X�E��Pu � 

�

� codim�
v � �aHM�m

b �X�F �� v � Pu� u � ��Hm
b �X�E�

�
will be constant on each of the countably many open sets� all products of
open intervals� forming the components of

pY
j��

�
Rn � Imspecb�j�P �

� � Rp�

Recall that in ����� the rank of a zero of the indicial family� rank�z�� z �
specb�P �� was de�ned� This generalizes to the case where �X has several
components� to de�ne rankj�z� when z � specb�j�P �� as the integer in �����
and ������ where F ��� is the inverse of the indicial family of P at the jth
boundary hypersurface�
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Theorem ���� 
Relative Index theorem� If P � Di�mb �X�E�F � is elliptic
and aj � a

�
j � � Imspecb�j�P �� j � �� � � � � p� then the index� as given by

������� satis�es

������ ind�P� a�� ind�P� a�� �
pX

j��

������sgn�a�j � aj�
X

z�specb�j�P �

� Im z��aj �a
�

j 	

rankj�z�

������ �

If �X is connected� so a � �� a� � �� are just real numbers� and � � ��

then ������ shows that ind�P� �� � ind�P� ��� and the di�erence is minus the
sum of the ranks of the points of specb�P � between the two lines Imz � ��
and Im z � ���� i�e� with � Imz in the interval ���� �� or the open interval
���� ��� since the end points cannot occur by assumption�

Proof of Theorem ���� Again it is convenient to prove the result �rst
under the assumption that �X is connected and the bundles are both b�

�
� �

Clearly it su�ces to prove ������ under the assumption that �� � ��
Furthermore by dividing the interval ���� �� into small subintervals� with
no endpoints in � Imspecb�P �� it can be assumed that �� � � is small and
that in the interval ���� �� there is at most one point of � Imspecb�P ��
Now�

������
ind�P� �� � dimnull�P� ��� dimnull�P ������

null�P� �� � null
�
P � x�Hm

b �X�
b�

�
� � �� x�H�

b �X�
b�

�
� �

�
�

FromProposition ���� it follows that if there is no point of � Imspecb�P � in
���� �� then null�P� �� � null�P� ��� and similarly for P �� Thus ind�P� �� �
ind�P� ��� in this case� as expected� So it may be assumed that � � ��

is small and positive and that in the interval ���� �� there is exactly one
point ��� � � Imspecb�P �� Of course this may arise from several points in
specb�P �� For notational simplicity the operator will be conjugated by x

��� �
so arranging that �� � �� � � �� and ��� � 
� for some small � � 
�
From ������� G��P� 
� � G�P� 
� is the subspace of those u � G�P� 
� such

that P �	u� � Pu� for some u� � x�Hm
b �X�

b�
�
� �� Thus

������ dimnull�P���� � dimnull�P� �� � dimG��P� 
��

Now ����� in Lemma �� shows that

������ dimG��P� 
� � dimG��P �� 
� � dimG�P� 
� � dimG�P �� 
��
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Applying ������ to P and P � shows that
����
�
�dimnull�P����� dimnull�P� ��� � �dimnull�P ������ dimnull�P �� ���

� dimG��P� 
� � dimG��P �� 
� � dimG�P� 
��

This is just ������ in this case� so ������ has actually been proved in the
case of a single boundary hypersurface and operators on b	half	densities�
The case of general bundles involves only notational changes� The same

is true if X has several boundary components� since the generalized null
spaces of the indicial operators at di�erent boundary hypersurfaces pair to
zero under B in ������ Thus the theorem holds in general�

The discussion in x��� and this proof are quite robust� Since it is not
invoked below� the case of general b	pseudodifferential operators is left as
an exercise�

Exercise ���� Show that the proof above generalizes directly to give a
similar result for the index of any elliptic element A � �kb �X�E�F �� �Hint�
The main point at which the assumption that P is a di�erential operator
enters into the proof above is the conclusion that I�P ��	u� in ����� has
compact support� This is important since it justi�es the use of Plancherel�s
formula� Show that if P is pseudodi�erential then this can be satisfactorily
replaced by the fact that I�P ��	u� � O�jx� Im z��j� for all 
 � � � �� as
x � 
��
The extended index function is de�ned� as in �In��
�� by

������ find�P� a� � �
�
lim
���
�ind�P� a� �� � ind�P� a� ��� �

where � is interpreted as a multiweight with the same entry in each compo	
nent� The relative index formula means that this extended index function
is determined by its value for any one multiweight a� To write the di�erence
law that results from Theorem ��� in a more compact form� consider the
�incidence function� for s� �� and �� � R �

������ inc�s��� ��� � sgn��� � �� �

	
�
�

 s � ��� ���
�
� s � � or s � ��

� s � ��� ����
Here if � � �� then by convention sgn��� ��� � 
�

Exercise ���� Show that if ��� ��� is considered as an oriented inter	
val �with the opposite of the standard orientation of R if �� � �� then
inc�s��� ��� is the limit as � � 
 of Len��s� �� s� ��� ��� ������ where Len
is the signed length�
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With this additional piece of notation� ������ becomes

������ find�P� a�� find�P� a�� � pX
j��

�� X
z�specb�j�P �

inc�Imz� a�j� aj� rankj�z�

�� �

Note that Theorem � shows the necessity of �������� Indeed P is Fred	
holm on the weighted spaces in ������� if and only if P� � ���P�� is
Fredholm on the unweighted spaces� The P� vary continuously with �� so
if they were Fredholm for � in some open interval containing a point of
� Imspecb�P � then the index would be constant on that interval� Since
������ shows that the index is not constant the family can not be Fredholm
if � � � Imspecb�P �� since it is Fredholm everywhere else�
��	� RiemannRoch for surfaces�

One might be inclined to think that the relative index theorem is very
soft� To see that this is not so� consider a special case of an idea of Gro	
mov and Shubin �see �
�� which shows that one can get the standard
Riemann	Roch theorem for a compact Riemann surface as a corollary of
Proposition ����� In fact this is included as a remark in ���� Of course the
usual proof of the Riemann	Roch theorem in this generality is not terribly
hard � � � �
A compact Riemann surface� M� is just a real two	dimensional compact

manifold with a complex structure� The complex structure on M is a cov	
ering by coordinate systems with transition maps which are holomorphic�
This implies that the complexi�ed tangent bundle has a decomposition into
complex line bundles�

����� CTM � T ���M � T ���M� v � T ���
x M �� v � T ���

x M�

By duality there is a similar decomposition of the cotangent bundle�

������ CT �M � ����M � ����M�

which in turn gives a decomposition of the exterior derivative on both
functions and �	forms�

d � � � �� � � C��M � �� C��M ������

� � d on C��M ������� � � d on C��M �������

The operator � is an elliptic di�erential operator and the Hodge theorem
allows one to compute its index�
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Suppose that M is given a conformal metric� i�e� an Hermitian metric on
T ���M� It is therefore locally a smooth positive multiple of dzdz for any
holomorphic coordinate z� Consider the adjoints of � and � on �	forms�
These are the middle	dimensional forms on an even	dimensional manifold
and it follows from ������ that the Hodge star isomorphism� which maps
�	forms to �	forms� does not depend on the conformal factor in the metric�
For the local metric dzdz the adjoint of � on C��M ������ is a multiple of
�� so from ������ this holds in the general case and hence

������ ��	 � 
�� �	 � 
� 	 � C��M ������

and similarly for �
�
on �
� ��	forms�

The null space of � on functions consists just of the constants� The
Laplacian on �	forms is

� � �� � ���� � ��� � �� � ����� � ���

By integration by parts an harmonic �	form is closed and coclosed� so is
of the form u � 	 � � where 	 � C��M ������ and � � C��M ������ are
in the null space of � and � respectively� Conversely� from the discussion
above� any 	 � C��M ������ which is holomorphic� i�e� satis�es �	 � 
�
is harmonic� Thus the space of harmonic �	forms has even dimension� �p�
where p is by de�nition the genus of M and the spaces of holomorphic
��� 
�	forms and antiholomorphic �
� ��	forms both have dimension p� The

range of � on functions has as complement the null space of �
�
� just the

space of antiholomorphic �
� ��	forms� Thus on functions

ind��� � �� p� �p � dimH�
Ho�M ��

There is in fact precisely one �oriented� compact Riemann surface� up to
di�eomorphism� of a given genus� p 	 
�
The Riemann	Roch theorem� in its most elementary form� is concerned

with the spaces of meromorphic functions and di�erentials ��	forms� with
given sets of zeros and poles� Let D be a divisor� i�e� a �nite subset

D � f�z��m��� � � � � �zN �mN �g �M �Z

with the zj distinct� Associated toD is a compact manifold with boundary�
M �� obtained by blowing up each of the points in the projection of D onto
M� Let Hj be the boundary circle added by blowing up zj � for j � �� � � � � N�
The complex structure� ������ lifts to a complex structure on the b	tangent
bundle of M � since if z is a holomorphic coordinate near z � zj then the
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logarithmic di�erential d�z�zj��z�zj � is a smooth section of bT �M � near
Hj� Indeed in terms of polar coordinates

������ z � zj � rei��
d�z � zj�

z � zj
�

dr

r
� id��

This gives a decomposition extending �������

C
bT �M � � b���� � b����

where the second summand is the complex conjugate of the �rst�
The Cauchy	Riemann operator is an element b� � Di��b�M �� C � b������ In

this sense it is elliptic with indicial family

Ir�
b�� s�u � �i��

�
�� �

i

�
s�u

d�z � zj�

z � zj

at Hj� with r in ������ used to trivialize the normal bundle� Thus the
indicial roots are easily computed� For each j the indicial family has only
simple zeros and these are all at imaginary integer points�

Specb�
b�� �Z� f�ik� 
�� k �Zg at each Hj�

These just arise from the eigenfunctions of �� on the circle� or equivalently
the Laurent series at zj of meromorphic functions� Thus

b� � �SHm
b �M

�� �� �SHm��
b �M �� b�����

is Fredholm whenever S � �S�� � � � � SN �� Sj �Z � j � �� � � � � N�

The relative index theorem gives

������
ind�b�� S� � ind�b�� S�� �

NX
j��

��Sj �� �S�j ���

�Sj� � inffp �Z�p � Sjg�
Now ������ is just a reformulation of the Riemann	Roch theorem� With

the divisor D one associates the weights

Sj�D� � mj � �

for any �xed � � �
� ��� In particular for the trivial divisor� with all mj � 

and the same �nite set of points in M� each Sj�
� � ��� The degree of the
divisor is de�ned to be deg�D� �

NP
j��

mj and ������ becomes

������ ind�b�� S�D�� � ind�b�� S�
�� � deg�D��
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Then it only remains to identify the index of b� on the two weighted
spaces� using the elementary properties of analytic functions� to deduce
the Riemann	Roch formula�
For any divisor set

����
�
r��D� � dimfmeromorphic functions with divisor Dg�

r��D� � dimfmeromorphic di�erentials with divisor Dg�

The convention for divisors is slightly di�erent to that for index sets in ������
A meromorphic function f has divisor D if ��� zj�mjf��� is holomorphic
near � � zj� Thus mj � 
 corresponds to a regular point� whereas in our
convention for index sets a point �z� 
� corresponds to a simple pole at z�
For meromorphic ��� 
�	forms� which are just the complex conjugates of
antimeromorphic �
� ��	forms� the mj correspond to the regularity of the
coe�cients in terms of a local holomorphic �	form dz� This means that
mj � �� corresponds to holomorphy of the coe�cients in terms of the
b	form d�z � zj��z � zj��
From the discussion above the trivial divisor corresponds to

������ r��
� � �� r��
� � p�

If �D is the conjugate divisor toD� i�e��D � f�zj ��mj�g ifD � f�zj �mjg
then�

Lemma ���� 
Riemann�Roch� For any divisor on a compact Riemann
surface of genus p the dimensions in ����
� are related by

������ r��D� � r���D� � deg�D� � p� ��

Proof� The Riemann	Roch formula ������ follows from ������ and ������
once it is shown that for any divisor�

������ ind�b�� S�D�� � r��D� � r���D��

This follows from the removability of singularities� Thus Proposition ����
shows that the null space of ��

�
u � �SHm

b �M
��� b�u � 


�
� is just the

space of meromorphic functions with divisor D since Sj � mj � �� The

codimension of the range of b� on functions is equal to the dimension of�
u � ��SHm

b �M
�� b������ b�u � 


�
� Since �Sj � �mj��� and recalling that

these are b	forms� this corresponds to the space of meromorphic di�erentials
with divisor �D�
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��
� Hodge theory�

Consider next the Hodge cohomology of a compact manifoldwith bound	
ary� needless to say equipped with an exact a b	metric� For orientation the
case of X compact with �X � � will �rst be brie#y recalled�
The �rst basic result is the de Rham theorem which gives an identi�cation

of the de Rham cohomology spaces� the cohomology of the exterior complex
�������

����� Hk
dR�X� �

�
u � C��X��k�� du � 
�dC��X��k����

with the singular cohomology spaces �with complex coe�cients� of the man	
ifold� If X is given a metric then the associated Laplacian leads to the
Hodge decomposition involving the Hodge cohomology� i�e� the space of
harmonic forms�

Hk
Ho�X� �

�
u � C���X��k���u � 


�
�

�
u � C��X��k�� du � �u � 


�
�

The second characterization follows by elliptic regularity and integration
by parts� for u � C��X��k��

������ �u � 
 �� 
 � hu��ui � kduk�� k�uk� �� du � �u � 
�

Proposition ��	� On a compact Riemann manifold�X� without bound�
ary

������

C��X��k� �dC��X��k��� � �C��X��k����Hk
Ho�X�

L��X��k� �dH��X��k��� � �H��X��k����Hk
Ho�X�

C���X��k� �dC���X��k��� � �C���X��k����Hk
Ho�X��

Here the direct summation in the �rst and last cases just means that the
factors are closed with trivial intersections in pairs� in the middle case the
sum is orthogonal for the natural Hilbert space structure on L��

Proof� This follows directly from the knowledge that the generalized in	
verse of the Laplacian

� � d� � �d � �d� ���

is a pseudodi�erential operator of order ��� The null space� Hk
Ho�X�� is

closed and of �nite dimension� consisting of the harmonic k	forms� The
range of � on C��X��k� is closed and from the self	adjointness of � has
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complement Hk
Ho�X�� Then each of the decompositions in ������ arises in

the same way� Thus� for instance�

������
C��X��k� � �C��X��k� �Hk

Ho�X�

� d��C��X��k��� ��dC��X��k���Hk
Ho�X��

That d�C��X��k� � dC��X��k��� follows from ������ for k � � since

d�C��X��k� � dC��X��k��� � d�dC��X��k��� � d�C��X��k�
and similarly for the second term� so this leads to the �rst case in �������
The other cases are similar�

In fact ������ is often more useful than ������� Of course the main corol	
lary of this decomposition is the Hodge theorem �proved in this generality
by Weyl� ��
���

Corollary� For any compact Riemannmanifoldwithout boundary there
is a natural 
Hodge� isomorphismHk

Ho�X���Hk
dR�X� with inverse given

by projection onto the Hodge cohomology in �������

Proof� The map from Hk
Ho�X� to Hk

dR�X� is well	de�ned since harmonic
forms are closed� by ������� From ������ the harmonic space is orthogonal
to the range of d� so the map is injective� To see that it is surjective� observe
from ������ that if u � C��X��k� then du � 
 if and only if the second
term� of the form �w� in the decomposition of u is closed� By ������ this
term is of the form �w with dw � 
� so d�w � 
 implies �w � 
 and hence
implies that �w � 
� Thus a closed form is the sum of its harmonic part
and an exact form�

The same argument applies in the other two cases� For instance the
third� distributional� decomposition in ������ shows that the distributional
de Rham cohomology

������
�
u � C���X��k�� du � 
� dC���X��k���

is canonically isomorphic to the C� de Rham cohomology and to the Hodge
cohomology�

Exercise ����� De�ne the L�	de Rham cohomology of a compact mani	
fold without boundary as�

u � L��X��k�� du � 

�


�
u � L��X��k��u � dv� v � L��X��k���

�
�

Show that this is de�ned independently of the choice of Riemannmetric and
is canonically isomorphic to the C� de Rham and to the Hodge cohomology
of any Riemann metric�
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Now to the case of more immediate interest� a compact manifold with
boundary� As already discussed in x���� there are two basic smooth de
Rham cohomology spaces�

������
Hk

dR�abs�X� �
�
u � C��X��k�� du � 
� dC��X��k���

Hk
dR�rel�X� �

n
u � �C��X��k�� du � 


o
d �C��X��k����

depending on whether smooth forms are required to vanish to in�nite order
at the boundary or not� The de Rham theorem� Theorem ���� then asserts
the existence of natural isomorphisms with the absolute singular cohomol	
ogy and the relative singular cohomology respectively� Alternatively one
could take the position that the two spaces in ������ are the absolute and
relative cohomology spaces of the compact manifold with boundary�
The b	Sobolev spaces have been emphasized already and it is natural to

look for analogues of the regularity result showing that the distributional
de Rham space� analogous to that in ������� is isomorphic to Hk

dR�X��
Consider the conormal forms�

���
� A�X� b�k� � A�X��k� �
�
s�R

xsH�
b �X�

b�k��

Since d � Di��b�X� b�k��� b�k�� it acts on these spaces and there are corre	
sponding de Rham cohomology spaces�

�����
�
u � A�X� b�k�� du � 
� dA�X� b�k����

where the same space is obtained by replacing b�� by ���

Lemma ����� The conormal de Rham cohomology space ����� is canon�
ically isomorphic to Hk

dR�abs�X��

Proof� Choose a real vector �eld V � V�X� which is transversal to the
boundary and inward pointing� i�e� V x � 
 at �X if x � C��X� is a de�ning
function� Such a vector �eld certainly exists� since it can be taken to be
��x in a collar neighbourhood of the boundary and then cut o� inside�
Integration of V gives a �	parameter family of C� maps determined by�

Fs � X �� X for s � �
� s��� s� � 
 small� where

d

ds
�Fs�

�	 � �Fs�
�V 	� � 	 � C��X� and F� � Id �

The pull	back map F �
s commutes with d and� always for small s� induces

the identity on H�
dR�abs�X�� since for any form u � C��X��k� Cartan�s

identity gives

F �
s u� u �

sZ
�

d

dt
�Ft�

�udt �

sZ
�

�Ft�
��diV u� iV du�dt�
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where iV is contraction with V� Thus if u is closed

����� F �
s u� u � dv with v �

sZ
�

�Ft�
�iV u�

Now� simply because V is inward pointing and transversal to the bound	

ary� Fs�X� �
�

X for small positive s� Thus if u � A�X� b�k� then F �
s u �

C��X��k� for small s � 
� This shows that pull	back under Fs gives a
map from the conormal de Rham cohomology into the absolute de Rham
cohomology� On the other hand there is an obvious �inclusion� map from
Hk

dR�abs�X� into the conormal cohomology� Using ����� these maps are
easily seen to be inverses of each other�

Exercise ����� Use this �	parameter family of maps to show that the
de Rham space of smooth forms with compact support in the interior of X�

u � C�c �
�
X ��k�� du � 


�
dC�c �

�
X ��k���

C�c �
�

X ��k� �

�
u � �C��X��k�� supp�u� �

�

X

�
is naturally identi�ed with the relative de Rham cohomology�

Lemma ���� can be re�ned considerably� Observe that d acts on the
spaces xsH�

b �X�
b��� for any �xed s � R�

Proposition ����� The 
de Rham� cohomology of the complex

����� 
 �� xsH�
b �X�

d�� xsH�
b �X�

b���
d�� � � �

d�� xsH�
b �X�

b�N � �� 


is naturally isomorphic to H�
dR�abs�X� if s � 
 and to H�

dR�rel�X� if s � 
�

Proof� The proof of Lemma ���� applies unchanged in case s � 
� So
suppose s � 
�Choose a boundary de�ning function x and a cut	o� function
	 � C�c �R� which is identically equal to � in a neighbourhood of 
� Choose a
collar decomposition ofX near the boundary so that any u � xsH�

b �X�
b�k�

decomposes into tangential and normal parts�
����

u � u� �
dx

x
� u��

u� � xsH�
b ��
� ��� �X��k��X��� u� � xsH�

b ��
� ��� �X��k����X���

The conditions for u to be closed become� in this collar neighbourhood�

d
Xu� � 
� x
�

�x
u� � d
Xu� �
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Now the assumption that s � 
 means that the second of these equations
can be integrated from x � 
 to give

u� �

xZ
�

d
Xu�
dx

x

with the integral converging absolutely� So consider the map

����� xsH�
b �X�

b�k� � u ��� 	�x�u� 	��x�dx �
xZ
�

u�
dx

x
� �C��X��k��

This maps closed forms to closed forms and exact forms to exact forms so
projects to a map from the de Rham cohomology of ����� to Hk

dR�rel�X��
There is a natural map� given by inclusion� the other way and it is easy to
see that these are inverses of each other� so the Proposition is proved�

Naturally this raises the question of what happens in the 
	weighted case�
This is just what is usually called the L� cohomology� The answer� justi�ed
in Exercise ���� below� is that unless dimHk��

Ho ��X� � dimHk
Ho��X� � 


the L� cohomology� i�e� the cohomology of the complex ����� in case s � 
�
is in�nite dimensional �and therefore not so interesting��
There is a natural map from the relative to the absolute cohomology�

given at the level of the de Rham spaces in ������ by inclusion�

����� e � Hk
dR�rel�X� �� Hk

dR�abs�X��

The image can therefore be represented� for any s � 
 as

����� e
�Hk

dR�rel�X�
�
�

n
u � �C��X��k�� du � 


o
n
u � �C��X��k��u � dv� v � xsH�

b �X��
k���

o �

This is of immediate interest because of the Hodge identi�cation given in
����
Let the null space of the Laplacian� of an exact b	metric� acting on

H�
b �X�

b�k�� the metric L� space� be denoted Hk
b�Ho�X�� From Proposi	

tion ���� the elements of this space are polyhomogeneous conormal distri	
butions corresponding to index sets in the right half space� since xz for
Re z 
 
 is not locally square	integrable with respect to the volume form�
Thus

����� Hk
b�Ho�X� �

�
u � x�H�

b �X�
b�k���u � 


�
for � � 
 small�

This means that integration by parts is justi�ed so that


 � hu��ui � kduk� � k�uk�� u � Hk
b�Ho�X��

In particular the elements ofHk
b�Ho�X� are square	integrable d	 and �	closed

forms�
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Proposition ���
� The null space� Hk
b�Ho�X�� of the Laplacian of an ex�

act b�metric on any compact manifold with boundary� acting onH�
b �X�

b�k�

is naturally identi�ed with the de Rham space e
h
Hk

dR�rel�X�
i
in ������

One would expect to proceed as with the proof of the Corollary to Propo	
sition ���� using a decomposition analogous to ������� by looking at the
action of the Laplacian on Hm

b �X�
b�k� for m � �� m � � or m � ��

corresponding to the three cases in ������� However there is a problem�
since the fundamental point in the boundaryless case is that the range in
the appropriate space is closed� From the discussion of Fredholm properties
above this is the case for the Laplacian acting on H�

b �X�
b�k� if and only of

there are no real indicial roots�
So consider the indicial family of the Laplacian� The space of b	forms

splits at the boundary as in �����

b�k�
X
�� �k��X� � �k����X�

C���X� b�k� � u � u� �
dx

x
� u��

u� � C���X��k�� u� � C���X��k����

Here dxx is the singular �	form given by the exact b	metric� With respect
to this splitting the indicial operators of d and �� for the given metric� were
computed in x����

����� I�d� �

�
d 


x 


x �d

�
� I��� �

�
� �x 



x

 ��

�
acting from �k��k�� to �k����k and to �k����k�� over the boundary�
respectively� Here d and � also stand� somewhat ambiguously� for the exte	
rior di�erential and its adjoint with respect to the metric on the boundary�
The corresponding indicial families are obtained by replacing x��x by i��
Since the indicial homomorphism is just that� a homomorphism� this gives

����
� I������ �

�
�
 � �� 


 �
 � ��

�
�

Thus the indicial roots of the Laplacian are exactly

specb��� �
��i���� is an eigenvalue of �


�
�

Furthermore the order and rank of these points is easily established� If
� �� 
 then the order is necessarily � and the rank is just the dimension of
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the corresponding eigenspace of �
 acting on k� � and k forms� However
the zero eigenvalue is special since� if �
 is not invertible on either k � �
or k forms on �X� 
 � specb��� represents a pole of order � with rank
twice the sum of the Betti numbers �the dimensions of the cohomology� in
these dimensions� This has a strong bearing on the behaviour of the Hodge
cohomology of the b	metric�
Notice that the only real indicial root that the Laplacian can have is 
�

So the Laplacian is Fredholm fromH�
b �X�

b�k� to H�
b �X�

b�k�� the L� space
for the metric� if and only of there is no cohomology for the boundary in
dimension k � � or k� Thus there are two obvious options� since
������
� � x��Hm

b �X�
b�k� �� x��Hm��

b �X� b�k� is Fredholm for � � 
 small�

Proof Proposition ���
 �beginning�� Consider the case of the �large�
spaces in ������� x��H�

b �X�
b�k�� The range is closed and has annihila	

tor� with respect to the continuous pairing between x��H�
b �X�

b�k� and
x�H�

b �X�
b�k� for small � � 
� precisely the null space Hk

b�Ho�X�� Thus

������ x��H�
b �X�

b�k� � �
�
Gx��H�

b �X�
b�k�

��Hk
b�Ho�X��

Here G � ����E����b �X� b�k� is the generalized inverse discussed in Chap	
ter �� where E���� is the index set corresponding to the point �� �
� Imspecb����
Applying ������ to �C��X� b�k� gives

������
�C��X� b�k� � �

h
G �C��X� b�k�

i
�Hk

b�Ho�X�

i�e� u � �v � u��

where u� is just the L�	projection of u onto Hk
b�Ho�X�� If u � dw� with

w � x��H�
b �X�

b�k��� then the decomposition of u is just u � dw� So
u� � 
 and by ����� this gives a map as desired�

����� e
�Hk

dR�rel�X�
� �� Hk

b�Ho�X��

The deformation ����� shows that any element of Hk
b�Ho�X� can be ap	

proximated in L� by closed elements of �C��X� b�k� so ����� is surjective�
To prove the injectivity we need to examine the decomposition ������� and
in particular the structure of the null space of the Laplacian� more closely�

In completing the proof of Proposition ��� and so giving an harmonic
representation for the image of the relative cohomology in the absolute
cohomology� it is natural to search for harmonic representatives for the
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absolute and relative cohomologies themselves� This leads inexorably to
the long exact sequence relating them�
������

� � � �� Hk��
dR ��X� �� Hk

dR�rel�X�
e�� Hk

dR�abs�X� �� Hk
dR��X� �� � � � �

The place to look for �more� harmonic forms is in the null space

nullk���� �
�
�	�

�
u � x��H�

b �X�
b�k���u � 


�
�

By Proposition ���� this is just the null space of � on x��H�
b �X�

b�k��
for � � 
 su�ciently small� The discussion above of the structure of the 

indicial root shows that there is a boundary data map�
������

nullk��X�
b�k�

BDk�� �Hk��
Ho ��X�

�� � �Hk
Ho��X�

��
nullk���� � u � U�� logx� U���

dx

x
� �U�� logx� U��� � u�

���
�
U�� U��

U�� U��

�
� u� � x�H�

b �X��
k��

Thus the top row represents the coe�cients of logx and the second row
the �smooth� boundary values� Let Lk � BDk�null

k
����� denote the image

of ������� By de�nition� in ����� Hk
b�Ho�X� is the subspace of null

k
���� for

which this boundary data vanishes so there is a short exact sequence�

������ 
 �� Hk
b�Ho�X� ��� nullk���� �� Lk �� 


for each k� Clearly it is important to understand Lk�
The metric on �X induces inner products� denoted h� i� on the Hodge

cohomology on the boundary� so Hk
Ho��X� is a Euclidean vector space�

This means that on the direct sum of two copies of this space there is a
natural symplectic form�

������

�Hk
Ho��X�

�� � �Hk
Ho��X�

�� � ��U�� U��� �U
�
�� U

�
��� ��

� ��U�� U��� �U
�
�� U

�
��� � hU�� U

�
�i � hU�� U

�
�i � R�

That is� this bilinear form is antisymmetric and non	degenerate� Of course
it extends in the obvious way to the direct sum of the Hodge cohomologies
in dimensions k � � and k�

Lemma ����� The space Lk � �Hk��
Ho ��X�

�� � �Hk
Ho��X�

��
is a La�

grangian subspace with respect to the symplectic form ������� i�e� has di�
mension equal to that of Hk��

Ho ��X� � Hk
Ho��X� and the symplectic form

vanishes identically on it�
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Proof� Consider the bilinear form B in Proposition ���� Since P � �
is �formally� self	adjoint in this case� F �I�P �� 
� � F �I�P ��� 
� is just the
sum of the boundary cohomology spaces in ������� Carrying out the contour
integral in ����� shows that B is �i times the symplectic pairing in �������
From ����� this bilinear form vanishes identically on Lk� The relative index
theorem itself� Theorem ���� shows that

ind������� ind��� �� � �
�
dimHk��

Ho ��X� � dimHk
Ho��X�

�
�

Since � is formally self	adjoint

ind������ � dimnullk����� dimHk
b�Ho�X��

ind��� �� � dimHk
b�Ho�X� � dimnullk�����

so Theorem ��� becomes

dimnullk����� dimHk
b�Ho�X� � dimHk��

Ho ��X� � dimHk
Ho��X��

From the exactness in ������ this is just the statement that

dimLk � dimHk��
Ho ��X� � dimHk

Ho��X��

Thus Lk is Lagrangian� as claimed�

Consider the subspace

eLk � �
�u�� u�� � Hk��

Ho ��X� �Hk��
Ho ��X��u �

�

 

u� u�

�
� Lk

�
and the projection �log from Lk onto the top �logarithmic� row in ������

�log � L
k �� Hk��

Ho ��X� �Hk
Ho��X��

Lemma ���� shows that the range of �log is exactly the orthocomplement

of eLk� Using the fact that � � �d� ��� there is a �ner form of this result�

Proposition ����� The subspace

������ Hk
eb�Ho�X� �

n
u � nullk������logu � 


o
is precisely the subspace of nullk���� which d�� annihilates� it consists ex�

actly of the d� and ��closed elements of nullk����� Furthermore the subspace

of boundary data corresponding to Hk
eb�Ho�X� splits�

����
� eLk � eLkk�� � eLkk� eLkk�� � Hk��
Ho ��X��

eLkk � Hk
Ho��X��
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so the relative and absolute� b�Hodge spaces� de�ned by

Hk
b�rel�Ho�X� �

n
u � Hk

eb�Ho�X�� BDk u � eLkk�� � f
go������

Hk
b�abs�Ho�X� �

n
u � Hk

eb�Ho�X�� BDk u � f
g � eLkko������

satisfy

������
Hk
b�rel�Ho�X� � Hk

b�Ho�X� � d
h
nullk��� ���

i
Hk
b�abs�Ho�X� � Hk

b�Ho�X� � �
h
nullk��� �X�

i
and are such that

�����
Hk
eb�Ho�X� � Hk

b�rel�Ho�X� �Hk
b�abs�Ho�X��

Hk
b�Ho�X� � Hk

b�rel�Ho�X� �Hk
b�abs�Ho�X��

Proof� If u � Hk
eb�Ho�X�� de�ned in ������� then du� �u � x�H�

b �X�
b�k�

as follows from ������ Thus the integration by parts in

h�u� ui � hd��u�� ui� h��du�� ui � k�uk� � kduk� � 


is permissible and it follows that du � �u � 
� Conversely� again from
������ for a general element of the formal null space of� on x��H�

b �X�
b�k�

and for � � 
 small

������

BDk u �

�
U�� U��

U�� U��

�
��

BDk���du� �

�

 

U�� 


�
� BDk����u� �

�

 


 �U��

�
�

In particular if u � nullk����� du � �u � 
 implies �logu � �U��� U��� � 


which shows that u � Hk
eb�Ho�X� and hence that Hk

eb�Ho�X� is exactly the

subspace of the d	 and �	closed elements in nullk��X��

With only slight abuse of notation� eLk can be construed as the image
of Hk

eb�Ho�X� under BDk � The pairing between Hk
eb�Ho�X� and Hk

b�Ho�X��

given by continuous extension of the L� form� is non	degenerate when re	
stricted to Hk

b�Ho�X�� so the subspace�Hk
b�Ho�X�

�
�

�
u � Hk

eb�Ho�X�� hu�Hk
b�Ho�X�i � 


�
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is mapped isomorphically onto Lk by BDk � To see that the latter space

splits consider the Hodge decomposition� ������� applied to
h
Hk
eb�Ho�X�

i
�

Since these forms pair to zero with Hk
b�Ho�X�� they are in the range of � �

������
�Hk

b�Ho�X�
� � u � �v� v � Gu � x��H�

b �X�
b�k��

From Proposition ����� v is polyhomogeneous with only non	negative pow	
ers in its expansion and the order of 
 as a point in its index set is at most
� �since u has 
 as a point in its index set with multiplicity at most ��� Ap	

plying d and � to ������ shows that dv � nullk��� �X� and �v � nullk��� �X��

Furthermore� from ������ d��v�� ��dv� � Hk
eb�Ho�X� have boundary data

in Hk��
Ho ��X� � f
g and f
g �Hk

Ho��X� respectively� Thus

u � d��v� � ��dv��

Since d � nullk��� �X� � Hk
b�rel�Ho�X� and � � nullk��� �X� � Hk

b�abs�Ho�X��

this gives the �rst part of ������ the second part being immediate�

In fact applying ������ to v � nullk��X� gives v � d�w � �dw � u� with

u� � Hk
b�Ho�X� and w polyhomogeneous with 
 of order at most  as a

point in the index set� Since �d � ��v � H�
eb�Ho�X� is closed and coclosed

it follows that d�w� �dw � nullk��X�� Thus

nullk��X� �
n
v � nullk��X�� dv � 


o
�

n
v � nullk��X�� �v � 


o
�

This gives �������

Proof or Proposition ���
 �completion�� It remains only to show
that the map ����� is injective� If u � �C��X� b�k� is closed and maps to 

in Hk

b�Ho�X� then

������ u � �v� ��dv� � 
� v � x��H�
b �X�

b�k� � � � 
�

Thus dv � nullk��� ��� and from ������ �log�dv� � 
 so in fact dv �
Hk��
eb�Ho�X� and therefore� by Proposition ����� �dv � 
� This means that

������ can be written u � d��v� which shows� from ������ that the class of

u in e
h
Hk

dR�rel�X�
i
is 
� Thus ����� is an isomorphism�

Exercise ����� Show that if there is cohomology on the boundary in
dimensions k or k � � then the range of d on H�

b �X�
b�k��� is not closed

in L�� i�e� H�
b �X�

b�k�� Hence deduce that the L� cohomology is in�nite
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dimensional� In cases like this the L� cohomology is often replaced by the
re�ned L� cohomology de�ned to be

Hk
rL� �X� ��

u � H�
b �X�

b�k�� du � 

�
fdv � H�

b �X�
b�k�� v � H�

b �X�
b�k���g�

Show that with this de�nition

Hk
rL� �X� �� Hk

b�Ho�X��

Of course the notation in ������ and ������ is supposed to suggest that
these spaces are related to the relative and absolute de Rham spaces re	
spectively� This is true� in an appropriate sense� The maps to boundary
data from these spaces can be interpreted as taking values in Hk��

Ho ��X�
and Hk

Ho��X� respectively� Using ������� there is also a map

Hk
b�rel�Ho�X� � Hk

b�Ho�X� � d
h
nullk��� ���

i
� u � u� � u�

��� u� � Hk
b�Ho�X� � Hk

b�abs�Ho�X��

Notice that in ������ d gives an isomorphism of eLkk�� and d
h
nullk��X�

i
�

Hk
b�rel�Ho�X�� This allows the space Hk

b�rel�Ho�X� to be given a natural metric

inner product� with the L� metric on Hk
b�Ho�X�� making the decomposition

in ������ orthogonal� Using this inner product to de�ne the adjoint� these
maps can be organized into the diagramme�

� � �
BDk���� Hk��

Ho ��X�
BD�k�� Hk

b�rel�Ho�X�

�� Hk
b�abs�Ho�X�

BDk�� Hk
Ho��X�

BD�k���� � � � �

This is the Hodge theoretic version of the long exact sequence �������

Proposition ����� For any exact b�metric on a compact manifold with
boundary there are natural 
metrically determined� isomorphisms

������ Hk
b�abs�Ho�X���Hk

dR�abs�X�� Hk
b�rel�Ho�X� ��Hk

dR�rel�X�

such that the diagramme
������

w Hk��
Ho ��X� w

BD�k

u

Hk
b�rel�Ho�X� w

u

Hk
b�abs�Ho�X� w

BDk��

u

w Hk��
dR ��X� w Hk

dR�rel�X� we Hk
dR�abs�X� w

commutes�
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Proof� From Proposition ���� there is a natural map

����
� Hk
b�abs�Ho�X� �� Hk

dR�abs�X�

given by interpreting u � Hk
b�abs�Ho�X� as a closed conormal form� Con	

versely if u � C��X��k� then ������ gives

u � d�v � �dv � u�� u� � Hk
b�Ho�X�� v � x��H�

b �X��
k��

Set w � dv� Then du � 
 implies d�w � 
 and� since dw � 
� necessarily
w � nullk��� ���� Thus

u� d�v � u� � �w � Hk
b�abs�Ho�X�

by ������� This provides a two	sided inverse to ����
� and proves the
�rst part of ������� Moreover the boundary map from Hk

b�abs�Ho�X� into

Hk
Ho��X� is the same as that for the de Rham cohomology� so the �implied�
square� with Hk

b�abs�Ho�X� at the top left� in ������ commutes�

To de�ne the map from Hk
b�rel�Ho�X� to Hk

dR�rel�X� take a collar decom	
position near the boundary� with x the de�ning function� and choose some
	 � C�c �R� which is � near 
� Any u � Hk

b�rel�Ho�X� is of the form

u � u� �
dx

x
� u�

in the collar� with u� � x�H�
b �X��

k� for some � � 
 and u� independent
of x and closed� Then consider the map

������ Hk
b�rel�Ho�X� � u ��� u� d�	�x� logx � u���

Certainly the image form is in x�H�
b �X�

b�k� and is closed� It is well
de�ned apart from the choice of 	 and a change in 	 merely changes it by
the di�erential of a C� form with compact support in the interior� Thus
������ gives a map into the relative de Rham cohomology� By construction
this map makes the square with Hk

b�rel�Ho�X� in the upper right commute
since the boundary map in de Rham cohomology is just

Hk��
Ho ��X� � v ��� 	��x�dx� v � Hk

dR�rel�X�

and this map has null space eLk��k�� � �
eLkk���� From ������ and Proposi	

tion ���� it follows that ������ projects to an isomorphism onto Hk
dR�rel�X��

This completes the proof of the theorem�



���� Extended L� null space of Dirac operators ���

���� Extended L� null space of Dirac operators�

The relationship between the null space� on weighted spaces� of the Dirac
operator� its adjoint and the Dirac Laplacians can be investigated using the
same basic approach as in the previous section�
Let X be a compact even	dimensional manifold with boundary equipped

with an Hermitian Cli�ord module� with unitary Cli�ord connection� asso	
ciated to an exact b	metric� Then consider the null spaces of the �Laplacian�
and the positive Dirac operator�

������

null��g
�
Eg

�
E� �

�
s��

�
u � xsH�

b �X�E
��� g�Eg

�
Eu � 


�
null��g

�
E� �

�
s��

�
u � xsH�

b �X�E
��� g�Eu � 


�
�

Certainly null��g
�
Eg

�
E� � null��g

�
E� and the di�erence between then is

determined by their boundary values� Using M� to identify �or de�ne� the
induced Cli�ord module on the boundary� E�� with �as� the restriction of
E�� ������ shows that the indicial family of g�Eg

�
E is just g

�
��E ���� Thus�

just as for the Laplace	Beltrami operator� the corollary to Proposition ����
gives a map to boundary data

������
BD� � null��g

�
Eg

�
E� �� null�g��E�

�

u � u� logx� u� �O�x�� ��� �u�� u���

Let �log�u� � u� be the evaluation of the coe�cient of the logarithm� Let
L� � null�g��E� be the subspace de�ned by

u� � L� �� � u � null��g�E� with BD��u� � �u�� 
��

For the adjoint g�E � and related Laplacian g
�
Eg

�
E � use ofM� to identifyE�

with E� gives a similar map to boundary data� BD�� and subspace L� �
null�g��E� which arises as the boundary data of elements of null��g

�
E��

Proposition ���	� For the Dirac operators on an even�dimensional com�
pact manifold with boundary� as described above

����� null�g��E� � L� � L�

and g�E � null��g
�
Eg

�
E� �� null��g

�
E� has range the annihilator 
with re�

spect to the L� pairing� of the L� null space of g�E and null space mapped
isomorphically by �log onto L��
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Proof� From Lemma ��� it follows that 
 is the only possible point in the
boundary spectrum of g�E � The boundary pairing between the formal null
space of g�E and that of g

�
E � associated to 
� is given by ����� and� as follows

from ������ is just a multiple of the L� inner product on the boundary�
Thus it follows from Lemma �� that L� and L� are orthocomplements in
null�g��E�� as stated in ������ By de�nition null��g

�
Eg

�
E� consists precisely

of those u � x��H�
b �X�E

�� such that g�E�g
�
Eu� � 
 so certainly g

�
E maps

null��g
�
Eg

�
E� into null��g

�
E�� If u � null��g�Eg�E� then g�Eu is L�	orthogonal

to the L� null space of g�E � which is contained in x�H�
b �X�E

�� for some
� � 
� The Fredholm properties of g�E allow g

�
Eu � f to be solved if

f � x��H�
b �X�E

��� for � � 
 su�ciently small� is orthogonal to the L�

null space of g�E so the map is surjective as stated� The last statement
follows by applying Lemma �� to g�Eg

�
E �

The spaces null��g
�
E� are called the �extended L� null spaces� of the

respective operators in ���� Proposition ���� answers a question posed there�
in showing that every element of the null space of the boundary Dirac
operator g��E is the sum of the boundary value of an element of null��g

�
E �

and that of an element of null��g
�
E�� this is just ������ In ��� the weaker

result� that dimL� � dimL� � dimnull�g��E�� is shown� this reduces to
the relative index theorem� across weight 
� for g�E �

���� Resolvent family�

Next the description of the generalized inverse obtained in Chapter � will
be applied to the resolvent family of the Laplacian of an exact b	metric on
a compact manifold with boundary� In fact the discussion will be carried
out so that it applies to any second	order self	adjoint elliptic b	di�erential
operator acting on some vector bundle but with diagonal principal symbol�
given by an exact b	metric and with indicial family of the form ������� This
is the �geometric case�� For simplicity of notation at �rst only the action of
the Laplacian on functions will be considered�

b� � bd� � bd � Di��b�X��

where bd is the b	di�erential in ������ and bd� is its adjoint with respect to
an exact b	metric� The discussion of the indicial operators in x��� shows�
as in ����
�� that the indicial roots of b�� the points in specb�

b��� are just
the values of � for which

��
 � ���v � 
� v � C���X�

has a non	trivial solution� That is�
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Lemma ����� For the Laplacian of an exact b�metric

������ � � specb�b������� � spec��
��

Since �
 is just the Laplacian on a compact Riemann manifold without
boundary�

spec��
� �
�

 � ��� � ��� � � � �

�
can be written as an increasing sequence� where ��k corresponds to an eigen	
space of dimension m�k� 	 �� As a self	adjoint operator� �
 has resolvent
family ��
�� ��� with simple poles �i�e� of order one� at the points � � ��k�
where the residue is the orthogonal projection� of rank m�k�� onto the cor	
responding eigenspace�

Exercise ����� Check that if E is an Hermitian vector bundle over X�

 � 
 � C��X� b�� and P � Di��b�X�E� is formally self	adjoint

������

Z
X

hP	� �i
 �
Z
X

h	� P�i
 � 	� � � �C��X�E��

then if P is elliptic it is selfadjoint with domain H�
b �X�E�� �Hint� It is

enough to use a parametrix in the small calculus� as in Proposition �����

This allows ������ to be made more precise as in ����
��

Specb�
b�� �

�
�
� ��� ��i�j� 
�� 
 �� ��j � spec��
�

�
and 
 is seen to be a special point� being the only indicial root of non	trivial
order�
More generally consider the resolvent family of b�� i�e� the inverse of

b�� �� The indicial roots of b�� � are the solutions of

������ � � �� � ��j i�e� � � ��j�� �� �j�� �
def
� �� � ��j �

�
� �

Notice that

������ �j�� � � R�� � � ���j ����
This is important since real indicial roots are obstructions to the the oper	
ator b�� � being Fredholm on the metric� i�e� unweighted� Sobolev spaces�
From Theorem ��
 it can be deduced that �b�� � � � H�

b �X� �� H�
b �X�

is Fredholm exactly when � � C n �
���� In fact b��� is actually invertible
for all � � �
��� since� by �������� the null space would have to consist of
classical conormal functions for which the integration by parts formula

������ 
 � h�b�� � �u� ui � ��kuk� � kbduk�

is justi�ed�
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Figure ��� specb�
b���

Exercise ����� Use an approximation argument to show that ������
holds if u � L�

b�X� and
b�u � �u�

If the square root in ������� �j�� �� is taken to have positive imaginary
part� with cut along the positive real axis� then

Specb�
b�� � � � f���j�� �� 
�g � � � C n �
���

has no points of positive order� The two absolute index sets obtained as
in ������� by splitting Specb�

b� � � � into parts with negative and positive
imaginary parts and changing the sign of the latter points� are the same�

E�� � � E��� � � f���j�� �� 
�g � � � C n �
����

Moreover there can be no accidental multiplicities except when � is real�
since the di�erent roots have di�erent real parts� Let bE�� � � � bE�� �� bE�� ��
be the corresponding C� index sets de�ned by �������� which reduces to
������� when � � R� Applying Proposition ���� the resolvent is therefore
of the form

����
� �b�� � ��� � ����bE���b�os �X�� � � C nR�

Going over the construction of the parametrix it is straightforward to
check that it can be carried out holomorphically� at least locally in a set
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where there is no accidental multiplicity� This means that the indicial roots
are holomorphic� all the terms in the expansions are holomorphic and the
remainder estimates are uniform� locally� in �� Thus near any point �� � R
the inverse in ����
� can be decomposed into the three terms of the calculus
in ��������

�b�� � ��� � A�� � � B�� � �R�� �� j� � ��j � �

with each term holomorphic� For example the asymptotic expansion of
B�� � near lb and rb is therefore locally uniform in � with holomorphic
coe�cients�

������ B�� � �
X
j

�
�i�j ���
lb uj�� � near lb�

where uj�� � is C� on X�
b near lb and holomorphic in �� Similarly A�� � is

holomorphic as an element of the small calculus�
This dicussion is under the assumption of the absence of accidental mul	

tiplicity� There is nothing to stop such accidents for � � ���� 
�� The
resolvent certainly stays holomorphic as a bounded operator� but it cannot
in general have a holomorphic expansion in the sense of ������� However
it is important to note that the indicial roots ��j�� � stay holomorphic�
In fact all that happens is that in an expansion such as ������ the indi	
vidual terms may be only meromorphic� while the whole operator remains
holomorphic� To see how this can happen consider the simple model of
accidental multiplicity given by the two roots i�� �i� near � � 
� The
conormal distribution on �
���

u�x��� �
xi� � x�i�

�i�
�
sin�x��

�

is holomorphic as a distribution �i�e� weakly� when paired with a test func	

tion 	 � �C���
����� but the coe�cients in its expansion are meromorphic�
This is precisely what tends to happen at points of accidental multiplicity

as can be seen from say ������� when the exponent ��� � � k crosses a pole
of I��P� z�� Even though the expansions are then only meromorphic� not
holomorphic� there is a stronger form of the holomorphy of the operator
than just as a bounded operator on L�� Namely it is holomorphic when
considered as an element of the calculus with bounds in x���� and de�ned
in general by ����
��� To say that a map into this space is holomorphic
means that it has a decomposition

A�� � � A��� � � A��� � �A�� ��
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where A��� � is holomorphic as a map into the small calculus �of �xed

order�� for some � � 
� ��a��lb ��b��rb A��� � is holomorphic as a map into
the space in ����
� and A�� � is holomorphic into the weighted Sobolev
space in ����
��� Each of these spaces is �xed� independent of � �unlike
the polyhomogeneous space which depends on the variable of holomorphy�
with Frech&et topology� Thus each is a countable intersection of Hilbert
spaces� and holomorphy just means holomorphy into each of these spaces�
The construction above therefore gives�

Lemma ����� For any open set G � C with closure compact and con�
tained in Cn�
��� there exists � � 
 such that the resolvent of the Laplacian
is holomorphic as a map

G � � ��� �b�� � ��� � ���������b�os�� �X��

���� Analytic continuation of the resolvent�

This construction can be extended outside the resolvent set� or physi	
cal space� C n �
���� in a manner typical of scattering theory� To do so
�rst consider the roots in ������� Each of these corresponds to a natural
Riemann surface� Zj � Thus

� � Zj �� C

is a double cover of C rami�ed at the singular point� � � ��j � of the function�
As a topological space� Zj is obtained from two copies of C cut along
���j ���� with the sides identi�ed to their opposite in the other copy� The
complex structure on Zj is that of C except near the point of rami�cation�

where it is uniformized by ��� � ��j �
�
� � i�e� the two holomorphic functions

outside the cuts combine to give a single holomorphic function�

Rj � Zj �� C

which restricts to �j�� � in the physical space� Although this standard
construction gives a surface on which one of the indicial roots is holomor	
phic what is required is a surface on which all of them are simultaneously
holomorphic� Starting with Z�� notice that ��� � ����

�
� lift from C � cut

along �������� to Z� cut along the two half	lines which are the preimages
of ������� under R� in Z�� Taking two copies of Z�� each cut in this way�
and identifying the two pairs of cuts appropriately gives a four fold cover�bZ� of C to which both �� �

� and ��� � ����
�
� extend holomorphically� Con	

tinuing inde�nitely in this way successive Riemann surfaces� bZj� are con	
structed with covering maps bZj �� C � Successive constructions leave an

increasingly large compact set unchanged so the Riemann surface� bZ� can
be de�ned to which all of the indicial roots extend to be holomorphic�
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Theorem ���
� The resolvent of the Laplacian of an exact b�metric
extends to a meromorphic function

������ bZ � z ��� Q�z� � ����bE�z�b�os �X��

where bE�z� � �Elb�z�� Erb�z�� is the smallest C� index family containing
the values of the holomorphic functions for all j �

Elb�z� � Erb�z� � f��Rj�z�� 
�� j � 
� � � �g �
The notion of meromorphy for a polyhomogeneous b	pseudodifferential op	
erator is discussed above� i�e� all expansions are meromorphic with remain	
der terms meromorphic in the calculus with bounds� As before there may
be more poles in the representation of the expansions than in the operators
themselves�

Proof� The idea is simply to construct the parametrix for �� � z��� to

be holomorphic in an arbitrarily large compact region of bZ and then to use
analytic Fredholm theory to show that Q�z�� extending the resolvent� is
meromorphic� From the uniqueness of analytic continuation it then follows
that Q�z� extends meromorphically to all of bZ� It is important to note

that the index sets bE�z� allow� as z moves outside the physical region�
increasingly large negative powers in the expansions of the kernels� In
particular the extension of the resolvent will not be bounded on L�� In
order to prove the existence of this analytic extension it is therefore essential
that the error term be made to vanish to high order at lb�X�

b � so that the
Neumann series in ������ makes sense�
So consider again the various steps in the construction� The �rst step

was to construct an inverse modulo ���b �X�� This involves successive divi	
sion by the principal symbol� which is independent of �� Thus the symbols
are always polynomials �of increasing order� in �� The quantization map
gives operators depending holomorphically on � and these can be summed
uniformly asymptotically� giving a parametrix in the small calculus depend	
ing holomorphically on � in any preassigned compact domain in C � Indeed
with a little more e�ort it can be made entire� but this is of no particular
signi�cance here� This �small� parametrix� Gs�� �� can then be lifted to a

correspondingly large subset of bZ�
The next step is to correct the indicial operator of the parametrix so

that it inverts the indicial operator� This is done by using the inverse of
the indicial family� see ������ Thus the correction term to the indicial
operator of Gs is

GB�� � �
�

��

�Z
��

si���
 � �� � � ���Rs�M��� � �d��
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The integral is over the real axis when � � C n �
���� the physical space for
the resolvent parameter� The di�culty is that as � approaches the positive
real axis some indicial roots may approach the real axis� However� to get

holomorphy in a given compact subset of bZ only a �nite number of the
eigenvalues of �
 need to be considered� Thus GB can be decomposed as
a sum�

������ GB � G
�j�
B �

jX
p��

�

��

X
e

	�p�e

�Z
��

si�d�

� ���p � �� � � ���
Z

Rs�M��� y
��� ��	�p�e �y

���dy���

Here G
�j�
B is holomorphic in j� j � ��j and the 	

�p�
e are� for e � �� � � � �m�p��

an orthonormal basis of the eigenfunctions of �
 with eigenvalue ��p�
To �nd the analytic continuation of GB it therefore su�ces to consider

the �nitely many terms corresponding to the �small� eigenvalues of �
� i�e�
each integral

�����
�

��

�Z
��

si����j � �� � � ���Rs�M��� ��d��

Lemma ����� The function in ����� extends meromorphically to Zj � with
a pole only at the point of rami�cation over C �

Proof� The representation ����� is valid for � � C n �
���� Analytic
continuation across the cut is given by shifting the contour of integration
to Im� � �N� for N large� This crosses the pole of the integrand at
� � �j�� � so� using Cauchy�s formula� ����� decomposes into

�i s
�iRj ���

�Rj�� �
Rs�M��Rj�� �� ��

�
�

��

Z
Im���N

si����j � �� � � ���Rs�M��� ��d�� N �� j� j�

������

Here we have written Rj�� � in place of �j�� � to emphasize the analytic
continuation to Zj� Since Rs�M � coming as it does from the small calculus�
is entire and rapidly decreasing as jRe�j � � when j Im�j is bounded� the
second term is holomorphic in �� Clearly the �rst term is meromorphic on
Zj � with only a possible pole at Rj�� � � 
 which is the point of rami�cation�
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In fact the decomposition ������ gives more since it shows that in s � C
the second term is not only holomorphic on Zj but is rapidly vanishing
as s � 
� Of course the �rst term corresponds to a �xed singular point�
�iRj�� �� for each value of �� The same conclusion� as to meromorphy� can
be arrived at by shifting the contour to Im� � N� for N �� j� j� Then in
place of ������
������

�i s
iRj ���

�Rj�� �
Rs�M�Rj�� �� �� � �

��

Z
Im��N

si����j � �� � � ���Rs�M��� ��d��

The residues in ������ and ������ are necessarily the same at the point of
rami�cation� However in ������ the second term is entire on Zj � for s � C�
and rapidly vanishing as s���

Applying Lemma ���� to the decomposition of the correction term in
������� it follows that GB is meromorphic on bZ �or in as large a region
as Rs�M was made holomorphic as a function of � � with poles only at the
points of rami�cation and complete asymptotic expansion as s � 
� �
with powers exactly the values of Rj�� ��
This is the meromorphic version of the �rst part of the construction of

the correction term to the resolvent� Following the discussion in x���
�
GB should next be extended o� bf�X�

b �� That is an operator� G
�
B � is to be

chosen in e����bE�z�
b �X� with GB as its normal operator in such a way that

the error term in

������ ��� � ��Gs � G�
B� � Id�R� � R�� I��R�� � 


is to vanish to in�nite order at lb�X�
b �� This proceeds exactly as before�

with the resulting Taylor series being meromorphic in the same sense as for
GB� The only subtlety worth noting is that the simple poles at the points
of rami�cation can be chosen to have residues in the residual calculus� so

R� is holomorphic and R� � �������bE��z���X��
This argument can be iterated� as in x����� to remove the Taylor series

of the error term at bf�X�
b �� Summing again gives an improved parametrix

as in ������� with no term R�� in the sense that the error term is now
meromorphic with values in the residual calculus and only simple poles at
points of rami�cation� This gives a meromorphic right parametrix in the
appropriate space with

�b�� � �z��GR�z� � Id�RR�z��

RR�z� � ��������A�
b�� �X�� z � K �� bZ�
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where the constant A depends on the compact setK� In fact of course RR�z�
is also meromorphic as a polyhomogeneous b	pseudodifferential operator�
By analytic Fredholm theory� as discussed in x���� it is only necessary to
construct such a parametrix with Id�RR�z� invertible for one value of z to
deduce that the inverse extends to be meromorphic� The space on which
these operators act can be taken to be �AH�

b �X�� where again the constant
A will have to be taken increasingly large and positive to get meromorphy

on a correspondingly large compact subset of bZ� It follows that the inverse
GR�z� �Id�RR�z��

��

is itself meromorphic as an operator from �AH�
b �X� to ��AH�

b �X�� The
invertibility for one value of z can be accomplished by the addition of
G�z�� � GR�z

��� where G�z�� � �b� � � �z����� for some z� in the physical
space� This completes the proof of Theorem ����

Anticipating a little� the argument from x��� can be used to simplify the
construction of the parametrix slightly in that a �small� parametrix Gs�� �
can be found which is entire in � � C and with the property that the error
is small at in�nity in the physical space� This approach is discussed in x����
���� Poles of the resolvent�

Although Theorem ��� is stated for the Laplacian on functions� only
the behaviour of the indicial roots is really crucial to the argument� In
particular it extends to any operator P � Di��b�X�E� which is self	adjoint
with respect to an Hermitian inner product on E and the metric density
of an exact b	metric� has diagonal principal given by that b	metric and has
indicial familywith respect to the metric trivialization of the normal bundle
of the form

������ I��P� �� � P
 � ���

Here P
 is necessarily a self	adjoint operator on sections of E over the
boundary� Examples of such operators include the Laplacian on b	forms
and the square of the Dirac operator� Let Eig�j� be the eigenspace for P

and the eigenvalue �j�

Lemma ����� For a self�adjoint elliptic operator satisfying ������ the
generalized boundary data of P � �j� where �j � spec�P
� is
������ G�P � �j� 
� � fu� � u� logx�u�� u� � Eig�j�g
and with this identi�cation the boundary pairing ������ becomes

����
� B�u� � u� logx� v� � v� logx� � i

Z

X

�hu�� v�i � hu�� v�i� 
��
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Proof� Certainly ������ follows directly from ������� If 	 � C�� eX� is �
near �� eX and 
 near �� eX then the Mellin transform

�	�u� � logxu���M � �
i

�
u� � �

��
u� � h���

with h entire� Then the extension of ����� to sections of bundles gives

B�u� � logxu�� v� � logxv�� �

�

��i

I
�

Z

X

h���� i

�
u� � �

��
u���� i

�
v� � �

�
� v�i
� � d�

which gives ����
��

For applications it is useful to have more information about the poles
of the analytic continuation� The poles of immediate interest are those on
the boundary of the physical region� the physical poles� those outside the
closure of the physical region are poles of the scattering matrix as brie#y
explained in x���
� The physical poles fall into two classes� we discuss the
simpler of these �rst�

Proposition ����� For a self�adjoint element of Di��b�X�E� with diago�
nal principal symbol given by an exact b�metric and indicial operator of the
form ������� the poles of the analytic extension ������ on the boundary of
the physical region C n ������ and away from the points of rami�cation ofbZ are all simple� project precisely to the points � � Rn spec�P
� at which
P has L� eigenfunctions� and have as residues the orthogonal projectors
onto the L� eigenspaces�

Thus these poles behave very much as the eigenvalues in the case of a
compact manifold without boundary�

Proof� Suppose � � bZ is a pole of this type� i�e� it is in the boundary
of the physical region and projects to Rn spec�P
�� Thus for r � 
� both
� � ir and � � ir can be interpreted as points in the resolvent set� The
self	adjointness of P means that

Im

Z
X

h�P � � � ir�	� 	i
 � rk	k�

for all 	 � H�
b �X�E� so

������ k�P � � � ir���k 
 �r
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as an operator on L�� This and the meromorphy established above show
that� for any 	 � �C��X�E�� r�P � � � ir���	 is smooth with values in
x��H�

b �X�E�� down to r � 
 with possibly di�erent limits depending on
the sign� Then ������ shows that the limits must exist in H�

b �X�E�� The
residue

������ Res�� � � lim
�r��

ir�P � �� � ir����

therefore takes values in L� on �C��X�E�� However its range certainly con	
sists of elements of the null space null�P� �� on x�H�

b �X�E� for some � � 

and the residue therefore has �nite rank� The same argument applies to the
adjoint� so the residue is a �nite rank self	adjoint operator on L�� in fact
mapping x��H�

b �X�E� into x
�H�

b �X�E� for some � � 
� Di�erentiation of
the resolvent identity gives

������ lim
�r��

d

dr

�
�P � �� � ir��r�P � �� � ir����

�
	 �

�P � � ��A	� �Res�� �	 � 	 � 	 � �C��X�E��

with A taking values in x��H�
b �X�E�� Thus A is a generalized inverse of

P � �� so Res�� � is necessarily a projection onto the L� null space�
Conversely if there is a point � � Rn spec�P
� for which P � � has non	

trivial L� null space then there must be a pole of the resolvent at any point
on the boundary of the physical space which projects onto � since otherwise
������ would hold with Res�� � zero and hence the equation Pu � 	 would

have a solution for every 	 � �C��X�E�� This completes the proof of the
proposition�

So it remains to consider the poles at the points of rami�cation of bZ�
Proposition ����� Under the same conditions as Proposition ���� the
analytic continuation of the resolvent to bZ has a at most a double pole
at the rami�cation point� over �j � on the boundary of the physical region
with coe�cient the orthogonal projection onto the L� eigenspace for �j �
spec�P
� as an eigenvalue for P 
if it is� and the residue at the pole is the
operator from x�H�

b �X�E� to x��H�
b �X�E� for any � � 
 with kernel

�����
X
l

UlUl
�

where the Ul � C��X�E� � x�H�
b �X�E� for some � � 
 are a basis of

those solutions of �P � �j�U � 
 in this space which are orthogonal to all
L� solutions and have boundary values orthonormal in L���X�E��
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Proof� Let us consider only the case �� � 
� This simpli�es the form of
the indicial roots� but a general point of rami�cation is not essentially more
complicated� Consider the resolvent evaluated on the negative real axis� in
fact consider G�r� � �P � r���� for r � �
� ��� The meromorphic extension
of the resolvent shows that rkG�r�	 has a smooth limit as r � 
 for any
	 � �C��X�E� and some k� As in the proof of Proposition ����
������ kG�r�k 
 jrj��

so k 
 �� For 	 � �C��X�E� set

Q	 � lim
r��

r�G�r�	������

Res�
�	 � i lim
r��

d

dr
r�G�r�	������

A	 �
�

�
lim
r��

d�

dr�
r�G�r�	�������

The �rst three terms in the Taylor series� at r � 
� of the identity

�P � r��  r�G�r� � r� Id�

in which all terms are smooth give�

P Q � 
������

P Res�
� � 
����

�

P A � Id�Q����
��

with all three operators formally self	adjoint on �C��X�E��
From ������ Q takes values in L�� Certainly A takes values in the space

x��H�
b �X�E� for any � � 
 so from ����
�� Q is necessarily the projection

onto the L� null space� From the holomorphy of the resolvent and the fact
that ir is the only indicial root of P � r� approaching 
 from Im� � 


����
�� ir
�
G�r�� r��Q

�
	 � x�rE�r�	 �B�r�	�

where E�r�	 � C���
� ��r � X�E� and B�r�	 is C� in r down to r � 

with values in x�H�

b �X�E� for some � � 
� Thus

����
�� Res�
�	 � E�
�	� B�
�	

takes values in C��X�E� � x�H�
b �X�E�� Di�erentiating ����
�� we con	

clude that the generalized inverse in ����
�� is of the form

����
� A	 � � logxRes�
�	� A�	�A�	�
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where A� takes values in C��X�E� and A� takes values in x�H�
b �X�E� for

some � � 
�
Suppose 	 � �C��X�E� and Q	 � 
� Let u � G�P� 
� be the generalized

boundary data of A	 associated to the indicial root 
� Let Ul be a basis of
the solutions of PU � 
 which are in C��X�E� � x�H�

b �X�E� for some
� � 
 and orthogonal to the L� null space� Then Ul can be identi�ed with
its generalized boundary data Ul � G��P� 
� as in ������� Moreover

����
�� B�u� Ul� �
�

i

Z
X

hPu�Uli
 � �
i
h	� Uli


as follows from ����
�� From ����
�� and its formal self	adjointness� Res�
�
can be written in terms of the basis as

Res�
�	 �
X
k�l

AklUkh	� Uli�

Now B is given in ����
� so applying ����
� to ����
��� with u � A	� shows
that Akl is the identity matrix� This completes the proof of the proposition�

���� Spectral theory�

The existence of an analytic continuation of the resolvent can be used
to give a rather precise description of the spectrum of the Laplacian� First
recall the de�nition of the spectral measure�

Proposition ���	� If P is an unbounded selfadjoint operator on a Hilbert
space H then the resolvent �P � � ��� � L�H� is analytic in � � C nR and
the limit

����
��

lim
���

�

��i

Z
R

�
�P � r � i���� � �P � r � i����

�
f�r�dr

�

Z
R

f�r�dEP � L�H�

exists for all continuous f of compact support and so de�nes a measure�
dEP �r�� on Rwith values in L�H�� the spectral measure of P�

The spectral measure can be used to give integral representations of
functions of P� In particular the support of dEP is the spectrum of P and
it is the complement in C of the maximal open set to which �P � � ���

extends as a bounded operator holomorphic in �� The spectrum is divided
into various pieces according to the behaviour of dEP �
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The discrete spectrum consists of the points at which �P�� ��� has a pole
of �nite order �necessarily simple�� This can either be of �nite or in�nite
multiplicity� just the rank of the residue which is necessarily a projection
in L�H�� Thus dEP is equal to a Dirac measure near a point of the discrete
spectrum�
The continuous spectrum consists of the points at which dEP is the

di�erential of a continuous function with values in the bounded operators�
The rank of a point in the continuous spectrum is k if there is such a
representation of dEP locally with the continuous function having values
in the operators of rank at most k� Thus k can be in�nite� The spectrum
is said to be continuous with embedded eigenvalues� if dEP is the sum of
Dirac masses and the di�erential of a continuous function�

Theorem ����� If P � Di��b�X�E� is self�adjoint with symbol given by
an exact b�metric and indicial family of the form ������ then the spectral
measure of P is of the form

����
�� dEP �
X
k

��� � � �k�Pk �
X

�j�spec�P� �

�� � �j�
��

�

� Fj�

where the � �k are the L� eigenspaces� all �nite dimensional with orthogonal

projections Pk and the Fj are smooth functions of �� ��j�
�
� with values in

the null space of �P � � � on x��H�
b �X�E�� for small � � 
� orthogonal to

the null space on L� and such that Fj��j� is given by ������

Corollary� Under the conditions of Theorem ���� the spectrum of P
is discrete of �nite multiplicity outside ������ and on ��j� �j���� where �j
j � 
� �� � � � are the eigenvalues of P
 in increasing order� P has continu�
ous spectrum of multiplicity equal to the sum of the multiplicities of the
eigenvalues f��� � � � � �jg of P
� with possibly embedded discrete spectrum
of �nite multiplicity�

Proof� Naturally we make heavy use of the analytic extension of the
resolvent and the discussion in x���� Certainly outside ������ the resolvent
family is meromorphic as a family of bounded operators on L��with at most
poles of �nite rank� The self adjointness of P forces these poles to be simple
�i�e� of order �� and to occur at real points�
Now consider a point in � � ������ which is not equal to one of the �j�

For the moment suppose as well that the analytic extension of the resolvent
does not have a pole at this point� meaning as it is approached from above
or below from the physical space� Then the limit in ����
�� certainly exists
since the individual kernels converge� Set

����
�� F �r� � lim
���

�

��i

�
�P � r � i���� � �P � r � i����

�
� r � R�
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Thus F �r� maps x�H�
b �X�E� into x��H�

b �X�E� for any � � 
� Since it is
given as the limit of the resolvent its range is in the null space of P � r on
x��H�

b �X�E�� It therefore has �nite rank� by Proposition ����� In fact we
know that the space G�P � r� 
� de�ned in ������ has rank exactly twice
the collective multiplicity of the eigenvalues of P
 less than r� From ������
applied to P � r � �P � r�� we conclude that G��P � r� 
� has dimension
exactly half of that of G�P � r� 
�� Now G��P� 
� is precisely the range of
the map in Proposition ���� for � � �� and �� � � su�ciently small� Thus
we conclude that

����
�� dimnull�P � r���� � �
�
dimG�P � r� 
� � dimnull�P � r� ���

In fact dimnull�P � r� �� � 
 since a non	trivial L� solution would entail a
pole in �P � � ��� at � � r �from either above or below� since it cannot be
in the range of �P � r� on x��H�

b �X�E� for small � � 
� This shows that
the limiting operator ����
�� has rank exactly as stated� at regular points�
The discussion at singular points is essentially the same� with Proposi	

tions ���� and ���� taken into account�

����� Scattering matrices�

A little of the scattering theory for an exact b	metric will now be discussed
and used to re�ne the statements concerning F� in ����
��� For simplicity�
at �rst� only the case of the Laplacian on functions for a compact manifold
with �X having just one component will be treated� although as usual the
general case presents no essential di�culties�
The scattering matrices are operators on each eigenspace of the boundary

Laplacian �and between them� depending on the resolvent parameter� They
capture the leading global behaviour at the boundary� These matrices can
be viewed as relating the resolvent of the actual Laplacian to the resolvent of
its indicial operator and it is in this sense that they are scattering matrices�
The analogy is strongest with one	dimensional scattering theory on the
line� but this is not examined� Rather the position taken here is that these
scattering matrices are really the analogue of the Calder&on projector ������
����� in standard elliptic boundary problems�
If ��j is an eigenvalue of �
 and 	 � Eig�j� is an associated eigenfunction

consider u�� � � xiRj���	� where Rj�� � � �� � ��j �
�
� is the square root with

positive imaginary part for � � C n �
���� continued to bZ� and x is an
admissible boundary de�ning function� Then u�� � is not square	integrable�
for � in the resolvent set� but

v�� � � ��� � �u�� � � O�jx��iRj���j��
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In particular if j ImRj�� �j � �� which is certainly true when � is close to
���j ��� and in the physical region� then v�� � is square	integrable� Thus

there is a unique L� solution of

�����
� ��� � �u��� � � v�� ��

so

������� U �� � �
�

�
�u�� �� u��� �� �� 
 satis�es ��� � �U �� � � 
�

This shows the �rst part of�

Lemma ����� For each eigenfunction 	 of �
 with eigenvalue ��j there is

an open neighbourhood Oj � C of ���j ��� such that to each � � Oj n �
���
there corresponds a unique element U �� � � x��H�

b �X�
b�

�
� � satisfying

������� ��� � �U �� � � 
� U �� � � �
�
xiRj���	 mod L��

Moreover� for � su�ciently close to ��j in C n �
���

�������
U �� � � �

�
xiRj���	 �

�

�

X
��
k
���

j

x�iRk����jk�� �	� O�x���

�jk�� �	 � Eig�k��

where � � 
 is independent of �� The coe�cients in this expansion extend
to meromorphic matrices�

�jk � bZ nDjk �� Hom�Eig�j��Eig�k��

with Djk � bZ the discrete set of poles�

After an appropriate normalization �to give unitarity� these �jk become
the scattering matrices for the Laplacian� or for the metric�

Proof� The existence and uniqueness of the solution to ������� has already
been noted� For � � C n �
��� in a small enough neighbourhood of ��j
the only indicial roots of � � � corresponding to L� are the �iRk�� � for
��k 
 ��j � Thus the expansion ������� follows from Proposition ����� Since
the resolvent is holomorphic in this region it follows the the �jk are also
holomorphic in C n �
��� near ��j � It remains then to show that they extend
to be meromorphic functions on bZ�
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This is a consequence of the meromorphy of the resolvent on bZ� The
�rst step is to proceed formally� Namely� for any preassigned N there is a
meromorphic solution of the formal version of ��������

��� � �UN �� � � vN �� � � O�xN ��

UN �� � � x�NH�
b �X�

b�
�
� � in j� j � N

UN �� �� U �� � � H�
b �X�

b�
�
� � for j� � ��j j � �� � � C n �
����

This can be constructed as in Lemma ��� Since the remainder term vN is
uniformly small at the boundary� the resolvent can be applied to it� using
Theorem ��� and Theorem ���� for � in a subset of bZ which becomes
arbitrarily large with N� It follows that

U �� � � UN �� �� ��� � ���vN �� �

is meromorphic in bZ� Moreover the coe�cients of the x�iRk��� can always
be identi�ed in its expansion� except for points of accidental multiplicity�
Hence the �jk are also meromorphic� as stated�

Once again essentially identical results hold for the Laplacian acting on
forms and the Dirac Laplacian on the spinor bundle�
Let us consider further the behaviour near � � 
 of the U �� � correspond	

ing to the zero eigenspace of �
� Set � � z� with z the local parameter onbZ �really just bZ� locally� with Im z � 
 being the physical region� Then
for an orthonormal basis 	j � null��
�

������ Uj�z� �
�

�
xiz	j �

�

�

X
k

x�iz�jk�z�	k � U �
j�z�� jU �

j�z�j � O�x��

near z � 
 with � � 
� For small real z �� 
 the dimension of the space
of these solution is exactly dimnull��
�� i�e� they span F ��P � z�� 
�� It
follows from the vanishing of the boundary pairing on F ��P � z�� 
� that
��z� is unitary for small real z� The uniqueness shows that

������� ���z� � ��z��� � ��z���

Thus ��z� is regular at z � 
 and ��
�� � Id � The �� eigenspace is
therefore the boundary data of the solutions in C��X�E� � x�H�

b �X�E��
just those appearing in ������ Thus we conclude�

Proposition ����� Under the assumptions Proposition ���� on P� the
leading part� F�� of the spectral measure can be written in terms of the
solutions in ������ as

������� F�v �
X
jk

r�
�
� ajk�r

�
� �Uj�r�hv� Uk�r�i near r � 
�
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where ajk�s� � C���
� �� is a self�adjoint matrix and

u ���
X
jk

ajk�
�	jhu� 	ki

is the projection onto the subspace of the null space of P
 spanned by the
boundary values of the null space of P on C��X�E� � L��X�E��

This representation of the leading part of the continuous spectrum will
be used in x��� to analyze the long	time behaviour of the trace of the heat
kernel when �
 is not invertible�
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To carry through the proof of the APS index theorem as outlined in the
introduction a reasonably good understanding of the heat kernel�

exp��tP � for P � Di��b�X�E�� P 	 
�
is needed� In particular the cases P � g�g�� P � g�g� are important�
The analysis of these kernels will start with the case �X � �� which is very
standard� However the use of blow	up techniques to de�ne a space �the heat
space� on which the heat kernel is quite simple is not so usual� although
philosophically it is just a slight extension of Hadamard�s method� This
blow	up approach is very much in the same style as the treatment of the
b	calculus and therefore has the advantage that it generalizes very readily
to the case of the heat kernel for a b	metric� which is the important case for
the APS theorem� For other generalizations of this approach to the heat
kernel see ���� and ��
��

���� Heat space�

Let P � Di���X� � �
� � be elliptic with positive principal symbol on a

compact manifold without boundary� The heat kernel for P can be viewed
as an operator

HP � C��X� � �
� � �� C���
����X� �

�
� ��

which gives the unique solution to

�����
�
�

�t
� P �u�t� �� � 
 in �
����X

u�
� �� � v in X
�� u � HP v�

Here the natural half	density on the line� jdtj �� has been used to identify
the pull	back of �

�
� �X� to �
����X with �

�
� ��
����X�� The kernel� h�

of HP can therefore be identi�ed as a distribution

h � C����
����X �X� �
�
� ��

At least formally the conditions ����� can be transcribed to

�����
��t � P �x�Dx��h�t� x� x

�� � 


h�
� x� x�� � ��x� x���

To show the existence� and properties� of the heat kernel an approximate
solution to ������ i�e� a forward parametrix for ��t�P� will be constructed

���
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and then used in an iterative procedure� The model case is simply the
Laplacian on Rn� for which the heat kernel� with density factor removed�
is well known�

����� h��t� x� x
�� �

�

���t�
n
�

exp

�
�jx� x�j�

t

�
�

Exercise ���� Derive ����� using the Fourier transform�

As part of the usual quest to understand Schwartz kernels consider the
sense in which ����� is a C� function� i�e� its natural homogeneity� It is� of
course� only a function of x� x� and t� but more importantly it is a simple
function of t

�
� and �x � x��t

�
� � As will be seen below it is also useful to

think of it as a power of t
�
� times a smooth function of jx � x�j�t� In the

space �
���t �Rn
x�x� a parabolic blow�up of the origin will be performed�

by introducing as polar coordinates

����
x� x� � r��� t � r���

� � ���� �
�� �SnH def

�
�
� � Rn����� 	 
� ��

� � j��j� � �
�
�

Thus if X � Rn�

����� X�
H � �
����SnH �Rn

and the parabolic blow	down map is

����� �H � X
�
H � �r� �� y� ��� �r���� r�

� � y� y� � �
����Rn�Rn�

It is quite straightforward to give a general description of this process of
the parabolic blow	up of a submanifold� in this case

BH � f�
� x� x� � �
����Rn�Rng � f
g � �
 �

�
�x� x� � R�n�x � Rn

�
�

where the parabolic directions �in this case the span of dt� form a subbun	
dle of the conormal bundle to the submanifold� The interested reader may
consult ���� and ����� Here only the very special cases needed will be intro	
duced� The new manifold� X�

H � in ����� is a manifold with corners which
has two boundary hypersurfaces� since it is the product of two manifolds
with boundary� The boundary hypersurfaces will be denoted tb�X�

H � and
tf�X�

H �� The �rst of these is just the lift of the old boundary ft � 
g of
�
����X �

tb � clX�
H
���H �ft � 
gnBH � �
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This is the temporal boundary� The other boundary hypersurface is the
front face for the blow	up� i�e� the submanifold on which the blow	down
map does not have invertible di�erential� In this case

tf�X�
H � � fr � 
g � ���H �BH �

will be called the temporal front face� if absolutely necessary� De�ning
functions for these two boundary hypersurfaces will be denoted �tb �for
example ��� and �tf �for instance r�� Notice that the lift of t is not a
de�ning function for either� rather it is of the form

��H t � ��r
� � �tb�

�
tf �

This quickly leads to�

Lemma ���� Lifted to the manifold with corners X�
H � for X � Rn� the

heat kernel ����� is of the form

����� h� � ��ntf C��X�
H �� h� � 
 at tb �

Proof� Lifting ����� gives� explicitly�

����� ��Hh� � r�n � �

������
n
�

exp

�
�j�

�j�
��

�
�

This reduces to ����� if it is shown that the coe�cient of r�n is C� on SnH�
However this is immediate where �� �� 
 and as �� � 
 the exponential
vanishes rapidly �since j��j �� ���

It is useful to consider the lifts to X�
H in ����� of vector �elds tangent to

the manifold� BH � blown up to construct it�

Lemma ���� Under the blow�down map ����� the vector �elds on R�n

tangent to the diagonal� t��t and the vector �elds of the form f��t�
where f � C��R�n� vanishes to second order at  � R�n� lift to be smooth
on X�

H and� over C��X�
H �� span the space of smooth vector �elds tangent

to the boundary�

Proof� The vector �elds in question are spanned by

����� �xj � x�j�
�

�xk
�

�

�xk
�

�

�x�k
� t

�

�t
� and �xj � x�j��xk � x�k�

�

�t

over C���
����R�n� Consider the lifts of these generating vector �elds to
X�
H � initially away from tf�X�

H �� All of them are homogeneous of degree 
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under the transformation t ��� r�t� x ��� x� r�x�x�� with x� unchanged�
Thus� in terms of the parabolic polar coordinates ����� they must all lift
to be of the form

����
� ar
�

�r
� v�

where a � C��SnH �Rn� and v is a C� vector �eld on SnH � Rn� Thus all
the lifts are smooth up to r � 
� i�e� on X�

H � The vector �eld r��r is the
lift of �t��t� �x� x�� � ��x� so it is in the span of the lifts of the vector
�elds in ������ Moreover the v�s in ����
� must span all the smooth vector
�elds on SnH�Rn� and tangent to the boundary� since they do so in r � 
�
This proves the lemma�

The brave idea� due to Hadamard in this sort of generality� is to do the
same thing in the variable coe�cient case� The heat kernel is the inverse
of an operator of order �� and so should be thought of as having order ���
Thus ����� is the model for an element of the heat calculus of order ���
Proceeding in a deliberate fashion� the objective is to de�ne the space of
heat pseudodi�erential operators of order k� by
������

�kH �X� �
�
� � �

n
K � �

� �
�
�n���k

tf C��X�
H � �

�
� ��K � 
 at tb

o
� k � 
�

Here X�
H needs to be de�ned �rst� of course� The apparent change in power

of r between ����� and ������ arises from the density factor which has been
suppressed� Lifting to X�

H �

������ jdtdxdx�j � ��H ��
h
r�n���jdrd�dx�j

i
�

This means that ����� should really be written�

��H �h�jdtdxdx�j
�
� � � r�

�
�
�n���� � �

������
n
�

exp

�
�j�

�j�
��

�
jdrd�dx�j ��

and it is then consistent with �������
To de�ne X�

H as a set it is only necessary to proceed in the obvious way
from the point of view of blowing up�

������
X�
H �

�
��
����X��nBH

� t �
tf�X�

H �
�

BH � f
g � �  � f�x� x� � X��X � X� �� X�

What should the temporal front face� tf� be in general! From the experience
gathered during the construction of X�

b � it should be some sort of spherical
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normal bundle to BH but in this case should have parabolic homogeneity
in t�
Consider the curves

����� � � �
� �� �� �
����X�� � � 


such that

������ ��s� � BH �� s � 
 and ���t� � O�s���

Then impose the equivalence relation

������ � � e���
	
�
�

��
� � e��
��
��� � �e����f � O�s�� � f � C��X�� s�t� f�� � 
�

��� � �e����t � O�s��

Lemma ��
� The equivalence classes ��� of curves ������ satisfying �������
under ������� form a space with a natural additive structure and R��action

but not a vector space structure� on the sets where ��
� takes a �xed
value�

Proof� The sum of two curves ��� �� satisfying ������ with ���
� � ���
�
is a curve � also satisfying ������� such that ��
� � ���
� and

������
��� � ��� � ����f � O�s�� � f � C���
����X��� f � 
 on BH

��� � ��� � ����t � O�s��

Clearly the equivalence class of � is determined by ������� To see that
such a curve exists consider local coordinates x near p � X where ���
� �
�
� p� p� � B� Then a curve satisfying ������� with ��
� � �
� p� p�� p being
the origin of the coordinates� is of the form

�i�s� � �s
��i�s�� s�i�s�� se�i�s��� i � �� ��

Thus a curve � with ��� � ���� � ���� in the sense of ������ only needs to
satisfy
������

��s� � �s���s�� s��s�� se� �s��� with
��
� � ���
� � ���
�� ��
� � ���
� � ���
� and e��
� � e���
� � e���
��

Notice� from ������� that the equivalence class of the curve � in �������
amongst curves with the same end point determines� and is determined by

������ ����� ���
�� ��
� � e��
�� � �
����Rn� ��
� � BH �xed�
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Figure ��� The heat space� X�
H �

The R�	action is the obvious one�

a��� � �e��� e��s� � ��as� near s � 
� a � R��

Under the local isomorphism ������ the R�	action becomes

a����� �a���
�� a���
�� e��
���� ����� ���
�� ��
� � e��
���
This makes it clear why the �bre over q � BH � consisting of the equivalence
classes of curves with ��
� � q� is not a vector space� Namely the R� action
does not distribute over addition�

So now de�ne the front face of X�
H �the inward	pointing t	parabolic

spherical normal bundle of BH in �
��� � X�� as the quotient by the
R
�	action�

tf�X�
H �

def
� f��� �� 
g�R��

Thus tf�X�
H � is a bundle over B

tf�X�
H � �� BH � ��� ��� ��
��

with �bre isomorphic to SnH� given in ����� This is di�eomorphically a
half	sphere� i�e� a closed n	ball� The additive structure and R�	action of
Lemma ��� give a linear structure to the interiors of these balls� since
����
�

q � int�tfp�X�
H ���� q � ���� � in ������� ��
� � p� ��t � s� �O�s��

Then the linear structure arises from that in ������ on the ��
� � e��
��
where ��
� � ��
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Exercise ���� Show that the C� structure on tf�X�
H � arises from the

compacti�cation of the vector bundle� being the interior of the �bres with
the linear structure just described� with a linear space compacti�ed in linear
coordinates by

fx � Rn� jxj 	 �g � x �� �jxj��� x

jxj� � �
� ���S
n���

Exercise ���� Show that� as a vector bundle� the interior of tf�X�
H � is

canonically isomorphic to the normal bundle to the diagonal inX�� hence is
canonically isomorphic to the tangent bundle toX� �Hint� The isomorphism
is given by ����
���

Now that tf�X�
H � has been de�ned� the heat space of X� X�

H � is de�ned
by ������� It still needs to be shown that it has a natural C� structure as
a manifold with corners such that tf�X�

H � is a boundary hypersurface�

Proposition ���� There is a unique C� structure onX�
H in which tf�X�

H �
is a boundary hypersurface� the C� structure induced on ��
����X��nBH

by ������ is the same as that induced from �
����X� and for any coor�
dinate patch� in X� ���H ��
��� � O�� is di	eomorphic to the preimage of
�
���� O� in ����� under ������

Proof� The C� structure is certainly �xed away from tf�X�
H � as that

inherited from �
��� � X�� Moreover the sets ���H ��
��� � O�� clearly
cover a neighbourhood of tf�X�

H �� so it su�ces to show that the transition
functions on �
����SnH �Rn are C�� i�e� the transformation induced on
����� by a change of coordinates on Rn is C�� Let y � f�x� be a local
di�eomorphism on Rn� so �y� y�� � �f�x�� f�x��� is the transformation on
Rn�Rn� The transformation induced on �
����SnH �Rn is� by ������

������

�r� �� x� ��� ��� w� y�

y � f�x�� � � �t� � jy � y�j�� �� � w � �
t

��
�
y � y�

�
�

r � �t� � jx� x�j�� �� � � � �
t

r�
�
x� x�

r
��

Now� y � y� � �x� x�� � G�x� x�� with G a C�matrix and detG �� 
� for x
near x� which may be assumed� Thus

������ � � r

�
t� � jy � y�j�
t� � jx� x�j�

��
�

� r
�
��
� � j�� �Gj�

� �
�

since ��
� � j��j� � � this is C�� Similarly

w �

�
���

r

�
��� �� �G�x� x��� r

�
�

�
is C��
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Thus the transition functions are smooth and the proposition is proved�

In brief the C� structure near tf is generated by the functions which are
homogeneous of non	negative integral order under

�t� x� x�� �� �a�t� x� x� a�x� � x��� a � 
�

It turns out that there is an important subspace in the space C��X�
H � of

all C� functions on X�
H � just de�ned� Consider the lift under ����� of a C�

function on �
����X�� X � Rn�

������ g � ��Hf � f�r���� r�
� � x�� x���

The Taylor series expansion of g at tf�X�
H � is of the form

����� g�r� �� x�� �
�X
j��

r�jg�j���� �
�� x�� �

�X
j��

r���jg��j ���� �
�� x��

and from ������ it can be seen that the coe�cients satisfy

������
g�j�������� x�� � g�j���� �

�� x��

g��j �������� x�� � �g��j ���� ��� x���

i�e� are respectively even and odd under the involution �� ��� ���� For
X � Rn� let C�evn�X�

H � denote the subspace of C��X�
H � the elements of

which have Taylor series at tf�X�
H � as in ����� and ������� Similarly let

C�odd�X�
H � � C��X�

H � denote the subspace which has Taylor series �����
with coe�cients satisfying the opposite condition�

������
g�j�������� x�� � �g�j���� ��� x��
g��j �������� x�� � g��j ���� �

�� x���

Thus ������ shows that

������ ��HC���
����Rn�Rn� � C�evn�X�
H ��

Moreover observe from ������ and ������ that the new coordinates on X�
H

induced by a change of coordinates on Rn satisfy

� � C�odd�X�
H �� w� � C�evn�X�

H �� w
� � C�odd�X�

H �� y � C�evn�X�
H �

as do the old coordinates� Thus the spaces are actually de�ned indepen	
dently of coordinates� and hence on X�

H for a general manifoldX�
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Lemma ���� For any compact manifold without boundary� X� the sub�
spaces of C�evn�X�

H �� C�odd�X�
H � � C��X�

H � with Taylor series at tf�X�
H ��

as in ������� satisfying ������ and ������ respectively� are well de�ned inde�
pendent of coordinates and

������
C�evn�X�

H � � C�odd�X�
H � �C��X�

H �

C�evn�X�
H � � C�odd�X�

H � ��
�
tf C��X�

H ��

Proof� The �rst part has already been proved and ������ arises by split	
ting the terms in the Taylor series into ��	odd and even parts�

In view of ������� which of course extends to the general case� the spaces
of odd and even sections of the lift to X�

H of any vector bundle over X
�

are also de�ned by using the lift from X� of a smooth basis of the bundle�
More formally if E is a C� vector bundle over �
����X� then the space
of even sections can be written
������
C�evn�X�

H � �
�
HE� � C�evn�X�

H � ���HC��������X�� �
�
HC���
����X��E��

Exercise ��	� Make sure you understand exactly what ������ means�

Consider the half	density bundle on X�
H � This is not the lift of a bundle

on �
��� � X� �because of the extra factors of �tf �� However choosing
�tf � C�evn�X�

H � the spaces of even and odd sections are de�ned to be

C�evn�X�
H � �

�
� � �

�
u � C��X�

H � �
�
� ��u � �

� �
�
�n���

tf u�
�

u� � C�evn�X�
H �� 
 �� ��H ��
 � C���
����X�� �

�
� �

�
C�odd�X�

H � �
�
� � �

�
u � C��X�

H � �
�
� ��u � �

� �
�
�n���

tf u�
�

u� � C�odd�X�
H �� 
 �� ��H ��
 � C���
����X�� �

�
� �

�
�

Then
C�evn�X�

H � � C�evn�X�
H � �

�
� � � C�evn�X�

H � �
�
� ��

C�evn�X�
H � � C�odd�X�

H � �
�
� � � C�odd�X�

H � �
�
� ��

C�odd�X�
H � � C�evn�X�

H � �
�
� � � C�odd�X�

H � �
�
� ��

C�odd�X�
H � � C�odd�X�

H � �
�
� � � C�evn�X�

H � �
�
� �

and the analogues of ������ hold�

C�evn�X�
H � �

�
� � � C�odd�X�

H � �
�
� � � C��X�

H � �
�
� �

C�evn�X�
H � �

�
� � � C�odd�X�

H � �
�
� � � ��tf C��X�

H � �
�
� ��
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In particular this leads to the spaces of even and odd heat pseudodi�er	
ential operators de�ned by
����
�

�kH�evn�X� �
�
� � �

n
K � �

� �
�
�n���k

tf C�evn�X�
H � �

�
� ��K � 
 at tb

o
�kH�odd�X� �

�
� � �

n
K � �

� �
�
�n���k

tf C�odd�X�
H � �

�
� ��K � 
 at tb

o
�

for k � 
 even

and
������

�kH�evn�X� �
�
� � �

n
K � �

� �
�
�n���k

tf C�odd�X�
H � �

�
� ��K � 
 at tb

o
�kH�odd�X� �

�
� � �

n
K � �

� �
�
�n���k

tf C�evn�X�
H � �

�
� ��K � 
 at tb

o
�

for k � 
 odd

in place of ������� In practice the even operators are the interesting ones�

���� Standard heat calculus�

Now the de�nition of ������ is complete� i�e� the elements of the heat
calculus of negative integral order have been �xed� Naturally they are in	
tended to be operators� Their action is simple enough since as distributions
they are locally integrable�

Lemma ����� If k � �N� each A � �kH �X� �
�
� � pushes forward under �H

to a locally integrable half�density on �
����X��

Proof� It su�ces to assume that A has support in the preimage of a
coordinate patch and then sum using a partition of unity� Of course there
is nothing to be proved away from BH since the kernels are smooth there�
Taking account of the factors of r in ������ the push	forward ofA to �
����
X� is locally of the form

������ t�
�
�
n����

�
kA�jdtdxdx�j �� with A� bounded�

Since A� vanishes to in�nite order at tb the local integrability of the co	
e�cient in ������ reduces to the local integrability� on �
����X�� of the
function which lifts to ��n���ktf � Clearly this is locally integrable provided
k � 
�

A locally integrable function� or half	density� has a unique extension from
�
���� X� to R� X� which is locally integrable and vanishes in t � 
�

With this extension Lemma ���
 shows that the elements A � �kH �X� �
�
� ��
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k � �N� de�ne operators from C��X� � �
� � to C���R�X� �

�
� �� clearly Au

always vanishes in t � 
� It is generally preferable to think of these heat
pseudodi�erential operators as acting through

������ A � �kH �X� �
�
� � �� A � C��X� � �

� � �� C����
����X� �
�
� ��

by restriction� This does not result in any loss of information� since the
kernel is locally integrable� In fact there is much more regularity than
�������

Lemma ����� Each element A � �kH�X� �
�
� �� k � �N� de�nes a continu�

ous operator

����� A � C��X� � �
� � �� t�

k
�
��C���
��� �

�
�X� �

�
� ��

where �
��� �
�
is the half�line with t

�
� as coordinate� An element A �

�kH �X� �
�
� � is in the even part of the calculus� A � �kH�evn�X� �

�
� �� if and

only if ����� actually gives a map

������ A � C��X� � �
� � �� t��

k
�
	��C���
����X� �

�
� ��

where �r� is the integer part of r� the largest integer no larger than r�

Proof� Using a C� partition of unity on �
����X� it may be assumed
that the kernel of A has small support on �
��� � X�� Certainly� since
the kernel is C� and vanishes to all orders at t � 
� any term away from
tf�X�

H � satis�es ������ for any k� Thus it can even be assumed that A has
support in the preimage of a coordinate patch� Then

A � r��n����kA��r� �� x�jdtdx�dxj ��

where� by assumption� A� vanishes to in�nite order at �� � 
 and is C��
So if the projective coordinates

������ t
�
� � X �

x� x�

t
�
�

� x��

which are valid everywhere except �� � 
 �corresponding to X � ��� are
introduced it follows that
������

r��n����kA��r� �� x� � t�
�
�
�n�����

�
k��t

�
� � X� x�� with � a C� function

rapidly decreasing with all derivatives as jXj ����
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The push	forward of the kernel to R�X� is given by

KA�	� �

�Z
�

Z
Rn

Z
Rn

��t
�
� �

x� x�

t
�
�

� x�	�t� x� x��t�
�
�
�n�����

�
kdtdxdx�

�

�Z
�

Z
Rn

Z
Rn

��t
�
� � X� x�	�t� x� x� t

�
�X�t�

k
�
��dtdXdx�

where 	�t� x� x��jdtdxdx�j �� is a C� half	density of compact support� Thus
the action of A as an operator is just

������ A��� � t�
k
�
��

Z
Rn

��t
�
� � X� x���x� t

�
�X�dX�

The rapid decrease of � as jXj �� � shows that this integral converges

uniformly to t�
k
�
��� a C� function of t �� and x� This gives ������

The decomposition of the Taylor series of the kernel at tf�X�
H � corre	

sponds to writing � as

��t
�
� � X� x� � �e�t

�
� � X� x� � �o�t

�
� � X� x� � ���t

�
� � X� x�

�e�t
�
� � X� x� � �ee�t�X� x� � t

�
��oe�t�X� x�

�o�t
�
� � X� x� � �oo�t�X� x� � t

�
��eo�t�X� x��

where �ee�t�X� x� and �oe�t�X� x� are even and �eo�t�X� x� and �oo�t�X� x�
are odd under X ��� �X� All are C� and vanish rapidly as jXj �� �
with all derivatives� The extra term �� vanishes to in�nite order at t � 
�
Inserting these into ������ one easily sees that an element of the even part
of the calculus satis�es ������� An element of the odd part of the calculus
similarly satis�es

A � C��X� � �
� � �� t��

k
�
	� �

� C���
����X� �
�
� �� A � �kH�odd�X� �

�
� ��

Moreover the range can only be in t��
k
�
	��C���
��� � X� �

�
� � if all the

coe�cients in the Taylor series at tf vanish� This proves the remainder of
the lemma�

��	� Heat kernel�

Notice in particular that if k � �� then the multiplicative factor in �����
disappears and the restriction to t � 
 is well de�ned�

������
A � ���H �X� �

�
� � ��

A� � C��X� � �
� � �� C��X� � �

� �� A�� � �A���t���

This allows the main result for the heat kernel to be stated�
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Theorem ����� If P � Di���X� � �
� � has non�negative principal symbol

and is elliptic on a compact manifold� X� without boundary then there is
a unique element HP � ���H�evn�X� �

�
� � satisfying

���
� ��t � P � �HP � 
 in t � 
� �HP ��t�� � Id �

The proof still requires some work� First consider the initial condition�
which can be examined using ������ and ������� Thus if A � ���H �X� �

�
� �

then ������ shows that� at least locally�

����� �A���t�� �

Z
X

��
� X� x���x�dX � '�x�jdtj �� � ��x�

is actually a multiplication operator� The function ' is just the integral�
over the �bres� of the restriction of the kernel of A� onX�

H � to the front face�
To make sense of this globally requires a little thought about densities�
In fact the restriction to the temporal front face can be written

A�tf�X�
H
� � A� � ��H
� A� � �C��tf�X�

H �� 
 �� 
 � C��BH � �
�
� ��
����X����

Here BH is given by ������ and lies above the diagonal� So as in the ordinary
pseudodi�erential calculus� there is an identi�cation�


 � jdtj �� � 
�� 
 � � C��X� ���

Furthermore a density on X can also be considered as a ��bre	translation
invariant� �bre	density on TX � N � Since tf�X�

H � is just a compact	
i�cation of the tangent bundle to X �see Exercise ���� this means that
restriction to the temporal front face gives a map

���H �X� �
�
� � � A ��� A�tf�X�

H
� � �C��tf�X�

H �� ��bre��

Thus integration over the �bres is invariantly de�ned�

Lemma ����� If A � ���H �X� �
�
� � then A�� de�ned by ������� is multipli�

cation by

����� '�x�jdtj �� �
Z

�bre

A�tf�X�
H
��

The initial condition in ���
� is therefore seen to be the requirement
that on each leaf of tf�X�

H � the kernel should have mean value �� It is also
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necessary to arrange that HPv be a solution of the heat equation� As usual
this cannot be done directly� rather a parametrix is �rst constructed and
then iteration is used to get the precise solution� Now� G � ���H �X� �

�
� �

will be a parametrix if

����� t��t � P � �G � R � ���H �X� �
�
� � and G� � Id �

Notice that an element of the residual space for the heat calculus here
is given by a C� kernel on X�

H which vanishes to in�nite order at both
boundaries� tf and tb � This is just the same as a C� function on �
����X�

vanishing to all orders at t � 
� Thus

���� A � ���H �X� �
�
� ��� A � �C���
����X�� �

�
� ��

To arrange ����� the form of the operator on the left needs to be computed�

Lemma ���
� If A � �kH�X� �
�
� �� for k � �N� then

����� t��t � P � �A � �kH�X� �
�
� �

for any P � Di���X� � �
� � and furthermore

A � �kH�evn�X� �
�
� � �� t��t � P � �A � �kH�evn�X� �

�
� ��

Proof� Recall Lemma ���
� which de�nes A as an operator� Certainly

tP � t�
�
�
k��C���
��� �

�
�X� �

�
� � �� t�

�
�
k��C���
��� �

�
�X� �

�
� �

t�t � t
��

�
k��C���
��� �

�
�X� �

�
� � �� t�

�
�
k��C���
��� �

�
�X� �

�
� ��

So the composite operator in ����� is well de�ned and the statement that

it is an element of �kH�X� �
�
� � is meaningful� To check its veracity it is

enough to work with the local form ������� The local form of P�

P �
X
j�j��

p��x�D
�
x �

gives

tP �A� � t�
k
�

Z
P

h
��t

�
� � X� x���x� t

�
�X�

i
dX

� t�
k
�
��

Z
��t

�
� � X� x���x� t

�
�X�dX�
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where integration by parts in X has been used to �nd

����� ��t
�
� � X� x� �

X
j�j��

p��x�D
�
X��t

�
� � X� x� � t

�
� � ���

with �� a C� function� Similarly� applying t�t gives�

�����
t�tA� � t�

k
�
��

Z
��t

�
� � X� x���x� t

�
�X�dX�

� �
�

�
f��X�X�� � �k � ���g� t

�
� �� with �� C��

All terms are rapidly decreasing as jXj �� �� so ����� follows� The
conservation of parity follows from the last part of Lemma ���� and the
fact that tP and t��t preserve the spaces on the right in �������

In fact not only does this computation give ����� but it also results in an
explicit formula for the restriction of the kernel to the front fact� Consider
the restriction map �the normal operator in this context�

NH�k � �
k
H �X� �

�
� � � A ���

t�k�n�����A�tf � �C��tf�X�
H �� ��bre�� k � �N�

�����

where the normalization comes from ������� Certainly this map is sur	
jective� by de�nition in ������� and its null space is clearly the space of
operators of order k � �� i�e� there is an exact sequence
�����


 �� �k��H �X� �
�
� � ��� �kH�X� �

�
� �

NH�k�� �C��tf�X�
H �� ��bre� �� 
�

The parities in ����
� and ������ are set up so that the same is true of the
even part of the calculus�
����
�


 �� �k��H�evn�X� �
�
� � ��� �kH�evn�X� �

�
� �

NH�k�� �C�evn�tf�X�
H �� ��bre� �� 


where �C�evn�tf�X�
H �� ��bre� � �C��tf�X�

H �� ��bre� is the subspace consisting
of the elements which are invariant under the natural re#ection around the
origin of the �bres�
The image space in ����� can also be thought of as the space of C�

sections� over TX� which are rapidly vanishing at in�nity� Here the iden	
ti�cation established in Exercise ��� is used again� These are �Schwartz
functions�� so

������ �C��tf�X�
H �� �

�
� �X�

H �� �� S�TX� ��bre�
is just the space of those sections over TX� of the lift of the density bundle�
which vanish rapidly at in�nity with all derivatives� Now from ����� and
����� the fundamental formula results�
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Proposition ����� If P � Di���X� � �
� � has symbol ��P �� thought of as

a translation�invariant di	erential operator on the �bres of TX� then under
������

������ NH�k�t��t � P �A� � ���P �� �
�
�R� n� k � ���NH�k�A��

where R is the radial vector �eld on the �bres of TX�

Proof� It is usual to think of the symbol of a di�erential operator as a
polynomial on T �X� but that is completely equivalent to a constant coe�	
cient di�erential operator on each �bre of TX� varying smoothly with the
�bre� Then ����� shows that

NH�k�tP �A� � ��P � �NH�k�A��

Similarly ����� gives the action of t�t as ��
� ��X�X� � k � ��� i�e� ��

��R�
n� k � �� as stated in �������

Now we can construct a parametrix for the heat operator�

Lemma ����� Under the assumptions of Theorem ���� the heat operator
has a forward parametrix� G � ���H�evn�X� �

�
� �� satisfying ������

Proof� The terms in the Taylor series of G at tf will be constructed
successively� The �rst step is to �nd

������ G��� � ���H �X� �
�
� � with G

���
� � Id� t��t � P �G��� � ��H �X� �

�
� ��

By ������ ����� and ������ these are conditions only on the normal oper	
ator� viz

�����

���P �� �
�
�R� n��NH����G

���� � 
Z
�bre

NH����G
���� � ��

These are �bre	by	�bre conditions� In fact each �bre is just Rn� so the
solution to ����� must be implicit in ������ More precisely local coordinates
can always be introduced such that

������ ��P � � D�
� � � � ��D�

n on TxX

since P is assumed to have a real elliptic principal symbol� Then �����
becomes

������

�
D�
� � � � ��D�

n �
�

�
�R� n�

�
NH����G

���� � 
Z
�bre

NH����G
���� � ��
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From ����� it follows that

������ NH����G
���� �

�

����
n
�

exp

�
�jXj

�



�
must be a solution� Indeed it is the only solution in S�Rn�� To see this
simply take the Fourier transform of ������� with u � NH����G���TxX � It
becomes �

� � �� � �j�j�
�
(u � 
� (u�
� � ��

This is an ordinary di�erential equation� with initial condition� along each
radial line and the Fourier transform of ������ is the only solution� Clearly
then the choice ������� with jXj now the Riemannian norm on TX induced
by P� gives a solution to �������
Now the order of the error term can be reduced inductively� Suppose

j � N� � f
� �� �� � � �g and G�j� � ���H �X� �
�
� � has been found such that

������ t��t � P �G�j� � Rj � ���jH �X� �
�
� �� G

�j�
� � Id �

Then look for G�j��� � G�j� � Tj � Tj � ���jH �X� �
�
� �� such that ������

holds for j � �� Of course this just means solving

������
t��t � P �Tj � Rj � Rj�� � ���jH �X� �

�
� ��

Rj�� � ����jH �X� �
�
� ��

where Rj is given as the error term in ������� The initial condition continues
to hold since �Tj�� � 
 as its order is at most ��� By ������ the equation
������ can be transformed into a condition on the normal operator� namely

����
�

�
��P �� �

�
�R� n� j � ��

�
NH���j�Tj� � NH���j�Rj��

Again this has a unique solution� this time without any integral condition�
In appropriate coordinates ������ holds� Taking Fourier transforms on a
given �bre� with u � NH���j�Tj���� f � NH���j�Rj���� equation ����
�
becomes

������ ���� � �j�j� � j � ��(u � (f � S�Rn��

The solution to this is�

������ (u��� �

�Z
�

exp��r � ��j�j�� (f �r��rj��dr�
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This is clearly an element of S�Rn�� and easily seen to be the only solution
to ������� This completes the inductive proof of ������� for all j�

Now the successive Tj � G�j��� � G�j� give a formal power series at

tf�X�
H �� By Borel�s lemma this can be summed� so G � ���H �X� �

�
� � sat	

isfying ����� can indeed be found� Since the normal problems ������ and
����
� are clearly invariant under the re#ection in the �bres� using ����
�

instead of ������ it follows that G � ���H�evn�X� �
�
� ��

It still remains to complete the proof of Theorem ����� So far we have
considered the elements of the heat calculus as operators from X to R�X�
as in ������ but in order to remove the error term in ����� it is more

convenient to consider them as t	convolution operators� If A � �kH �X� �
�
� ��

its action as a t	convolution operator will be denoted

������ A� � �C���
����X� �
�
� � �� �C���
����X� �

�
� ��

This can be expressed in terms of ����� by

����� A � u�t� �
tZ

�

�Au�t� s���s�ds�

where the dependence on the spatial variables is suppressed� Notice that
as a function of r 	 
 and s 	 


�Au�r���s� � s�
�
�
k��C���
���� �
��� �

�
�X� �

�
� �

vanishes to in�nite order at r � 
� Restricting to r � t� s gives

�Au�t� s���s� � s�
�
�
k���t� s�juj�t� s� s

�
� � x�

for any j� with uj a C� half	density� Since k � 
 this is integrable in s and
C� in t� Thus A � u� de�ned by ������ is C� in t and vanishes rapidly as
t � 
� This gives the mapping property �������
The elements of ���H �X� �

�
� � give rise to Volterra operators in ������

and the removal of the error term in ����� reduces to standard invertibility
results for such operators�

Proposition ����� If A � ���H �X� �
�
� � then Id�A� is invertible as

an operator on �C���
��� � X� �
�
� �� with inverse Id�S� for some S �

���H �X� �
�
� ��
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Proof� If A� B � ���H �X� �
�
� � the composite operator A � B� � C��

where C � ���H �X� �
�
� � has kernel

������

��t� x� x��jdtj �� 
�x�
�x�� �
tZ

�

Z
X

��t� s� x� x�����s� x��� x��
��x���ds
�x�
�x��

in terms of the kernels ��t� x� x��jdtj �� 
�x�
�x�� and ��t� x� x��jdtj �� 
�x�
�x��
of A and B� with 
 a �xed non	vanishing smooth half	density on X� Direct
estimation shows that there is a constant K� depending only on 
 and X
such that

������ j��t� x� x��j 
 C
tk

k$
� j��t� x� x��j 
 C� in t � T

�� j��t� x� x��j � CC�K
tk��

�k � ��$
in t � T�

This estimate can be applied iteratively to A � ���H �X� �
�
� �� For �xed

T � 
 let C � Ck be such that the estimate on � in ������ holds and let

C� � C�� Let the kernel of Aj � ���H �X� �
�
� �� �xed by A�j � �A��j� be

�j� Then for any k and j

j�j�t� x� x��j 
 �KC��
j��Ck

tk�j��

�k � j � ��$ in t � T�

It follows that the Neumann series for the inverse of Id�A��

�Id�A���� � Id�
�X
j��

�A��j � Id�
�X
j��

�Aj�� � Id�S��

converges� The same estimates hold on the derivatives� which shows that
S � ���H �X� �

�
� � and so proves the lemma�

Proof of Theorem ����� If the parametrix of Lemma ���� is considered
as a convolution operator and R is given by ����� then

������ ��t � P � �G� � Id�A�� A � �Rt � ���H �X��

To see this note �rst that for any u � C��X� � �
� � we know from ������ that

v�t� � Gu�t� � C���
����X� �
�
� � and from ����� that if f�t� � ��v�t�
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Pv��t� then f � �C���
����X� �
�
� �� Thus if g � �C���
����X� �

�
� � then

in t � 


�
�

�t
� P �G � g�t� �

�
�

�t
� P

� tZ
�

�Gg�s���t� s�ds

� �Gg�t���
� �

tZ
�

�
�

s
�
�

�s
� P �g�s���t� s�ds

giving ������� Since R � ���H �X� �
�
� � its kernel vanishes to all orders at

t � 
� so dividing by t gives another kernel of the same type�
Thus Proposition ���� can be applied to ������� It follows that if Id�S�

is the inverse of Id�A� then the composite operator H� � G � �G � S� is
a right inverse of the heat operator�

������ v � H � g� g � �C���
����X� �
�
� � �� �

�

�t
� P �v � g in R�X�

From the regularity� ������� for the action of G it follows that G�S� � B��
with B � ���H �X� �

�
� �� Thus H � ���H�evn�X� �

�
� � di�ers from G by an

element of ���H �X� �
�
� �� In fact H must satisfy

������ t��t � P �H � 
 and H� � Id

since H satis�es ����� in place of G and hence ������� but the error term
is necessarily zero�
It remains only to show the uniqueness of H� To see this it su�ces to

show that there are no solutions to

�
�

�t
� P �u � 
� u�t�� � 
� u � C���
����X� �

�
� ��

Formal di�erentiation of the equation shows that all the t	derivatives of u
must vanish at t � 
� so u � �C���
����X� �

�
� �� Thus u can be extended

as 
 to t � 
 and then it satis�es ���t � P �u � 
 on the whole of R�X�
Now notice that the formal adjoint of ��t � P is just ���t � P �� This
is the heat operator� with time reversed� for P �� Since P � satis�es the
hypotheses of the theorem if P does� the construction of H above means
that for any 	 � C�c �R� X�� vanishing in t � T� we can �nd a solution

of ����t � P ��v � 	� where v � C��R�X� �
�
� � vanishes in t � T� This

means that Z
R�X

u	 �

Z
R�X

u�� �

�t
� P ��v �

Z
R�X

�
�

�t
� P �uv � 
�
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Here the integration by parts is justi�ed by the fact that u vanishes in t � 

and v and 	 vanish in t � T� This shows that u � 
 and hence completes
the proof of Theorem �����

The uniqueness of the solution to the heat equation shown in the course
of the proof of Theorem ���� implies that the one	parameter family of op	
erators de�ned by the forward fundamental solution H forms a semigroup�
This is the justi�cation for the standard exponential notation

����
�
exp��tP �u � �Hu��t� � u � C��X� � �

� �� t � 
 ��
exp��tP � exp��sP � � exp���s � t�P � � s� t � 
�

Since the kernel of H � ���H �X� �
�
� � is a C� half	density in t � 
� it follows

that this is a semigroup of smoothing operators� such smoothing operators
are trace class�
The local index theorem involves computing the limit� as t � 
� of the

di�erence of the traces of heat kernels� see �In����� This computation is
carried out in the next chapter since it involves cancellation in the short	
time asymptotics� Except for such cancellation the short	time behaviour
of the heat kernel can be read o� directly from the de�nition of the heat
space� Thus let

e � �
�t� x� x� � �
����X�

�
� fx � x�g � �
���� 

be the diagonal with time parameter� In the local variables from ����
in X�

H this is given by �� � 
� It is therefore an embedded submanifold�

Denote its lift under �H as e H � X�
H � In fact the restriction �H � e H ��e �� �
����X is a di�eomorphism� Lidskii�s theorem� Proposition ����

then takes the form

tr�A�t�� �

Z
X

A
�e�H

� t � 
�

where A�t� is the map ����� at �xed t� From ������� ����
� and ������ it
follows that

Lemma ����� For any A � �kH �X� �
�
� � the restriction of the kernel to the

diagonal is a polyhomogeneous conormal distribution at t � 
 on �
����X
with an expansion

A
�e�H

�
�X
j��

Ajt
� �

�
�n�k���� �

�
j� Aj � C��X� ���

If A � �kH�evn�X� �
�
� � the terms with j odd vanish identically�
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As a direct corollary the trace itself has a complete asymptotic expansion
at t � 
� The case of most interest is�

������ A � ���H�evn�X� �
�
� � �� tr�A�t�� �

�X
j��

t�
�
�
n�jaj as t � 
�

The cancellation for the supertrace is discussed in Chapter ��
The long	time behaviour of the heat kernel is discussed below after the

�nite time analysis is extended to cover b	differential operators�

��
� bheat space�

The description of the heat calculus above is in a form which is quite
straightforward to generalize to the b	category� Indeed the b	heat calculus
which will be considered next is little more than a direct combination of the
constructions above and those from Chapter � None of the complications
having to do with the boundary terms of the type constructed in Chapter �
arise for �nite times� only in the long	time asymptotics� Thus� most of this
section amounts to putting together the various pieces already examined�
The discussion proceeds in the usual way� �rst de�ning the space on which
it is reasonable to expect the heat kernel to be simplest and then showing
that it is indeed an element of the calculus so de�ned� No composition
formula is proved for this calculus� although it is easy enough to do so �see
for example ��
��� The parametrix is constructed by symbolic means rather
than iteration�
Given P � Di��b�X� b� �

� �� an elliptic b	di�erential operator with non	
negative principal symbol corresponding to an exact b	metric� the objec	
tive is to construct the heat semigroup of P� exp��tP �� with kernel HP �
C����
���� X�� b�

�
� �� Again the densities can be freely played with on

the factor �
���� using jdtj or jdttj and their powers� Thus HP should
de�ne an operator

HP � �C��X� b� �
� � �� C����
����X� b�

�
� �

which is intended to have the properties

u � HPv satis�es

�
��t � P �u � 
 in t � 


u
  
t��
� v�

Of course the initial condition does not make sense a priori� some regularity
is needed to de�ne u

  
t��

as before� Since P is a b	di�erential operator it

is natural to expect the b	stretched product� X�
b � de�ned in Chapter � to

play a r(ole� Similarly away from the boundary� it is the just the ordinary
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heat kernel being considered� so the heat space� X�
H � of ������ should be

involved�
The question then is how to combine these spaces when X is a compact

manifold with boundary� Certainly there are two obvious submanifolds on
which something subtle will happen�

������
Bb � f�t� z� z�� � �
����X�� z� z� � �Xg �� �
���� ��X���

BH � f�
� z� z� � �
����X�g �� X�

Both these submanifolds will be blown up� The question then arises as to
the order in which to proceed� The obvious way �for some� to approach
such a problem is to guess� and analyze the options geometrically� It is
easily seen that blowing up BH �rst is not a good option� In any case it
is probably more convincing to look at a simple example and see how the
kernel actually behaves�

Exercise ���	� Check that the order of blow	up does make a di�erence�

So consider an R�	invariant operator� P � �xDx��� on �
��� �so really
X � ���� �� with variable ��� x��� � x� etc� as in Chapter ��� Then P is
self	adjoint with respect to jdxxj and in terms of the variable

r � logx� P � D�
r �

The heat kernel is therefore

�

���t�
�
�

exp

�
�jr � r�j�

t

�
�

�

���t�
�
�

exp

�
�j log

x
x�
j�

t

�
�

Notice how this can be made into a smooth function for �nite times� First
introduce s � xx� as a C� variable� This is the b	stretching construction�
Then make the t	parabolic blow	up of the submanifold s � �� t � 
� �nally
remove the simple singular factor at t � 
� The conclusion is that the �b	�
blow	up should be done �rst and then the �H	� blow	up�

Definition ����� The b	heat space� X�
� � of a compact manifold with

boundary� X� is de�ned from �
���� X� by �rst blowing up Bb� de�ned
in ������� giving �
���� X�

b and then making the t	parabolic blow	up of
f
g �  b � �
��� � X�

b � which is the lift of BH in ������� The overall
blow	down map will be written

�� � X
�
� �� �
����X��



��
� b�heat space ���

It is worthwhile making the last step more explicit� The b	heat space can
be written as a union

������ X�
� �

�
��
����X�

b �n�f
g � b�
� t tf�X�

� ��

where tf�X�
� � is the �temporal front face� which replaces the lift of BH

under the b	blow	down map� ��b �BH � � f
g � b� Geometrically tf�X
�
� � is

the �t	parabolic� inward	pointing spherical normal bundle� to f
g � b in
�
����X�

b � Following the discussion above this is a bundle� over  b
�� X�

with points given by equivalence classes of curves�
Thus� consider curves �C� of course�

����� � � �
� �� �� �
����X�
b � ��s� � f
g � b i� s � 
�

The t	parabolic curves are those satisfying in addition

������ ���t� � O�s�� as s � 
�

The equivalence relation de�ning the inward pointing t	parabolic normal
bundle to f
g � b is

������ �� � �� ��

	
�
�
���f � ���f � O�s� � f � C��X�

b �

���g � ���g � O�s�� � g � C��X�
b � with g

  
�b
� 


���t� ���t � O�s��

Set �i � �Ti� Ci�� Ti � C���
� ���� Ci � �
� �� �� X�
b � Then the �rst con	

dition in ������ demands C��
� � C��
� �  b by ������ The second two
conditions require� respectively

������
C�
��
� � C�

��
� in NC���� b � TC����X
�
b

�
TC���� b

T ��� �
� � T ��� �
��

where T ���
� � T ���
� � 
 by ������� If the equivalence classes under ������
are written ���� and ��� � 
 means the vanishing of C�

��
�� T
��
� �
� in �������

then
tf�X�

� � �
�
���

�
R
�
�
� a��� � ���a���� a � 
�

In this R�	action the fact that � only needs to be de�ned on �
� �� for some
� � 
 is used� To show that X�

� � given by ������� has a natural C� structure
and to consider the nature of its boundary hypersurfaces� particularly the
two �front faces�� the discussion in x��� above can be followed essentially
verbatim� In particular the fact that X�

� is a C� manifold with corners
follows directly from the proof of Proposition ����
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Figure ��� The b	heat space X�
� �

Exercise ����� Extend Exercise ��� to show that the interior of tf�X�
� �

has a vector bundle structure� over  b� and that as a vector bundle it is
canonically isomorphic to bTX�

Exercise ����� Give an abstract de�nition of a compacti�cation of a
vector bundle� V� over a compact manifoldwith boundary�X� which applied
to bTX gives tf�X�

� ��

The boundary hypersurfaces will be named as indicated in Figure ���
The left� right and temporal boundaries� lb� rb and tb are respectively the
lifts of �
�����X�X� �
����X��X and f
g�X� to X�

� � The two front
faces introduced by the blow	up are the b	front face� bf� and the temporal
front face� tf � As usual a de�ning function for the face F will be written
�F �
As in Lemma��� there are well	de�ned even and odd subspaces C�evn�X�

� ��

C�odd�X�
� � � C��X�

� � and these extend to de�ne the spaces of even and odd

sections of any vector bundle on X�
� which is the lift of a C� vector bundle

on �
����X�
b �

���� bheat calculus�

It should be more or less clear by now how the b	heat calculus will be
de�ned�

Definition ����� For any compact manifold with boundary� X� and
k � �N the space of b	heat pseudodifferential operators acting on b	half	
densitites is
������

�k��X�
b�

�
� � �

n
K � �

�� �
�
�n���k

tf C��X�
� �

b�
�
� ��K � 
 at tb� lb� rb

o
�
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The discussion of the density bundle following Exercise ��� also extends
to b	metrics with only notational changes� Thus the even and odd parts of
the b	heat calculus can be de�ned as in �������

Theorem ���
� Suppose P � Di��b�X� b�
�
� � is elliptic with positive

principal symbol� then there exists a unique operator HP � �����evn�X� b�
�
� �

such that

������ ��t � P �HP � 
 in t � 
� HP �t�� � Id �

Of course as before it is necessary to make sense of the initial condition in
������� To do so� direct extensions of Lemma ���� and Lemma ���� will be
used�

Lemma ����� Each A � �k��X� b�
�
� �� k � �N� de�nes a continuous linear

operator
����
�

A � �C��X� b� �
� � �� t���

k
�

n
u � C���
��� �

�
�X� b�

�
� �� u � 
 at �X

o
and if A � �k��evn�X� b� �

� � then

A � �C��X� b� �
� � �� t���

k
�

n
u � C���
����X� b�

�
� �� u � 
 at �X

o
�

If k � �� restriction to t � 
 is given by a multiplication operator

������ v ��� Av
  
t��
� 'A � v� 'A �

Z
�bre

A�tf�X�
��
� � v � �C��X� b� �

� ��

Proof� One can follow the proofs of Lemma ���� and Lemma ���� closely�
The operator A in ����
� acts on v � �C��X� b� �

� � by lifting v fromX toX�
� �

from the right factor� multiplying by the kernel and then pushing forward
to �
���� X� Since v vanishes to all orders at �X� when lifted to X�

� it

vanishes to all orders at bf�X�
� �� Thus the product with the kernel vanishes

to all orders at all boundary faces of X�
� except tf�X

�
� �� The argument of

Lemma ���� now applies directly� Similarly ������ follows from the proof
of Lemma �����

This makes sense of the initial condition in ������� The construction of
HP proceeds in the expected three main steps� First the Taylor series of the
kernel at tf�X�

� � is constructed� Then the Taylor series at bf�X
�
� � is found

and �nally a convergence argument is used to remove the error term� The
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�rst step is just a direct extension of Lemma ����� To state it succinctly
consider the normal operators by extension from ������ Thus

������
Nk�� � �

k
��X�

b�
�
� � �� �C��tf�X�

� ��
b�

�
� � �� S�bTX� b� �

� ��

Nk���A� � t
�
�
�n���k�A�tf �

The surjectivity here follows directly from the de�nition� ������� and in
Exercise ���� the interior of tf�X�

� � is identi�ed with
bTX in such a way

that the spaces on the right in ������ are identi�ed� In fact� as in �����
there is a short exact sequence for each k � �N �

������ 
 ��� �k��� �X� b�
�
� � ��� �k��X�

b�
�
� �

Nk���� S�bTX� b� �
� � �� 
�

Exercise ����� Write down the sequence analogous to ������ for the
even part of the calculus and check its exactness�

As in Proposition ���� this leads to�

Proposition ����� If P � Di��b�X� b� �
� � has symbol b��P �� as a trans�

lation�invariant operator on the �bres of bTX� then for each k � �N

�����
t��t � P � �A � �k��X� b�

�
� � � A � �k��X� b�

�
� �

Nk���t��t � P �A� � �b��P � � �
�
�R� n � � � k��Nk���A��

where R is the radial vector �eld on the �bres of bTX�

Proof� From Proposition � it follows that P � Di��b�X� b� �
� �� acting

on the left factor of X�� lifts to )P � Di��b�X�
b �

b�
�
� �� Then the further

lift of t��t � )P � from �
��� � X�
b to X�

� exactly parallels the proof of
Proposition ����� It is even possible to think of the formula for the normal
operator in ����� as following by continuity�

Now notice that the �rst step in the construction of HP � as desired in
Theorem ���� follows exactly the construction starting with ������ and
�nishing with ������ in the boundaryless case� where b��P � is elliptic on
the �bres of bTX� This gives the analogue of ������ Since it is only the
�rst step in the construction of a parametrix� in this case we denote this
partial parametrix G���� Thus
������

G��� � ���� �X� b�
�
� � sati�es

!
��t � P �G��� � R��� � ���� �X� b�

�
� �

G���
  
t��
� Id �
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The serious di�erence is that the remainder term here� in ���� �X� b�
�
� �� is

not a smoothing operator� Rather directly from ������ it is clear that

������ ���� �X� b�
�
� � � �C���
���� ���b �X� b�

�
� ��

is �using the freedom to cancel o� jdttj �� � just a b	pseudodifferential op	
erator� in the small calculus of order ��� depending smoothly on t and
vanishing to in�nite order at t � 
�
The next� new� step is to remove the Taylor series at bf�X�

� ��As is implicit

in ������ it is natural to think of these kernels as de�ned on �
����X�
b �

Thus the problem is to �nd

������
G��� � ���� �X� b�

�
� � s�t� ��t � P �G��� � R��� � R����

R��� � �C���
����X�� b�
�
� ��

Here R��� is the remainder term in ������ and the remainder R��� is just an

element of ���� �X� b�
�
� � with kernel vanishing to in�nite order at bf�X�

� ��

as well as tf�X�
� �� and therefore C� on �
����X� and vanishing to in�nite

order at all ��nite� boundaries�
The �rst stage in ������ is clear enough� Namely the indicial equation

on �
���� bf�X�
b ��

������ ��t � I�P ��I�G���� � I�R�����

should be solved� Here a boundary de�ning function can be chosen giving
a decomposition

bf�X�
b � � eX � �X

so that ������ is just the heat equation for the indicial operator of P�

Proposition ����� If Q � Di��b�I� eX � b� �
� � is elliptic with positive prin�

cipal symbol then the equation

������ �
�

�t
� Q�u � f t � 


has� for each forcing function f � t�C���
���� eX� b� �
� �� a unique solution

u � t�C���
���� eX � b� �
� ��

Proof� As in the elliptic case� examined in Chapter �� it is natural to take
the Mellin transform� Then ������ becomes

����
� ��t � Q����uM ��� � fM ��� � �C���
���� �X��
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where fM ��� is entire in �� and vanishes rapidly with all derivatives as
jRe�j ��� with j Im�j bounded� A solution of the same type is needed�
Certainly the solution exists because Q��� is an elliptic operator on �X
with principal symbol b��Q����� independent of �� Thus the existence of
a unique solution to ����
�� for each �� follows from the construction of the
heat kernel above� i�e� Theorem ����� The construction of the heat kernel
exp��tQ���� is clearly locally uniform in �� so the solution is holomorphic in
�� It remains to show that uM ��� is rapidly decreasing at real in�nity in ��
However to see this it su�ces to apply the discussion above to a parametrix
for exp��tQ���� which has an error term which vanishes rapidly at real
in�nity� This is exactly what I�G���� gives� The proof of Proposition ����
is therefore complete�

Proof of Theorem ���
� Thus� by taking the Mellin transform� ������

can be solved with solution the indicial operator of G
���
� � ���� �X� b�

�
� ��

This �rst step towards the construction of G��� can be iterated� Thus G
���
�

should satisfy

��t � P �G
���
� � R��� �R

���
� with

R
���
� � �C���
���� �bf���b �X� b�

�
� ��� G

���
� � �C���
���� ���b �X� b�

�
� ���

Since R
���
� is an element of the small calculus its kernel vanishes to in�nite

order at the left and right boundaries of X�
b � Thus �bf can be replaced just

as well by x� and� this being a parameter in the equation� division by x� is

permissbile the equation for G���
� takes the form

��t � I�P ��I�G���
� � � I�R���

� x���

which is just ������ again� Proceeding iteratively this constructs the Taylor
series of G��� at bf�X�

b � exactly as required to give ������� This completes

the Taylor series part of the construction of HP and G � G��� � G��� �
���� �X�

b�
�
� � has been found such that

��t � P �G � R � �C���
����X�� b�
�
� �� G

  
t��
� Id �

The remainder term here is a Volterra operator in a very strong sense�
since its kernel vanishes to in�nite order not only at t � 
 but at both
boundaries of X�� The usual iteration procedure� as discussed above� there	
fore gives a convolution inverse to Id�R� of the form Id�S with S �
�C���
����X�� b�

�
� � as well� Then the operator� the existence of which is

claimed in Theorem ���� is

HP � G��� �G��� � �G��� �G���� � S�
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The �rst two terms are� by construction� in the b	heat calculus� The �nal
term is easily seen� from Lemma ���� and the properties of S� to have kernel
in �C���
����X�� b�

�
� �� so it is in the b	heat calculus as well�

This proves the existence part of Theorem ���� The uniqueness follows
as before� so is left as an exercise� It is most important to note� for use in
the proof of the APS theorem� that the third equation in �In���� has now
been proved� Namely

������ I�exp��tP ����� � exp��tI�P ������
The relative simplicity of the construction of the heat kernel for P a

b	differential operator should not be lost in the detail here� It amounts
to essentially no more than the constructions in the b	calculus plus the
construction in the heat calculus� This is the main point of presenting
them in a reasonably uni�ed form�

���� Bundle coe�cients�

As usual the discussion above has been limited to operators on half	
densities for simplicity� There are two extensions that will now be made�
The �rst is the addition of bundle coe�cients� As with the other calculi
this is mainly a matter of notation� since by construction the calculus is
coordinate	invariant so can be localized easily� Thus the main space of heat
pseudodi�erential operators is� for a bundle E� obtained as in ��������

������
��kH �X�E�

def
�

��kH �X�
b�

�
� � �C��X�

H
� C��X�

H ��
�
H�X Hom�E � ��

�
� ��

Notice that Hom�E�B� is naturally isomorphic to �E�B�� �E� �B��� for

any line bundle B� For B � ��
�
� the extra factor of E� � � �

� on the right
in ������ has the e�ect of turning a section of E into a section of �

�
� � The

factor of E � �� �
� on the left turns a section of �

�
� back into a section of

E� Thus ����� is replaced by

������ ��kH �X�E� � A � C��X�E� �� t�
k
�
��C���
��� �

�
�X�E��

The spaces of even and odd operators have similar de�nitions�
All the results above extend to the case of bundle coe�cients� The main

result� Theorem ����� extends immediately under the assumption that the
principal symbol is diagonal since then the inversion of the normal operator
proceeds exactly as in the scalar case� Similar remarks apply to b	metrics
with the general space being

��k� �X�E�
def
�

��k� �X�
b�

�
� � �C��X�

� �
C��X�

� � �
�
� Hom�E � b��

�
� �E � b��

�
� ��
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For purposes of the next section it is convenient to extend the main result
a little further by the introduction of some complex scaling�

Theorem ���	� If P � Di��b�X�E� has diagonal principal symbol given
by an exact b�metric on X then for any a � C with Re a � 
 the heat
equation

��t � aP �u � 
 in �
����X

u�t�� � u� � �C��X�E�
has a unique solution u � C���
����X�E� and the operator so de�ned�

C��X�E� � u� ��� u � exp��taP ��

is an element of �����evn�X�E��

Proof� If a � � this is a straightforward extension of Theorem ��� as
in the boundaryless case just discussed� So consider the more general case
of a � C with positive real part but with �X � �� Again reviewing the
proof above� the only point at which the constant a appears signi�cantly is
in the inversion of the normal operator� Since the symbol is diagonal this
reduces the question to the scalar case with P the standard Laplacian on
Rn� The constant can be viewed as complexi�cation of the time variable�
i�e� t is replaced by at by continuity from the case a � � through Re a � 
�
Thus ������ should be replaced by

NH����G
���� �

�

���a�
n
�

exp

�
�jXj

�

a

�
which is the unique tempered solution of�

a�D�
� � � � ��D�

n��
�

�
�R� n�

�
NH����G

���� � 
Z
�bre

NH����G
���� � ��

the replacement for ������� The iterative equation replacing ����
� again
has a unique solution in the Schwartz space� Thus the construction proceeds
essentially as before�
The extension of this to b	metrics reduces to the same normal problem�

together with the solvability of the indicial family� but this is of the same
type for the boundaryless case� just discussed� Thus the theorem follows
from a review of the proof of Theorem �����
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Proposition ����� If A � Di��b�X�E�F � is elliptic and its adjoint�
A�� with respect to Hermitian structures on the bundles E�F and a non�
vanishing b�density onX� is such that A�A andAA� have diagonal principal
symbols then the heat kernels of A�A and AA� are related by

����� A exp��tA�A� � exp��tAA��A in t � 
�

Proof� If u � �C��X�E� then u�t� � exp��tA�A�u is the unique C�
solution to

�tu�t� � A�Au�t� � 
 in t � 
� u�
� � u�

Applying A to this equation shows that Au�t� satis�es

�

�t
Au�t� �AA��Au�t�� � 
� Au�
� � Au�

From the uniqueness of the solution to the initial value problem for this
heat equation ����� follows�

The identity �In���� is an immediate consequence of this result�

Exercise ����� Show that even the assumption that the principal symbol
is diagonal is by no means necessary for the construction� i�e� any P �
Di��b�X�E� with the property that P � � P is elliptic of order � has a
well	de�ned heat kernel exp��tP � � ���b �X�E�� How would you go about
extending this to operators of even order greater than �!

���� Longtime behaviour� Fredholm case�

It remains to analyze the behaviour of the heat kernel as t � �� In
the boundaryless case this is quite straightforward� but in the case of b	
metrics a little more e�ort is needed to get a reasonably precise description
of the kernel� As usual we prove much more than is strictly necessary
for a minimal proof of the APS theorem� For the boundaryless case the
heat kernel has a complete asymptotic expansion in exponentials as t �
� arising from the discrete spectrum� Following Seeley ��
� this can be
deduced from appropriate asymptotic information about the resolvent� The
same approach will be used in the case of a b	di�erential operator�
Since the heat kernel has already been constructed for short times it is

convenient to use it to �nd a uniform parametrix for the resolvent for large
values of the parameter� In the �rst instance for the boundaryless case�
taking P � Di���X�E�� consider the Laplace transform of the heat kernel�
cut o� at a �nite time to ensure convergence�

������ G��� �

�Z
�

et� exp��tP �	�t�dt�
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where 	 � C�c ��
���� has 	�t� � � in t � �� Certainly G���� is well	de�ned
by ������� for each � � C��X�E�� with the integral absolutely convergent�
Thus G��� is weakly entire in � as an operator on C��X�E�� Applying P
and using ���
� gives

������

�P � ��G���� � � � R���� with

R��� �

�Z
�

et� exp��tP �	��t�dt�

Since 	� � C�c �R�� the remainder here is an entire function of � with
values in the smoothing operators� Moreover in the conic region

������ Re� � ��j�j� � � 


it is rapidly decreasing as a function of �� in the uniform sense that all
the CN norms on the kernel decay rapidly as j�j � �� This implies in
particular that the norm as an operator on L� is small for j�j large� so the
Neumann series converges and gives

������

�Id�R������ � Id�S��� with

S��� �
�X
�

Rj��� � R��� �R���� � R���S���R����

The second identity here� together with the fact that the smoothing op	
erators are a semi	ideal in the bounded operators on L� �see �����
���
shows that S��� is also a smoothing operator which is rapidly decreasing
as j�j � � in the region ������� Then

������ �P � ���� � G��� �G��� � S���

gives a useful representation of the resolvent�

Although the representation ������ is restricted to the region ������� The	
orem ����� in the boundaryless case� gives a similar representation� in the
complement of some disc in C intersected with any closed sector of angle
strictly less than � which does not contain �
���� The composite operator
G��� � S��� in ������ is again a smoothing operator�
To bound the last term in ������ some bound on G��� is needed� The

uniqueness of the resolvent means that G��� is a pseudodi�erential opera	
tor� It is useful to see this directly� in particular to get a uniform statement
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near in�nity� So consider the de�nition ������ as a formula for the Schwartz
kernel of G��� �

����

� G�y� y�� �� �

�Z
�

et�HP �t� y� y
��	�t�dt�

Given the structure of HP as an element of the heat calculus it is natural
to consider the lift of the right side of ����

� to X�

H � the heat space�
Away from the diagonal� ����

� shows that G�y� y�� �� is uniformly rapidly
decreasing as a smoothing operator as j�j � �� Near the diagonal the
projective� parabolic� coordinates ������ can be used� Suppressing both
the bundle coe�cients and the density factors this means that

����
�� G�y� y�� �� �

�Z
�

et�t�
n
� h�t

�
� �

y � y�

t
�
�

� y��	�t�dt�

where h is C� in all arguments and rapidly decreasing with all derivatives in
the second argument� Localizing in y � y�� by multiplying by a compactly	
supported cut	o� factor ��y� y�� does not change the structure of ����
���
so the Fourier transform can be written�

a��� �� y�� �

Z
ei�y�y

����G�y� y�� ����y � y��dy

�

Z
et��i�y�y

����t�
n
� h�t

�
� �

y � y�

t
�
�

� y��	�t�dtdy�

Changing the variable of integration from y to �y � y��t
�
� this becomes

a��� �� y�� �

Z
et�bh�t �� � t �� �� y��	�t�dt�

where the Fourier transform of h is taken in the second set of variables�
Now set � � r�� with j�j � � and change variable of integration to s � rt

�
�

giving

����
�� a��� �� y�� � r��
Z

e�s
�bh�sr� s�r� y��	�s�

r�
��sds�

In this form it is easy to see that the full symbol of G satis�es symbol es	
timates in � uniformly as r � j�j �� ��� Indeed from ����
��� j�ja��� �� y��
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is uniformly bounded in a region where Re� � 
� Applying any one of the
vector �elds

�j
�

��k
�

�

�y�k
� r

�

�r

to ����
�� gives an integral of the same type� This means that a satis�es
the uniform symbol estimates

jD�
�D

p
rD

�
y�a��� r

��� y��j 
 C��p����r
���� � j�j��j�j

in r � �� Re� � �� for any � � 
�

Thus G��� is uniformly O�j�j��� as j�j � � as a pseudodi�erential opera	
tor of order 
� In particular the second term in ������ is rapidly decreasing
as a smoothly operator as j�j � �� In consequence� �P � ���� satis�es
the same estimates as G���� in any subset of C which does not meet the
spectrum of P and in which j arg�j 	 � � 
 for j�j large�
Exercise ����� Using this argument show that the resolvent is� in the
same sets� uniformly a pseudodi�erential operator of order �� �without
any vanishing in the estimates as j�j � ���

Having obtained uniform estimates� as a pseudodi�erential operator� on
the resolvent of P the argument above can be reversed to study the long	
time behaviour of the heat kernel� From the fact that exp��tP � is a semi	
group and that it is bounded for some positive t � T as an operator on L��
the L� operator norm is at most exponential�

k exp��tP �k 
 C exp�At��

Thus if � in ������ is taken to have real part strictly less than �A the
integral converges� without the cut	o� function� to the resolvent�

����
�� �P � ���� �

�Z
�

et� exp��tP �dt� Re� � �A� ��

Now as a function of Im� this is just the Fourier transform of a function
�even if operator valued� which is tempered� even square integrable� Thus
this Fourier	Laplace transform can be inverted to give�

exp��tP � � �

��i

Z
Re���A��

e�t��P � ����d��

Alternatively one can justify this representation directly�
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Figure �� The contours in ����
� and ����
���

Using the estimates on the resolvent the integral in ����
�� can be moved�
for t � 
� to a contour� �A� on which the exponential is decreasing at in�nity�
so giving absolute convergence�

����
� exp��tP � � �

��i

Z
�A

e�t��P � ����d��

For example �A can be taken as in Figure �� inward along a line segment
of argument ��� �

�
� � � 
 with end point at ��A � �� 
� and outward

along a segment of argument � from this point� Now the contour can be
moved to a similar one� �B � where the end point is at �B� 
� for some B � 

except for the �nite number of poles of the resolvent� i�e� eigenvalues� of
P crossed in between �choosing �B� 
� so that �B does not itself hit any
poles�� Thus� noting that the poles have order �� if P is self	adjoint

����
�� exp��tP � �
X
�nite

e�t�jPj � RB�t��

where the Pj are the �nite rank self	adjoint projectors onto the eigenspaces
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for eigenvalues less than B and

����
�� RB�t� �
�

��i

Z
�B

e�t��P � ����d��

The estimates on the resolvent show that RB�t� is exponentially decreas	
ing as a smoothing operator� i�e� its kernel satis�es

j�ktQRB�t� y� y
��j 
 Ck�Qe

�tB� � B� � B � k � N� Q � Di���X�E��
This proves a result which is more than strong enough to handle the be	
haviour of the trace of the heat semi	group as t�� �

Proposition ����� If �X � � and P � Di���X�E� has diagonal prin�
cipal symbol given by a metric and is self�adjoint then the heat kernel has
a complete expansion ����
��� as t � �� with remainders exponentially
decreasing smoothing operators�

Exercise ���
� State and prove an extension of Proposition ���� when
the assumption of self	adjointness is dropped�

In fact this argument is a rather cumbersome way to prove the existence
of the expansion� However it has the advantage of extending relatively
easily to b	metrics� for an operator P as in Theorem ����� Indeed the
argument leading to the representation ������ is valid without essential
change�
Following the notation of x���� write the formula ������� in the case of a

b	metric� as

����
�� Gs��� �

�Z
�

et� exp��tP �	�t�dt�

In any �nite interval �T� T ��� with 
 � T � T �� the heat kernel is a smooth
function with values in the small	residual space ���b �X�E�� Thus it follows
as before that the remainder term� now denoted Rs���� in ������� is entire
in � and rapidly decreasing at in�nity in the set ������� with values in
���b �X�E�� The estimates on Gs��� are also very similar� The heat kernel
near t � 
 needs to be lifted to X�

� in ����

� but the remainder of the
analysis proceeds unaltered to show that �Gs��� is uniformly an element
of ��

b�X�E� in the set ������� The complex scaling argument also allows
this sector to be rotated� provided it does not meet the positive real axis�
The crucial di�erence in the case of a b	metric is� as always� that the

remainder is not compact� To make it so the indicial equation needs to be
solved uniformly�
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Lemma ����� Let Y be compact without boundary and suppose Q �
Di���Y �E� is self�adjoint with diagonal principal symbol given by a metric
then for any �� r � 
 there exists R such that if

����
�� Zr�� � f� � C � j�j � R� arg z � ���� ��g
then �Q� �� z���� is holomorphic for

����
�� j Imzj � r� � � Zr��

and uniformly bounded in ���Y �E��

Proof� If j Imzj � r then for a given � � 
 there exists R � 
 such that
z� � R lies in the sector j arg�z� � R�j 
 �� Thus for R in ����
�� large
enough ����
�� implies that �� z� does not have argument in ���� �� so the
uniformity of the resolvent in ����
�� follows from the discussion above�

Now� choosing a boundary de�ning function� consider a correction term�
GB���� chosen to remove the indicial family of the remainder in �������

�����
� I��GB���� z� � �Q� � � z����I��Rs���� z��

where z is the Mellin variable and � the spectral variable� The estimates on
Rs��� imply that the right side of �����
� is holomorphic in the intersection
of the set ����
�� with the sector in which Rs��� is rapidly decreasing� takes
values in the smoothing operators and is rapidly decreasing as j�j�jzj � �
in this set� Taking the inverse Mellin transform in z it follows that there
exists a b	pseudodifferential operator in the class ����
�� i�e�

������� GB��� � e�����r�r�
b�� �X�E�� j�j � R� arg� � ��� ��

satisfying �����
�� Here the weight� r� in the calculus with bounds� arises
from the width in ����
�� of the domain of holomorphy� The sector in
������� has angle less than � and does not meet the positive real axis� R
depends on r and the family is uniformly rapidly decreasing as j�j � � in
the sector� as an element of the calculus with bounds�
Now ������ is replaced by

������� �P � ���Gs��� � GB���� � Id�Rr����

where for j�j � R in the appropriate sector the remainder term is rapidly
decreasing as j�j � � as an element of the �nitely residual calculus�

������� Rr��� � ��lb�
�
rbH

�
b �X

�� b�
�
� �

in case E � b�
�
� and similarly in general� see x���� It is now straightfor	

ward to prove an analogue of Proposition �����
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Proposition ����� If P � Di��b�X�E� is self�adjoint with diagonal prin�
cipal symbol given by an exact b�metric and has indicial family with respect
to the metric trivialization of the formQ�z� with Q having least eigenvalue
�� � 
� then the heat kernel of P has a decomposition for large t �

������ exp��tP � �
X
�nite

e�t�jPj �R��t��

where the Pj are the �nite rank projections onto the eigenspaces of P with
�j � �� and there exist �� � � 
 such that exp��t�R��t� is uniformly
bounded� with all its t�derivatives� with values in

������� ��lb�
�
rbH

�
b �X

�� Hom�E � b��
�
� � � b��

�
� ��

Proof� The proof of Proposition ���� can be followed quite closely� First
the identity ������� gives a uniform bound on the resolvent for � large� in
any sector away from the positive real axis� using ������ to estimate the
correction term and noting Proposition ���� which shows that the ��nitely�
residual space of the calculus with bounds does form a semi	ideal in the
bounded operators� Thus we conclude that in any closed sector not meeting
the positive real axis and of angle less than � the resolvent has a decom	
position

������� �P � ���� � Gs��� � GB��� �Gr���

where Gs��� is de�ned by ����
��� GB��� is chosen to satisfy �����
� and
������� and the third term is

�������
Gr��� � �P � ����S��� where

�Id�Rr����
�� � Id�S����

Thus Gr��� takes values in the space ������� and is rapidly decreasing� in
this space� as j�j � � in the sector�
The behaviour of the resolvent in any �nite part of the complex plane is

discussed in x���� In particular the representation ����
� can be recovered�
The contour cannot be moved across the bottom of the continuous spectrum
������ of P� so one should take B � �� in ����
��� Cauchy�s formula gives
the �nite rank part of ������ and the estimates on the remainder follow
as before�

Notice that the heat kernel itself is in the small	residual calculus� uni	
formly as a function of t in any �nite closed subinterval of �
���� In par	
ticular it is uniformly rapidly decreasing at the left and right boundaries
of X�

b � However as t � � the �heat� eventually starts to arrive at these
boundaries and the exponential expansion at in�nity in terms of the eigen	
values below the continuous spectrum gives only �nite order decay at these
boundaries�
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���� Longtime behaviour� nonFredholm case�

The results of this section are not needed in the proof of the APS theorem
but they are used� in Chapter �� in the extension of the de�nition of global
invariants� such as the analytic torsion and the eta invariant� from the
boundaryless case to the case of manifolds with exact b	metrics�
In case the hypotheses of Proposition ���� are ful�lled� except that P


has least eigenvalue 
� the behaviour of the heat kernel as t�� is not as
simple as ������� In particular there is considerable non	uniformity near
the boundary� The main result needed below concerns the b	trace of the
heat kernel�

Proposition ����� Under the hypotheses of Proposition ����� except
that P
 has smallest eigenvalue 
�

�
� �� � s ��� b	Tr��exp��s��P �� is C�
down to s � 
 with

������� lim
t��

b	Tr��exp��tP �� � �
�
�N� � N���

where N� � dimnull�P� 
� is the dimension of the null space of P acting
on H�

b �X�E� and N� is the dimension of the null space of P acting on
C��X�E� �H�

b �X�E��

Note that if P � A�A with A � Di��b�X�E�F � then the integers in �������
are� respectively� the dimensions of the null space of A acting on H�

b �X�E�
and x��H�

b �X�E� for � � 
 su�ciently small�

Proof� The representation ����
� remains valid� as does the discussion of
the asymptotic behaviour of the resolvent� In particular the decomposition
������� will be used� Let eG��� � �P���� � Gs��� be sum of the second
two terms in �������� Since Gs��� was obtained� in ����
��� by Laplace
transformation of the cut	o� heat kernel it case it makes no contribution
to the kernel for large t� Thus we only need to consider

������� H�
P �t� �

�

��i

Z
�A

e�t� eG�� �d��
Choose � � C��R� with ��r� � � in r � �

�B and ��r� � 
 in r � 
�B�

Inserting this into ������� gives

�����
�

H�
P �t� � H��t� �H��t� where

H��t� �
�

��i

Z
�A

��Re � �e�t� eG�� �d� and
H��t� �

�

��i

Z
�A

��� ��Re � �� e�t� eG�� �d��
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In the second term the integrand is uniformly in the calculus with bounds�
with a uniformly positive exponent and the real part of � is strictly posi	
tive so� just as in the proof of Proposition ��� its b	trace is exponentially
decreasing in t with all derivatives� in particular

b	Tr�
�
H��s

���
� � C���
� ���

vanishes with all its derivatives at s � 
� Thus it is only necessary to
examine H��t�� involving the part of the integral near � � 
�
We proceed as before� to move the contour� Of course the integrand

is no longer holomorphic and convergence near the spectrum needs to be
considered� so we replace �B by the simpler contour Im z � � � 
� where
� � z� and Im z � 
 is the physical region� The non	holomorphic form of
Cauchy�s formula gives�

�������

H��t� � H�
��t� �H��

� �t�

H�
��t� �

�

��i

Z
Im z��

��Re � �e�t� eG�� �d�
H��

� �t� �
�

��i

ZZ
S�A���

���Re � �e�t� eG�� �d� � d��

Here S�A� �� is the region between �A and Im z � �� where � is taken small�
First consider the limit as � � 
 of the b	trace of H�

��t�� To do so recall

the structure of the kernel of eG�z�� from the construction in x��� and its
revision in x���� see in particular �����
� and �������� For the moment we
shall suppose that P has no null space on L�� so the resolvent has only a

single pole at z � 
� We only need to consider eG near the diagonal� There
it decomposes into two terms�

������� eG � GB �Gr �� H�
��t� � H�

B�t� �H �
r�t��

First consider GB which arises from the inversion of the indicial operator�
It is C� near the lifted diagonal in X�

b and meromorphic near z � 
 with
just a simple pole at z � 
� Introducing z as variable of integration� the
�rst term in the corresponding decomposition of the b	trace is

������� b	Tr� �H
�
B�t�� �

�

�i

Z
Im z��

e�tz
�

f��z�dz�

Here f��z� � z��z� b	Tr��G
�
�� is C� in Re z uniformly as � � 
 and has

uniformly compact support� Thus the integral converges as � � 
 and
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changing variable to z � sZ� t � �s�� gives

������ lim
���
b	Tr�

�
H�
B�s

���
�
� s

�

�i

�Z
��

e�Z
�

f��sZ�dZ�

Clearly this is s times a C� function of s��
Next consider the term in the b	trace which arises from Gr� This is

the leading part of the term in the residual calculus and is of the form
'���z��xx

���iz���x�z� with '�� taking values in the smoothing operators
on the boundary and having a simple pole at z � 
 and where ���x� local	
izes near the boundary� This term is trace class for Im z � � � 
 but not
uniformly down to � � 
� As in �������

������� b	Tr� �H
�
r�t�� �

�

�i

Z
Im z��

e�tz
�

��Re z�f ���z�

Z
���x�x��iz

dx

x
dz�

For � � 
 the integrals converge absolutely� so the order can be freely
changed� Introducing z � sZ as before and * � �s logx

b	Tr�
�
H �
r�s

���
�
�
�

��i

Z
���exp�

*

�s
�B��s�*�d*�������

B��s�*� �

Z
ImZ���s

e�Z
�

f��sZ�e
�iZ�dZ��������

Here again f� is uniformly C� and of compact support as � � 
� Tak	
ing the limit � � 
 ������� can be regarded as the Fourier transform of
exp��Z��f��sZ� which is uniformly in Schwartz� space S�R� and depends
smoothly on s� Thus B��s�*� is uniformly rapidly decreasing in the sec	
ond variable� with all derivatives� Inserting this into ������� shows that
b	Tr�

�
H �
r�s

��
�
is a C� function of s down to s � 
� Note that the extra

factor of s has been absorbed in the change of variable from logx to *�
Consider next the part H��

� �t� of the heat kernel near t � � in ��������
This can be treated in exactly the same way� by dividing considering the two
terms� The important di�erence is that the complex derivative of ��Re � �
has support in a region jRe zj 	 B � 
� It follows that both three

terms are smooth in s � t�
�
� but rapidly decreasing �in fact exponentially

decreasing� as t��� so in particular they vanish to in�nite order at s � 
�
This completes the proof of the regularity statement on the b	trace of

the heat kernel under the assumption that there is no L� null space� If
there is such a term then� by Proposition ����� it contributes a simple pole
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in � at � � 
 with residue the projector onto the eigenspace� This just
adds a constant term� equal to the dimension of the L� null space� to the
b	trace� The only other source of a constant term as t�� is H�

r�t� in the
decomposition �������� From ������� and �������

������� lim
t��

b	Tr� �H
�
r�t�� �

�

��i

Z
B��
�*�d* �

�

�
f��
��

From Proposition ���� if follows that f��
� � N� � N� is the dimension of
the boundary data of the null space of P on C��X�E� �H�

b �X�E��
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The cancellation between the expansions at t � 
 of the traces of the two
heat kernels in �In���� will be discussed using a rescaling argument due to
Getzler� Although� as in ���� this can be carried out in local coordinates
it is interpreted globally here� To do so the process of scaling� or rescaling�
a vector bundle at a boundary hypersurface of a compact manifold with
corners is examined� Such rescaling takes into account some jet information
at the hypersurface� Getzler�s rescaling of the homomorphism bundle of
the spinor bundle� lifted to the heat space� is of this type and will be used
to prove the local index theorem� As usual the point of giving a general
treatment �rather than just a computation in local coordinates� is that it
can be carried over to other settings� In particular the extension to the b	
setting is immediate� The integral de�ning the eta invariant is interpreted
as a b	integral in this way �in fact it converges absolutely�� These rescaling
arguments are used in the next chapter to discuss the convergence of the
integral for the eta invariant on an odd dimensional exact b	spin manifold
and also to extend the analytic torsion of Ray and Singer �see ��
�� to this
class of complete Riemann manifolds�

���� Simple rescaling�

Suppose �rst that X is a manifold with boundary and E is a vector
bundle over X� One can easily recover the �bres of the vector bundle from
the space of all C� sections� Indeed if p � X consider

Ip � C��X�E� � fu � C��X�E��u�p� � 
g�

The notation here suggests that if Ip � ff � C��X�� f�p� � 
g then

u � C��X�E�� u�p� � 
�� u �
X
�nite

fjuj� fj � Ip� uj � C��X�E�

and this is easily seen to be the case� Clearly then

����� Ep � C��X�E�
�Ip � C��X�E��

It turns out that this is rather a useful way to construct vector bundles�
starting from the putative space of all sections� The following construction
is a special �and frequently encountered� case of the general rescaling pro	
cess described below� Let E be a vector bundle over X and suppose that
at the boundary E has a subbundle�

����� F � E�
X is a subbundle�

���
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Then consider the space

����� D � fu � C��X�E��u�
X � C���X�F �g �
just consisting of the sections of E which take values in F at the boundary�
Observe that D has many of the properties of C��X�E�� For instance it is
a C��X�	module� C��X� � D � D� In fact it is the space of all sections of
a vector bundle�

Proposition ���� If ����� holds then D� given by ������ de�nes a vector
bundle through

���� FEp � D
�Ip � D � p � X� FE �

G
p�X

FEp

with a natural C� structure and bundle map �F � FE �� E which is an
isomorphism over the interior and such that

����� ��FD � C��X� FE��
Proof� The vector bundle� FE� with its C� structure is de�ned by analogy
with ������ With the �bres de�ned by ���� there is an obvious map

����� �F � D
�Ip � D � FEp �� Ep � C��X�E�

�Ip � C��X�E�
which is just evaluation of u � D at p� Over the interior of X� ����� is an
isomorphism� Suppose p � �X and let u�� � � � � uN be a local� C�� basis
of E such that u�� � � � � uk is a basis of F near p in �X� Such a basis can
be obtained simply by taking u�� � � � � uk as a basis of F near p� extending
these sections smoothly o� �X and then completing them to a basis of E�
Any element of D is locally of the form

����� u �
kX

j��

fjuj �
X
j	k

fj�xuj��

where x is a de�ning function for �X since� by de�nition� it must be a
section of F over �X� The coe�cients f�� � � � � fN in ����� give a local triv	
ialization of FE� which is to say that u�� � � � � uk� xuk��� � � � � xuN is a local
basis� A change of admissible basis of E from u�� � � � � uN to u��� � � � � u

�
N

must be such that

u�j �
kX
l��

ajlul � x

NX
l�k��

ajlul� j 
 k

since the �u�j��
X � for j 
 k� span F� Thus the basis elements u�r� for � 

r 
 k� and xur for k � r 
 N are smooth linear combinations of the
u�� � � � � uk� xuk��� � � � � xuN � so this induces a C� transformation amongst
the fi� The C� bundle structure is therefore natural� Clearly the bundle
map �F is C� and ����� follows directly from ������
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Exercise ���� This construction of the bundle FE should be at least
vaguely familiar� since it occurred in the de�nition of the b	tangent bundle�
Take

E � TX� F � T�X � T
XX

and show that resulting bundle FE is canonically isomorphic to bTX�

Exercise ���� Show that the bundle FE constructed above is always
bundle	isomorphic to E� �There is generally no natural isomorphism��

���� Rescaling bundles�

A considerable generalization of this construction will now be made
where� rather than just one subbundle� there is a sequence of subbundles�
i�e� a �ltration

����� F k � F k�� � � � � � F � � E�
X �

It turns out that this bundle �ltration is not in itself enough information
to give an unambiguous rescaling� It will be required that

�����
F j is a j	jet of subbundle of E at �X�

consistent with F j�� as a �j � ��	jet�
Of course this needs to be explained� In practice in the cases which arise

below� ����� follows from the more obvious condition that

����
� the �ltration ����� has an extension to a neighbourhood of �X�

The jet conditions are just the weakened version of ����
� which su�ces

for the construction� Suppose that )F and )G are subbundles of E near �X�
They will be said to be equal� as p	jets at �X� if
������
fu � C��X�E��u � u� � xp��u��� u� � C��X� )F �� u�� � C��X�E�g
� fv � C��X�E�� v � v� � xp��v��� v� � C��X� )G�� v�� � C��X�E�g�

That is� each section of )F is� near �X� the sum of a section of )G and xp��

times a section of E� and conversely with eF and eG interchanged�
By a p	jet of subbundle of E at �X is meant an equivalence class of

subbundles near �X� up to equality as p	jets� Clearly a 
	jet is just a
subbundle of E�
X � If F and G are p	jets of subbundles of E then the
condition

C��X� eF � � �
u � C��X�E��u � u� � xp��u���

u� � C��X� eG�� u�� � C��X�E��
������
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is easily seen to be independent of the choice of representative subbundles�eF and eG� It is equivalent to the existence of representatives eF and eG witheF � eG� The condition ������ on F and G will be indicated by writing
F � G as p	jets of subbundles� Certainly any p	jet of subbundle� F� de�nes
�if p � 
� a �p���	jet of subbundle� Then a p	jet F and a �p���	jet G are
said to be consistent if F � G as �p� ��	jets of subbundles� This explains
the meaning of the assumption in ������ Such a consistent system of jets
will be called a jet �ltration� The integer k � � is the length of the jet
�ltration� Thus the simple rescaling of x��� corresponds to a jet �ltration
of length ��

Proposition ��
� Let E be a C� vector bundle over a manifold with
boundary� X� and let F be a jet �ltration in the sense that the F j are� for
j � 
� � � � � k� j�jets of subbundle of E at �X satisfying ������ in the sense
of ������� then there is a C� vector bundle FE over X and a bundle map
�F � FE �� E which is an isomorphism over the interior and is such that

������

C��X� FE� � ��FD�

D � �
u � C��X�E��u �

kX
j��

xk�jC��X� eF j�

�xk��C��X�E� near �X�
�

the eF j being representatives of the F j�

Proof� This is just the same as the proof of Proposition ���� once the
existence of a reasonable basis for E is shown� First note that the space D
in ������ is independent of the choice of representatives eF j� Indeed� from
the de�nition of equality of p	jets in ������� if F is a p	jet of subbundle of
�X then

�����

�
u � C��X�E��u � u� � xp��u��� u� � C��X� eF ��

u�� � C��X�E� near �X
�

is independent of the choice of representative subbundle� Thus for any l
the space obtained from ����� by multiplying by xl is also independent
of choices� Summing over l � k � j with p � j shows that D in ������ is
independent of the choice of representatives of the F j�
Now observe that ifF � G are a j	jet and a �j���	jet which are consistent

in the sense of ������ then near a point p � �X any basis u�� � � � � uf of a
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representative of F can be extended to a basis u�� � � � � uf � uf��� � � � � ug of a
representative of G� Applying this construction repeatedly gives� near p� a
basis of E of the form

u�� � � � � ufk� ufk��� � � � � ufk��
� � � � � uN �

where fj � ran�F j� and u�� � � �ufj is a basis of some representative of F
j�

Thus

u � D �� u �
NX
l��

glx
o�l�ul�

where o�l� � k � j if fj�� � l 
 fj � �fk�� � 
�� This gives the desired C�
basis� xo�l�ul� for FE� Clearly the bundle structure is independent of the
basis chosen so the proposition is proved�

Notice that associated to the �ltration of E�
X induced by the jet �ltra	
tion there is a natural graded vector bundle� namely

������
kM

j���

�N��X�k�j �
�
F j
�
XF

j��
�
X

�
� F k�� � f
g � F�� � E�
X �

The powers of the conormal bundle here just arise from the factors of x in
the de�nition of D� This bundle has the same rank as E and in fact�
Lemma ���� If FE is the bundle obtained by rescaling E with respect to
a jet �ltration at �X then FE�
X is canonically isomorphic to the graded
bundle� ������� associated to the �ltration induced on E�
X by the jet
�ltration�

Proof� The natural isomorphism can be de�ned directly at the level of
sections� Thus the space of all C� sections of FE�
X is naturally identi�ed
with the sections of FE modulo those which vanish at the boundary� i�e�

C���X� FE� � DxD�
From ������ the map

D � u �
kX

j��

xk�juj � xk��u� ���

��uk�� �dx�� �uk���� � � � � �dx�k � �u��� �dx�k��� �u���

� C�
"#�X�

kM
j���

�N��X�k�j � �
F j
�
XF

j��
�
X

�$A

������
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is well de�ned� where �uj� denotes the section of F
j
�
XF

j��
�
X de�ned by uj

restricted to �X� In fact the map ������ is clearly surjective� because of the
compatibility condition between the jets� and has null space exactly xD�
There is also the possibility of making an overall conformal rescaling of

a bundle� by multiplying by any complex power of a boundary de�ning
function�

Lemma ���� If E is a vector bundle over a compact manifold with bound�
ary then for any z � C the space

xzC��X�E� � fu � C���X�E��u � xzv� v � C��X�E�g
is the space of all sections of a vector bundle� denoted xzE� i�e� there is a C�
bundle map over the interior of X� � � xzE �� E such that C��X�xzE� �
�� �xzC��X�E�� �
Of course these two types of scaling are very closely related and can be
combined�

Proof� Clearly if u�� � � � � uk is any local basis for E then xzu�� � � � � x
zuk

is a local basis for xzE and the transition matrices are the same for E and
xzE�

If X is a compact manifold with corners and H is a �xed boundary
hypersurface then the notions of a j	jet of a subbundle� F j� at H of a �xed
bundle is an immediate generalization of ������� where x is interpreted as
a de�ning function for H and the notion of a jet �ltration is de�ned in
the natural way� Then Proposition �� extends immediately too� Thus one
can associate in a completely natural way a rescaled bundle FE with a jet
�ltration� F� of E at H �

For j � 
� � � � � k� F j is a j	jet of subbundle of E at H�

with F j consistent with F j�� as a �j � ��	jet�
For this rescaled bundle ����� holds so certainly

������ xk��C��X�E� � C��X� FE� � C��X�E��
One consequence of ������ is that the space of sections which vanish to

in�nite order at the boundary is the same for the bundle E and the rescaled
bundle FE �

�C��X�E� �� �C��X� FE�
whatever the jet �ltration� The rescaling procedure also has a simple sta	
bility property under tensor products� If E is a bundle with jet �ltration
F j at the boundary and G is another bundle then

������ L�E � G� � FE � G if L is the jet �ltration Lj � F j � G�
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Similarly if E has jet �ltration F then there is a natural jet �ltration of
the dual bundle E� given by taking the annihilators of representatives

������
eLj � � eF k�j��� i�e�

C��U � eLj� � n
u � C��U �E���u�v� � 
 � v � C��U � eF k�j�

o
�

in a neighbourhood U � �X of the boundary� This dual �ltration gives
rise to a rescaling� L�E��� of the dual bundle�

Exercise ���� Check that ������ does indeed de�ne a jet �ltration of
the dual bundle and in particular that it is independent of the choice of
representative �ltration�

Lemma ���� If FE is the bundle de�ned by rescaling E with respect
to a jet �ltration of length k � � at the boundary and L�E�� is obtained
by rescaling the dual bundle with respect to the dual jet �ltration given

in ������ then there is a natural identi�cation of �FE�
�
and the bundle

x�k��L�E���

Exercise ��	� Write down a local basis of E� adapted to the jet �ltration
F� and show that the dual basis of E� is adapted to the dual �ltration L�
deduce that there is an overall factor of xk�� in the pairing and so prove
the lemma�

As a corollary of this lemma and the stability under tensor products the
space of extendible distributional sections of FE is canonically the same as
that of E �
����
�
C���X�E� �� C���X� FE� for any rescaling by a jet �ltration at �X�

Indeed the �rst space is the dual of �C��X�E� � �� and the second is the
dual of

�C��X� �FE�� � �� �� �C��X� L�E��� �� �� �C��X�E� ���

with the topologies also the same�

��	� Rescaling and connections�

If E is a C� vector bundle over a manifold with boundary and E�
X has
a �ltration� as in ������ a �true� connection on E can be used to extend the
�ltration o� the boundary and hence to give a jet �ltration� For simplicity
let us suppose initially that �X has only one component�
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Let N be an inward	pointing vector �eld� i�e� N � V�X� is such that
Nx�
X � 
 for any boundary de�ning function x� Simply de�ne the space
D by
������
if u � C��X�E� then u � D ��rp

Nu�
X � C���X�F k�p�� 
 
 p 
 k�

To see that this space does actually arise from an extension of the �ltration
o� the boundary consider a de�ning function x � C��X� such that Nx � �
near �X� If � � 
 then U � fx � �g is a neighbourhood of the boundary� If
� is small enough any section u of E over �X can be extended to a unique
section eu � C��U �E� which is covariant constant along N �

������ rN eu � 
� eu�
X � u�

Indeed� ������ is a system of ordinary di�erential equation along the integral
curves of N� If x is used as a normal coordinate� so U � �
� ��x � �X then
N � ��x and ������ becomes

�

�x
eui � NX

j��

�i�jeuj � 
� �euj��x�� � uj�

where euj are the coe�cients of eu with respect to some basis ej of E� the
�i�j arise from covariant di�erentiation of the basis� rNej �

P
l �l�jel and

the ui are coe�cients of u with respect to this basis�

Thus the choice of N extends the �ltration ����� to a �ltration over U by

taking C��U � eF j� to be the span� over C��U �� of the solutions to ������ with
initial data in F j� One can think of the �ltration ����� as being extended
by parallel transport along N� The Taylor series of any u � C��U �E� at
�X can be written to any order� r� as

������ u � u� � xu� � � � �� xrur � xr��u�r���� u�r��� � C��U �E�

where the uj � C��U �E� satisfy rNuj � 
� j$�uj��
X � �rj
Nu��
X � The

de�nition of D in ������ therefore reduces to ������ for the extension of the
�ltration�

In general this �ltration and the induced jet �ltration depend on the
choice of N although replacing N by 	N� where 	 � C��X� is positive�
leaves ������� and hence the �ltration� unchanged� Next we consider a
su�cient condition for vector �elds to act on the rescaled bundle through
covariant di�erentiation�
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Lemma ����� Let E be a vector bundle with connection on a manifold
with boundary� X� and let D be de�ned� by ������� from some �ltration�
������ over the boundary and some inward�pointing vector �eld N� Then�
for a given V � Vb�X�� rV acts on D provided the induced connection on
�X preserves the �ltration and the curvature operator satis�es

����� KE �N� V ��
X � F
l �� F l�� � 
 
 l 
 k

and for every W � Vb�X�� � 
 l 
 k and � 
 p 
 l

������ rp
N �KE�N�W ���
X � F

l �� F l���

Proof� If u � D consider the Taylor series ofrV u at �X� Since V � Vb�X�
and the induced connection on the boundary is assumed to preserve the
�ltration it follows that �rV u��
X � C���X�F k��
For the �rst normal derivative

������ rNrV u � KE �N� V �u�r�N�V 	u�rVrNu�

At �X the �rst term is a section of F k�� since u�
X is a section of F k and
by ����� the curvature operator maps this into F k��� In the second term
in ������ the commutator can be decomposed into the sum of a multiple
of N and a term in Vb�X� giving� over the boundary� sections of F k�� and
F k respectively� The last term is also in F k�� over the boundary� hence so
is rNrV u�
Next consider the action of the covariant derivative of a general element

W � Vb�X�� It is convenient to use an inductive argument on the length of
the �ltration� Generalize ������ by de�ning

������ u � Dr ��rp
Nu�
X � C���X�F r�p�� 
 
 p 
 r�

Thus Dr just corresponds to shortening the �ltration to length r���Clearly
D� � C��X� F�

E� corresponds to the simple rescaling of E with respect to
F �� Dk � D and for r � k

������ u � Dr�� �� u�rNu � Dr � u�
X � C���X�F r����

From ������ we shall deduce that for any C� vector �eld W on X

������ rW � Dr�� �� Dr�
Since this follows for N from the de�nition we can assume thatW � Vb�X��
Then ������ certainly holds for r � 
� so we proceed inductively over r�
Replacing V by W in ������ gives

����
� u � Dr�� ��rNrWu � KE�N�W �u�r�N�W 	u�rWrNu�
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The �rst term on the right is in Dr�� because of ������� the second is in Dr
and the third in Dr�� by the inductive hypothesis� Since �rWu��
X is a
section of F r�� � F r we conclude that rWu � Dr� by ������� This proves
������ in general�
So consider the higher normal derivatives of rV u where now V � Vb�X�

is the vector �eld satisfying ������ Again induction can be used to show
that

������ rV � Dr �� Dr � r�

Assuming u � Dr it follows that rV u � Dr�� from ������ and in ������ the
second term is in Dr��� again by ������� and the �rst is in Dr�� by ������
Since �rV u��
X is a section of F

r this proves ������� The statement of the
lemma is the special case r � k�

Exercise ����� Show that if V � Vb�X� acts on D� de�ned by parallel
transport of the �ltration along N� then the same jet �ltration arises by
parallel transport along N � V�

Lemma ���
 shows that� assuming that the connection preserves the
�ltration over the boundary and ������� for any vector �eld V � Vb�X�
satisfying ����� rV acts on the rescaled bundle� The identity ������ holds
by continuity� so �rV u��
X can be determined from u�
X � i�e� rV induces
an operator on the rescaled bundle over the boundary� ������� To obtain
a formula for this operator consider� as in the proof above� the normal
covariant derivatives� Thus� for u � D�

������ rp
NrV u � rVrp

Nu�

pX
j��

rj��
N

�
�KE �N� V � �r�N�V 	�rp�j

N u
�
�

Decomposing �N� V � � aN � W� with W � Vb�X�� it follows by further
commutation that
������

rj��
N r�N�V 	rp�j

N u�
X � a�
X �rp
Nu��
X �mod C���X�F k�p�����

Similarly further commutation on the part of ������ involving the curvature
operator gives
����� �

rj��
N �KE�N� V �rp�j

N u
�
�
X

�
�
KE�N� V �rp��

N u
�
�
X

��j � �� �rNKE�N� V ���
X

�
rp��
N u

�
�
X

�mod C���X�F k�p����

since� in view of ������� it is readily seen that terms involving covariant
derivatives of the curvature operator of order higher that one cannot con	
tribute to the leading part� From these formul" and a slight generalization
we easily deduce�
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Proposition ����� If X is a compact manifold with corners and a C�
vector bundle� E� with connection over X has a �ltration� F� over a bound�
ary hypersurface� H�

������ F k � F k�� � � � � � F � � EH �

which is preserved by the induced connection and is such that the curvature
operator satis�es ������ at H for some inward�pointing vector �eld� N� then
covariant di	erentiation by any V � Vb�X� satisfying ����� at H acts on
the rescaled bundle� FE� obtained by parallel transport along N from H

rV vj � �rV �Hvj � �k � j�nV vj�j � �KE�N� V ��Hvj �j��

�
�

�
��rNKE �N� V ���Hvj �j��� � vj � C��H�F jF j����

������

where nV is the normal component of �N� V ��

Proof� First suppose that X is a manifold with connected boundary� H�
Then ������ follows from ������� ������ and ����� since if N is used to
trivialize the normal� and hence conormal bundle of H� the pieces of the
map ������ are given by

������ D � u ��� �

p$
�rp

Nu��H � C��H�F k�p��

The extension to a manifold with corners requires only modest reinter	
pretation of the discussion� provided the vector �eld N is chosen to be
tangent to the boundary hypersurfaces other than H�

��
� Getzler�s rescaling�

The example to which these constructions are directed comes from ����
Recall� from Chapter �� the basic properties of the Cli�ord bundle of a
Riemann manifold� This bundle is naturally �ltered by the degree� as in
�������

������ C � C l��� � C l��� � � � � � C l�N� � C l N � dimX�

These are real �ltrations� over the whole manifold� If X is an even	
dimensional spin manifold then ������ shows that there is a natural identi	
�cation

������ C lx �� hom�Sx� � x � X�
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That is� the Cli�ord bundle is naturally identi�ed with the homomorphism
�or endomorphism� bundle of the spinor bundle� Here the little homomor	
phism bundle� hom�S�� is being considered�
As a �rst� very simple� example of rescaling consider the lift of hom�S�

from X to �
��� �
�
�X� Let � � �
��� �

�
�X �� X be the projection� The

�ltration ������ gives a �ltration of �� hom�S�� and so in particular a jet
�ltration at f
g �X� This allows a rescaled bundle� denoted Ghom�S�� to
be de�ned by application of Proposition ��� It will reappear below when
the trace of the heat operator is considered�
Operators from sections of S to sections of S �which are typically what

is being studied here� have as kernels distributional sections of the big
homomorphism bundle over X� �

Homx�x��S� � hom�Sx� � Sx� � fh � Sx �� Sx� � linearg � �x� x�� � X��

Clearly then Hom�S��� �� hom�S� as bundles over  �� X� Thus Hom�S�
has� initially� a natural �ltration� ������� only over the diagonal�
For the heat kernels of operators one needs to consider the pull	back of

Hom�S� under blow	down and projection�

�H�X � X
�
H

�H�� �
����X� �� X��

Directly from the de�nition of the pull	back of a vector bundle� see x�����
��H�X Hom�S� has a natural �ltration over tf�X

�
H � � e H where e H is the

closure of the lift of R�� �We shall apply ������ to get a jet �ltration at
tf�X�

H � and hence de�ne a rescaled version of �
�
H�X Hom�S�� To do so we

need to consider the connection on ��H�X Hom�S��

The connection on Hom�S� is discussed in x���� as is the pull	back op	
eration of connections� Thus ��H�X Hom�S� has a natural �Levi	Civita�
connection� Lemma ���� allows the curvature operator on the lifted bundle
to be computed in terms of the curvature operator on Hom�S��

Lemma ����� On an even�dimensional spin manifold�X� the pull�back to
��H�X Hom�S� of the Levi�Civita connection preserves the �ltration ������

over tf�X�
H �� ������ holds for any inward�pointing vector �eld N for tf�X�

H �
and ����� holds for all V � Vb�X�

H � which are tangent to the �bres of
tf�X�

H � over  �

Proof� The restriction of the connection on Hom�S� to  reduces to the
connection on hom�S� and hence coincides with that on the Cli�ord bundle
under ������� Since tf�X�

H � projects to  under �H�X it follows that the
connection over tf�X�

H � preserves the �ltration �������
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Now from Lemma ���� it follows that the curvature operator on the
bundle ��H�X Hom�S� is given directly in terms of the curvature operator

on Hom�S� and hence ultimately� through ������ in terms of the curvature
operator on S� this in turn is given by ������� Thus KS�V�W � is Cli�ord
multiplication by a �	form� The curvature operator on Hom�S� is therefore
of the form

���
� KHom�S��V�W �A � cl��� A� A  cl����

for some C� �	forms � and �� on X �but depending parametrically on
all variables of X��� The covariant derivative induced on Hom�S� satis�es�
������ so rp

N �KHom�S��V�W �� is also given in terms of Cli�ord multiplica	
tion by �	forms on the left and right� This moves the �ltration ������ at
most two steps� so ������ follows for every p�
The vector �elds V � Vb�X� which are tangent to the �bres of tf�X�

H �
have the property that ��H�X ���V � � 
 at each point of  � Thus� from
������ the curvature operator on E � ��H�X Hom�S� in ����� vanishes

over tf�X�
H � so this condition holds trivially�

So to de�ne the rescaling of the homomorphism bundle of the spinor
bundle over X�

H it is only necessary to make a choice of normal vector �eld
to tf�X�

H �� One condition that it is convenient to demand is�

����� N is tangent to e H � X�
H �

In fact there is rather a natural choice for N� At each point q � tf�X�
H ��

push	forward under the blow	down map sends Nq to a normal vector at
�H �q� to  � From the de�nition of the blow	up in� see in particular �������
the image must project to a multiple of the tangent vector to the curve
de�ning q� plus a term tangent to  � There is a natural choice for the
normal space to  � at �H �q� � �p� p� as the span of �v��v� for v � TpX�
Thus in addition to �and consistent with� ����� we demand
�����
��H ���Nq� � �vq ��vq�� v � TpX � q � tf�X�

H �� �H �q� � �p� p� �  �

This will be called a radial choice of N�

Exercise ���
� Show that ����� can be arranged by taking N to be the
lift of the radial vector �eld in local coordinates�

����� �t
�

�t
�
�

�

NX
j��

�xj � x�j�

%
�

�xj
�

�

�x�j

&

divided by �tf �
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Definition ����� If X is an even	dimensional spin manifold without
boundary the bundle GHom�S� overX�

H is de�ned by applying the rescaling
procedure of Proposition �� to the jet �ltration of ��H�X Hom�S� at tf�X

�
H �

�xed by parallel transport of ������ along an inward	pointing vector �eld
satisfying ����� and ������

This is Getzler�s rescaling �������

Exercise ����� Show that the imposition of ����� �xes N up to a
positive multiple and an additive element V � Vb�X�

H � which is tangent to
the �bres of �H on tf�X�

H � and hence conclude� using Exercise ���� and
Lemma ����� that this rescaling is independent of the choice of N satisfying
������

The lifted diagonal e H is naturally identi�ed with �
��� �
�
�X by �H �

The simple case of rescaling considered above therefore reappears through
a natural bundle isomorphism�

���� GHom�S�
�e�H

� Ghom�S��

Notice that as a corollary of Lemma ��� the rescaled bundle restricts to
tf�X�

H � to

����� GHom�S��tf � ��H�X���X��

provided N is used to trivialize the conormal factors in ������� Indeed the
maps from the �ltration of the Cli�ord algebra� ������� induce an isomor	
phism from the graded bundle associated to the �ltration to the exterior
form bundle� i�e� give ������
This needs to be done in the b	category as well� As usual this is a

straightforward generalization� Certainly bS� Hom�bS� and the �ltration of
Hom�bS��� � hom�

bS�� all make sense� just assuming that X is an even	
dimensional b	spin manifold� If X is an exact b	spin manifold the Levi	
Civita connection is actually a true connection on bT �X and hence on the
spin bundle bS� Let

�H�X � X
�
� �� X�

b � ���X � X
�
� �� X�

be� respectively the composites of the heat blow down and projection toX�
b

and the combined blow down and projection to X�� Thus ���X � �b �H�X �
The proof of Lemma ���� applies essentially unchanged to give�

Lemma ����� If X is an even�dimensional exact b�spin manifold with
boundary the pull�back of the Levi�Civita connection to ����X Hom�

bS�

preserves the �ltration by Cli	ord order over tf�X�
H �� ������ holds for

any inward�pointing vector �eld N for tf�X�
� � and ����� holds for all

V � Vb�X�
� � which are tangent to the �bres of tf�X�

� � over  �
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�

Thus the rescaled bundle GHom�bS� on X�
� can be de�ned� just as in

De�nition ����� by choosing an inward	pointing vector �eld for tf�X�
� �� It

will always be assumed that the analogue of ����� holds� i�e� N is tangent

to e � � cl �
��
H �R

�� b�� Then� as in ����

����� GHom�bS�
�e��

� Ghom�bS��

the latter bundle being the rescaling of hom�bS� over �
��� �
�
� X � e �

with respect to the Cli�ord �ltration� As in ����� we shall take N to be
the lift of �t��t plus a radial vector �eld for  b� Using this to trivialize
the conormal bundles as before give the obvious extension of ������ namely
the natural identi�cation

����� GHom�bS��tf � ��� �
b���X���

���� Rescaled trace�

The main reason for introducing this rescaling is its relationship to the
supertrace functional on the homomorphism bundle of the spinor bundle�
which we proceed to consider� Recall that the �little trace� is always a linear
functional on the homomorphism space of any �nite dimensional vector
space and hence de�nes a map from C� sections of the homomorphism
bundle of any vector bundle to C� functions on the base� In particular
consider this for the spinor bundle�

����� tr � C��X� hom�S�� �� C��X��

Here X is assumed to be a spin manifold and S is the spinor bundle� If
X is even	dimensional �for the moment without boundary� then the spinor
bundle decomposes into a direct sum� as in ������

����� S � �S � �S� dimX � �k�

This means that hom�S� decomposes into four pieces� corresponding to
linear maps from �S to �S for all signs� Thus

hom�S� � A �

�
A�� A��

A�� A��

�
�

Then the trace of A � hom�S� is just

tr�A� � tr��A��� � tr��A����
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where tr� denote the traces on hom��S�� The supertrace is de�ned as the
di�erence instead�

str�A� � tr��A���� tr��A����

The reason for considering the supertrace is immediately apparent from
�In����� which is really the �big supertrace� of the heat kernel of g�� since
the Dirac operator satis�es ������� Consider the parity involution

R � hom�S�� R �

�
� 


 ��

�
� R� � Id�

then the supertrace can be written in terms of the trace�

����
� str�A� � tr�RA��

Using this the fundamental observation of Berezin ���� and Patodi ���� can
be deduced�

Lemma ����� 
Berezin�Patodi� Using the natural identi�cation of hom�S�
and the complexi�ed Cli	ord bundle C l for a �k�dimensional spin manifold

������ str � 
 on C l��k���� str�	� � 	� � � �	�k� � �k��i�k

for any oriented orthonormal basis 	�� � � � � 	�k of T �X or bT �X�

Proof� Recall that the decomposition of S arises from the grading of
C l as in ������� Namely �S are maximal proper subspaces of S which are
invariant under C l� and then C l� maps �S to �S� Under the decomposition
������ odd elements are of the form

C l� � A �

�

 A��

A�� 


�
�� str�A� � 
�

Thus only elements of C l�� i�e� elements of even order� need to be consid	
ered� Choosing an oriented basis it su�ces to consider the basis of C l�

	i� � 	i� � � �	i�p � i� � i� � � � � � i�p�

For a �xed string i�� � � � � i�p�with p � k� choose l �� ij for all j � �� � � � � �p�
Cli�ord multiplication by 	l is an isomorphism and involution�

E�
l �

�S
�l��� �S� E�

l � �E
�
l �

���
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Moreover� from the basic anticommutation property� ������� of the Cli�ord
algebra

u � 	i� � � �	i�p �� u � 	l � u � 	l�
Thus the Cli�ord action of u under ����� can be written as

u �

�
A�� 


 ElA��E

��
l

�
�� str�u� � 


using the invariance of the trace under conjugation�
To complete the proof of the lemma it only remains to compute the super	

trace of the action of the �volume element� 	� � � �	�k on S� Here induction
can be used with the isomorphism ����� providing the inductive step� In
terms of ����� and ������ the sign	reversing involution R�k in dimension
�k is represented by

R�k �

�
R�k�� 


 �R�k��

�
�

Thus� from �������

str�	� � � �	�k� � tr
�
	� � � �	�k��

��i 


 i

�
R�k

�
� ��i str�	� � � �	�k����

This gives the normalization condition in �������

The e�ect of rescaling hom�S�� lifted to �
��� �
�
�X� as discussed follow	

ing ������ can now be seen easily�

Lemma ���	� For a �l�dimensional spin manifold the linear functional
de�ned through ����
� and ������ restricts from C���
��� �

�
�X� hom�S��

to

������ str � C���
��� �
�
�X�Ghom�S�� �� tlC���
��� �

�
�X��

Proof� By de�nition C���
��� �
�
�X�Ghom�S�� � D is given by �������

Thus

u � D �� u �
�lX
j��

tj��uj � uj � C���
��� �
�
�X� C l�j���

Then ������ is an immediate consequence of �������
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This applies equally well in the case of a b	spin structure� since the ar	
gument is algebraic� Using ����� we �nd for a �l	dimensional exact b	spin
manifold

������ str � C��e ��
GHom�bS�� �� tlC���
��� �

�
�X��

���� Rescaled heat calculus�

Consider the de�nition of the heat calculus for sections of a general bun	
dle E� �rst for a manifold without boundary� in ������� If ��H�X Hom�E�

has a rescaling at tf�X�
H �� as is the case for the spinor bundle on an even	

dimensional spin manifold� then ��H�X Hom�E���
�
� � has the tensor rescal	

ing ������� For the spin manifold the rescaled bundle will be denoted
GHom�S � ���

� �� We can therefore consider the rescaled heat calculus�
as usual for simplicity limiting the order to be negative�

�����

�jG�X�S� � �
j
H �X� �

�
� � �C��X�

H
� C��X�

H �
GHom�S � �� �

� �

� �
� �

�
�n���j

tf

�
K � C��X�

H �
GHom�S ��� �

� � �� �
� ��

K � 
 at tb�X�
H �

�
�

The second formulation follows from ������ and the �rst�
Since rescaling decreases the space of smooth sections this is a re�nement

of the heat calculus as de�ned earlier�

������ �jG�X�S� � �jH �X�S��

We will show below that the heat kernel of the Dirac operator� in the even	
dimensional case� is in the rescaled calculus� To see why this is important
consider the supertrace analogue of Lemma �����

Lemma ����� If S is the spinor bundle on an even�dimensional spin
manifold and A � �jG�X�S� is an element of the rescaled calculus of order
j � 
 then the supertrace functional applied to the restriction of the kernel
to the diagonal in t � 
 gives

������ str�A
�e�H

� � t�
�
�
j��C���
��� �

�
�X� ���

If A � �jH�evn�X�S� ��jG�X�S� then

������ str�A
�e�H

� � t�
�
�
j��C���
����X� ���

Proof� This is just Lemma ���� applied to ������
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In the exact b	spin case we proceed in the same way� de�ning the rescaled
b	heat calculus by
������

�jb�G�X�
bS� � �j��X�

b�
�
� ��C��X�

� �
C��X�

� �
GHom�bS � b��

�
� �

� �
� �

�
�n���j

tf

�
K � C��X�

� �
GHom�bS � b��

�
� �� b�

�
� ��

K � 
 at tb�X�
� � � lb�X�

� � � rb�X�
� �

�
�

This is again a re�nement of the b	heat calculus and both ������ and ������
extend trivially� In fact ������ depends only on the existence of the rescal	
ing� so can be generalized further as in x���� below�
���� Rescaled normal operator�

It remains to show that exp��tg�� is� in the even	dimensional case� an
element of the rescaled heat calculus� this will be done by re	constructing
it� The main tool in the construction of the heat kernel in Chapter � is
the normal operator� so we proceed to show that there is a rescaled normal
homomorphism�

As in ������ powers of t
�
� can be used to remove factors of �tf as needed

to de�ne the restriction of a kernel to tf�X�
H �� From ����� we see that

�jG�X�S� � A ��� t
�
�
�n�j���A�tf �
�C��tf�X�

H ��
GHom�S ��� �

� �� ��H�X ��
�
� �X����

and as before ��H�X��
�
� �X��� �� ��X� �� ��bre�TX�� Since the kernels all

vanish to in�nite order at the boundary of tf�X�
H � we can also use t

�
� �

in place of �tf � to trivialize the normal bundle to tf�X
�
H � in ������� the

singular factors of �tft
�
� can be absorbed into the kernels� This gives�

with the identi�cation of tf�X�
H � as a compacti�cation of TX�

������ NG�j � �
j
G�X�S� �� S�TX� ���H�X��X� ���bre��

Clearly this is surjective and has null space exactly the operators of order
j � ��
The inclusion ������ means that the normal operator on �jH �X�S� acts

on the rescaled calculus� It is important to understand the relationship
between the two normal operators� Corresponding to the fact that the
elements of D in ������ restrict to the boundary to sections of F k�

NH�j � �
j
G�X�S� �� S�TX� ���H�X C l���� ���bre� �� S�TX� ��bre�
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since C l��� �� C Id � In the rescaling this just corresponds to the 
	form part�
i�e�

����
� NH�j�A� � Ev��NG�j�A�� � S�TX� ��bre��

For operators of order �� it therefore follows� as in Lemma ����� that

������ Au�t���x� � A��x�u� A� �

Z
�bre

Ev� �NG����A�� �

This allows the initial condition for the heat kernel to be expressed in terms
of the rescaled normal operator�
To proceed with the construction of exp��tg�� in the rescaled calculus

it is clearly necessary to show that g� itself preserves the rescaling in an
appropriate sense� Except for the small point that elements of positive
order in the heat calculus have not been� and will not be� de�ned this
amounts to showing that the heat operator ��t�g� is an element of order
� in the rescaled heat calculus� More prosaically this is the �rst part of�

Proposition ����� The Dirac Laplacian on an even�dimensional spin
manifold satis�es

������ tg� � �kG�X�S� �� �kG�X�S�� NG����tg
�A� � NG�tg

���NG����A��

NG�tg�� being the operator on the lift to TX of the form bundle

������ NG�tg
���Y � � �

�kX
j��

�
�j �

�


R��p� �j� Y �

��

� Y � TpX

with respect to any orthonormal basis of TpX where

����� R��p� �j� Y � �
X
kpq

RjkpqY
kdxpdxq

is the curvature operator acting on ��p�X� by exterior multiplication�

The proof consists in examining the square of the Dirac operator� in terms
of Lichnerowicz� formula� and the action of its lift to X�

H on the rescaled
homomorphism bundle� Since the Dirac operator is a sum of products of
Cli�ord multiplication and covariant di�erentiation these operators will be
examined �rst�
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Lemma ����� For any smooth ��form on an even�dimensional spin mani�
fold Cli	ord multiplication gives an operator

������
cl�t

�
��� � �pG�X�S� �� �pG�X�S�� � � C��X����

NG�p�cl�t
�
� ��A� � ��H�X��� �NG�p�A��

Proof� Consider the lift of ��X from X to X�� under projection onto
the left factor� and thence to X�

H � Since t
�
��� for � � C��X���X�� is

not a smooth section of ��H�L���� consider instead �tf ��H�L���� The lifted
bundle acts by Cli�ord multiplication �on the left� on ��H�X ��Hom�S� and
hence on the space of heat kernels� Clearly

cl��tf�� � �
j
H�X�S� �� �j��H �X�S��

To see that it acts on the rescaled calculus consider the Taylor series of
�tf�� with respect to the Levi	Civita connection and an inward	pointing
vector �eld� N� to tf�X�

H �� With the corresponding de�ning function� �tf �
chosen to satisfy N�tf � � near tf�X�

H � �

������
�tf� �

�k��X
p��

�ptf�p � ��ktf ���k� with

���k� � C��X�
H � ��H�L�

���X� and rN�p � 
 near tf�X
�
H ��

Since

������ ��ktf �
j
H �X�S� � �jG�X�S��

it su�ces to consider the �nite sum in ������� Now cl���� shifts the �ltra	
tion� extended by parallel transport� by one step and multiplication by �tf
shifts it back� Thus cl��tf�� maps �

j
G�X�S� into itself� Moreover

������ �tf � �
j
G�X�S� �� �j��G �X�S��

so only the �rst term in ������ a�ects the normal operator� Multiplication

by t
�
� �tf preserves the heat calculus so ������ follows� when it is recalled

that t
�
� is used to trivialize N� tf�X�

H ��

For covariant di�erentiation there is a similar formula� Recall that the
interior of tf�X�

H � is naturally identi�ed with TX� The symbol� ��V � �really
just iV �� of V � V�X� can be considered as a vector �eld on the �bres of
TX and as such it acts on sections of any bundle pulled back from X to
TX� since such a bundle is canonically trivial along the �bres�
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Lemma ����� For an even�dimensional spin manifold�X� if a radial choice
of inward�pointing vector �eld to tf�X�

H � is used to extend the �ltration
then V � V�X� de�nes an operator

������ t
�
�rV � �

j
G�X�S� �� �jG�X�S�

and at Y � TX� the interior of tf�X�
H ��

����
� NG�j�t
�
�rVA� �

�
�i��V � � �

�
R��Y� V �

�
NG�j�A��

for all A � �jG�X�S�� with the curvature term given by ������

Proof� Since t
�
�V is not smooth when lifted to X�

H consider instead V �

which is �tf times the lift of V� Thus V
� � Vb�X�

H � satis�es the hypothesis of
Lemma ����� so the covariant derivative rV � acts on GHom�S� and ������
gives a formula for the restriction to tf�X�

H �� The curvature operator on
Hom�S� is given by ������ so the second term on the right in ������ van	
ishes� as V � pushes forward to zero from tf�X�

H �� For the same reason the
third term can be written �

�KE�N�rNV
�� with E � Hom�S�� By assump	

tion N�tf � �� so rNV � pushes forward to V as a vector �eld on the left
factor of X in X�� Thus with V �� being the restriction of V � to a vector
�eld on the �bres of tf�X�

H ��

������ rV �vj � V ��vj � �k � j�nV �vj � �
�

�
KS���H�L��N� V �vj���j�

Here �tf has been used to trivialize the conormal factors in �������
Our convention for the rescaled �as for the original� heat calculus is to use

the singular de�ning function t
�
� instead of the �tf associated to the choice

of N� This means multiplying vj by ��tft
�
� �k�j� This e�ectively multiplies

the curvature operator in ������ by t��tf � Observe that

nV � � �N� V ���tf � NV ��tf on tf�X
�
H �

since N�tf � �� so commutation of this multiplicative factor through V ��

cancels the second term in ������� Thus� multiplying by one factor of t
�
� �tf

to change V � to the lift of t
�
�V gives

������ NG�j�r
t
�
� V

A� �

%
�i��V � � �

�

t
�
�

�tf
KS���H�L��N� V �

&
NG�j�A��
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Finally this proves ����
� since� in view of ������ at a point Y in the interior
of tf�X�

H �

t
�
�

�tf
��H�L��N �

�

�
Y�

The action of t��t can be deduced in the same way� namely

������ t
�

�t
� �jG�X�S� �� �jG�X�S��

Indeed there are no curvature terms� so the rescaled normal operator can
be deduced from the normal operator on the heat calculus in ������� It

preserves the degree of a form and the extra factors of t
�
� introduced in the

rescaling give

����� Evp

�
NG�j�t

�

�t
A�

�
� ��

�
�R � n� j � p� ��Evp�NG�jA��

A formula for the leading term in ������ in terms of the rescaled normal
operator is easily deduced from Lemma ���� and Lemma ���
� Namely
������

A � �jG�X�S� ��
�
t��

�
�
j str�Ae�H

�
�
�t��

� ���i�k Ev�k�NG�jA��X �

where restriction to X on the right is restriction to the zero section of TX�

i�e� to e H � tf�X�
H ��

���� Lichnerowicz� formula�

Lichnerowicz� formula expresses the square of the Dirac operator as the
sum of the connection Laplacian and a scalar term� If E has an Hermitian
inner product and X is Riemannian then T �X � E has a natural inner
product and the adjoint of a connection� r� is a �rst order di�erential
operator

r� � C��T �X � E� �� C��X�E��
The connection Laplacian is just

�r � r�r � Di���X�E��
If � is a non	vanishing volume form the divergence of a vector �eld with
respect to � is de�ned by the identity�

d�int�w��� � �divw���

Since it is invariant under change of sign of �� the divergence is actually
de�ned with respect to a non	vanishing smooth density even if the manifold
is not oriented �or orientable�� In particular the divergence of a vector �eld
is de�ned on any Riemann manifold�
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Exercise ���
� Show that the divergence div� v of a vector �eld with
respect to a non	vanishing density 
 � C��X� �� is �xed by the integration
by parts formula Z

X

vf
 �

Z
X

f�div� v�
 � f � C��X��

Lemma ����� If vi� i � �� � � � � N is a local orthonormal frame for TX
then for any Hermitian connection on a vector bundle E

������

�ru �
NX
i��

r�
virvi

� �
NX
i��

�r�
vi � div virvi

�
u � u � C��X�E��

Notice that at any point where the frame is covariant constant the �rst
order terms on the right vanish�

Proof� Let 	i be the dual coframe to the vi� The connection is

ru �
NX
i��

	i �rvi �

The adjoint� acting on a section 	i � v must therefore satisfy

hr��	i � v�� v�i � h	i � v�rv�i � hv�rviv
�i�

Thus r��	i � v� � r�
viv� where the adjoint is with respect to the inner

product on E� This gives the �rst formula� Since the connection is Hermi	
tian� r�

vi � �rvi � div vi� This gives �������

The square of the Dirac operator has principal symbol given by the metric
tensor and the same is true of the connection Laplacian� The di�erence
between them is therefore a di�erential operator of �rst order� In fact the
di�erence is of order zero and was computed by Lichnerowicz�

Proposition ����� The Dirac operator on the spinor bundle satis�es

������ g
� � �r �

�


S�

where S is the scalar curvature of the metric�
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Proof� Let vi be a local orthonormal frame for the metric� with 	i the
dual coframe� Then the Dirac operator is given by ������ so

g
� � �

NX
i��

cl�	i�rvi 
NX
j��

cl�	j�rvj �

Dividing by � and exchanging the dummy variables on one sum gives

g
� � ��

�

NX
i��

NX
j��

�
cl�	i�rvi  cl�	j�rvj � cl�	

j�rvj  cl�	i�rvi

�
� ��

�

NX
i��

NX
j��

�
cl�	i� cl�	j�rvirvj � cl�	

j� cl�	i�rvjrvi

�

� �
�

NX
i��

NX
j��

�
cl�	i� cl�rvi	

j�rvj � cl�	
j� cl�rvj	

i�rvi

�
�

where the fact that the connection is Cli�ord has been used� Commuting
di�erentiation gives

g
� � �

NX
i��

r�
vi
�
�

�

NX
i��

NX
j��

cl�	j� cl�	i��rvi�rvj �

� �
�

NX
i��

NX
j��

�
cl�	i� cl�rvi	

j�rvj � cl�	
j� cl�rvj	

i�rvi

�
by the anticommutation property of Cli�ord multiplication� Further ex	
pressing the commutator of the covariant derivatives in terms of the cur	
vature operator of the connection gives
������

g
� � �

NX
i��

r�
vi

�
�

�

NX
i��

NX
j��

cl�	j� cl�	i�r�vi�vj 	 �
�

�

NX
i��

NX
j��

cl�	j� cl�	i�Q�vi� vj�

� �
�

NX
i��

NX
j��

�
cl�	i� cl�rvi	

j�rvj � cl�	
j� cl�rvj	

i�rvi

�
�

Using ������ this shows the di�erence g���r to be a �rst order di�erential
operator� Consider the coe�cients of the �rst order terms� Choose a point
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p � X and then choose the orthonormal basis to be covariant constant at
p and equal to a coordinate basis to second order� Then the commutators
�vi� vj�� the covariant derivatives of the coframe and the divergence terms
in ������ all vanish at p� Since the remaining term in ������ is of order zero�
and independent of the basis� the �rst order terms must in fact vanish
identically and

������ g
� � �r �

�

�

NX
i��

NX
j��

cl�	j� cl�	i�Q�vi� vj��

The action of the curvature operator on the spinor bundle is discussed
in Chapter �� In particular for an orthonormal basis

Q�vi� vj� �
�



NX
pq��

Rpqij cl�	
p� cl�	q��

Inserting this into ������ gives the somewhat forbidding expression for the
tensorial term�

����
� ��
�

X
ijpq

Rpqij cl�	
i� cl�	j� cl�	p� cl�	q��

where the sign change comes from anticommutation of cl�	i� and cl�	j��
This expression considerably simpli�es because of the symmetry properties
of the Riemann curvature tensor discussed in Lemma ����� In particular
total antisymmetrization in any three indices gives zero� Subtracting the
total antisymmetrization of the product of the last three Cli�ord factors
and then using the anticommutation property of Cli�ord multiplication
gives

cl�	j� cl�	p� cl�	q�

��
�

�
cl�	j� cl�	p� cl�	q� � cl�	p� cl�	q� cl�	j� � cl�	q� cl�	j� cl�	p�

� cl�	j� cl�	q� cl�	p�� cl�	q� cl�	p� cl�	j� � cl�	p� cl�	j� cl�	q��
�
�

�

�
��jp cl�	

q� � ��jq cl�	p� � ��pq cl�	j�� ��jq cl�	p� � ��pq cl�	j�

� ��pq cl�	
j�� ��jq cl�	p� � ��jp cl�	q� � ��jp cl�	q�

�
� �jp cl�	

q� � �jq cl�	
p� � �pq cl�	

j��
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Inserting this into ����
� therefore reduces it to

������ � �
�

X
ijp

Rjpij cl�	
i� cl�	p� �

�

�

X
ijp

Rpjij cl�	
i� cl�	p�

� �
�

X
ijp

Rppij cl�	
i� cl�	j��

The last sum is zero and the �rst two are equal� because the Riemann cur	
vature tensor is antisymmetric in the �rst and last pair of indices� Moreover
the curvature tensor is unchanged under exchange of the two pairs of in	
dices� so ������ can be rewritten

�

�

X
ijp

Rpjij

�
cl�	i� cl�	p� � cl�	p� cl�	i�

�
�
�



X
ij

Rijij�

Thus the term of order zero is simply multiplication by a scalar as ������
claims� with

S �
X
ij

Rijij

by de�nition the scalar curvature of the Riemann manifold�

Lichnerowicz� formula extends easily to the case of a twisted Dirac oper	
ator�

Proposition ����� The twisted Dirac operator on S � E� where E has
an Hermitian connection� satis�es

������ g
� � �r �

�


S � �

�
cl�KE ��

where S is the scalar curvature of the metric and

KE � C��X�T �X � T �X � hom�E��

is the curvature of the coe�cient bundle acting through Cli	ord multipli�
cation in the sense that for any orthonormal frame vi and dual coframe
	i

������ cl�KE � �
X
ij

KE�vi� vj� cl�	
i� cl�	j��

Proof� The formula ������ follows exactly as in the proof of Proposi	
tion ����� except that now Q is the total curvature operator acting on the
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tensor product bundle S �E� As shown in ������ the curvature splits into
a sum

Q � QS �KE �

where KE is the curvature operator for the connection on E and QS is the
curvature on the spinor bundle� This gives an extra term in ������ and
leads directly to �������

Proof of Proposition ����� Applying ������ to tg� and writing it lo	
cally as

tg� � �
X
i

�t
�
�rvi�

� �
X
i

�t
�
� div vit

�
�rvi� � t

�


S

in terms of an orthonormal basis of vector �elds allows Lemmas ���� and
���� to be used to show that tg� preserves the space de�ning the rescaled
heat calculus� i�e� proves ������� The formul" ������ and ����
� then give
�������

���� Mehler�s formula�

Consider the representation ������ for the rescaled normal operator� This
can be used to obtain an explicit formula for the normal operator of the
�putative� rescaled heat kernel� using ������� and then to show that the
Dirac operator on an even	dimensional manifold does indeed satisfy

����� exp
��tg�� � ���G �X�S��

as has been anticipated�
Consider the normal operator in ������� acting on functions on TyX with

values in ��yX� Thus

������ P � �
nX
i��

��xi �
�



X
k

Qikx
k���

Here the Qik are �	forms acting by exterior product� This means that as
operators on ��yX they are nilpotent�

�Qik�
j
� 
� j � k� dimX � �k�

This makes it plausible that the heat kernel for P should have an explicit
representation� since it could be obtained from the heat kernel for the #at
case �Qik � 
� by a �nite number of iterative steps� By exploiting the
analogy between ������ and the harmonic oscillator and by generalizing
Mehler�s formula ������ for the latter� Getzler observed that there is in fact
a closed form solution�
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Thus consider the harmonic oscillator on the line�

P� � � d�

dx�
� x��

One variant of Mehler�s formula gives the fundamental solution to the heat
equation for P� as
������

E� �
�

��� sinh �t�
�
�

exp

�
� �

� sinh �t
�x� cosh �t� �xy � y� cosh �t�

�
�

Uniqueness follows rather easily from the existence� which can be checked
by di�erentiation� Direct derivations of ������ can be found in ��
� and ����

By scaling the variables t ��� at� x� y ��� a
�
�x� a

�
� y for a � 
� ������ can

be generalized to obtain the heat kernel for Pa � � d�

dx� � a�x�� namely

������
Ea �

�

��t�
�
�

�
�at

sinh �at

� �
�

� exp
n
� a

� sinh �at
�x� cosh �at� �xy � y� cosh �at�

o
�

The fundamental solutions for the harmonic oscillators in higher dimensions
can be obtained by taking products of the one	dimensional fundamental
solution�

Lemma ����� If B is a non�negative symmetric matrix then

������

H � �� hBx� xi ��
e�tH�x� y� �

�

��t�
n
�

�
det

�
���t�

���
� exp

�
� �

�t

�h��t�x� xi � �h��t�x� yi� h��t�y� yi���

where the symmetric matrices ��t� and ��t� are de�ned by
������

��t� � F ��tB
�
� �� ��t� � G��tB

�
� �� F �r� �

r

sinh�r�
� G�r� �

r cosh r

sinh r
�

Proof� If bij � �ija
�
i is diagonal and positive semide�nite then just taking

products of ������ gives

����
�

E �
�

��t�
n
�

nY
i��

�
�ait

sinh �ait

��
�

� exp
!
�

nX
i��

ai
� sinh�ait

�x�i cosh �ait � �xiyi � y� cosh �ait�

'
�
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If the diagonal matrices

������ �ij�t� � �ij
sinh��ait�

�ait
� �ij�t� � �ij

�ait cosh �ait

sinh �ait

are considered then ����
� can be written in the form

������

E �
�

��t�
n
�

�
�
det

�
���t�

�
exp

�
� �
t

�h��t�x� xi � �h��t�x� yi� h��t�y� yi�� �

Of course ������ and ������ just reduce to ������ and ������ when B is di	
agonal� Moreover the general case follows by making an orthogonal trans	
formation in the independent variables� Thus if O � SO�N � is such that
OBOt is diagonal� changing variables from x and y to Ox and Oy reduces
H in ������ to the form ������� Changing variable back from ������ gives
the general case�

Still for operators acting on functions� suppose that Aij � �Aji is an
antisymmetric matrix� Then� thinking of it as a �vector potential�� consider
the operator

HA � �
nX
i��

"# �

�xi
�

nX
j��

Aijx
j

$A�

�

��
X
ij

Aij

�
xj

�

�xi
� xi

�

�xj

�
� hAx�Axi�

The linear vector �eld

V �
X
ij

Aij

�
xj

�

�xi
� xi

�

�xj

�
is a sum of in�nitesimal rotations� so commutes with the Laplacian� and

V hAx�Axi � 
�

Thus if H � ��� hAx�Axi then HA � H�V� �H�V � � 
� The heat kernel
can therefore be written

exp��tHA� � exp���
�
tV � exp��tH� exp���

�
tV ��
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The middle term here is given by Lemma ���� and the exponential of the
vector �eld is an orthogonal transformation� namely the exponential of
��

� tA as a matrix� Thus the kernel of exp��tHA� can be obtained from

the kernel of exp��tH� by replacing x and y by exp��t��A�x and exp�t��A�y
respectively in �������
Notice �rst that the functions F and G in ������ are actually even func	

tions of the argument r� i�e� are actually analytic functions of r�� Thus
they can be expressed in terms of �t�A� and hence� with conjugation by
exp��� tA�� the fundamental solution can be expressed as a matrix function
of tA �
������

e�tHA �
�

�t�
n
�

�
det

�
���t�

�
� exp

�
� �

�t

�h��t�x� xi � �h��t�x� yi� h��t�y� yi��
��t� � F ��itA�� ��t� � G��itA�� F �r� �

r

sinh�r�
� G�r� �

r cosh r

sinh r
�

To apply this discussion to the operator ������ a further generalization to
the case of a system is needed� This would be rather daunting� except that
it is a very special system� The Aij in ������ are antisymmetric real matrices
with values in the �	forms� acting by exterior multiplication on ��yX� which
is commutative� It is also nilpotent� i�e� any �k � ��	fold product �where
the dimension of X is �k� vanishes� From an algebraic point of view it is
therefore obvious that ������ continues to give the fundamental solution in
this case�
Those who are not algebraists may need to check the claim� To do so

consider ������ as a function of the matrix A� It is certainly real	analytic�
hence it is complex analytic as a function of complex �still antisymmetric�
matrices near the real subspace� This allows polynomial variables zpq to be
introduced into the formula for all pairs p� q where p� q � �� � � � � k� q � p�
by replacing A by

A�z� �
X
q	p

zqpA
p�q�

where Ap�q is the matrix with all entries zero� except for a � at �p� q� and
�� at �q� p�� The formula ������ still gives

����� ��t �HA� exp��tHA� � ��t���x � y�

provided the zpq are small� Let Epq be the action of dxp�dxq on the exterior
algebra� Using the nilpotence� which means that 
 is the only eigenvalue�
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it follows that for any function g analytic in z near 


�

��i

I
g�z��z �Epq�

��dz � g�Epq��

Applying this to ����� in each of the variables zpq and using the commu	
tativity gives�

Lemma ���	� The heat kernel for the operator ������� acting on functions
with values in T �yX� is given by ������ with A � ��

�R
��

����� Local index formula�

Now the proof of the local index theorem for Dirac operators can be
completed since ������ leads directly to the local index theorem� proved
originally by Patodi ���� and Gilkey �����

Theorem ����� If P � g� is the Dirac Laplacian on a compact �k�
dimensional spin manifold X then ����� holds and

������ str�exp��tP ���t�� � Ev�k
�
det

�
�

� R�i

sinh�R�i�

��
�

where R is the antisymmetric matrix of ��forms de�ned by the curvature on
the orthonormal frame bundle and Ev�k evaluates a form to its component
of maximal degree�

Proof� Proceed� as previously announced� to reconstruct the heat kernel
for the Dirac Laplacian� From ������ the �rst step is to take for a para	
metrix� E� � ���G �X�S�� an operator which has rescaled normal operator
satisfying

������ NG�t
�

�t
� tg�g�NG�E�� � 


and the appropriate initial condition which follows directly from ����
��
namely

������

Z
�bre

Ev� �NG����E��� � Id �

In fact the solution to ������ with initial condition ������ follows directly
from Lemma ���� and in particular ������� First take y � 
 in ������� since
that is where the diagonal is� Now rescale the form bundle and the linear
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coordinates on TpX for a given �bre� setting Z � xt
�
� and dxj � t

�
� dZj�

Multiplying by an overall factor of t
n
� � this gives

������ NG�E�� �
�

���
n
�

�
det

�
��

�
exp

�
��

h�Z�Zi

�
�

where � and � are the matrices in ������ evaluated at t � �� Certainly
������ holds� just by rescaling the equation expressing the fact that ������
gives the fundamental solution of ������� Then ������ follows from �������
The leading part of the rescaled heat kernel has therefore been obtained�

As in the scalar case discussed in Chapter � successive correction terms can
be found� which are now lower order in the rescaled heat calculus� by using
the fundamental solution ������� Summing the Taylor series at tf�X�

H �
gives an error term vanishing rapidly at t � 
 which is therefore a Volterra
operator� the terms of order �� in the rescaled calculus being the same
as in the unscaled case� Thus E� can be extended to an element

������ E � ���G �X�S� s�t� t��t � g��E � 
�
Furthermore from ������ it follows that in this way the heat kernel has
simply been reconstructed� Thus ����� has been proved for the Dirac
Laplacian�
The local index formula ������ is just ������ applied to ������� since the

lifted diagonal meets the temporal front face at Z � 
 in the �bre�
The formula for the integrand is in terms of a characteristic class� namely

����

� Ev�k

�
�k��i�k �

���k
�
det

�
�

� R��

sinh�R���

���
�

It is given by an invariant polynomial in the curvature as discussed in
x���� Since only the volume part� i�e� the component of form degree �k� is
involved the function in ����

� is necessarily homogeneous of degree k in
R� Thus the constant can be absorbed to give precisely the volume part of
the bA	genus as de�ned in ����
�� and written again in �������
Now it is easy to go back and add in the e�ect of twisting by the Hermi	

tian bundle E� with Hermitian connection�

Theorem ����� If P � g�E is the twisted Dirac Laplacian for a bundle
with Hermitian connection on a compact �k�dimensional spin manifold X
then the conclusions of Theorem ���� hold with ������ replaced by

����
�� str�exp��tP ���t�� � Ev�k
�
det

�
�

� R�i

sinh�R�i�

�
tr exp�

iKE

��
�

�
�

where now KE is the curvature of E�
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Proof� The formula ������ should be used in place of ������� to compute
the normal operator on the rescaled bundle� Thus ������ is replaced by

����
�� P � �
nX
i��

��xi �
�



X
k

Qikx
k�� � �

�
KE �

Since this just involves the addition of a constant� nilpotent� matrix of �	
forms acting on ��yX � Ey at each point �and therefore commuting with
the action of the Riemann curvature� the fundamental solution can be
constructed precisely as before� with an additional exponential factor of
exp�KE�� in ������� On rescaling to give the analogue of the normal
operator in ������ this gives an extra factor of exp��iKE �� Then ����
��
follows after taking the supertrace� which acts simply as the trace on the
operators on E� and using the homogeneity to absorb factors of � and � as
before�

This extra factor

Ch�E� � tr exp�
iKE

��
�

is the Chern character of the bundle E discussed brie#y in x���� Again it
is a di�erential form on X but is independent of the choice of trivialization
used to compute it� Finally then the derivation of �In��� is complete� since
����
�� is just the de�nition of the Atiyah	Singer integrand for the twisted
Dirac operator�

AS � EvdimX

� bA�X� �Ch�E�� �

This is very close to the completion of the proof of the Atiyah	Singer the	
orem for twisted Dirac operators as outlined in the Introduction� it only
remains to put the pieces together� This is done in the next chapter�

����� The b case�

The case of a b	metric still needs to be examined� fortunately not much
has to be done apart from a review of the discussion above�
The rescaling of GHom�bS� is �xed by Proposition ���� and satis�es

������ The rescaled heat calculus is de�ned by ������� Moreover the rescal	
ing of the trace functional� the rescaling of the connection and Lichnerowicz�
formula all follow by continuity since they are true away from the bound	
ary� The construction of the rescaled normal operator proceeds exactly
as in the boundaryless case and then the remainder of the construction
proceeds without di�culty�
This leads directly to the local index theorem for the twisted Dirac op	

erator�
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Theorem ����� If P � bg�E is the twisted Dirac Laplacian for a bundle
with Hermitian connection on a compact �k�dimensional exact b�spin man�
ifold X then the heat kernel is an element of the rescaled b�heat calculus�
exp��tP � � ���b�G�X�S � E� and ����
�� continues to hold for the �bre
trace�

����
�� str�exp��tP ���t�� � Ev�k
�
det

�
�

� R�i

sinh�R�i�

��
tr exp�

iKE

��
��

where KE is the curvature of E�

����� Graded Hermitian Cli�ord modules�

Although the results above have been discussed in the context of twisted
Dirac operators they all generalize directly to the case of a generalized Dirac
operator associated to a graded Hermitian Cli�ord module� with graded
unitary Cli�ord connection� over an even	dimensional compact manifold
with boundary with an exact b	metric� It is for this general case that the
APS theorem is proved in the next Chapter�
Let E be the bundle which is a Cli�ord module over X� dimX � �k� The

homomorphism bundle decomposes� as discussed in Lemma ���� giving the
�ltration

����
� hom�k��E� � C l�k��X� � hom�Cl�E��
This �ltration can be used to de�ne the rescaled bundle� GHom�E�� as be	

fore� That is� the subbundles hom�k��E� lift to a �ltration of ��H�X Hom�E�

over tf�X�
� � and this can be extended by parallel transport along some

chosen radial normal vector �eld� Now the rescaled heat calculus for the
bundle E� is de�ned by ������� Notice that ����� is replaced by

GHom�E��tf � �����
�X � hom�Cl�E���

Then Lemma ���� can be extended to give

cl�t
�
� �� � �kb�G�X�S� �� �kb�G�X�S�� � � b���X�

Nb�G�cl�t
�
� ��A� � ���� �NG�A��

To get the analogue of Lemma ����� and hence Proposition ����� a for	
mula for the curvature operator on E� and hence on Hom�E�� is needed�

Lemma ����� If E is a Cli	ord module� with Cli	ord b�connection� over
an even�dimensional compact manifold with boundary equipped with an
exact b�metric then under ������ the curvature operator decomposes

����
�� KE �V�W � �
�


cl�R�V�W �� �K�

E�V�W �� � V�W � Vb�X��
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where KE� �V�W � commutes with the Cli	ord action and for any orthonor�
mal coframe

cl�R�V�W �� �
X
pq

Rpq�V�W � cl�	
p� cl�	q��

Proof� By de�nition the curvature operator is

KE�V�W �s �
�
�rV �rW ��r�V�W 	

�
s � s � C��X�E��

Now suppose that � � C��X�T �X� is a smooth �	form� Then the com	
mutator of the curvature operator and Cli�ord multiplication by � can be
evaluated using �������

����
�� KE�V�W � cl���s � cl���KE �V�W �s � cl�R�V�W ���s�

where R�V�W � is the curvature operator on �	forms�

R�V�W �	p �
X
q

Rqp�V�W �	
q �

This in turn can be written as a commutator

����
�� cl�R�V�W ���s �
�


cl�R�V�W �� � cl���s � �


cl��� � cl�R�V�W �s�

Indeed� for any orthonormal coframe

cl�R�V�W �� cl�	p�� cl�	p� cl�R�V�W ��
�

X
ij

Rij�V�W � cl�	
i� cl�	j� cl�	p��

X
ij

Rij�V�W � cl�	
p� cl�	i� cl�	j�

� �
X
i

Rip�V�W � cl�	
i��

X
j

Rpj�V�W � cl�	
j�

� 
X
i

Rip�V�W � cl�	
i��

Combining ����
�� and ����
�� shows that

����
�� KE�V�W � � �

cl�R�V�W ��

commutes with Cli�ord multiplication by �	forms� It therefore commutes
with all Cli�ord multiplication� on E� With KE��V�W � de�ned to be the
di�erence� ����
��� this proves the lemma�
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The extensions of Lemmas ���� and ���� to this wider setting are the
same� since the rescaling takes place only in the Cli�ord part� This then
allows the heat kernel for g�E to be constructed in the rescaled heat calculus�
the formula replacing ������ for the action in ������ being as in ����
��
except that KE should now be replaced by KE� from ����
��� It remains
to analyze the supertrace of the restriction to the diagonal of the resulting
kernel�
Let RE be the involution de�ning the Z�	grading of E� By assumption

this is consistent with the grading of the Cli�ord action� i�e� commutes with
Cli�ord multiplication by any element of C l� � Since the involution on the
Cli�ord algebra itself� R� is given by multiplication by the volume form� it
follows that RE and R commute� Moreover RE must anticommute with
C l�� as does R� The product therefore commutes with the Cli�ord action�
so in the decomposition ������

RE � R �R�
E� �R

�
E�

� � Id �

This allows a supertrace functional to be de�ned on hom�Cl�E� by

����
�� str��A� � tr�R�
EA�� A � hom�Cl�E��

Then

str�A� � tr�REA� � str��� str
��A��� A � �� A�� � � C l� A� � hom�Cl �

In particular Lemma ���� applies to the supertrace on the Cli�ord factor�
as before�
With these minor modi�cations the local index theorem extends to the

case of a graded Hermitian Cli�ord module for an exact b	metric�

Theorem ���
� If P � bg�E is the twisted Dirac Laplacian for an Her�
mitian Cli	ord module with Hermitian Cli	ord connection on a compact
�k�dimensional manifold� with an exact b�metric� then the heat kernel is an
element of the rescaled b�heat calculus� exp��tP � � ���b�G�X�S � E� and
the �bre supertrace satis�es

�����
� str�exp��tP ���t�� � Ev�k
�
det

�
�

� R�i

sinh�R�i�

��
str� exp�

iK �
E

��
�

where KE� is the di	erence in ����
��� the part of the curvature of E com�
muting with the Cli	ord action and the modi�ed supertrace is given by
����
���
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���	� The eta integrand�

Consider the formula �In���� for the eta invariant� It follows from �In����
and the local index formula just discussed that the integral converges ab	
solutely� In fact

������� Tr
�
g��E exp��tg���E�

� � t
�
� C���
�����

This is for the Dirac operator on a compact spin manifold of odd dimension�
assuming of course that it bounds a compact exact b	spin manifold� In fact
������� always holds for the Dirac operator in odd dimensions� Even more
is true and there is an analogue of the local index theorem� due to Patodi
and Gilkey� We shall prove this using a scaling argument given by Bismut
and Freed �����

Theorem ����� If g is the Dirac on an odd�dimensional compact spin
manifold without boundary� Y� then application of the �bre trace to the
restriction to the diagonal gives

������� tr

�
g exp��tg��

�
� t

�
� C���
���� Y � ���

Proof� We shall extend the spinor bundle to a product� so denote the
Dirac operator on Y as g�� As in x���
 and x��� consider X � S�� Y� at
�rst with product metric

g � d�� � h�

where h is the metric on Y� The spin structure on X is discussed in x���
and in particular the Dirac operator takes the form �������
The short	time asymptotics of the integrand for the eta invariant of g�

can be recovered from the heat kernel for g through

�������

tr
�
g� exp��tg���

�
�
p
��t

�i
tr

�
R

�

 i
�i 


��

 �
� 


�
g� exp��tbg�E�

�
�������Y �

�

Here the kernel on the right acts on S��S� and is restricted to the diagonal
in Y � and to any one point � � �� in the diagonal of �S���� From ������ the
square of the Dirac operator on the product is just

������ g
� �

�
D�
� � g

�
�

�
Id� D� �

�

i

�

��
�

The heat kernel is therefore just the product of the heat kernels on S� and
on Y� Since S� is locally di�eomorphic to R the heat kernel on the circle has
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the same short time asymptotics as on the line� so on the diagonal reduces
to �

p
��t up to all orders as t � 
� The matrices in ������� multiply to iR

since R is just Id on the �rst factor of S� and � Id on the second� Thus
������� does indeed hold�
Consider the square of the Dirac operator for the warped product in

������

eg� � ��
D� � F ���

��
� e���g��

�
Id�i	�e��

�

 i
�i 


��

 �
� 


�
g��

Suppose that 	��� depends smoothly on a parameter s then

d

ds
eg� � �F ����D� � F ���� � �D� � F ���� �F ���

� i� �	� � 	� �	�e��Rg� � � �	e���g���

�������

where �F and �	 denote the derivatives with respect to the parameter s� We
can choose 	 � 
 at s � 
 and then ������� reduces to

�������
d

ds
eg��
� � �k � �

i

�
'���D� �D�'���

�
Id�i'���Rg� � �	�g���

where '��� � �	���� at s � 
 and ������ has also been used�
By Duhamel�s principle the derivative of the heat kernel with respect to

the parameter can be written�

�������
d

ds
exp��teg�� � �t Z t

�

exp���t� r�eg��deg�
ds
exp��reg��dr�

Notice that the parity involution R is the volume element� i�e� the product
of Cli�ord multiplication by an oriented orthonormal basis� By ������ this
is independent of 	� and hence the parameter� in the identi�cation of spinor
bundles� Thus the supertrace can be taken in ������� at any point on the
diagonal� Setting s � 
 and using �������
�������

d

ds
str

�
exp��teg���

��������Y ��s��

� ct str

%Z t

�

exp���t � r�g��
deg�
ds
�
� exp��rg��dr

&
��������Y ��s��

�

Here c �� 
 is constant and g� is the square of the product Dirac operator
given in ������� In ������� only the middle term is not a multiple of the
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identity � � � matrix on S� � S�� so it gives the only contribution to the
supertrace in �������� Thus
�������

d

ds
str

�
exp��teg���

��������Y ��s��

� ct str

�Z t

�
exp���t � r�g��'���Rg� exp��rg��dr

�
��������Y ��s��

�

Now we are free to choose ' as a real	valued function on the circle�
Choosing it to be � near some value of � and again recalling the locality of
the short	time asymptotics of the heat kernels� it follows from ������� and
������� that the short	time asymptotics of the eta integrand are a constant
multiple of those of

�����
� t�
�
�
d

ds
str

�
exp��teg���

��������Y ��s��

near a point where ' is constant� The local index theorem applies to the
heat kernel here� so ������� holds with t

�
� replaced by t�

�
� � The leading

term can be computed using the local index formula� ����
��� In this case

only the bA	genus appears� Consider the formula ����� for the curvature
of the warped product� Di�erentiating with respect to s and evaluating at
s � 
 and at a point � � �� near which 	 � � � s�� � ���� all terms vanish�
It follows that the leading term in �����
� vanishes� The trace can only

have odd powers of t
�
� in its expansion� so ������� follows and the theorem

is proved�

Notice that this proof extends to show that ������� holds for the Dirac
operator on any Hermitian Cli�ord bundle with unitary Cli�ord connection�
In fact�

Theorem ����� If gE is the Dirac operator for an Hermitian Cli	ord
bundle with unitary Cli	ord connection on an odd�dimensional exact b�
manifold with boundary� Y� then application of the �bre trace to the re�
striction to the diagonal gives

������� tr

�
gE exp��tg�E �

�
� t

�
� C���
���� Y � ���

Exercise ����� Go through the details of the proof� �Hint� The warped
product is only used to twist the Cli�ord action on the bundle��

���
� The modi�ed eta invariant�

Next consider the dependence of the modi�ed �	invariant� in �In����� on
the parameter s�



���
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Proposition ����� For a generalized Dirac operator� g��E � associated
to an Hermitian Cli	ord module on an odd�dimensional compact manifold
without boundary the modi�ed ��invariant �In���� is C� near any s �
� spec�g��E� with derivative

�������

d

ds
�s�g��E�

� � �p
�

coe	 of t�
�
� in Tr exp��t�g��E � s��� as t � 


and satis�es� for s � � spec�g��E��

�������

�s�g��E� �
�

�

�
lim
���

�s���g��E� � lim
���

�s���g��E�

�
dimnull�g��E � s� �

�

�
lim
���
��s���g��E�� �s���g��E�� �

Proof� From the construction in Chapter � the heat kernel

exp��t�g��E � s���

depends smoothly on s as an element of the heat calculus� for all �nite
times� In particular for any T � 


Tr
�
�g��E � s� exp��t�g��E � s���

� � t�
�
�
nC���
� T � �

�
�Rs��

The derivative of the �nite integral can be computed by di�erentiation
under the integral and by integration by parts in t �

d

ds

TZ
�

t�
�
� Tr

�
�g��E � s� exp��t�g��E � s���

�
dt

�

�Z
�

t�
�
� Tr

��
�� �t�g��E � s��

�
exp��t�g��E � s���

�
dt

� �

�
t
�
� Tr�exp��t�g��E � s���

�T
�

�

If s � � spec�g��E� the trace of this heat kernel converges exponentially
to zero as T � �� This proves �������� Since the right side of �������
is smooth for all s it follows that �s�g��E� is smooth up to any point s �
� spec�g��E� from above and below�
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If s � � spec�g��E� then the smoothness of the integrand remains� but
not the uniform decay at �� The �nite integral is therefore smooth� and
the same integration by parts gives

������

lim
���
��s���g��E�� �s���g��E�� �

lim
���

lim
T��

�Z
T

t�
�
�

�
Tr

�
�g��E � s� exp��t�g��E � r��

��r�s��
r�s��

dt

� lim
���

lim
T��

s��Z
s��

�T
�
� Tr exp��T �g��E � r���dr�

The expansion of the heat kernel at in�nity in ����
�� shows that only the
eigenvalue �s of g��E contributes to this limit� If m is the dimension of

�s as an eigenvalue then changing the variable of integration to �r� s�T
�
�

shows
lim
���
��s���g��E� � �s���g��E�� �

� �m lim
���

lim
T��

T
�
� �Z

�T
�
� �

exp��R��dR�

This gives the second part of ��������
Essentially the same argument shows that if s � � spec�g��E� then

�s�g��E� � lim
���

�s���g��E� � dimnull�g��E � s��

From this the remainder of ������� follows� completing the proof of the
Proposition�

����� Variation of eta�

Although the eta invariant is not a local invariant of the geometry its
variation is local� as long as the dimension of the null space of g does not
vary�

Proposition ���	� Let Y be an odd�dimensional compact spin manifold
and let gs be a ��parameter family of Riemann metrics on Y then� pro�
vided the null space of the Dirac operator gs� de�ned by gs� has constant
dimension ��gs� is a smooth function of s and

�������

d

ds
��gs�

� � �p
�
coe	 of t�

�
� in Tr

�
�gs exp��tg�s�

�
as t � 
�

with �gs the derivative of gs with respect to s�
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Proof� The spinor bundle over Y can be considered to be independent
of the parameter and this allows the heat kernel for g�s to be constructed
uniformly� It is therefore smooth in s as an element of the heat calculus
for all �nite times� Thus

������� ��s� �� T � �

TZ
�

t�
�
� Tr

�
gs exp��tg�s�

�
dt

depends smoothly on s� for any �nite � � 
 and T�
Di�erentiation of ������� gives

�������
d

ds
��s� �� T � �

TZ
�

t�
�
� Tr

�
�gs exp��tg�s� � gs

d

ds
exp��tg�s�

�
dt�

where �gs is the derivative of gs with respect to the parameter� The deriva	
tive of the heat kernel with respect to the parameter can be evaluated from
the identity

������� �
�

�t
� g�s�

d

ds
exp��tg�s� � � �gsgs � gs �gs� exp��tg�s� � 
�

The initial condition is independent of s so� using the heat kernel to solve
������� �i�e� Duhamel�s principle��

�������
d

ds
exp��tg�s� � �

tZ
�

exp���t�r�g�s�
�
�gsgs � gs �gs

�
exp��rg�s�dr�

Inserting this into the second term in ������� and using the trace identity�
the commutativity of functions of gs and integration by parts

�
TZ
�

t�
�
� Tr

	��gs
tZ

�

exp���t � r�g�s�
�
�gsgs � gs �gs

�
exp��rg�s�

�� dr

� ��
TZ
�

t
�
� Tr

�
�gsg

�
s exp��tg�s

�
dt

� �

TZ
�

t
�
� Tr

�
�gs

d

dt
exp��tg�s

�
dt

�
h
�t

�
� Tr

�
�gs exp��tg�s�

�iT
�
�

TZ
�

t�
�
� Tr

�
�gs exp��tg�s�

�
�
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The second term here cancels the �rst term on the right in ������� so

�����
�
d

ds
��s� �� T � �

h
t
�
� Tr

�
�gs exp��tg�s�

�iT
�
�

Let �s be the orthogonal projection onto the null space of gs� The as	
sumption that the dimension is constant as s varies means that �s depends
smoothly on s� Thus� by the self	adjointness of gs� gs�s � �sgs � 
 so

gs � �Id��s�gs�Id��s� ��
�gs � � ��sgs�Id��s� � �Id��s�gs�Id��s�� �Id��s�gs ��s�

Since �Id��s� exp��tg�s� is uniformly exponentially decreasing this shows
that the contribution from the upper limit in �����
� vanishes rapidly as
T ��� Thus ������� holds�

����� Spectral �ow�

To extend Proposition ���� to the general case where the dimension of
the null space may change we consider the notion of the spectral #ow of a
family of �rst order elliptic di�erential operators� including therefore Dirac
operators� The de�nition of spectral #ow applies to general families of self	
adjoint operators and was introduced in this context by Atiyah and Lusztig
see ��
�x���
If As � Di�m�X�E� is a smooth family of self	adjoint elliptic operators

of �xed order� m� on a compact manifold without boundary then the eigen	
values vary continuously in the sense that the sum of the dimensions of the
eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues in any closed interval �a� b� is
constant as long as a and b are not eigenvalues of any element of the family�

Exercise ��
�� Prove this constancy using the resolvent family� the fact
that the residues are the self	adjoint projectors on the eigenspaces and
Cauchy�s formula�

So suppose for the sake of de�niteness that �
� �� �� As � Di���X�E�
is such a smooth family of �rst	order elliptic self	adjoint elliptic operators�
The spectral #ow across a real number t is intended to measure the net
number of eigenvalues which cross t upwards� Thus we certainly want

������� As � t is invertible � s � �
� �� �� SF�As� t� � 
�

More generally let us assume that

������� t � spec�A�� and t � spec�A���
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Since the dependence of the eigenvalues on s may be rather complicated� a
slightly indirect de�nition is needed� based on the expectation of homotopy
invariance� By the discreteness and continuity of the spectrum we can
choose a partition of �
� ��� �xed by endpoints 
 � s� � s� � � � � � sq � �
and associated real numbers ti with t� � tq�� � t and such that

������� ti � spec�As� � s � �si��� si�� i � �� � � � � q�

Then set

������ SF�As� t� �

qX
i��

X
��spec�Asi ���ti�ti��	

sgn�ti�� � ti�m��� si��

Here the convention for sgn r for r � R is that it is ��� 
 or � as r is
negative� 
 or positive�
Naturally it needs to be shown that this de�nition is independent of the

partition used to de�ne it� provided ������� holds� Clearly subdividing the
intervals but keeping the values of the ti the same does not change �������
Thus in comparing ������ for any two partitions it can be assumed that
the intervals are the same� It therefore su�ces to consider the case where
just one of the ti is changed� but then the independence of choice follows
from the continuity of the eigenvalues as described above�
Next consider the dependence of SF�As� t� on t� Clearly if ������� holds

then SF�As� t� is locally constant in the open intervals of Rn �spec�A�� �
spec�A��� on which it is de�ned� On the other hand it follows directly from
the de�nition that if t and t� both satisfy ������� then
�������

SF�Ps� t
�� � SF�Ps� t� � sgn�t� � t�

"# X
��spec�A����t�t�	

�
X

��spec�A����t�t�	

$A �

That is� on crossing an eigenvalue of either A� or A� the spectral #ow
changes by the di�erence of the dimensions of the eigenspaces� In general�
when ������� is not assumed we set

SF�As� t� �
�

�
�dimnull�A� � t�� dimnull�A� � t��

�

qX
i��

X
��spec�Asi ���ti�ti���

sgn�ti�� � ti�m��� si��

�������

Exercise ��
�� Interpret this formula in terms of the incidence function
introduced in ������ and generalize ������� to cover general values of t and
t��



�
 �� Local index theorem

Exercise ��
�� Show that if As is a closed curve of operators� i�e� A� �
A�� then SF�As� � SF�As� t� is independent of t and a homotopy invariant
of the curve�

Proposition ��
�� If gs is� for s � �
� ��� a smooth family of metrics on
a compact odd�dimensional spin manifold without boundary then for the
corresponding family of Dirac operators

�������

��g��� ��g�� �

dimnull�g�� � dimnull�g�� �
�Z

�

F �s�ds � �SF�gs� 
��

where F �s� is the coe�cient of t�
�
� in Tr

�
�gs exp��tg�s�

�
as t � 
�

To prove this result we need to examine the local term a little�

Lemma ��

� Suppose �
� �� �� Dr � Di���X�E� is a family of self�
adjoint elliptic operators on a compact odd�dimensional manifold without
boundary� then � � Fds� Gdr� is a smooth closed ��form on R� �
� �� if

������� F �s� r� is the coe	 of t�
�
� in Tr

�
�gs exp��t�gs � r���

�
as t � 


and

������� G�s� r� is the coe	 of t�
�
� in Tr

�
exp��t�gs � r���

�
as t � 
�

Proof� Consider the derivative of F with respect to r� The smoothness of
the heat kernel in parameters means that �F�r is the coe�cient of t

�
� at

t � 
 in the expansion of

����
� ��Tr
�
�gs�gs � r� exp��t�gs � r���

�
�

Similarly the derivative of G with respect to s can be computed using
Duhamel�s principle� as in �������� and it also reduces to ����
��

Proof of Proposition ��
�� Consider the somewhat more general for	
mula for an elliptic family depending on s � �a� b� and the modi�ed eta
invariants�
������

�r�gb�� �r�ga� �

dimnull�gb � r�� dimnull�ga � r� �

bZ
a

F �s� r�ds� �SF�gs � r� 
��



����� The circle ��

where now F is given by �������� This reduces to ������� when r � 
� In
fact if ������ is proved for a particular family for any one value of r it holds
for all other values of r for that family� This follows from Proposition �����
Lemma �� and the properties already established of the spectral #ow�
Moreover ������ also follows if it holds for each interval of a partition of
�a� b�� Since there is always such a partition in which gs � r is invertible
on each subinterval� for a �xed r depending on the subinterval� it su�ces
to prove it under this assumption� In this case the two null spaces on the
right are trivial� as is the spectral #ow� and the formula then follows from
the proof of Proposition �����

Exercise ��
�� Using Exercise ��� and the fact that the space of met	
rics on any compact manifold without boundary is simply connected �it is
a�ne� show that the total spectral #ow of the family of Dirac operators
corresponding to a closed curve of metrics� on a compact odd	dimensional
spin manifold without boundary� is trivial� See how this arises from the for	
mula ������� by using Proposition ���� and a generalization of Lemma ��
to a general family depending on two parameters�

����� The circle�

Using the properties of the modi�ed eta invariant we will evaluate it for
D� on the circle�

Proposition ��
�� For D� � �idd� on the circle the modi�ed eta
invariant is
������

�s�D�� � �
�p
�s � j�s�

�
�

j��s� � �j�s�� j�s� �

�
s s �Z
�
� �maxfj �Z� j � sg s � �
��� nN�

Proof� FromProposition ����� �s�D�� is smooth except for integral jumps
at the points s �Z�The short	time asymptotics of the heat kernel onS� are
the same as those of the heat kernel onR� since they are locally determined�
Thus the derivative of �s�D�� can be evaluated� using �������� from the heat
kernel of Dx � s on R� Since Dxe

ixsu�x� � eixs�Dx � s�u this kernel is

exp��t�Dx � s��� �
�p
��t

exp�
�x� x���

t
� i�x� x��s��

Thus away from the integers

������
d

ds
�s�D�� �

�p
�

��Z
�

�p
��

d� � �
p
��
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This leads to ������ once it is shown for one value of s�
The Fourier series representation of the heat kernel of D�

exp��tD�
�� �

�

��

X
k�Z

e�tk
�

exp�ik�� � ����

shows that in t � 


trD� exp��tD�
�� �

�

��

X
k ���

ke�tk
�

� 
�

Thus ��D�� � ���D�� � 
� This completes the proof of Proposition ����

Exercise ��
�� Evaluate the modi�ed eta invariant of D� directly using
Fourier series to construct the heat kernel of D� � s on the circle�



Chapter �� Proof revisited and applications

In this �nal chapter the various threads examined in the preceding chap	
ters are pulled together to fully justify the proof outlined in the Intro	
duction� Then the original application of the APS to the signature of a
compact manifold with boundary is described� Some other applications
of the description of b	geometry and analysis are made� in particular it is
shown how the eta invariant and the analytic torsion can be de�ned on
manifolds with exact b	metrics� under appropriate conditions�

���� The APS theorem�

The discussion of the APS theorem in the Introduction is limited to the
twisted Dirac operators on exact b	spin manifolds� In fact the theorem
extends readily to the generalized Dirac operators de�ned in x����� In
the boundaryless case� for the Atiyah	Singer theorem� this extension is
emphasized in ��
�� It is in this more general context that the proof in the
Introduction will be reviewed�
Let X be a compact even	dimensional manifold with boundary� equipped

with an exact b	metric as de�ned in x���� Let E � E� � E� be a
graded Hermitian Cli�ord module on X with a graded unitary Cli�ord
b	connection� these notions are de�ned in Chapter �� Thus E is an Her	
mitian vector bundle over X with a �non	trivial� �brewise action of the
Cli�ord algebra of the b	metric such that Cl�x �X� preserves the spaces E

�
x

while Cl�x �X� interchanges them� That the connection is Cli�ord is the
condition ������� De�nition ��� �xes the generalized Dirac operator

gE � Di��b�X�E�

associated to this geometric data�
The symbol of such a b	di�erential operator is de�ned in ������ and in

this case

b���gE���� � cl��� � hom�Ex� � � � bT �xX� x � X�

For � �� 
 this is an isomorphism �since cl���� � j�j� Id� so gE is elliptic� It
is formally self	adjoint and graded

gE �

�

 g

�
E

g
�
E 


�
� E � E� � E��

see Lemma �����
The b	metric �xes the choice of a trivialization of the normal bundle to

each component of the boundary of X� up to a global R�	action �for each

���
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component the same constant on each �bre�� as discussed in x���� Thus
the indicial operator of gE � given by ���
�� in local coordinates� which is
in general an operator on the compacti�ed normal bundle to �X� becomes
a well	de�ned operator on �
�����X on sections of E�
X � As in x���� set

E� � E�
�
X

with the identi�cation denoted M� � E
�
�
X �� E��

Since T ��X � bT �
XX� Cli�ord multiplication by elements of T ��X is
de�ned on E�
X � Cli�ord multiplication by the metrically de�ned section�
dxx� of bT �
XX is a self	adjoint involution on E�
X so

cl
��� � i cl�
dx

x
� cl��� � E� �� E��

This de�nes a Cli�ord module structure on E� for the induced metric on
�X since dxx is orthogonal to T ��X� so for �� �� � T �p �X

cl
��� cl
��
�� � cl
��

�� cl
��� � � cl�dx
x
� cl��� cl�

dx

x
� cl����

� cl�dx
x
� cl���� cl�

dx

x
� cl��� � �h�� ��i�

The induced connection on E� is a Cli�ord connection for this action
�since dxx is covariant constant�� let g��E be the induced generalized Dirac
operator on the boundary� acting on E�� Let M� � E

�
�
X �� E� be de�ned

by M� � M� � cl�idxx � and consider the unitary isomorphism

����� M�� � E��E� � �u� v� ���M��
� u�M��

� v � u� i cl�
dx

x
�v � E�
X �

Then

Mi cl�
dx

x
�I�gE �M

�� �

�
� 


 ��

�
x
�

�x
� g��E Id �

Correspondingly the indicial family of the Dirac operator satis�es

Mi cl�
dx

x
�I��gE � ��M

�� �

�
g��E � i� 



 g��E � i�

�
which is just �In�����
Since g��E is self	adjoint the only singular points for the inverse of the

indicial family are pure imaginary�

specb�gE� � f��is� 
�� s � spec�g��E�g �



	��� The APS theorem ��

In particular Theorem ��
� or rather its extension to operators on bundles�
shows that

����� gE � x
sHm

b �X�E� �� xsHm��
b �X�E�

is Fredholm if and only if s � � spec�g��E�� For the partial Dirac operators
it follows similarly that

�����
g
�
E � x

sHm
b �X�E

�� �� xsHm��
b �X�E��

is Fredholm i� s �  spec�g��E�

for the respective signs� When it is Fredholm the index of the operator

g
�
E in ����� is denoted inds�g

�
E�� The index function

finds�g�E �� de�ned by
�In��
�� extends this to all s � R�
Consider next the curvature ofE� It is shown in ����
�� that the curvature

operator decomposes�

KE �
�


cl�R��K�

E �

where K�
E is a �	form on X with values in the homomorphisms of E com	

muting with the Cli�ord action� Correspondingly the Atiyah	Singer inte	
grand becomes�

���� AS �
�

���i�k
EvdimX

�
det

�
� �

R�

sinh�R��
� � str� exp�K�

E�

�
�

Thus AS is a smooth b	form of maximal degree on X� The eta invariant of
g��E is discussed in x�����
With these preliminaries the Atiyah	Patodi	Singer index theorem can

now be stated in this more general context�

Theorem 	��� 
APS� If g�E is the Dirac operator on a compact mani�
fold with boundary with exact b�metric �xed by a graded unitary Cli	ord
module� E� with graded Hermitian Cli	ord b�connection then

����� find�g�E� � 
Z
X

AS��
�
��g��E��

where AS is given by ����� the regularized integral 
with respect to the
metric trivialization of the normal bundle� of a b�form is de�ned in ������
and ��g��E� is de�ned in x�����
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Proof� We shall give two slightly di�erent forms of the proof� In the �rst
we extend ����� to

����� finds�g�E� � 
Z
X

AS�s� � �
�
�s�g��E� � s � R�

where finds�g�E� is de�ned above� �s�g��E� is de�ned in x���� �as a regu	
larized integral� and the generalized Atiyah	Singer integrand is �xed by
�In����� For the proof that �In���� is meaningful see Chapter ��

The dependence of finds�g�E� on the parameter is discussed x���� see The	
orem ���� Similarly the dependence of �s�g��E� on the parameter is con	
sidered in x����� see in particular Proposition ����� These two results show
that the sum finds�g�E � � �

��s�g��E�� is independent of s� Thus it su�ces

to prove ����� for the dense set of values of s for which g�E is Fredholm in
������
Now we proceed to follow the proof outlined in the Introduction� start	

ing with x� The properties of the heat kernels for g�Eg�E and g�Eg�E are
discussed in Chapter �� In particular Theorem ���� applies to both op	
erators� so �In���� and �In���� follow� The identity �In���� is discussed in
Proposition ���
� The b	trace is de�ned and analyzed in x��
� with �In����
shown in Proposition ���� This justi�es the identity �In��� and hence also
�In���� and �In����� Note that the limit as t � 
 in �In���� is regularized�
This completes the proof of the formula ����� for these generalized Dirac
operators�
In the particular case s � 
 the Atiyah	Singer integrand reduces to ����

and the integral in t de�ning the eta invariant converges absolutely� This
completes the �rst proof of ������ and hence of the theorem� In particular
�In��� holds for twisted Dirac operators�

Alternatively ����� can be proved directly by the same formalism� Of
course if s � 
 happens to be a Fredholm value then the discussion above
leads directly to ������ If it is not Fredholm then the proof in the Introduc	
tion can still be used� except that �In��
� is not valid� since the spectrum
of g�E is not discrete near 
� However this limit is examined in x���� see
�������� This shows that �In��
� is replaced by

�����

lim
t��

b	Tr� exp��tg�Eg�E� �
�

�
lim
���

�
null�g�E ���� � null�g�E � ��

�
lim
t��

b	Tr� exp��tg�Eg�E� �
�

�
lim
���

�
null�g�E ���� � null�g�E � ��

�
�

where the null�g�E � r� are the null spaces on the weighted Sobolev spaces

xrH�
b �X�E

��� The de�nition of find� then means that �In���� is replaced
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by

����� lim
t��

Tr�exp��tg�Eg�E�� exp��tg�Eg�E �� � find��g�E��
With this modi�cation the proof proceeds as in the Fredholm case�
The advantage of this second� direct� proof in the non	Fredholm case is

that it extends more readily� the disadvantage is that a more detailed study
of the resolvent and spectral measure is required�
Notice that if the original connection on the Cli�ord bundle is a true

connection� rather than just a b	connection� then the form AS is a C� form
in the usual sense and ����� becomes a true� unregularized integral� ThebA part comes from the curvature of the exact b	metric� so it is always a
smooth form by Proposition �����
Using the variation formula for the eta invariant proved in x���� the

general APS formula ����� can be cast in the more explicit form�

����� finds�g�E� � 
Z
X

AS��
�
��g��E�� eN �g��E� s� � s � R�

where the counting function� eN �g��E� s�� is de�ned in �In�����
���� Euler characteristic�

One of the main direct achievements� and indeed motivations� of the
papers ��� 	 ��
� was the application of the index theorem to give an analytic
formula for the signature �and twisted generalizations of it� of a compact
Riemann manifold with boundary� This is discussed in the next section�
The signature formula is closely related to the Gauss	Bonnet formula for
the Euler characteristic of the manifold� As noted in ��� the Gauss	Bonnet
formula can� and indeed will� be proved in this way� even though it is in
reality much more elementary �see for example ����� since the global �eta�
term vanishes�
For any �nite dimensional complex



d�� V � d�� V � d�� � � � d�� V p d�� 
� d� � 


the Euler characteristic is

��V� d� �

pX
j��

����j dimV j �

The cohomology spaces of the complex areHk � fu � V k� du � 
gfdv� v �
V k��g and

��V� d� �

pX
j��

����j dimHj�
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This applies in particular to the cohomology arising from a simplicial de	
composition of the manifold� Thus� by the de Rham theorem� for a compact
manifold without boundary the Euler characteristic is

��X� �

pX
j��

����j dimHj�X��

The operator d � �� of which the Laplacian is the square� changes the
parity of di�erential forms so de�nes

����
� D � C��X��evn� �� C��X��odd�� Du � �d� ��u�

This di�erential operator is elliptic� has null space Hevn
Ho �X� and its adjoint�

D� � C��X��odd� �� C��X��evn�� D�	 � �d� ��	

has null space Hodd
Ho �X�� so

ind�D� � dimHevn
Ho �X� � dimHodd

Ho �X� � ��X��

The Atiyah	Singer index theorem asserts that this index is given by inte	
gration of a local di�erential expression over the manifold� and the resulting
formula is the �generalized� Gauss	Bonnet formula of Chern� Namely

������ ind�D� � ��X� �

Z
X

e�

where e is the Euler density of the Riemann manifold�

������ e�x� � Pf�Rx��

To prove ������ and ������ observe that ���X� � �evn�X���odd�X� is a
graded Hermitian Cli�ord module where the involution is given by ����
��
The bundle is Hermitian and the Levi	Civita connection is certainly graded�
unitary and Cli�ord for the Cli�ord action given by ������� The associated
Dirac operator is de�ned by �������

gGB � d� ��

Indeed this follows from the formula ������ for d and the corresponding
formula for �� Thus Theorem ��� applies� with �X � ��



	��� Euler characteristic ��

The Gauss	Bonnet formula� ������ and ������� on a compact manifold
without boundary will be deduced from the corresponding result for a man	
ifold with boundary� For the moment note that

��M � � 
 if M is odd	dimensional�

This is a direct consequence of Poincar&e duality which shows that

dimHk�M � � dimHn�k�M �� n � dimM�

Passing to the case where M has boundary there are two �obvious� co	
homology theories for which the Euler characteristic can be computed�
namely the absolute and relative cohomologies of the manifold� These lead
to the same Euler characteristic in even dimensions� although not for odd
dimensions� In fact the index function for the operator D in ����
� has the
expected behaviour of the Euler characteristic�

Lemma 	��� If X is a compact manifold with an exact b�metric then

gGB � Di��b�X� b�evn� b�odd� is elliptic with find��gGB� � 
 if dimX is odd
and if dimX is even

������

find��gGB� �

Z
X

Pf�R�

�
dimXX
j��

����j dimHj
abs�X� �

dimXX
j��

����j dimHj
rel�X��

Proof� The discussion above of the formal properties of gGB on a compact
manifold without boundary carries over to the case of an exact b	metric on
a compact manifold with boundary� Thus the b	form bundle is a graded
Hermitian Cli�ord module and has a true connection which is unitary and
Cli�ord� Thus Theorem ��� does indeed apply�
Consider the decomposition of b�evn over the boundary of X� Using the

metric b	conormal dxx� it splits as an orthogonal direct sum�

b�evn

X �X� � �evn��X� � �odd��X� � dx

x
�

The map ����� becomes�

�����
M �

�
�evn�X � �odd�X

�� � ���� ��� ���� ���� ���
�� � � dx

x
� i�� � dx

x
� i���
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This gives

������
cl
���M ���� ��� ���� ����

� �i cl����� � i cl����� � dx

x
� cl���� � cl���� � dx

x
�

where on the right cl��� is the standard Cli�ord action on the boundary�
Applying the inverse of ����� to ������ and inserting the result in �����
shows that the Cli�ord module on the boundary is just ����X� and the
induced Cli�ord multiplication of T ��X on it is just the standard one
�meaning ������� for a manifold without boundary�
In particular the boundary operator of gGB is just d� � for the induced

metric on the boundary� but acting on all forms� On the boundary d � �
interchanges even and odd forms and hence is o�	diagonal with respect to
the decomposition

����X� � �evn��X� � �odd��X��

Since �d � ��� � � is diagonal for this decomposition it follows that the
integrand� even at the level of the pointwise trace� of the eta invariant with
parameter s � 
 vanishes identically� Thus ��d� �� � 
�
To prove ������ it only remains to evaluate the Atiyah	Singer integrand

in this case� This follows directly from Theorem ��� once the induced
supertrace and curvature are examined� Cli�ord multiplication� ������� on
���X� can be modi�ed into a right Cli�ord action� Thus consider

������ clr��� � �ext��� � int����R� � �
�V �� ��V

with the involution given by ����
�� This is easily seen to extend to an
action of the Cli�ord algebra since

clr��� clr��� � clr��� clr��� � 
 if � ! �

clr���� � �j�j��
Moreover the action ������ commutes with the action �������
Thus for the exterior algebra the decomposition ������ becomes

������ hom���� � C l�X� � C l�X�� dimX even

with the right factor acting through ������� The decomposition for the cur	
vature of a tensor product therefore applies and the curvature of hom����
decomposes according to ����
�� as

K�� �V�W � �
�


cl�R�V�W �� �

�


clr�R�V�W ���
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Consider the product of left and right Cli�ord multiplication by the vol	
ume form� A simple computation shows that

cl�	�� � � � cl�	N � � clr�	�� � � �clr�	N � � R��

That is� the involution induced on the Cli�ord bundle is just the usual one�
Thus in ����
�� the induced supertrace is just the supertrace on the Cli�ord
bundle to which Lemma ���� applies� so

str�
�
exp�

�

�
clr�R��

�
� Pf�R��

where by de�nition the Pfa�an is just the term homogeneous of degree
�
� dimX in the exponential� Finally then ������ follows from ���� since the
second factor is already of maximal form degree� so the constant term is

the only contribution of the bA	genus in this case�
��	� Signature formula�

Now the signature formula of ��� can be discussed� This generalizes Hirze	
bruch�s formula in the case of a compact manifold without boundary� which
is described brie#y �rst�
Let X be a compact Riemann manifold �for the moment without bound	

ary� which is oriented and of even dimension� �k� The Hodge cohomology
in the middle dimension has on it a bilinear form�

������ Hk
Ho�X� �Hk

Ho�X� � �	� �� �� B�	� �� � 	 � ���

where � is the oriented volume class of the manifold� � �  �� In case k is
odd this is an antisymmetric bilinear form� if k is even it is symmetric� The
signature of the manifold� sign�X�� is the signature of this bilinear form� by
de�nition zero if k is odd and otherwise the di�erence of the dimensions of
the maximal subspaces on which it is positive and negative� The involution
� � ip�p����k on p	forms� introduced in x����� restricts to �k�X� to be  
if k is even� Thus ������ becomes

B�	� �� � h	� ��i� dimX � l� l � N�

with � symmetric and �� � Id �Thus the signature ofX is just the signature
of � on the middle dimensional cohomology when X � l and B is non	
degenerate in this case�
In general � gives the exterior algebra ��X a Z�	grading and Cli�ord

multiplication on ��X is graded in this sense� i�e�

cl���� � �� cl����
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Furthermore � is� as a tensor� covariant constant� and since d � � is the
Dirac operator for this Cli�ord connection it also anticommutes with ��
Let E� � ��X be the subbundles spanned by the eigenspaces of � with
eigenvalues ��� The signature operator of X is the positive Dirac operator
for the Z�	grading and the Levi	Civita connection�

g
�
sign � Di���X�E�� E���

Hirzebruch�s theorem is�

Proposition 	��� The signature of an oriented l�dimensional compact
manifold without boundary is equal to the index of the signature operator
and given by the formula

sign�X� � ind�g�sign� �

Z
X

Ev�l L�X��

where L�X� is Hirzebruch�s L�polynomial in the Pontrjagin forms of X� it
is given explicitly in terms of the Riemann curvature by ����
���

The extension to compact manifolds with exact b	metrics is now quite
straightforward and Proposition ��� will be deduced as a special case of
it� The discussion above applies to the case of an exact b	metric to show
that the bilinear form ������ gives� in case dimX � l� a non	degenerate
symmetric bilinear form

H�l
b�Ho�X� �H�l

b�Ho�X� � �	� �� ��� B�	� �� � h	� ��i�

The symmetry follows from the fact that � �  on �l	forms and the non	
degeneracy from the invertibilty of �� The signature of the manifold is then
the signature of this symmetric bilinear form�
Let B be the operator on even forms on �X given by

Bevn � ����l�j �d  �  d� on ��p��X��

The eta invariant ��Bevn� is de�ned in x����� The signature theorem of
Atiyah� Patodi and Singer is�

Theorem 	�
� The signature of an oriented l�dimensional compactman�
ifold with boundary is

������ sign�X� � find��g�sign� � Z
X

L�l�X� � ��Bevn��

where L�l is given explicitly in terms of the Riemann curvature by ����
���
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Proof� From the discussion above� the APS theorem does apply to the
signature operator of any exact b	metric� In particular ����� gives the for	
mula for the index function� To prove ������ it remains to show that the
�rst equality holds� to show that the Atiyah	Singer integrand in ����� re	
duces to the �rst term on the right in ������ and to relate the boundary
operator of the signature operator to d� � on the boundary�
First consider the Atiyah	Singer integrand� As already noted the part

of the curvature operator on ���X� which commutes with the left Cli�ord
action is given in terms of right Cli�ord action and any orthonormal frame
by

����
� Ksign �
�



X
ij

Rij clr�	
i� clr�	j��

In this case the involution Rsign acts trivially on the right factor in �������
so

str��A� � tr�A�� A � hom�Cl����X���
Of course the curvature takes values in the �	forms but� as in the discussion
of Mehler�s formula� it su�ces to consider the case of an antisymmetric real
matrix in ����
��
In fact for any such matrix Sij

������ tr exp
�X
ij

Sij clr�	
i� clr�	j�

�
� kdet

�
�

�
cosh��S�

�
�

On the left the operator acts on ���R�k� and on the right S is simply
a matrix� i�e� acts on R�k� Since S is real and antisymmetric it has two	
dimensional invariant subspaces� the sums of eigenspaces with eigenvalue
it and �it� which are orthogonal� Thus by an orthogonal transformation
of R�k the matrix S can be reduced to � � � block	diagonal form� Both
sides of ������ are invariant under such a transformation� Thus it can be
assumed that the invariant subspaces are spanned by 	�p�� and 	�p for
p � �� � � � � k� Consider the decomposition of ���R�k� arising from splitting
o� the �rst eigenspace R�k � R��R�k��� Then

������
���R�k� � �

���R�k���
��

u � u� � 	� � u� � 	� � u � 	� � 	� � u��

The �rst �� � block is of the form�

 t
�t 


�
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corresponding to the eigenvalues �it of S� Moreover
�kX
ij��

Sij clr�	
i� clr�	j�

�
� t

�
clr�	�� clr�	��� clr�	�� clr�	���� �k��X

ij��

Sij clr�	
i� clr�	j�

�
�

The two terms on the right commute� so the exponential becomes
������

exp

�� �kX
ij��

Sij clr�	
i� clr�	j�

���
� exp

�
t
�
clr�	�� clr�	�� � clr�	�� clr�	���� exp

���k��X
ij��

Sij clr�	
i� clr�	j�

��� �

The second factor here preserves each of the four spaces in ������� Moreover
clr�	�� clr�	��� clr�	�� clr�	�� is o�	diagonal and has square � Id� so the
diagonal part of the �rst exponential on each of the four components on
the right in ������ is �� t��$ � ��t�$ � � �� cos��t� Id � The trace of the
composite is therefore

 cos��t� tr exp

���k��X
ij��

Sij clr�	
i� clr�	j�

��� �

Proceeding inductively it follows that

����� tr exp

�� �kX
ij��

Sij clr�	
i� clr�	j�

��� � k kY
j��

cos�tj��

where �itj are the eigenvalues of S� Since the eigenvalues of cosh��S� are
cosh���it� � cos��tj� with multiplicity � it follows that the right side of
����� reduces to kdet

�
� cosh��S� and this proves �������

Applying ������ to the integrand in ���� gives

str� exp�K �
sign� � 

kdet
�
�

�
cosh�R��

�
�

Combining this with the formula for the bA	genus shows that the integrand
���� becomes in this case

L�k�X� � det
�
�

� R�i

tanhR�i

�
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which is the L	genus of Hirzebruch� This identi�es the �rst term on the
right in �������
Next consider the index of the signature operator� If the null space of

g
�
sign on x�H�

b �X��
��� i�e� the part of the null space of d � � which is in

the �� eigenspace of �� is denoted null��g
�
sign� and similarly for null��g

�
sign�

then by de�nition

������ find��g�sign� � ��� dimnull��g�sign�� dimnull���g�sign�
� dimnull���g

�
sign� � dimnull��g�sign�

�
for any � � 
 small enough� The space null��gsign� is the image of the
relative in the absolute cohomology �see Proposition ����� The involution
� maps this space into itself and as in the boundaryless case discussed above
it follows that

sign�X� � dimnull��g
�
sign� � dimnull��g�sign��

Thus the �rst inequality in ������ follows from ������ provided
������
dimnull���g

�
sign�� dimnull��g�sign� � dimnull���g�sign�� dimnull��g�sign��

To see this� recall Proposition ����� and in particular ����
�� Now

null���d� �� � null���g
�
sign� � null���g�sign�

null��d� �� � null��g
�
sign� � null��g�sign�

and the quotient of these two spaces is identi�ed by BD with a subspace of

������ H�
Ho��X� �H�

Ho��X��

Namely the subspace of those �u� v� such that there exists some element
w � null���gsign� with

w � u�
dx

x
� v

at �X �see �������� Thus � induces an involution� � �� on the image� It is
just

������ � ��u� v� � i��Rv� �Ru��

as a short calculation shows� Since� from Proposition ����� the subspace of
������ splits it follows from ������ that the �� eigenspaces of � � acting on
it have equal dimension� i�e� ������ holds�
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Finally it remains to identify the �	invariant term in ������ Consider
the generalized Dirac operator on the boundary induced by the signature
operator g�sign� This is just the boundary operator of g

�
sign composed with

Cli�ord multiplication by idxx� The boundary operator of d � � can be
computed from ����� and the normalizing factors M� show that the �	
invariant of the induced generalized Dirac operator is just twice that of
d� � on the boundary� This completes the proof of Theorem ���

��
� Flat coe�cient bundles�

One furhter generalization of the signature theorem� of considerable ge	
ometric interest� arises from the introduction of a #at coe�cient bundle�
This makes essentially no di�erence to the analytic structure of the prob	
lem� Over a manifold a connection on a vector bundle is said to be #at if its
curvature operator vanishes identically� The analogy with the Riemannian
case� in Theorem ����� easily leads to the conclusion that near every point a
#at bundle has a trivialization in which the connection becomes the trivial
connection�

Lemma 	��� If E is an Hermitian bundle with �at unitary connection
over X then each point p � X has a neighbourhood U �p� over which E has
a trivialization

������

E�U�p� �� C
r � U �p��

e � C��U �p��E� ��� �e�� � � � � er� � C��U �p��
��rV e ��� �V e�� � � � � V er��

Exercise 	��� To prove this lemma it su�ces to introduce local coordi	
nates in which p is the origin and take a local frame of E which is covariant
constant with respect to the radial vector �eld R� Such a local frame is
�xed by its value at p� Since the connection is unitary it is orthonormal
near p if it is orthonormal at p� The linear vector �elds commute with R�
so the frame is covariant constant with respect to these vector �elds too�
Near �but not at� p the coordinate vector �elds are in the span of the linear
ones� so the frame is covariant constant and hence ������ holds�

Let �t� be a continuous one	parameter family of curves� i�e� a continuous
map �
� ��t��
� ��s ��� �t�s� � X with �t�
� � p and �t��� � q independent
of t� The #atness of the bundle means that transporting a basis from p along
�t to its endpoint� q� gives a result which is independent of t� If p � q� so
the curves are closed� this gives a map

����
� ���X� �� hom�Ep��

where ���X� is the �pointed� fundamental group of X� the group of ho	
motopy classes of closed curves in X with endpoint p� Clearly ����
� is a
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representation of ���X�� If E is Hermitian� with unitary connection� then
the representation is unitary� If two bundles with #at connections are
identi�ed when they are isomorphic with a #at isomorphism �i�e� one that
intertwines the connections� then the representation ����
� is �xed up to
�unitary� equivalence� Conversely any unitary representation of the funda	
mental group generates an Hermitian bundle with #at unitary connection�
In the case of a manifold with boundary the same results hold� provided

the connections are required to be true connections� The fundamental
group of the boundary maps into the fundamental group of the manifold

������ ����X� ��� ���X�

if the base point is chosen on the boundary� Notice that ������ need not be
injective� The restriction of a #at bundle to the boundary corresponds to
the pull	back of the �unitary� representation under �������
If E is a #at bundle then the exterior di�erential can be de�ned on

���X��E by reference to any locally covariant constant frame� This leads
to twisted versions of both the de Rham and the signature complexes� In
particular there is a well	de�ned twisted Laplacian on ���X� � E if E is
#at� The representation corresponding to E is said to be acyclic if this
Laplacian is invertible� i�e� has no null space�

Exercise 	��� Show that on a compact manifold with boundary the
Laplacian associated to an exact b	metric twisted by a #at coe�cient bundle
is Fredholm as a map from H�

b �X��
� �E� to L��X��� �E� if and only if

the induced representation on the boundary is acyclic�

Exercise 	��� State and prove the twisted signature theorem for a com	
pact manifold with boundary �see �����

Exercise 	�	� Recall that a connection on a bundle E over compact
manifoldwith boundary induces a b	connection on the weighted bundle xzE
de�ned in Lemma ���� Show that any bundle� over a compact manifoldwith
boundary� with a #at b	connection �one for which the curvature operator
vanishes� is locally isomorphic� with its connection� near each boundary
point to xaC r for some multiweight a with its b	connection� Extend the
signature theorem to this case�

���� Zeta function�

As an indication of the degree to which most of the usual notions from
compact Riemann manifolds can be extended to exact b	metrics the zeta
function of a non	negative Fredholm elliptic self	adjoint b	di�erential oper	
ator with symbol given by such a metric will be de�ned� This will be used
in the next section to discuss the Ray	Singer analytic torsion associated to
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any unitary representation of the fundamental group of such a manifold�
Although no major results are proved here the existence of these invariants
suggests a variety of interesting questions�
First consider the b	zeta function� which was introduced by Piazza ����

We shall only consider the �geometric case� of a non	negative second order
di�erential operator with diagonal principal symbol acting on sections of
some vector bundle �in ���� Piazza considers the b	zeta function for b	
pseudodi�erential operators�� If �X � � then the spectrum of P is discrete
and of �nite multiplicity� For Re s �� 
 the zeta function is usually de�ned
by

������ ��P� s� �
X

fj��j ���g

��sj �

where the �j are the eigenvalues of P repeated according to their ��nite�
multiplicity� The convergence of the series in ������� for Re s � �

� dimX�
follows from the asymptotic properties of the eigenvalues� see for example
����
Since the heat kernel for P � Di��b�X�E� has already been extensively

discussed it is convenient to express the zeta function in these terms� avoid	
ing such convergence questions

Exercise 	���� Deduce a bound on the growth rate of the eigenvalues�
from the properties of the heat kernel already established� which is good
enough to demonstrate the convergence of ������ in Re s � �

� dimX�

If �� is the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace associated to � �
spec�P � then the heat kernel can be written

exp��tP � � �� �
X

� ����spec�P �

e�t����

Thus all terms� except the �rst� are exponentially decreasing� Since the
trace of �� is the dimension of the associate eigenspace� at least formally�

������ ��P� s� �
�

%�s�

�Z
�

tsTr exp��tP �dt
t
�

Here %�s� is the gamma function

%�s� �

�Z
�

tse�t
dt

t
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and P is P with its null space removed� i�e� ������ should really be

����� ��P� s� �
�

%�s�

�Z
�

tsTr
�
exp��tP ���

� dt
t
� �� � Id����

In this form the properties of the zeta function can be analyzed directly
�following� at least in general terms� the ideas of Seeley ������

Lemma 	���� If P � Di���X�E� is an elliptic� non�negative� self�adjoint
operator with diagonal principal symbol on a compact manifold X� with
�X � �� the zeta function� de�ned by ������ is meromorphic as a function
of s � C with only simple poles at the points �

� dimX� � � � � � if dimX is

even and at �
� dimX� � � � � �� and ��

� �N� if dimX is odd�

Proof� This follows from the properties of the trace of the heat kernel�
In particular Lemma ���� shows that the integral

�Z
�

tsTr exp��tP �dt
t

extends to a meromorphic function of s� with poles only at the points
s � �

�n � j� since exp��tP � � ���H�evn�X�E�� The inverse of the Gamma
function� �%�s�� has zeros at s � �N�� So in case n is even the zeta function
itself only has poles at s � �

�
n� �

�
n� �� � � � � �� On the other hand if n is odd

there is no such cancellation�

The value of the zeta function at s � 
 is of rather special interest since�
as can be seen from ������� ��rP� s� � r�s��P� s�� so ��rP� 
� � ��P� 
� for
any constant r � 
� In fact the simple pole of the gamma function at 

means that

������ ��P� 
� �

�
a� � dimnull�P � dimX even

� dimnull�P � dimX odd�

where a� is the coe�cient of t
� in the expansion of Tr exp��tP � as t � 


�which vanishes in case dimX is odd��
Formally the derivative of ������� with respect to s� evaluated at s � 
 is

the �non	convergent� sum � P
�j ���

log�j � This makes it reasonable to de�ne

the determinant of the operator P by

det�P � � exp �����P� 
��
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which makes sense by Lemma ����� Again one can easily see that under
multiplication by a positive constant the determinant is transformed to

������ det�rP � � r�P��� det�P ��

Of course this is not the usual transformation law for a determinant� but
shows that the dimension of the space has been �renormalized� to ��P� 
��
Now consider how these elementary considerations can be extended to the

case of a compact manifold with boundary� Suppose that P � Di��b�X�E�
is elliptic� self	adjoint� non	negative� has diagonal principal symbol corre	
sponding to an exact b	metric and indicial family of the form�

������ I��P� �� � �� � P
�

Chapter � gives a rather complete description of the heat kernel of P� Of
course it is not trace class but the trace functional in ������ can be replaced
by the b	trace functional� with respect to the trivialization of the normal
bundle to the boundary given by the exact b	metric� Adding to ������ the
condition

������ P
 is invertible

means that the spectrum of P is discrete near 
 with �nite multiplicity
and that b	Tr��exp��tP �� � dimnull�P � � e�t� with e�t� exponentially
decreasing as t��� The direct extension of �������

b��P� s� �
�

%�s�

�Z
�

ts b	Tr� exp��tP �dt
t

therefore behaves essentially as before�

Lemma 	���� If P � Di��b�X�E� is elliptic� self�adjoint� non�negative� has
diagonal principal symbol corresponding to an exact b�metric on a compact
manifoldwith boundary and has indicial family of the form ������ satisfying
������ holds then the conclusions of Lemma ����� ������ and ������ apply
to b��P� s��

Ignoring the proof for the moment� consider what happens if ������ does
not hold� One then has to be a little more careful in de�ning the b	zeta
function since the operator P has continuous spectrum down to 
� There
is another way of looking at the removal of the zero eigenvalue in ������
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which leads directly to a suitable extension� Namely� choosing any D � 
�
two �half zeta functions� can be de�ned by

b���P� s� �
�

%�s�

DZ
�

ts b	Tr� exp��tP �dt
t
� Re s �

�

�
dimX������

b���P� s� �
�

%�s�

�Z
D

ts b	Tr� exp��tP �dt
t
� Re s � 
����
�

As already noted� in case ������ holds �or �X � ��� the trace of the heat
kernel is� near t � �� the sum of a constant �equal to the dimension of
the null space� plus an exponentially decreasing term� Thus not only do
������ and ���
� make sense but the resulting functions both extend to be
meromorphic in s � C and
����� b��P� s� � b���P� s� �

b���P� s��

To see this simply note that ifP is replaced by P in ���
� the resulting func	
tion� b���P � s�� is entire� Thus b��P� s� � b��P � s� � b���P � s�� b���P� s��
Moreover b���P� s� � b���P� s� � NDss%�s�� where N � dimnull�P ��
and similarly b���P� s� � b���P� s� � NDss%�s� giving ������ With this
in mind consider ������ and ���
� in the general case�

Proposition 	���� If P � Di��b�X�E� is elliptic� self�adjoint� non�
negative� has diagonal principal symbol corresponding to an exact b�metric
on a compact manifold with boundary and satis�es ������ then b���P� s�
extends from Re s � 
� where the integral in ���
� converges absolutely� to
a meromorphic function of s with poles only at �

�N and b���P� s� extends

from Re s � �
� dimX to be meromorphic with poles as in Lemma ����� If

the b�zeta function of P is de�ned by ����� then

����� b��P� 
� �

�
a� � �

� �N� �N�� dimX even

��
� �N� �N�� dimX odd�

where N� is the dimension of the null space of P on H�
b �X�E� and N� is

the dimension of the null space on C��X�E� � L�
b�X�E��

Proof� The meromorphy of b���P� s� proceeds exactly as in the proof
of Lemma ���� since the behaviour of h�t� � b	Tr� exp��tP � as t � 

is essentially the same as in the boundaryless case� On the other hand
Proposition ���� describes the behaviour of h�t� as t ��� Thus h�t� has

a complete asymptotic expansion in powers of t�
�
� � Since �%�s� vanishes

at s � 
 the pole there is removed� but otherwise b���P� s� can have poles
at �

�N as stated� This proves the proposition� since ����� just arises from
��������
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���� Analytic torsion�

From ������ the determinant is most interesting in case ��P� 
� � 
� One
case in which this occurs� at least in the simplest setting� is in the de�nition
of the analytic torsion of Ray and Singer� If �j is the Laplacian acting on
j	forms on a compact manifold �initially without boundary� consider the
superposition of zeta functions�

�� ��� s� �
dimXX
j��

����jj���j � s��

In fact it is worthwhile� following ���� and x��� to generalize slightly and
to look at twisted versions of the Laplacian� as in x���
Definition 	��
� For any unitary representation of the fundamental
group of a compact manifold with boundary and exact b	metric the analytic
torsion is

� �g� �� � �b��� �g� �� 
��
Exercise 	���� Extend the results of ���� to exact b	metrics�

���� The beta invariant�

In the same spirit as the discussion of the analytic torsion� the de�nition
of the eta invariant of the Dirac operator can be extended to the case of a
graded Cli�ord module for an exact b	metric� This b	eta invariant appears
in the generalization of the Atiyah	Patodi	Singer index theorem to exact
b	metrics on manifolds with corners�
In case �X � � the eta invariant� de�ned by �In����� can be obtained as

the value at s � 
 of the eta function�

��g� s� �
�

%�s� �
� �

�Z
�

ts�
�
� Tr

�
ge�tg

�
� dt

t
�

Since the null space is annihilated by the factor of g� the integral is abso	
lutely convergent near t � �� the convergence near t � 
 is discussed in
Chapter �� The latter discussion extends directly to the case of an exact
b	metric� as does the former if ������ is assumed for the Dirac operator and
the de�nition is taken to be�

����� b��g� s� �
�

%�s � �
� �

�Z
�

ts�
�
� b	Tr�

�
ge�tg

�
� dt

t
� b��g� � b��g� 
��

Even without the assumption that I��g� 
� is invertible the same formula
can be used�
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Proposition 	���� If X is an odd�dimensional exact b�spin manifold
then the integral in ����� converges absolutely for ��

� � Re s � �
� and

extends to a meromorphic function of s � C �
Proof� The convergence near t � 
 follows from the discussion in x�����
Similarly Proposition ���� can be generalized to show that

���� e�t� � b	Tr�
�
ge�tg

�� � �X
j��

bjt
����

�
j as t���

To see this we start from �������� which gives the long	time component of
the heat kernel and apply g �

����� e�t� �
�

��i

Z
�A

b	Tr� e
�t�

�
gG��� �

�
d��

The analytic extension of G��� � in the variable z� � � z�� has a double pole
at z � 
� as discussed in Proposition ����� Since the leading term is the null
space of P � g� on L�� this is annihilated by g� Similarly the residue has
range in the null space of g� on C��X�E� � L��X�E� and this is just the
null space of g on x��H�

b �X�E�� for � � 
 small� by the properties of the
boundary pairing� Thus the analytic continuation of gG��� � has no pole at
z � 
� Following through the proof of Proposition ����� the leading terms�
as t��� arising from both H�

� and H
�
��t� vanish� Taking into account the

parity of the terms� it follows that the leading term in e�t� is of order t���
i�e� ���� holds� This completes the proof of the proposition�

In particular if Tr is replaced by b	Tr� then the formula �In���� de�nes
the b	eta invariant� The transition� by �analytic surgery�� from the eta
invariant on a compact manifold without boundary to the b	eta invariant
is discussed in �����
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